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Foreword

Anton Nijholt meets the pivotal need of charting the multiple ways in which artists
have strategically challenged existing uses of EEG technology while unveiling its
aesthetic and social implications. The term Brain Art has come to be associated with
the use of Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI) for artistic expression. It relies on the
transmutation of neural signals into realms of sounds and images that render the
internal workings of the mind perceptible.

A cornerstone of my career as an artist has been the exploration of what is now
known as BCI, brain–computer interface. When I first heard the term, I thought it
meant Brain Communication Interaction because that waswhat I had beenworking on
for so long. In the early 1970s, after experimentingwith an alphawave feedback unit, I
sought to create an internal and external video portrait of two people by dissolving
images of their brain wave oscillations over their faces as their interaction was being
simultaneously videotaped. What intrigued me was showing what often happens
beneath the surface as people communicate with each other—at invisible brain level
and at gestural level. I began concentrating on expressing visually the synchronous
and asynchronous relations established between the brainwaves of people engaged in
nonverbal communication. I invited participants in this work to engage in imaginative
telepathic experimentation while embracing improvisation and indeterminacy. BCI
allowed me to transcend the constraints of linguistic communication.

In 1973, together with collaborator systems engineer, Mike Trivich, we created
conceivably the first BCI for two people to communicate nonverbally and tele-
pathically via a visual feedback display. Our tools were a Grass Valley EEG
connected to a DEC PDP 11 computer and a Heathkit 2 channel oscilloscope,
assembled by Mike. We were expected to provide measurable outcomes of
brain-to-brain communication upon being granted access to the use of an EEG
machine and we fulfilled our promise. I continued to explore the realm of nonverbal
communication through the 1980s and into the 1990s when I created the first
interactive, multi-participant web-streaming platform in collaboration with Anatole
Shaw. Since this time, my work with BCI has continued to expand, encompassing
heart rate monitoring coupled with long used audio feedback and the Brain Wave
Drawing Game.
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Flora Lysen’s insightful observation in this collection—“The interface is the
work”—is of particular interest to me as it has been fundamental to my own BCI
endeavors. It gives us a useful entry point into examining how the medium shapes
the social and aesthetic attributes of interpersonal exchanges, and the significance
communicated by an artwork that has a technical interface as an essential
component.

Artists are the clairvoyants in our society. When they embrace technology as a
methodology, they make it visible to a public that has little direct contact with the
daily work of scientists. The scientific rigor of artistic BCI has been questioned, but
the true value of artists’ use of this technology lies in the exploration of the epis-
temological, emotive, and educational impact of such interfaces. For BCI artists, the
goal is always to move beyond the quantitative assessment of the impact of a
technological apparatus.

BCI art is grounded in a shared experience of joy and creativity. When artists
embrace technology, no matter how rigorous their process, their objective is the
creation of an affective space meant to surpass self- or socially imposed boundaries
between individuals. Artists are impresarios of technology!

Per Laura Jade in this anthology, we are “hybrid artists.” Our work can only be
understood through the interaction of artists, technology, and audience. Our passion
fills that space and invites participation. Our dependence on scientists for our tools
is a love affair that brings both parties closer together and inspires new and more
complex collaborations.

Artists deploy BCI technology because it has the ability to render perceptible the
inner workings of our deepest emotions. BCI always implies a process of exter-
nalization. It is deeply democratic in its ambitions: both demystifying technology
and facilitating shared experiences. BCI artists rarely create in isolation. For them,
the technological apparatus is foremost a tool of communication—whether between
individuals or a multitude.

In editing this collection, Anton Nijholt has performed an invaluable service to
scientists, the public and the worldwide creative community whose art finds its
expression through a Brain–Computer Interface. This first overview of a field with
half a century of groundbreaking collaborations and creations will be a precious
guide as we adapt and expand new technologies like mobile–brain interfaces
(MoBI), virtual reality (VR), and augmented reality (AR). This summing up is just
the beginning!

New York
February 2019

Nina Sobell
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Preface

In recent years brain–computer interface (BCI) technology has entered mainstream
human–computer interaction (HCI) research for nonclinical applications. BCI has
become part of multimodal interaction research as an additional interaction
modality for a user of a technological system. BCI has also become part of research
in which physiological data provide a system with information about a user’s
affective and mental state, making it possible to adapt the system, task, and inter-
action to a particular user.

Artists have been using BCIs for artistic expression since the 1960s. Artistic BCI
applications date further back than assistive and clinical BCIs. Many years before
Kamiya’s and Vidal’s influential papers on monitoring and controlling alpha
activity and using brain activity for control and communication there were exper-
iments by artists on musical composition, fine art, and other creative applications
that required brain activity patterns as input. Early BCI music performances were
performed by Alvin Lucier in 1965 and Richard Teitelbaum in 1967. A BCI
drawing game was introduced by Nina Sobell in the early 1970s. In the same
period, David Rosenboom started his investigations into the use of BCI in musical
compositions and real-time performances. He published a wonderful collection on
artistic and playful BCI experiments in 1976: “Biofeedback and the Arts: results of
early experiments.”

At the time artists started using BCI for artistic expression, there was hardly any
research into signal processing, pattern recognition, machine learning, and (graphic)
display possibilities. Indeed, and this was also mentioned by Vidal in 1973, BCI
research was only possible using batch processing of data, rather than real-time
processing of brain activity data.

Designers of artistic BCIs are often ahead of more traditional and patient-
oriented BCI researchers in their ideas on using BCIs in multimodal and multiparty
contexts. Multiple users can be involved in an artistic BCI application. They can
have an active role in making a BCI event possible or they can have a role as a
‘passive’ audience. Communication and control intentions or decisions can be
detected from brain activity. This brain activity can be evoked by voluntarily
paying attention to specifically designed external stimuli to which a user is exposed.
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However, BCI also makes it possible to detect changes in brain activity that have
been evoked by conscious actions, for example, performing a mental calculation,
imagining a movement, making the decision to relax, or reacting as if angry.

In games, entertainment, and artistic applications there is not always the need for
robustness and efficiency that can be asked from other BCI applications.
Shortcomings from BCI technology can perhaps be translated into interesting
challenges to play and master a game or to create, modify, or experience a piece of
BCI art or performance. HCI researchers’ interest is increasing, because HCI and
computer science have now entered application areas where efficiency is not the
main goal or concern. Domestic or public space use of information and commu-
nication technology addresses issues that relate more to affect, comfort, family,
community, or playfulness, rather than efficiency. In many everyday life situations,
efficiency is an ‘add-on’.

Interest in nonclinical applications of BCI research is now increasing. Currently,
artists can make use of affordable BCI devices and software that does not require
them to invest extensive time in getting the BCI to work or tuning it to their
application. They may sometimes provoke traditional BCI researchers with their
use of BCI hardware and software and their interpretation of brain signals.
However, they certainly provide original thoughts about the use of BCI in appli-
cations and therefore pave the road for future BCI and HCI applications.

Users of artistic BCI technology can be artists who compose art in real time
using BCI signals (usually in a multimodal and multimedia context), performers,
audience members, or a full audience. Artists sometimes use reasonably cheap
commercial BCI devices to work with or to perform. Or they design installations
that require active or passive input from the brain of an individual user or the brains
of multiple users or participants in artistic events. Those participants receive
feedback from the artistic application that helps them to control their brain activity
to create or modify pieces of interactive art. In addition to artistic BCI environments
that allow users to play with and modify audio–visual landscapes, animations, and
musifications, there are examples of BCI control of instruments and tools for artistic
expression and exploration. For example, a BCI-controlled computer painting tool.
Adaptive musical interfaces based on a user’s brain state have also been introduced.

In this book, we look at current (research) activities in BCIs for artistic
expression and to identify research areas that are of interest for both BCI and HCI
researchers as well as for artists/designers of BCI applications. More generally, the
book is intended for HCI and BCI researchers who are interested in nonclinical BCI
applications, in particular, those BCI applications that invite users to interact, play,
and to be creative, using BCI. The book addresses an audience that is interested in
research that is focused on nontraditional and challenging interactions using BCI as
a channel that allows artistic expression of moods, emotions, and other outlets of
expressed creativity.

This book grew from the contributions of many colleagues to research activities I
co-organized. Together with Hayrettin Gürkök, there was a 2013 paper on affective
brain–computer interfaces for artistic expression presented at an affective com-
puting conference. Before that, we used to work on BCI and games. A special issue
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of the Taylor & Francis BCI journal on artistic brain–computer interfaces, edited by
Chang S. Nam and me, appeared in 2015. It was great to meet David Rosenboom
when he performed, assisted by Tim Mullen, at the Whitney Museum of American
Art in New York in May 2015. A workshop on artistic brain–computer interfaces
was organized at the 2016 Asilomar meeting on brain–computer interfaces.
Additionally, I was happy to meet Nina Sobell (see picture) at the 2017 Brain on
Art conference in Valencia organized by Jose L. Contreras-Vidal. A Handbook on
BCI, also from Taylor & Francis and edited by Chang S. Nam, Fabien Lotte and
me, with many chapters devoted to nonclinical BCI applications appeared in 2018.
In the same year, I organized a workshop at the CHI 2018 conference in Montreal,
Canada on BCI for artistic expression. The co-organizers were Rob Jacob, Marvin
Andujar, Grace Lesley, and Beste Yuksel. This book would not have been possible
without the help of all the people mentioned here.

Enschede, The Netherlands Anton Nijholt
February 2019
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Brain-Computer Interfaces
for Artistic Expression

Anton Nijholt

Abstract Capturing brain activity and translating it into multisensorial artistic
expressions has been done by artists since the late sixties and early seventies of the
previous century. At that time there were only very limited ways to acquire, process,
manipulate and transform brain activity. No computing power, no pattern recogni-
tion, no machine learning, no graphics, no friendly user interfaces. The results of the
transformations were usually presented visually, for example, on an oscilloscope,
or auditorily using loudspeakers. In subsequent decades, brain-computer interfacing
became a well-established research area that focused on applications in the clini-
cal domain; in particular, applications that aimed at restoring and enhancing com-
munication for the motor-impaired and for rehabilitation purposes. In more recent
decades, due to progress in neuroscience, signal processing, and machine learning
and progress in sensor technology, we see a growing interest in research and develop-
ment that aims at clinical and nonclinical users that can use brain-computer interfaces
for communication and control in real-life domestic, entertaining, and artistic brain-
computer interfaces. This introductory chapter provides some general background
on brain-computer interfaces. It mentions some standard paradigms, it provides some
historical context and it presents some observations on brain-computer interfacing
for artistic expression since the early seventies of the previous century. Currently,
there is a market for inexpensive electroencephalographic (EEG) devices and soft-
ware kits that capture voluntarily and involuntarily evoked brain activity and have
this activity translated into control and communication commands for environments
and devices. We also see a renewed interest of artists to make use of such devices to
design interactive artistic installations that have knowledge of the brain activity of
an individual user or the collective brain activity of a group of users, for example,
an audience. This chapter provides some background on brain-computer interface
technology that can be helpful for understanding the chapters that appear in this
book and this chapter provides some context to the developments that are reported
and foreseen in this book’s chapters.

A. Nijholt (B)
Human Media Interaction, University of Twente, Enschede, The Netherlands
e-mail: a.nijholt@utwente.nl

© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
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2 A. Nijholt

Keywords Artistic expression · Brain-computer interfaces ·Multimodal
interaction ·Multi-agent brain-computer interfaces · Entertainment computing ·
EEG

1.1 Introduction

Neural activity in our brain causes electric andmagnetic fields andbloodflowchanges
in our brain. Changes in this brain activity can be measured and can provide infor-
mation about which brain regions are involved. Since different brain regions have
different functions, it also provides us with information about which cognitive and
motor functions are implicated. Neural activity can be activated voluntarily or invol-
untarily, that is, endogenous or exogenous activation. Making a mental calculation,
following a line of reasoning, imagining what to do next, deciding about a movement
are examples of voluntarily evoked brain activity. We also experience multisensorial
stimuli, sometimes beyond our control. We have less or no direct control over our
involuntary brain activity. Different brain regions will show neural activity related to
seeing, hearing, feeling, ormemorizing. This neural activity is involuntarily involved,
althoughwe can have some control by deciding what will have our attention. Fatigue,
frustration, excitement, and other affects also involuntarily evoke changes in brain
activity, but some regulation of such activity can also take place.

Various methods to measure brain activity changes are available. A functional
magnetic resonance imagining (fMRI) scanner detects changes in blood flow asso-
ciated with neural activity. It has excellent spatial resolution, not very good time
resolution, but, more importantly, lying in an fMRI scanner does not allow you to
perform your daily activities and therefore cannot support you in your daily activ-
ities. However, information about brain activity (not as precise as in an fMRI scan
session), can be obtained from sensors that are attached to your scalp. These sensors
can measure electrical activity (electroencephalography; EEG) or changes in blood
flow (functional near-infrared spectroscopy; fNIRS) and reveal which brain regions
are active and where changes in activity are taking place. fMRI scanners can also be
used to measure what is happening inside a subject’s brain when being exposed to
multisensorial stimuli, and such knowledge can be used to improve the detection of
the characteristics of particular brain waves using EEG or fNIRS.

fMRI, EEG and fNIRSmethods tomeasure brain activity are ‘noninvasive’. There
are ‘invasive’ methods as well. The so-called electrocorticography (ECOG) mea-
surement requires electrodes to be placed on the cortex; hence, this requires surgery.
Obviously, better spatial and temporal characteristics of the measurements are then
obtained. These measurements can become better when the electrode sensors are
inserted into the brain. Presently, such intracortical measurement is performed only
inmedical laboratory contextswith strict regulations that concernmedical and ethical
issues.

For domestic applications, one should be able to walk around, do usual things,
sit behind a computer screen or a car’s steering wheel, enter a home, turn on the
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lights, or use a smartphone. Nevertheless, there can be situations and environments,
for example, being at work, driving a car, playing videogames, or enjoying enter-
tainment, where it is quite acceptable to have a wearable that connects you to a
computing device and does not allow you to move around freely. However, present-
day wearable brain-computer interface (BCI) technology allows us to be wirelessly
connected to computing devices that analyze and interpret our brain activity and
translate it to implicit or explicit commands that change our environment and allow
us to communicate with our environment, including others that are present in our
physical or virtual environment. In this manner, brain-computer interfaces support
the notion of people becoming part of an Internet of People, or an Internet of Things,
where human beings have become things or nodes in the Internet of Things.

1.2 Measuring and Translating Brain Waves

Research on capturing a person’s brain activity and using it to control an environment
or an application has become known as brain-computer interfacing (BCI). Control
also includes the control of a communication device. Brain activity can be translated
into control commands for an application. Control can be explicit, where the user
wants to issue a particular command to a brain-controlled device. However, it is
also possible that a user’s brain activity is monitored and this information is used
to determine aspects of a user’s mental state, which is then translated into changes
in a user’s environment that better suits this particular mental state or that aims at
changing this mental state.

1.2.1 Extracting Brain Signals

There are various ways to measure brain activity and we should know which brain
region is involved in a activity. Is it a region that has to do with pain, a region that
has to do with vision, or a region that knows about motion? From neuroscience we
have learned about the particulars of the brain. That is, we know where to look for
brain signals when we are interested in affect, all kinds of perception, memory, or
muscle control. Brain activity can be measured and measurement techniques make
it possible to determine which brain regions show activation. It allows us, mediated
by a computer’s processing power, to know about what is perceived and experienced
by a person, but also about someone’s intentions to become active in a particular
environment.

Recording of electrical activity in the human brain using electrodes attached to
the human scalp started with experiments by Hans Berger in the early 1920s (Berger
1929). Before that, such recordings had already been done in animals’ brains. Berger
neededmanymore years and publications to have his results accepted in the scientific
community. He recorded brain wave patterns, that is, rhythmic repetitive electrical
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brain activity with a certain amplitude. This repetition is measured in Hertz (Hz),
where 1 Hz is one cycle per second. Berger discovered alpha waves (approximately
8–12 Hz) and distinguished them from other activity, not only by looking at the
frequency of waves, but also at amplitudes. He experimented with subjects during
relaxed wakefulness and subjects who were more consciously aware of what was
happening in their environment, that is, having an engaged mind. In this way, he dis-
tinguished alpha waves from waves with a higher frequency and smaller amplitude,
the beta waves. Usually, alpha activity will increase when a subject closes his or her
eyes, and beta activity will then increase when a subject opens his or her eyes. The
strongest alpha waves can be observed in the occipital lobe. Beta activity, when our
attention is directed towards the outside world, is between 13 and 25 Hz and is most
evident in the frontal lobes.

Currently, more is known about brainwave frequencies andwhere they can be best
measured and interpreted in the brain. How can we relate frequencies and amplitudes
and disturbances in brain waves to external events that we perceive?Moreover, rather
than just sensing, our brain is active in interpreting, making decisions, memorizing,
and remembering. Apart from alpha and beta activity, we now know about lower
activities such as delta and theta (less than 8 Hz), which are related to, for example,
daydreaming, or can be observed in children in a sleeping state, and various forms
of gamma activity (25–60 Hz) that are related to higher cognitive functions such as
learning and memorizing.

Apart from frequencies and amplitudes it is important to know (and to measure)
where and when particular brain waves operate and dominate. How is brain activ-
ity measured in the various regions of our brain? The most common noninvasive
technique that is used in research laboratories uses electrodes that are embedded
in something that looks like a swim cap. The number of electrodes embedded in
such a cap may differ, but each of them provides brain activity information detected
from different regions of the brain. Different brain regions are involved in different
functions. Hence, electrode positions are important. Are we interested in measuring
activity related to movement, memory, different types of perception, or emotions?
We may have one, two, eight or more electrodes. These are commercial headsets
with a few electrodes that do not require such a swim cap, and each electrode can be
positioned and adjusted individually. In a research context, it is not unusual to have
32, 64 or even more electrodes in a cap that covers your head. This EEG method to
capture brain activity is noninvasive, that is, the electrodes are placed on the scalp,
and although your hair may be a disruptive factor, conductive gel or water helps to
make the electrodes work and pick up the signals from the brain. Developments in
EEG technology have made it possible to use ‘dry’ electrodes that do not need gel
and are much faster to apply. There are systems for defining and naming electrode
positions across the scalp. (e.g., the 10–20 system).

With EEGwemeasure the electrical activity that is related to neuronal firing in our
brain. The other noninvasive technique mentioned in the introduction is the fNIRS
method. This technique requires a headset that uses infrared light to detect changes
in blood (oxygen) flow related to activation in particular brain regions. EEG has a
nice temporal resolution, but the spatial resolution is not strong, particularly for deep
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brain activity. For fNIRS, it is the other way around. fNIRS has slow detection, but
it is more precise about which regions are involved.

Whether EEG or fNIRS are being used, there is the problem of artifacts. In a
laboratory setting,we can eliminate, reduce or filter brain activity that is not important
for what we want to measure, but rather disrupts the measurement of brain activity
that we are interested in. We breathe, move, perceive. Muscles are used for eye
gaze and changes in facial expressions. We are in a particular mood or experience a
particular emotion. If we want to measure brain activity that is related to a specific
task that we aim to perform or that the environment nudges us to perform then
we should get rid of such non-task related activity or it should be clear how the
activity we are interested can be filtered from such non-task related brain activity.
Goal-driven further analysis of the measured and filtered brain activity (the brain
signals) can ultimately tell us or the application about an underlying aim. Was it
meant for muscle control, to utter a thought, a perception, an attempt to remember?
Or did we measure mental stress or a particular emotion? Detecting brain signals,
analyzing them and extracting the relevant information is one of the main issues of
BCI research. The development of BCI technology and designing BCI applications is
another main issue. Detecting, analyzing and extracting requires advanced methods
of signal analysis, machine learning and pattern recognition (Nam et al. 2018; Lotte
2014).

The noninvasive techniques mentioned above do not require surgery, that is, the
placement of electrodes on the surface of the brain or in the brain. Invasive techniques
require surgery and the placement of electrodes on the surface of the brain or in the
brain. The measurement method where electrodes are placed on the surface of the
brain is called electrocorticography (ECoG). When electrodes are positioned inside
the brain, we speak of the intracorticalmeasurement of brain activity. At thismoment,
we can assume that brain-computer interfaces for a general audience will make use of
noninvasive technology. Thismay change in the future.Moreover, such a changemay
also include the use of devices that stimulate brain activity in addition to detecting
and measuring brain activity. There are wireless connections between EEG caps and
electrodes that are used for measuring brain activity and computing devices that
process and interpret EEG data. This interpretation makes it possible that changes
are made to a user’s environment as a result of knowing about his or her brain activity
or that a user of a brain-computer device explicitly controls his or her environment
by issuing commands by manipulating his or her brain activity.

1.2.2 Translating Brain Signals

In BCI research a distinction is made between active, reactive and passive BCI. This
distinction is useful, but there is overlap between these three viewpoints.

• In active BCI, we assume that a subject is able to manipulate his or her brain
activity to issue commands to a brain-controlled device. Can we manipulate our
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brain activity? Certainly. We can make the decision to relax. When successful,
relaxation can be observed in our brain activity. We can act as if we are angry
(emotion imagery). Again, when we are able to do this in a convincing way, it will
show in our brain activity. We can also imagine that we want to move our body or
body parts in a particular direction, for example, move our left hand to the right.
Again, what we imagine can be detected by electrodes that pick up signals, in this
case from our motor cortex and these signals can be used to, for example, change
directions of our wheelchair in a physical environment, or direct our avatar in a
videogame to a particular position. We can imagine the rotation of an object that is
shown to us. We can perform a mental calculation to evoke certain brain activity.
We can be aware and know how this internal and conscious manipulation of our
brain activity is used to issue commands to our environment and its devices for
communication.

• In reactive BCI, it is usually the application that generates stimuli that we are
supposed to focus on, which can then give rise to changes in a subject’s brain
activity.Hence, the subject is asked topay attention to and choose amongartificially
evocative stimuli. Paying attention can be seen as a voluntary act. We are engaged
in an act that requires us to pay attention to perceptual stimuli. We are asked
to pay attention to these stimuli and while doing so our brain emits information
about what we perceive. Do we perceive something odd, an incongruity, or is there
something we hope to see or do not expect to see, is there an ‘Aha’ experience?
Usually, stimuli are presented visually on a computer screen. However, stimuli
can also be presented auditorily or by touch, and in principle, by taste and smell.
This reactive viewpoint where the user is explicitly asked to pay attention can be
complemented with a reactive viewpoint in which external stimuli are present,
their effect is measured, feedback to the BCI application is provided, but the user
does not have the explicit task to control the application.

• In passive BCI the subject has no intention to control or communicate using BCI.
Brain activity is measured and used tomake changes to the environment or the task
the subject is supposed to perform. A subject’s brain activity is measured without
him or her being asked to voluntarily evoke a particular kind of brain activity or
paying attention to external stimuli that will have an effect on brain activity. The
user is simplymonitored while performing a task, there are no artificial stimuli that
he or she is subjected to, and the user can behave in a natural way, not differently
from not having his or her brain activity being measured. Brain activity changes
are measured just as we can measure changes in skin conductivity or heart rate
changes. Obviously, when a subject is told to wear a BCI cap he or she can become
aware and learn how changes are related to a mental state and can turn passive
BCI into active BCI by producing different mental states. A subject’s active and
reactive BCI performance can be dependent on his or her mental state. Therefore,
knowledge about a subject’smental state can help in interpreting active and reactive
BCI control and communication.

In active and reactive BCI the user is usually expected to know about his or her role
to control a system. That is, voluntarily evoke certain brain activity or voluntarily pay
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attention to external stimuli that aremeant to cause changes in brain activity. In active
BCI we ask a user to control his or her brain activity. In reactive BCI that is meant
to provide a user with control of a device we ask a user to pay attention to stimuli
that lead to measurable changes in his or her brain activity. However, a user can also
involuntarily experience exogenous stimuli and the corresponding brain activity can
be used to adapt an application. In passive BCI the ‘ideal’ situation is that the user
is not aware of being measured at all.

Although there are more ways by which a user’s brain waves can be translated
into intended commands for control and communication, in clinical BCI research the
main paradigms (or markers) for doing this are motor imagery (active BCI) and event
related and evoked potentials (reactive BCI). In contrast, see also the next section,
passive BCI and turning passive BCI into active BCI has been explored in many
artistic interactive BCI applications, long before clinical BCI research took flight.

• Motor imagery (MI) is about movements. Intending to move or beginning to imag-
ine a movement and ending the imagining of a movement leads to changes in the
alpha (8–12 Hz) and beta frequency bands that can be measured in the motor cor-
tex; these changes have been called event-related desynchronization (ERD) and
event-related synchronization (ERS). This motor imagery BCI, as well as other
cognitive imagery tasks, can be used to steer awheelchair, an avatar in a videogame
or a cursor on a screen without making limb movements. MI is an active BCI that
requires spatial and spectral information.

• Another paradigm is the steady-state evoked potentials. For example, a steady state
visual evoked potential (SSVEP) can be designed such that the user has to pay
attention to a screen on which various patterns of repetitive flickering stimuli are
displayed. By focusing on one particular pattern, its frequency of flickering can
be observed in the occipital region of the brain, and the BCI system can interpret
this as a preference or a decision of the user, which can then allow an application
to perform a certain task. This is a reactive BCI that requires spatial and spectral
information.

• BCI based on event related potentials (ERP) is another reactive BCI paradigm. An
example is the P300, a potential that can be elicited using the oddball approach,
that is, the user perceives a sequence of stimuli, but only one of them, the target, is
relevant for the user. When that stimulus is presented, there is a positive deflection
in voltage of the EEG signal occurring with a latency of approximately 300 ms.
It can best be measured by electrodes over the parietal lobe. Hence, it requires
spatial and temporal information. P300 can be used to choose among stimuli. For
example, when presented with a stimulus that represents letters, the target letter,
that is, the letter that a subject wants to ‘type’, elicits a P300. Stimuli can also be
auditory or tactile in nature.

We can add these paradigms to the above-mentioned possibilities of controlling
alpha activity or consciously moving from a decrease in alpha to an increase of beta
and have a BCI system provide an interpretation of such changes that controls an
application.
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1.2.3 Designing with BCI

An artist or designer can make use of the possibilities these BCI paradigms offer to
design an (interactive) artistic system or application. This certainly needs creativity.
However, rather than having a design based on only one of these paradigms, we can
think of systems that use multiple paradigms or systems where brain wave infor-
mation is combined with information from other sources. Brain wave input can be
integrated into multimodal interactions (Gürkök and Nijholt 2012) that include other
physiological information or eye gaze. Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques such as
modeling common-sense knowledge, reasoning and pattern recognition can assist in
interpreting BCI commands and embedding them in an environment where detailed
low-level BCI commands are not necessary.

As a simple example to showhowuseful it can be to integrateBCI andAI, consider
a disabled user who controls a wheelchair using BCI. The AI can have knowledge
about the environment in which the user has to navigate. A user can make errors and
the BCI device can wrongly interpret the intentions of a user. Thus, if the result of
an interpretation is to turn left with the wheelchair and the AI knows that instead
of a doorway there are descending steps, it can prevent the wheelchair from taking
that turn. As another related example, if a higher-level aim of a wheelchair user can
be detected, for example, to go to the kitchen, then no detailed BCI instructions are
necessary since the control can be taken over by the AI that knows about the route to
go there and the wheelchair can have sensors that use computer vision (another AI
technique) to avoid obstacles. As another example, when aBCI user starts a particular
action, the AI can predict the most likely next actions and then lets the user make
the choice. This can be considered an autocomplete function for actions, rather than
for words or letters in a word processor.

An additional issue that should be mentioned is whether an environment can be
designed in such a way that issuing particular BCI commands, self-control of brain
waves or being receptive to external stimuli that alter brain waves are issues that can
be dealt with in a way that is experienced by a user as fitting the environment. If an
application requires you to lie down, you will probably expect a peaceful experience,
or the environment may expect you to become alert when you see an opponent in a
videogame and may notice that you are afraid and want to flee or, that you become
angry and aggressive, while preparing to fight this opponent. An environment can
be designed in such a way that voluntary and involuntary brain wave information
can be made use of in a natural way. Shortcomings of BCI technology can become
challenges in designing useful or artistic applications (Nijholt et al. 2009). Or, as
mentioned in Novello (2012), “Contrary to science, art can better accept instability
and turn it into an interesting parameter.”
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1.3 Brain Waves and Art

Armedwith the knowledge of the previous sectionwe now can investigate how artists
have been investigating the use of brain waves for artistic expression. Using brain
waves for artistic expression started in the 1960s, many years before Jacques Vidal
in 1973 wrote a paper that is currently considered to be the start of BCI research
(Vidal 1973). However, Vidal’s paper had not yet attracted much attention during
the 1970–1990 period. Clinical BCI research still needed to get its start. On the
other hand, artists, maybe we should call them brain wave artists, were inspired
by neuro-scientific research results, looked for collaboration, and gave brain waves
a role in their (interactive) installations. Many observations on this early use of
neuroscience research results can be found in the chapters of this book. We will
add a few that focus more on the active/reactive/passive viewpoint mentioned in the
previous section and on the use of the various paradigms mentioned there. Moreover,
we will add observations on the use of brain wave control mechanisms in the artistic
domain as presented in the other chapters of this book.

1.3.1 Alpha Waves for Artistic Expression

EdmondM.Dewan of theAir Force Cambridge Research Laboratories experimented
with the control of alpha waves. His experiments were reported on in The US Science
News Letter of October 1964 (MacLaurin 1964). The reporter mentioned: “As with
many great scientific advances, the discovery was made unintentionally. During an
experiment in which a scientist was measuring his own brain waves, he was sud-
denly impressed with the fact that he could control their activity.” Moreover, “The
interesting thing about these waves is that they can be controlled without muscle
movement. All a person has to do to turn them on is relax as if going to sleep. To
turn them off, all one has to do is concentrate on a scene or object.” Hence, “For this
reason, Dr. Dewan believes these waves can conceivably be used as a communica-
tion device for persons who have lost their ability to move. Once such a person has
learned how to manipulate his alpha wave rhythm pattern, it becomes possible for
him to communicate through Morse Code, or some other simple response system.
Dr. Dewan said one possible drawback to his idea is that all people do not have the
ability to turn their alpha waves on and off. It is believed by some experts, however,
that the majority of people can.”

Dewan and composer Alvin Lucier met in 1965, and Lucier was invited to use
Dewan’s laboratory equipment to experiment with alpha waves in musical composi-
tions and performances. As a result, Alvin Lucier made hisMusic for Solo Performer
in 1965. He performed this composition sitting on a chair, electrodes attached to his
head, not being physically active at all, except that his amplified brain waves were
routed to loudspeakers (Fig. 1.1). In a documentary on Lucier’s work (Rusche and
Harder 2012) he mentions: “I could see the cones of the speakers moving in and out,
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Fig. 1.1 Alvin Lucier performing Music for Solo Performer (1965). Left: Performance in 1976.
Still from the film Music with Roots in the Aether by Robert Ashley. Right: May 2010 in The
Hague, The Netherlands. Still from the 2012 film No Ideas But in Things by Viola Rusche and
Hauke Harder (2012). Permissions granted

it was very dramatic, the cones of the loudspeakers actually like percussion players,
like performers.”

In an interview (Lucier 1995; Novello 2012) Lucier mentions that the piece is not
truly for solo performers. In fact, Lucier produced the driving energy, an ‘assistant’
was needed to determine the structure during the performance, including the choice
and combination of percussion instruments and the use of tapes with prerecorded
alpha waves.

Dewan’s ideas were published in scientific papers a few years later (Dewan 1966,
1967). He also introduced a learning aspect. From Dewan (1967): “People can be
taught to control voluntarily their own alpha rhythms. This can be used to send
messages in Morse code when an electroencephalogram pattern is used as part of
a computer programme. Such procedures may help to explain the mechanisms by
which the alpha rhythm is ‘blocked’ or ‘unblocked’.” Dewan’s observations were
based on previous work from others, as should be clear from the references in his
1967 paper. Additionally, Hart (1967) reported on the control of EEG alpha, and Joe
Kamiya reported, for example (Kamiya 1968), about his earlier experiments (approx-
imately 1962) on the control of alphawaves.Manfred L. Eaton, also in the late 1960s,
called this the Voluntary-Involuntary control mode in bio-feedback systems. He also
considered three other control modes: Voluntary-Voluntary, Involuntary-Voluntary,
and Involuntary-Involuntary (Eaton 1973) and mentions the use of biofeedback for
therapeutic and educational purposes. Moreover, listening to music allows feedback
to the composer andmodifying a composition, “either for himself alone, or as a factor
in modifying the signals for everyone listening.”

1.3.2 BCIs in the Sixties and Seventies

Artists in the nineteen sixties and early seventies embraced the idea of using brain
signals to design and create artistic, playful, and interactive installations. They dis-
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covered how these signals can be used in the real-time generation and manipulation
of images and sound. They were intrigued by the results of neuroscience research
and the possibility to use brain waves in the design and implementation of playful
and artistic installations and performances. They cooperatedwith scientists and intro-
duced ideas that were far away from the research of those days but could nevertheless
be illustrated as ‘artistic hypotheses’ in their playful and artistic applications. Using
brain waves in performances and in interactive installations was challenging. It pro-
vided new ways of creating and experiencing art and thinking about brain processes
and controlling and provoking brain processes in art installations and performances.
Interestingly, very often these explorations by artists assumed that two persons had
to interact with each other, using their brain waves and getting feedback from the
application, to get a certain artistic or playful task done. With two or more subjects,
there can be interaction, and the subjects become aware, because of the (audio)visual
feedback they receive, of each other’s brain activity. Most interests went to the ‘dis-
covery’ of alpha activity. Other neuroscience discoveries should be mentioned, such
as the discovery of different frequencies, stimuli, brain wave distortions, and how
brain activity relates to the different functions of the regions in the brain, but with a
few exceptions, this research hardly left the (neuro)scientific domain.

In Rosenboom (1976) many projects and experiments on brain waves, biofeed-
back and the arts from the late sixties and early seventies are collected. Most projects
focused on control of alpha waves as may be clear from the names of the projects:
Alpha Bean Lima Brain, Alpha Etch-a-Sketch, Tai Chi Alpha Tala, and Alpha Gar-
den. However, there is also mention of beta and theta, and evoked responses, for
example, flickering lights that stimulate the occipital region of the brain. Suggested
experiments address the synchronization of brain waves of two subjects that have
to perform a particular task (make a drawing, playful control of a device, etc.).
Among these experiments is Alpha Garden by Jacqueline Humbert in 1973, who
sketched a situation where two persons control the flow of water in a garden hose
and sprinkler system by synchronizing their alpha activity. As another example, she
designed Brainwave Etch-a-Sketch where two participants control horizontal and
vertical movements of a dot on a screen to make a drawing. Rosenboom introduced
his Portable Gold and Philosophers’ Stones composition (see Fig. 1.2), in which the
brain activity of four musicians was integrated with information about body tem-
perature and galvanic skin response to provide input to a performance. We can even
find a composition for brain music that was performed by Rosenboom, John Lennon
and Yoko Ono at the Mike Douglas TV show in 1972. “I hope my alpha’s all right.”,
Lennon remarks at the beginning of the performance. In a question-answering session
at that time, as reported in Rosenboom (1972), he has to answer the question: “While
it seems to be quite a reasonable way to train oneself to attain certain mental states,
suppose a girl in a miniskirt sits in the front row during a performance, what happens
to the control?” More importantly, in the 1976 book Rosenboom suggests research
directions and emphasizes the need for low-cost biofeedback instrumentation.

Artists embraced the idea of using alpha brainwaves to design and create artistic,
playful, and interactive installations. Vancouver Piece (1972–1973), created for the
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Fig. 1.2 Fragment of the system diagram for Rosenboom’s composition Portable Gold and
Philosophers’ Stones: EEG, GSR (galvanic skin response) and TEMP (body temperature) mon-
itoring (1972)

Vancouver Art Gallery’s 1972 show (Rosenboom 1975a), had two participants facing
a two-way mirror system (see Fig. 1.3).

In Vancouver Piece, when participants were able to produce alpha waves that
were in phase with each other, musical and lighting effects were produced, and the
images of their faces became superimposed on each other’s shoulders (more details
can be found in Chap. 4 of this book, written by Rosenboom and Mullen).

A similar effect was pursued by Nina Sobell, also in the early 1970s. In her
Brainwave Drawing Game, she wanted to explore the idea of drawing with one’s
brainwaves directly on a CRT (cathode ray tube). Her ideas about using brain waves
for artistic expression became possible through a cooperationwithDr. Barry Sturman
of theVAHospital neurophysiology laboratorywhowaswilling to allowNina and her
collaborator Michael Trivich access to his laboratory and his equipment if they were
able to provide quantitative proof of the existence of nonverbal influences between
two people in their brain activity.With the help of the staff and the processing of EEG
data using a DEC PDP-10, they were able to show that these influences did indeed
exist (Sobell and Trivich 1989; Sobell 2002). Having done that, they implemented
a brain game that could be played by museum visitors in the Contemporary Arts
Museum in Houston, Texas, 1975. Similar to what was done in the Sturman lab with
an oscilloscope, now the participants’ faces appeared on a TV screen, superimposed
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Fig. 1.3 Two museum attendees participating in Rosenboom’s Vancouver Piece at the Vancouver
Art Gallery in 1972. Photo courtesy of David Rosenboom

with their brain wave drawings (a Lissajous pattern that shows the two incoming
frequencies and the pattern becomes an ellipse when the frequencies are identical).

In these early years, artists explored new ways of creating playful interactive art
and usually involved more than one active participant to create art and, in addition,
often assumed an audience that came to experience how the performers’ brain waves
had an impact on the musical or audio-visual media performance. Some of their
activities should be considered to have emerged in the ‘beatnik’ and Zen movement
of the late fifties and early sixties. There was interest in experimenting with the brain
by meditation, by using drugs, or by being exposed to devices that were supposed
to evoke visual hallucinations (Geiger 2003; Haill 2014; Meulen et al. 2009) using
stroboscopic light and having an effect on the EEG-measured alpha waves. The
Dream Machine, later called the Dreamachine, was a flicker machine to provoke
alpha waves developed by Brion Gysin in 1960 and later years. According to Gysin:
“It’s the first art object to be seen with the eyes closed. Just get up close, then close
your eyes, and wait for a few minutes. You see kaleidoscopic visions and gorgeous
patterns as the light flickers over your eyelids.” (Geiger 2003, p. 3). The story of the
Dreamachine as a cult object can be found in Geiger (2003). Haill (2014) mentions
some recent art versions of the Dreamachine, including a smartphone application.
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1.3.3 More than Waves

Otherways of stimulating andmeasuring brain activitywere discovered: event related
potentials (ERPs) and evoked potentials. In his 1973 research paper (Vidal 1973),
by many considered to be the start of the BCI research area, Jacques Vidal drew
attention to ‘evoked responses’ of the brain, embedded in ongoing electrical activity,
because of exposure to sensory stimuli (visual, auditory, somesthetic). He had sug-
gestions aboutman-machine communication usingBCI: “…such as: recognition of a
clue (or matching), its acceptance and rejection, choice between (visual) alternatives,
arbitrary positioning of a pointer on a screen, etc.”. In his paper, some planned exper-
iments are discussed to distinguish between voluntary and subconsciously evoked
responses. For the latter experiments, a space war game was proposed where gamers
(one of them is the computer) can fire missiles at opponent’s space ships. What
difference will be measured in evoked potentials, given a subject’s different mental
state, by the explosion of either the subject’s space ship or that of its opponent?

Influential papers that discussed explicit external stimuli and their impact on brain
waves appeared during that time. Their reported research results were picked up by
artists, and BCI-based clinical research interest had to wait two decades before it
developed, hardly or not at all giving credit to what happened in the previous decades.
Changes in potentials because of exposure to external stimuli were reported in Picton
and Hillyard (1974) and Nunn (1977), with credits to researchers before them. Vari-
ous event related potentialswere investigated (often called evoked or cerebral-evoked
potentials, not to be confused with the steady-state evoked potentials), including the
P300 and some subcomponents for pitch perception. In Rosenboom (1975b), the
possible role of event related potentials in music perception, composition and per-
formance was discussed and included, in particular, aspects of expectancy and shifts
in attention. In the same paper, Rosenboom had observations on brain waves evoked
by imagining an event, an expressive action, or an emotion. More theoretical obser-
vations on auditory ERPs can be found in Rosenboom (1990, 1997). Rosenboom’s
ideas were included in the development of an ‘attention dependent sonic environ-
ment’ and in the ongoing development of his already existing compositionOn Being
Invisible.

1.4 BCI and Art: Design and Control of Artistic BCI
Applications

Employing computers for artistic BCI applications requires cooperation between
artists and researchers in computer science, human-computer interaction, neuro-
science, and brain-computer interfacing. We saw this cooperation in the early years
of BCI for artistic applications. In the period 1975–2000, there are not many inter-
esting artistic applications of BCI. This changed after 2000 when progress in BCI
technology made it possible to tinker with electrodes and headsets and make use of
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BCI software that wasmade available by laboratories.Moreover, companies emerged
that developed cheap headsets and toolkits that can be used without having detailed
knowledge of BCI and brain processes.

There are nowmany examples of artists who design BCI experiments and use BCI
for artistic expression.Oftenwe can recognize similar ideas, as theywere presented in
the 1970s byRosenboom, Sobell and others, and usually the focus is on alpha activity.
Hence, we see audio-visual representations of brain activity and the possibility to
control and modify these representations. When more ‘players’ are involved, they
are made aware of each other’s brain activity and have to collaborate or compete to
have a satisfying experience or to get a task done. See Nijholt (2015) for a survey of
BCI applications in which users are expected to compete or to collaborate.

There is quite a contrast between early brain art that is made visible on an oscillo-
scope and present-day brain art thatmakes use of immersive virtual reality, immersive
360° theatre environments, huge screen display facilities, audio-visual display and
other sensorial experiences of extracted brain waves from participants (users, cre-
ators, performers, visitors, and audience members), that can be involved in a BCI
for artistic expression activity or event. This contrast is not always present in the
use of BCI. Currently, commercial grade BCI hardware and software has made it
possible that, even with very limited knowledge about BCI and the shortcomings of
BCI in general and commercial BCI software and hardware in particular, artistic BCI
applications are designed and realized. This certainly does not necessarily affect the
artistic quality of the work that is delivered. Artists explore ways of how BCI tech-
nology can add to their ideas about artistic expression and how it can influence their
way of making art. This does not always require the use of advanced BCI technology.

1.4.1 Designing BCIs for Artistic Expression

In this subsection we present some examples of BCIs for artistic expression that
address the general audience, ask for their participation and make them aware of
brain waves, not only their own brain waves but also those of others with whom
they experience visual and auditory stimuli. Many more examples can be given, but
they will appear in many of the other chapters in this book. For example, in Chap.
6 by Suzanne Dikker and colleagues we can read about the Compatibility Racer,
an installation controlled by brain waves and already displayed at various museum
exhibits. In this installation users have to explore and achieve synchronicity in their
brain waves to move around in a physical space. Another example can be found in
Chap. 7, in which Karen Lancel and colleagues present an environment that visually
displays the brain signals of two kissing visitors. Also in this case synchronicity
of brain signals can be explored. In Mariko Mori’s Wave UFO (Mori et al. 2003),
exhibited at the 51th Biennale in Venice, June 2008, three players could enter her
‘UFO’ (Fig. 1.4), have electrodes attached to their scalps, were asked to lie down
and relax, and they could see their brain waves projected on walls and ceiling.
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Fig. 1.4 Mariko Mori’sWave UFO (Photo credit Roberto Soncin Gerometta/AFP/Getty Images)

Fig. 1.5 Orbs showing the brain activity of three viewers in Mariko Mori’s Wave UFO

Their brainwaves (left and right hemisphere)were projected in the formof six orbs
in different colors onto a screen: yellow (delta/theta) for sleep and dream, alertness
(beta) shows in pink andwakeful relaxation (alpha) in blue. Some smaller orbs lighted
up when the three viewers were giving off the same brain waves (Fig. 1.5).
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Fig. 1.6 Noor—A Brain Opera. Photo by Vincent Mak. Photo courtesy of Ellen Pearlman©

More examples of such projects can be given. For example, in Noor—A Brain
Opera (Pearlman 2017), a performer’s affective state, measured with a simple EEG
headset, triggers videos, a sonic environment and prerecorded spoken word libretto
correlated to four affective states: interest, excitement, meditation, and frustration.
The performance takes place in a 360° immersive theatre (Fig. 1.6). Additionally,
the performer’s affective states are visible as colored bubbles of excitement (yel-
low), interest (pink), meditation (turquoise), and frustration (red). The performer
walks among the audience and can nonverbally interact with audience members.
This interaction changes the performer’s brain waves.

Again, a wonderful and expensive design, but as mentioned, such projects usu-
ally do not introduce the new use of BCI knowledge or new ways of using BCI
in interactive art installations. Rather, they have frequency measurements (usually
alpha activity) as input to an audio-visual display system that can process input from
various users (performers-audience members). Users can be made aware of how the
system uses their brain waves and that awareness invites users (performers-audience
members) to manage their brain activity, that is, voluntarily vary their alpha waves, to
interact with the installation. In addition, as in the case of MarikoMori’sWave UFO,
or the Noor—A Brain Opera performance, it is the artistic design and narrative that
makes it attractive for audience members to be involved in a brain art environment.
Later, in this chapter, we will see examples of BCIs for artistic expression where the
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Fig. 1.7 Wearable EEG in the artistic responsive environment Staalhemel

emphasis is on new and challenging ways of using brain waves for interacting in an
artistic environment.

Well-known is Christoph De Boeck’s responsive environment Staalhemel (De
Boeck 2009). Interestingly, the visitor wears a portable EEG set. Using this headset,
shewalks through a spacewhere large steel plates are hung from the ceiling.Activated
by the visitor’s brain waves (alpha and beta waves), hammers tap rhythmic patterns
on the plates (Fig. 1.7).

Multiple collaborating users associated with Mariko Mori’s use of BCI technol-
ogy and the BCI wearables in Christoph De Boeck’s installation. What else could
we have expected from artists during that period (2000–2010)? The use of the Inter-
net and the worldwide web (WWW), of course. From Nina Sobell’s website (www.
brainstreaming.com): “On May 18, 2002, our first transmission operated over the
Internet for the first time, letting people in Manhattan and Brooklyn create a col-
laborative brain-wave drawing on the Web. By making Brainwave Drawings a Web
event driven by custom client-server software, a new kind of genre of telepresence
will begin to emerge in amultiple-node NetArt performance with accessible physical
spaces.”

The use of the WWW to distribute and integrate brain waves of remotely present
participants in an artistic event was also the topic of a proposal by Sobell to the
Rockefeller Foundation. In this proposal, boothswere to be installed in three different
cities. Each booth was equipped with webcams, monitors, and headgear with EEG
and headphones. Participants in the booths see their face on the screen and the color
of their faces change in accordance with their brain waves. With the headphones,
they hear the output of their brain waves. They could enter a collaborative site where
they can hear and see their brain wave output mixed with other participants and can

http://www.brainstreaming.com
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Fig. 1.8 Integration of
water, sound, and brain
waves (reprinted with
permission from Mann et al.
2008)

create a joint painting and music composition by synchronizing their brain waves.
We have included themain part of this proposal in an appendix section to this chapter.

StevenMann used EEG headsets in variousDECONcert performances and exper-
iments. One of his experiments was a communal bathing experience in which water
waves, sound waves and brain waves were integrated (Fig. 1.8). As mentioned in
Mann et al. (2008): “For example, in oneDECONcert, we had groups of six bathers,
at a time, in one rooftop tub, each outfittedwith EEGelectrodes, connected to bathers,
three-at-a-time, in another distant tub that was located on the sidewalk of a busy
downtown street. Situating the bath on a busy sidewalk established a juxtaposition
of public and private while inviting passers-by to stop, “doff their duds”, put on the
EEG electrodes, and join in. The different group baths were connected audiovisually,
as well as electroencephalically (using EEG sensors), across the World Wide Web,
also by way of web cameras, microphones, and various physiological signals such as
EEG and ECG (Electrocardiogram). Participants immersed in water and connected
to EEG equipment.”

There are many more examples of artistic and playful installations that monitor
and evoke oscillatory changes in theta, alpha, beta, and low gamma activity. The
results have been shown in audio-visual changes in the environment. Visitors of
these environments enter a feedback loop, can become aware of the feedback loop
and can try to vary this oscillatory activity to experience the installation in a more
active and playfulway. Some of the chapters in this book provide examples. However,
there are also examples of BCIs for artistic expression that explore approaches other
than ‘playing’ with global alpha and other activities and experiencing art and these
require a more active role of the BCI user in his or her interaction with an artistic
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environment or tool. In BCI game development, we see explorations of all kinds and
combinations of active and reactive BCI paradigms together with more traditional
human-computer interactionmodalities. Although there are examples of usingBCI to
measure engagement, anxiety, boredom, and dominance (feeling of being in control),
BCI use in videogames is mainly about control. BCI tools have been designed to
create paintings and compositions. In performance art and staged works in which the
audience can participate it is usually the EEG-measured experience that is given a
role in the performance rather than the use of explicit active or reactive BCI control
mechanisms.

In the paragraphs above, we already provided examples of brain art where invol-
untarily evoked oscillatory brain activity can be turned into voluntarily evoked oscil-
latory brain activity. In the next section (Sect. 1.4.2), we will look at tools that are
controlled by voluntarily generated brain activity (active control, direct manipula-
tion) and then (Sect. 1.4.3) look at the use of voluntary and involuntary control
possibilities in media art, interactive installations and performances (staged works).

1.4.2 BCI Tools for Artistic Expression

Tools to create art need to be controlled by the artist. Hence, the active and reactive
control of a toolset is the first requirement. Creating or making changes to a digital
painting is interactive art. The tool is experienced as well and affects the result, not
only in a technical way but also in an emotional way. Obviously, this is not only true
for (digital) painting; other ways of creating art can be looked upon in a similar way.
Whether it is the artist or the viewer, EEG detected voluntarily and involuntarily
evoked brain waves can play a role in creating, experiencing, and interacting with a
piece of art.

Artistic performances can be ‘brainwave’ interactive, where both passive, reactive
and active BCI paradigms are involved. BCI can be used to control a tool that creates
a piece of art, BCI can measure how a piece of art is experienced, BCI can be used
to interact with a piece of art, and through these interactions, BCI makes the piece
of art alive. Changes can be virtual, they can be real-time while we are experiencing
art, they can be off-line, that is, BCI experiences can be collected and used to decide
about changes later, whether done by the artist or by the (digital) art itself.

Brain painting tools have been developed with and for ALS patients (see Chap. 15
of this book). Figure 1.9 shows an exposition of paintings created by ALS patients
using tools that can be controlled by the P300 paradigm. Brain painting tools can
also be developed for artists and others to provide them with a nontraditional tool
and therefore can be used to explore new ways of artistic expression (van de Laar
et al. 2013).

Similarly, composers can be offered tools for music composition that can be
controlled by their brain waves (see Eaton andMiranda 2014 and Chap. 5 by Duncan
Williams in this book). Tools require decision making, the selection of functions and
how functions should be used and tuned to the artist’s preferences and aims. Not
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Fig. 1.9 Exposition Brain Paintings 2018–2019, LWL-Museum für Naturkunde, Münster, Ger-
many (Photo by Anton Nijholt)

surprisingly, we see the use of ERP, SSVEP and sometimes MI to issue commands
to the tools. In Grierson and Kiefer (2014), we find examples of the use of ERPs in
a composer tool. Brain painting and brain composing tools need direct BCI control
of their functions by the artist. Nevertheless, we can design such tools incorporating
EEG-measured knowledge about the mood or emotions of the artist while creating.
The tool can make suggestions and know about previous preferences of the artist.
However, emotions (and stress and fatigue) also affect the quality of the active and
reactive EEG signals that can be detected (Garcia-Molina et al. 2013).

Brain painting and brain-composition tools are usually meant to be used by an
individual artist. Obviously, joint use and joint-decision making with other artists
or cocreators from an audience can also be considered. Interactive installations and
stagedworks can alsobe equippedwithBCI tools that canbeused tovoluntarily create
changes to an artistic interaction, environment, and experience. Some examples can
be given where players actively contribute to a live music performance through their
brain control of tools. Multimodal Brain Orchestra (MBO) presented in Le Groux
et al. (2010) has four performers and a conductor. P300 and SSVEP are used by
the performers to trigger sound events and earlier recorded MIDI sequences. The
conductor decides when and which events have to be triggered and decides about
tempo modulations.

Examples of performances where brain waves of performers and audience mem-
bers are combined include The Space Between us (Eaton et al. 2015) in which the
affective states (valence and arousal) of a performer and an audience member are
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measured and then used to select musical phrases for real-time feedback. An aim
of the selection can be to achieve affect matching. In Enheduanna—A Manifesto of
Falling (Zioga et al. 2017), an actress and two audience members are involved. In
part of the live act, the brain activity of actress and an audience member are merged
to control the color of the live visuals.

1.4.3 Controlling Artistic BCIs

BCI can provide us with knowledge of how someone experiences visuals and music
and responses to such events. What oscillatory changes are evoked? Can we detect
the attention shifts? What are the reactions to auditory stimuli, such as a change in
rhythm and other repetitive sounds, or musical cues during improvisation? Evoked
ERPs during a live performance can be used to make decisions about how to con-
tinue. Performers or audiences can take control over performance and composition.
Earlier, we mentioned the use of ERPs in the development of Rosenboom’s com-
position On Being Invisible. Unfortunately, ERPs usually require averaging over a
number of trials, which makes live-performance decision making problematic. How-
ever, averaging can also be done over a group of performers or audience members,
and it can be accepted that precision in brain decisions, as it should be in more
traditional human decision making, is not always ‘perfect’, as it can, for example,
challenge the improvisation by musicians and the listening experience of the audi-
ence. Nevertheless, as has been shown in On Being Invisible and in the more recent
composition/performance Ringing Minds by David Rosenboom, Tim Mullen, and
Alexander Khali (Mullen et al. 2015), evoked ERPs by musicians and EEG-detected
ERPs of audiencemembers and oscillatory shiftsmake it possible to include audience
or co-performer expectancies, anticipations, and incongruities into decision-making
during a live performance. See also Chap. 4 by Rosenboom and Mullen in this book.

InWadeson et al. (2015) we distinguished fourmain control types of artistic BCIs:

• Passive: Heavily reliant on preprogrammed artistic material. These systems are
built to respond to certain brainwave signals, which do not require interaction or
intention from the user to create the desired signals.

• Selective: Allow for interaction of the user by way of controlling emotion, levels
of relaxation or excitement, etc. to affect the end artistic result. However, the
user is not directly responsible for the output, due to the application relying on
preprogrammed artistic material.

• Direct: Allows users to choose specific output from the toolbox-style application
(e.g., similar to MS Paint). Users can directly choose musical notes or shapes or
brush styles, etc. Still limited by the number of options the application displays
and the current technology available for use.

• Collaborative: Allowsmultiple users to interact with each other or individually but
collectively to create unique artistic experiences. Collaborative control generally
also falls under the categories of passive or selective control, but with multiple
users.
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This distinction was based on a survey of artistic BCIs in 2015. In this book, more
recent examples of artistic BCIs can be found. Again, we can find examples of each
of these control or agency (Mirjana Prpa and Philippe Pasquier, Chap. 3 of this
book) paradigms in this book. So, we see control by voluntarily and involuntarily
generated alpha waves, active control of painting and composition tools by using
SSVEP and P300, and the use of motor imagery in rehabilitation. BCI Hackathons
are often the cradle of playful and artistic BCI applications and experiments with
control paradigms. Hence, in Chap. 17 of this book by Christoph Guger et al., on
recent BCI hackathons, we can find lots of examples that show students experiment-
ing with P300, motor imagery, changes in frequency bands, alpha/beta ratio, SSVEP,
and mental arithmetic. Interesting observations on voluntary and involuntary control
and the role of awareness and attention can be found in Chap. 14 of this book by
Richard Ramchurn and colleagues. Attempts to reach synchronization of particu-
lar brain activity for two or more participants can also be considered as a control
paradigm (Sobell and Trivich 1989) and Suzanne Dikker and co-authors in Chap.
6 of this book. Lancel and coauthors (Chap. 7) report on measurements in their
EEG KISS project, including measurements from the motor cortex, that sometimes
show synchronization. Again, achieving synchronization can trigger (i.e., control)
an application.

Although the distinction in main control types mentioned above does not truly
change by including the creative tools, interactive systems, and staged works that
are discussed in the chapters of this book, some additional observations are useful.
First of all, due to progress in computational power, sensor and actuator technology,
multimedia tools and toolkits, and augmented and virtual reality, we can expect more
complex brain art. That is, artistic installations that allow multiple users, and that
will also allow the use of more than one control strategy by one or more users.

Some refinements of the four control types of artistic BCIs should also be consid-
ered. Above, we looked at the ERP P300 signal as a signal that denotes an ‘oddball’.
Traditionally, this view requires that we consciously pay attention to what is pre-
sented to us by a BCI system and identify, among many other things presented to
us, the one particular item we are interested in. Other than P300 ERP brain signals
can be evoked by unexpected and not anticipated events. We can have repetitions of
events displayed to us visually, auditorily (as mentioned in the discussion on David
Rosenboom’s On Being Invisible and Ringing Minds), or in a mixed multimedia dis-
play. These repetitions will generate expectations that can be disrupted and can lead
to ERPs. Hence, there is a reactive ERP BCI that occurs because of an event that
we did not and could not anticipate, let alone that before it happened it belonged to
our interests. We are not in a process of paying attention to a particular ‘oddball’,
but we nevertheless notice it, and therefore it can also be detected in our brain. Once
detected, it can be used to bring about changes in performance or art installation.
Voluntary change of attention by viewers or listeners during a performance can also
be considered as a control paradigm. Shifting attention by listeners to voluntarily
direct features of a sound texture, as discussed in Chap. 4 by Rosenboom andMullen
in this book, is an example of this control paradigm. Listening as performance is the
name they have reserved for this paradigm.
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InChap. 9 of this book, byZakariaDjebbara and colleagues, detectedERPs are not
used for control of an environment, but for obtaining knowledge about how people
experience physical spaces while moving around.

Changes that are detected in the 8–12 Hz alpha band in the motor cortex (ERDs
and ERSs, as mentioned in Sect. 1.2.2) caused by movement-related events can also
be used to trigger actions that change the feedback to performers and participants of
an artistic event. We can have voluntarily (motor imagery) and involuntarily evoked
ERDs, they can be responses to visual stimuli, shifts in attention, and movement. In
Chap. 11 of this book, Eric Todd and colleagues discuss their design of an art installa-
tion in which movement related ERDs influence the sonification of the environment
and the movement of LED panels attached to a ceiling.

1.5 More About This Book

In this introductory chapter we touched upon the many aspects that are discussed in
greater detail in the next chapters. In this book we have the following sections.

After this introductory chapter, we start with Section 1 (History, State of the Art,
and Developments of Brain Art) which contains chapters on the history, the state of
the art, and developments in the area of brain art research. Chapter 2 is by Flora Lysen
on the rise of real-time brainmedia in the 1964–1977 period. Chapter 3 by Mirjana
Prpa and Philippe Pasquier provides us with a survey of brain-computer interfaces in
contemporary art. It is followed by two chapters on BCI for musical expression, one
by David Rosenboom and Tim Mullen (Chap. 4), focusing on the work of composer
and performer David Rosenboom, and one on the evaluation of musical expression
by Duncan Williams (Chap. 5).

Section 2 of this book explores our emotions and shares our emotionswith the help
of BCI. Suzanne Dikker and coauthors (Chap. 6) write about exploring synchronous
brain activity between interacting subjects. A research and art project on human-
human (kissing) interactions using BCI is discussed in Chap. 7 by Karen Lancel
and her co-authors. In Chap. 8 Laura Jade reports her project on exploring emotions
using BCI.

Section 3 of this book is on ‘Your Brain on Art’. It includes chapters on BCI and
experiencing architecture (Chap. 9), on artistic creativity (writing, dancing, music
making) in Chap. 10, and on an immersive environment that tracks our behavior as
it can be measured using EEG (Chap. 11).

Section 4 discusses BCI and therapy. The chapters in this section (Chaps. 12 and
13) explore how BCI-based expressive arts can help in rehabilitation, and therapy.

The chapters in Section 5 of this book are about tools and BCI control of tools in
brain-computer interfaces. Chapter 14 discusses the BCI control of cinema, Chap.
15 discusses the control of a tool that allows ALS patients to paint, and Chap. 16
provides us with a survey on how BCI and virtual and augmented reality can be
combined to design new artistic BCI applications and environments. Finally, Chap.
17 presents many examples of playful BCI applications that have been designed in
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BCI hackathons. These hackathons havemademany young people familiar with BCI
and have generated much positive publicity about BCI.

Artists and BCI researchers have contributed to this book. All of them have been
involved in producing art works and art installations or other applications that involve
the use of BCI for artistic expression. The applications are meant for users, viewers,
and participants. They can accept the invitation of an interactive BCI installation and
its designers to become active and use that installation. All that is necessary is a brain
wave detecting EEG device.

Having an easel and pallet does not make us artists. Neither does BCI. As men-
tioned in Gürkök and Nijholt (2013), BCIs cannot create art on our behalf. Art is
a means for the expression of emotions. BCIs can recognize our emotional states
and with the help of designers and artists that use BCI research and technology our
emotional states can be expressed in a multimedia display that gives us pleasure or
otherwise helps us to address our emotions. As mentioned in Gürkök and Nijholt
(2013), “if art is a means to express emotion, then through art we might understand
what emotion we are experiencing.” Moreover, BCI-generated displays of emotions
can also allow us to explore our emotions. We can extend this view to artistic BCIs
that provide us with opportunities to explore not only our artistic, hedonic, and
emotional needs and preferences, but also the use of BCIs for artistic expression to
explore other affective and mental capabilities such as empathizing, remembering,
fantasizing, imagining, and anticipating.

Appendix

Nina Sobell, The Brain Streaming Project (2003): Proposal to the Rockefeller
Foundation
In 2003 Nina Sobell submitted a proposal (N. Sobell. The Brain Streaming Project.
Project proposal for the Rockefeller Foundation New Media Fellowships.) to the
Rockefeller Foundation with a view on how Internet and the World Wide Web
(WWW) could be used to communicate, share brain activity and engage with remote
others to perform a collaborative painting task. Underlying the proposal was an ear-
lier experiment. As mentioned on the website of the Brain Streaming Project (www.
brainstreaming.org): “On May 18, 2002, our first transmission operated over the
Internet for the first time, letting people in Manhattan and Brooklyn create a col-
laborative brain-wave drawing on the Web. By making Brainwave Drawings a Web
event driven by custom client-server software, a new kind of genre of telepresence
will begin to emerge in amultiple-node NetArt performance with accessible physical
spaces.” The costs of this proposed ‘Brain Streaming Project’ were estimated to be
$35,000. Unfortunately, it was not approved by the Rockefeller Foundation. The text
of the main part of the proposal, slightly adapted, follows below.

http://www.brainstreaming.org
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Proposal
TheBrain Streaming Project presents themeans for people to connect and collaborate
with one another by using only their brain waves. This non-verbal communication
will be represented as a continuously evolving aural and visual expression, accessible
to anyone logging on. The Brain Streaming Project will premiere with a 1-h interna-
tional performance at physical and virtual locations including pocket computers and
cellphones at www.brainstreaming.org. The transformed photo booth installations
for the premiere performance will remain at each location for participation for the
duration of the Fellowship term. For the duration of the performance, participants
will be connected to electroencephalographs that amplify and identify their brain
waves. The individual logon and brainwave data will be sent to the project server
over the Internet, and entered into the server’s database. The server then streams this
information to the project’s Web page, along with sounds and images that change
dynamically as new input is received and viewed on touch screen monitors inside
the booths, and on the Web. Brain Streaming is a metaphor for universal human con-
sciousness. It reflects our similarities through the transformation of our converging
thought patterns into the creation of a collaborative virtual collage.

My collaborators, M. E. Trivich, a systems engineer, Dr. John Dubberstein, a
neurosurgeon and a musician, Sun Qing, a programmer and a theoretical physicist
are committed to building our new form of universal language. Now that our custom
client/server software has been successfully developed, we can devote our attention
to discovering new ways of representing the EEG data into dynamically changing
sounds and images, and designing a meaningful graphical user interface. Together
we seek to create the meeting point at the intersection of art and technology.

Installation Plan: The Brain Streaming project will take place on pocket comput-
ers, cellphones, home computers and installed at three art/academic spaces located
in three different cities. Three typical passport photo booths will be installed at
the physical spaces. The exterior visual appearance of the booths will remain the
same, the interior of the photo booths will appear much like their initial form but
be equipped with web cams, monitors, and headgear with EEG (wireless electrodes)
and headphones.

• A visitor approaches the photo booth with typical instructions posted outside that
include extra features about the piece. They enter by pulling back the curtain,
and adjusting their seat, so the web cam can see them. They put on the headgear
equipped with EEG (wireless electrodes) and headphones.

• They enter the name of the city and the country they are from on the touch screen
monitor facing them; longitude and latitude are automatically registered.

• They see their web cam image placed on their registered geographic location.
• They see the color of their faces change in accordance with the output of their own
brain waves, and hear the output of their brain waves through the headphones.

• On the same login screen, they touch a button, which brings them to a collaborative
painting and composing site.

http://www.brainstreaming.org
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• Then they hear and see the transformation of their brain wave output mixed with
other participants. Volume as dynamics; Beta as rhythm; Alpha as tempo; Theta
as pitch, and other parameters expressing the complexity of harmonics.

• The installation will remain open during gallery hours, and 24/7 for those with
the headgear on the web at home, cellphones or pocket computers with built-in
webcams, and those who logon to observe.

• Those who logon to observe will be identified by a color they choose from a color
wheel.

In this interface, three typical passport booths in three cities are represented by the
yellow circles. The yellow circles are placed at locations where photo booths will
be hooked to EEGs. Surrounding them are expanding and contracting circles which
illustrate amplitude through size and brainwave types and color. Red squares indicate
the locations of visitors. Dimming and brightening of the map is a rough illustration
of one way to arrogate the data from the EEG participants. In this illustration, when
the circle is brighter, it is intended to illustrate when their brain waves are in sync.
This diagrammatic page leads both physical and virtual participants to a full screen
painting and music composition they are creating together, as illustrated in the model
below.

Brain Streaming Project 2003
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Chapter 2
The Interface Is the (Art)Work:
EEG-Feedback, Circuited Selves
and the Rise of Real-Time Brainmedia
(1964–1977)

Flora Lysen

Abstract This chapter examines the rise of EEG-feedback research in the period
between 1964 and 1977, the time between the first EEG-feedback setup that gained
public attention and the subsequent waning of the explosive enthusiasm for EEG-
feedback in the late 1970s. Studying both artistic and scientific experiments of EEG-
feedback during this period, the chapter traces the emergence of a new direction
within this subdomain of EEG-research—beyond an interest in the meaning of mea-
sured brain wave states, towards the significance of the design of brain-feedback
situations that perform and emphasize the relationality and mutability of brain activ-
ity. By examining research cultures and practices of EEG-feedback, the chapter
traces conditions of possibility for a shifting epistemological commitment, revolv-
ing around the idea that ‘the interface is thework.’Research cultures ofEEG feedback
were impacted by both artistic and scientific experiments with media environments
and the idea of a ‘circuited self’. In turn, artists and researchers were actively engaged
with the public manifestation of EEG-feedback in popular news reports and televi-
sion broadcasts, which created a particular sphere of resonance for the emphasis on
playful and spectacular demonstrations of circuits. When computing was introduced
in EEG-feedback after 1970, it brought notions of ‘on-line’ and ‘real-time’ into the
circuit. These developments were not only understood as technological advancement
through faster feedback, but they also brought an emphasis on the social potential
of computing: self-insight, augmenting the self and connecting with others. The
chapter ends with a reflection on the resonance of histories of performance and
design-oriented approaches in neuroscientific research today.
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2.1 Introduction

Are artworks that employ Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI’s) a mystification of tech-
nological measurements or even a sham-version of neuroscientific research? For
researchers and artists working with EEG in art, the ‘scientificity’ of the measured
active brain is of concern, because at the basis of many audio-visual installations are
recordings of electrical brain activity by consumer-grade headsets for EEG (electro-
encephalography), which can be bought relatively cheap but that are often not very
precise (Chu 2015; Maskeliunas et al. 2016). Hence, while artistic EEG-set ups may
awe the public with technological ingenuity and the promise of revealing the invisi-
ble workings of the human brain, these mediations may be based on muddled data.
Despite such reservations however, the measured EEG-data, spectacularly mediated
in visual and auditory form, lend significant scientific authority to many artistic
BCI-pieces and performances. EEG-art is not only considered mind-blowing and
gorgeous, but also (cool!) science.

How do artistic BCI creators themselves reflect on this conundrum? In a 2015 arti-
cle onmusical brain-computer interfaces, a teamof thirteenBCI creators, neuroscien-
tists and artists (Mullen et al. 2015) mention the contested status of consumer-grade
BCI for the arts. Even though interactive artworks using consumer-grade EEG-data
often portend to show valid representations of mental states, many of these audio-
visual mediations are not very precise; and thus “while these may be entertaining
playthings, they hold no particular scientific value.” (Mullen et al. 2015, p. 216). Yet
in turn, when the authors discuss one example of a BCI-artwork to which this critique
may pertain, they stress instead that if subjects can “consciously modulate” a set-up
“in real-time” through their behavior, this designed situation is nevertheless valuable
because it enables new attitudes by participants and new forms of artistic expression
(new methods of music composition, for example). Hence, for a brief moment in
the article, the argument moves from data measurement to the value of interaction.
Arguably, this move signals a momentary bracketing of the scientific meaning of
the recorded data that is at the basis of these artistic brain-computer pieces, shifting
attention instead to the relational effects of the installation. In this line of reasoning,
the most significant contribution of such pieces is the design of reciprocity: the real-
time interaction between brain-subject-machine then becomes the true inventiveness
of artistic BCI’s, an observation that is underlined by the authors’ statement that “the
interface is the work” (Mullen et al. 2015, p. 217).1

In this chapter, I trace genealogies of artistic and scientific set ups to give feed-
back on brain activity, arguing that the aforementioned dictum—“the interface is the
work”—has emerged as a characteristic and guiding research principle in the field
of (artistic) BCI. I examine the rise of EEG-feedback research in the period between
1964 and 1977, the time between the first EEG-feedback setup that gained public
attention (by the U.S. physicist Edmond Dewan) and the subsequent waning of the

1In the article by Mullen et al. 2015, the statement ‘the interface is the work’ particularly relates
to the views of composer Richard Warp and his work Spukhafte Fernwirkung (‘spooky action at a
distance,’ 2013).
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explosive enthusiasm for EEG-feedback in the late 1970s. Studying this period, I
observe the rise of a new direction within this subdomain of EEG-research: beyond
an interest in the meaning of measured brain wave states, towards an interest in
the design of brain-feedback situations that perform and emphasize the relational-
ity and mutability of brain activity. Examining research cultures and practices of
EEG-feedback, I trace the conditions of possibility for this shifting epistemological
commitment. I show that throughout this period, artistic and scientific approaches to
EEG-feedback were closely entangled. Artists and other researchers shared a partic-
ular aesthetics of research practice, which affected a move from an interest in precise
correlations between electro-physiological measurements and psychological states,
towards an emphasis on the designed interfaces and particular situations in which
subjects can engage with (their own) EEG. This shift was constituted by a number
of emerging art- and research practices and changing perspectives that I outline in
this chapter.

On the basis of examples, I show that particular forms of performing and demon-
strating intercross between different spheres of producing knowledge. In the 1960s
and throughout the 1970s, cybernetic theories and countercultural ideas influenced
both scientific and artistic research cultures.Newapproaches to humanaugmentation,
to media environments and alternative forms of communication, but also the explo-
rations of inner worlds and inner selves all contributed to EEG-feedback research.
The exchanges between artists and scientists in this field then, are most indicative
of an ambiguous and complex cyber-countercultural entanglement in the increasing
importance attributed to the interface.

Historical research of early EEG- and BCI-set-ups is important because it can
unearth core assumptions and specific forms and norms in research that are still
important in the hybrid and broad field of the neurosciences today.At present, electro-
encephalography (EEG) is (still) an important measuring technology in scientific and
clinical research into the activity of the brain and is applied in a variety of fields,
ranging, for example, from fundamental research into visual- and motor functions to
the understanding of epilepsy and brain injuries. My historical research contributes
to a better understanding of the development of today’s field of consumer-grade
BCI and neurofeedback devices, which is a hybrid domain of clinical- and user-
experimentation with non-invasive EEG-set-ups, sometimes dubbed “lifestyle BCI
systems” or “neuro toys” (Brenninkmeijer and Zwart 2016). The performative iden-
tity of EEG-feedback and BCI that I uncover in this chapter gives insight into (spec-
tacular) demonstration-oriented research cultures of current research that employs
EEG, a point to which I will return in my conclusion.

Following my introduction (1), this chapter is structured into separate sections.
Section 2.2 gives a general introduction to the rise of EEG-feedback in art and sci-
ence, feeding into Sect. 2.3 which covers the ambiguous import of cybernetics in
EEG-feedback artworks in the 1960s and 1970s, pointing particularly to the inter-
pretative flexibility of these feedback situations. Section 2.4 describes how research
into EEG-feedback persisted in the 1970s, despite mounting critique, because of a
shift in emphasis from researching the mind-brain, towards researching the ‘self’.
Section 2.5 points to the rise of what I call the ‘circuited self’, which is particularly
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evident in artists working with EEG-feedback as part of a broader media ecological
discourse. Section 2.6 shows how this aesthetics of research practice—a design- and
performance-oriented approach to the creation of circuited systems—the idea that
the ‘interface is the work’—was also part of scientific research into EEG-feedback
and I note how these researchers were closely connected to popular news media.
Section 2.7 recounts the first (hypothesized and realized) experiments with brain-
computer-interfaces for EEG-feedback in the 1970s and the technological promises
of computing (real-time speed, but also a social potential) that were part of a new
focus on interface design. Section 2.8 draws a brief bridge from the late 1970s
to the re-emergence of neurofeedback in the early 1990s, culminating in a reflec-
tion, in Sect. 2.8, on the resonance of histories of performance and design-oriented
approaches in neuroscientific research today.

2.2 The Rise of EEG-Feedback: From Brain-Controlled
Machines to Exploring the Inner Self

WhendidEEG-researchers start to think of giving feedback to their experimental sub-
jects, to device set-ups in which wired-up participants would be able to perceive their
own fluctuating brain activity? Anton Nijholt, in his historiographical notes on BCI,
remarks that artists and composers such as Alvin Lucier, Pierre Henry, Richard Teit-
elbaum and David Rosenboom had already been experimenting with EEG-feedback
circuits before the explosion of laboratory-based EEG-feedback research in the late
1960s (Nijholt 2015). In fact, elements of feedback in EEG-set ups had already been
part of EEG-experimentation since its inception around 1930, and EEG-feedback
had been envisioned as a practical warning system for pilots and motor cyclists as
early as the 1940s (Adrian and Matthews 1934; Kornmuller 1945 cited in Borck
2018, p. 243; Walter 1953). Yet, the exponential growth of EEG-feedback research
took place roughly in the period between Lucier’s pioneering 1965 EEG-music piece
Music for Solo performer and Rosenboom’s famous 1970 EEG-installation Ecology
of the Skin. In this timespan, the number of EEG-feedback experiments grew rapidly
and feedback research became a particularly mediagenic and much-reported topic in
the popular press. The borders between artistic and scientific experimentation with
EEGwere blurry in this period. Lucier and Rosenboom for example, developed their
works in close collaboration with academic researchers: Lucier worked with physi-
cist Edmond Dewan (who was much influenced by Norbert Wiener’s cybernetics)
and Rosenboom’s early scientific informers were Neil Miller, Lesther Fehmi and
Edgar Coons, neurophysiologists working at various academic institutions around
New York.2

2E. E. Coons at New York University, Neil Miller at Rockefeller University, Lester Fehmi at Stony
Brook. In 1966, Richard Teitelbaum had started to work on alpha-wave feedback with Lloyd Gilden
at the Pyschology Department of Queens College.
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The rise of both scientific and artistic experimentation on EEG-feedback must be
viewed within a cultural- and scientific environment that was dominated by (cyber-
netic and biological) systems theory, media-ecological thinking and prominent coun-
tercultural and scientific attention to altered states of consciousness. EEG-feedback’s
popularity, in the late 1960s, was partly caused by the increasing association between
recorded alpha brain waves and meditative and spiritual states. Various researchers
were interested in EEG-feedback for its perceived potential to train the brain for
states of ‘Zen’ relaxation and envisioned feedback as a way to give insight into the
inner self (Luce and Pepe 1971). Artists built on these interests, in 1968, for exam-
ple, composer Richard Teitelbaum created the piece In Tune (1968) combining the
sounds of sonified alpha wave feedback with Tibetan Buddhist chanting (Teitelbaum
1976). These varying research directions drew a motley crowd to EEG-research.
Neurophysiologist Joe Kamiya characterizes the hybrid public at the the first official
biofeedback conference in Santa Monica, California in 1969, “it was a mixture of
uptight scientific types of all types, and people barefooted, wearing white robes, with
long hair.” (Kamiya cited in Robbins 2008, p. 65).

Between the “uptight scientific types” and the “barefootedwhite robes,” themean-
ing of ‘feedback’ and its operationalization in EEG-research seemingly underwent
a shift in the last years of the 1960s. In a 1964 set-up designed by Edmond Dewan,
alpha wave activity was employed as part of a technological set-up that was (rather
hyperbolically) called a “thought-controlled device,” a simple lamp shade could now
be switched on or off according to a subject’s learned concentration (Dewan 1964).
Here ‘feedback’ simply meant the visible result of light-control as part of a technical
set-up. In contrast, in 1968, Joe Kamiya provided auditory feedback to train his sub-
jects to prolong certain brain wave states and also asked subjects to describe what
they felt during alpha- and non-alpha, he was interested in feedback as serving the
“awareness of an internal state” (Kamiya 1968, p. 58).

Juxtaposing the approaches of Dewan and Kamiya intuitively leads to the conclu-
sion that there was a change of emphasis in EEG-feedback research in the last years
of the 1960s, from the prominence of control and the utilization of brain waves in
man-machine interaction, towards attention to the inner mind and self-exploration.
Indeed,whileDewan’s cybernetic-inspired researchwas funded by the research lab of
the United States Air Force, Kamiya would cite research into the brain wave states of
practiced Zen meditators. Yet, even though the shift from ‘control’ to ‘insight’ might
describe a general change in vocabulary, notions of regulation (control) and sensi-
tivity (insight) were in fact always intermingled. Kamiya claimed that EEG-research
would reveal how yogi’s actually controlled brain activity, which would turn medi-
tative practices into “something measurably real,” and “might strip it of much of its
mystical quality.” (Kamiya 1968, p. 59). At the same time he contended EEG opened
up “immense possibilities” for “intensive exploration of the consciousness of man.”

Kamiya’s utterances are exemplary for the fundamental ambiguities and contra-
dictions at the heart of EEG-feedback research up to the present. In the next two
sections, I sketch some of these disputations that cross-cut different elements of
neuro-feedback research. First, I outline the ambiguous relation between (artistic)
neuro-feedback research and cybernetics, arguing that different interpretations of
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cybernetics are at the basis of disparate readings of historical EEG-artworks. Sec-
ondly, I turn to the objections raised to EEG-feedback since the late 1960s, which
raises the question how this practice sustained considerable scientific and popular
attention.

2.3 The Cybernetic Ambiguities of (Artistic)
EEG-Feedback

The history of EEG-feedback experiments is characterized by an oscillating and
sometimes counterintuitive intertwining of notions of control and play, management
and insight, mystery and the “measurably real.” Such fluctuating notions cause an
interpretative flexibility of EEG-feedback artworks—contemporary accounts of his-
torical pieces have offered remarkably disparate evaluations. Consider, for example,
art historian Branden Joseph’s analysis of the musical biofeedback experiments of
composerManford Eaton around 1970 (Joseph 2011). Eaton used EEG (among other
physiological parameters such as galvanic skin response, heartbeats and respiration)
to envisionwhat he calledBiomusic: sounds basedonmeasuredphysiological signals,
which would reciprocally alter the sensory activities of participants, thus creating a
feedback medium, in Eaton’s terms, for “real-time,” “multi-directional communica-
tion on a physiological level,” a “spontaneous” form of communication (Eaton 1971).
Branden Joseph, reviewing Eaton’s work, has pointed to Biomusic’s indebtedness to
(defense department-funded) research into cybernetic human servomechanisms, to
research in subliminal messaging and Eaton’s invocation of possible applications of
his invention in altering (“programming” or “controlling”) the behavior of individ-
uals. Ultimately, in Joseph’s view, Eaton’s Biomusic was a (mind-)control-oriented
project, serving “as but one more means by which a false notion of the efficacy and
controllability of individuals by such techniques is propagated throughout culture at
large” (Joseph 2011, p. 143).

Yet, consider, on the other hand awholly different interpretation of EEG-feedback
experimentation: Andrew Pickering’s evaluation of Alvin Lucier’s famous EEG-
feedback work Music for Solo Performer (1965), who interprets the piece as a “re-
ciprocal and open-ended interplay between the performer and the performance, with
each both stimulating and interfering with the other—a kind of reciprocal steersman-
ship” (Pickering 2010, p. 85). For Pickering, Lucier’s work must be viewed as part of
a cybernetic research culture that was interested in designing open-ended machines
and circuits with a particular ‘black box’ quality—systems of which researchers did
not exactly know how they would behave. Such experiments were precisely valued
for their “performative materiality”—a cybernetics, in Pickering’s words of “anti-
control” (Pickering 2010, pp. 26, 31). Hence, while some scholars underline that
EEG-feedback art works served visions of the brain as an electrical circuit that could
be modelled, controlled and applied to serve (military) command, others argue that
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(artistic) EEG-feedback set-ups may engender a non-hierarchical, ever-changing cir-
cuit of energetic flows between machines, subjects and environments.

Ultimately, these different interpretations of EEG-feedback artworks can be traced
back to divergent strands (and readings) of cybernetic experimentation (from first-
order cybernetics starting in the 1940s to second-order (neo-)cybernetics of the
1970s), which come with varying notions of ‘control,’ ‘feedback’ and ‘black boxes’
(Hayles 1994; Clarke and Hansen 2009). It is beyond the scope of the current chapter
to elaborate on the entanglement of cybernetics andEEG-(feedback) research, yet it is
important to stress that when cybernetic researchers such as Norbert Wiener (Wiener
1961; see Borck 2018) or William Grey Walter (Walter 1953) employed EEG to
research the behavior of the brain, clear-cut dichotomies between control and auton-
omy, decoding and black-boxing become untenable. Using EEG-measurements to
research the behavior of the brain inevitably meant that conceptually, the cerebral
‘black-box’ was pried open to extract electrical measurements of brain activity, i.e.
to mine the brain for data that could potentially ‘decode’ mental behavior. Yet, in the
act of opening the black-boxed brain, new black boxes could arise.

A characteristic illustration is William Grey Walter’s attempt, in the end of the
1940s, to design an EEG-visualization apparatus called the ‘toposcope’. Augmenting
conventional EEG-records, the device was created to show researchers a real-time,
spatio-temporal record of electric activity in the brain. Affectionately called “topsy,”
this oval, brain-shaped visualization display did not yet work satisfactorily, but was,
according to the researchers, “most pleasing” (…) “for demonstration purposes”
(Walter and Shipton 1951, p. 282) (Fig. 2.1). In turn however, this model of the
active brain functioned itself as a black-box with indeterminate behavior; Topsy
generated visualizations with a complexity that was mesmerizing, but that could be
hardly understood.3 Control fed back into anti-control.

These ambiguities of cybernetic EEG-research become even more clear in several
artworks of the 1960s. On the one hand, the EEG-feedback works of artists such as
Alvin Lucier andRichard Teitelbaum can be valued particularly for the indeterminate
and non-hierarchical nature of their artistic circuits. At the same time, Lucier’s brain
wave-based work, for example, was made in close collaboration with the military-
oriented and Wiener-inspired EEG-research of physicist Edmond Dewan (Dewan
1964; see Kahn 2013). While Dewan’s brain-controlled lamp switch did little to
actually decode the precise ‘messages’ of EEG, he had nevertheless plugged alpha
waves into a (hypothesized and speculative) military application for Morse coding
through the brain.

Artists were aware of such control-oriented affiliations. In 1974, Richard Teitel-
baum warned that EEG-research allowed brains to be opened up for commanding
applications: “with some of the most technically ‘advanced’ psychology work cur-
rently being carried out in our prisons [under] the guise of aversion therapy and the

3Topsy fitted with a general model-making heuristic of cybernetics, whereby a designed model
ideally superseded established theory to reveal something new about the behavior of a system
(Schlimm 2008). Historian Cornelius Borck has aptly described Topsy as a kind of “occult alpha-
wave radar system” (Borck 2018, p. 260).
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Fig. 2.1 Toposcope byWilliam GreyWalter and Harold Shipton, 1951, printed inWalter, W. Grey,
and H. W. Shipton. “A New Toposcopic Display System.” Electroencephalography and Clinical
Neurophysiology 3, no. 3 (August 1951): 281–92, 282

like, there is clearly great cause for concern” (Teitelbaum1976).What these examples
show us is that EEG-feedback art works of the 1960s and 1970s are characterized by
whatAndrewPickeringhas called a particular “double valuedness,” basedon ambigu-
ous cybernetic positions that interlaced both control and anti-control, reductionism
and performativity (Pickering 2010). Hence, it is important to approach these artwork
as particularly hybrid entities, as Caroline Dunbar puts it, “neither fully determined
nor fully autonomous” (Dunbar-Hester 2010). This double valuedness results in the
interpretative flexibility of feedback artworks: though artistic experiments with brain
waves may easily fall prey to visions of (military) mind management, such works
could also serve ideas of indeterminacy and playful, open behaviour.

2.4 ‘Disproportionate Excitement’ Over a ‘Fresh
Approach’

To understand the rapid rise of EEG-feedback in the 1960s, it is important to under-
stand this enthusiasm as resonating with an increasing emphasis on the ‘self’—a self
that was based on the premise of new self-insight and a self that could be modulated
by different techniques and technologies (McGee 2005; Crowley 2011). Andrew
Pickering and Jonna Brenninkmeijer have employed Foucault’s concept of “tech-
nologies of the self” to position the rise of EEG-feedback (later called neurofeed-
back) as part of a 1960s movement that was particularly interested in new structures
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of self-exploration, served by new technologies of the self, such as flotation tanks,
stroboscopic devices, LSD, mutable architectures, flicker, video therapy and breath-
ing techniques (Foucault 1988; see Pickering 2010; Brenninkmeijer 2016). Such
technologies were shaped by specific ideas of the self and were in turn also shap-
ing particular ways of being a self. This cultural embeddedness of ‘self-oriented’
EEG-feedback partly explains how a considerate number of scholars and practition-
ers continued until the mid-1970s to experiment with EEG-feedback (particularly
alpha-wave feedback) despite intensifying objections to this type of research. Pop-
ular attention also remained steady, biofeedback methods including EEG, enjoyed
an “unusually long period of publicity,” as researcher Barbara Brown noted in 1974
(Brown 1974, p. 43).

Objections to EEG-feedback scholarship, starting in the late 1960s, veered in two
directions: a concern about the EEG-research’ reductionist or dualist approach to
the mind, but also methodical doubts about the scientific validity of the experimental
designs used in research.A report bypsychologist JohnGrossberg of theUniversity of
San Diego, published in 1972, is exemplary in this respect (Grossberg 1972). Gross-
berg sketched the contemporary enthusiasm for new EEG-feedback research, such
as Kamiya’s claim for a new strategy to the study of consciousness. Constituting this
perceived success was Kamiya’s perception of a “fresh approach” to introspection
combined with the manipulation of mental life by control over brain wave activity
(Stoyva and Kamiya 1968, p. 203). Kamiya argued that a newly possible triangula-
tion between introspection, mental life and brain waves strengthened the proposed
intimate and more direct correlation between EEG and the mind (or could perhaps
do away with this distinction all-together). In a similar vein, the famous psychologist
AbrahamMaslow concluded in 1969 that with EEG-feedback, “the mind-body prob-
lem, until now considered insoluble, does appear to be workable after all” (Maslow
1969, cited in Lynch and Paskewitch 1979, p. 326). For Grossberg, such utterances
were evidence that EEG-feedback was based on a “sophisticated modern version” of
a fraught mind-brain dualism, an enthusiasm that was based on the imagined closing
of the gap between psychology and biology, a promise, Grossberg emphasized, that
did not have any basis in experimental evidence.

Writing in 1972, Grossberg’s major objection to EEG-feedback was however,
more practical. By that time, he could list a considerate number of reviews that had
criticized the experimental designs of EEG-feedback research and theweak scientific
proof for their proposed results. Various studies questioned the reliability of correla-
tions between alpha-feedback and reported feelings (and observations) of behavioral
change, suggesting that many non-specific factors could also be involved (Lynch and
Paskewitz 1971; Cleeland et al. 1971). Considering the mounting contestation of
EEG-feedback, Grossberg dryly concluded that “(t)he disproportionate excitement
generated by such modest evidence is intriguing” (Grossberg 1972, p. 247).

Grossberg’s observation on the “disproportionate excitement” over EEG-
feedback, despite emerging critique, can be better understood in relation to the rising
importance of the self, a notion that afforded, as the science studies scholar Jonna
Brenninkmeijer has argued, an ambiguous brokering between minds, brains, bodies,
individuals and communities (Brenninkmeijer 2016). EEG-feedback offered prac-
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titioners a way of “working on the self by working on the brain,” which resulted
not in a vision of a self (as) reduced to the brain, but rather an extended or mul-
tiplied self that could be simultaneously a brain-based self and a kind of spiritual
self (Brenninkmeijer 2016, pp. 46, 70). The next section recounts the characteristic
kind of self—what I call a ‘circuited self’—that was called into being through EEG-
feedback in the 1960s and 1970s, and which became particularly evident in artistic
set-ups with feedback circuits.

2.5 Circuited Selves, EEG-Environments and Radical
Software

Rising, in experimental communities and heterogenous discourses around 1970, was
a notion of the self that could not only be captured through introspection, but a self that
was envisioned as connected with—or plugged into—broader circuits or systems.
EEG-feedback set-ups generated opportunities that resonated with this new interest:
recording and amplification technologieswere viewed as offering newself-insight but
also new abilities for the self to connect to wider circuiting systems, to become part
of what was envisioned as a unitary whole. A closer look at artistic feedback works
around 1970 particularly reveals this emergence of what I call a ‘circuited self’: a self
that was dispersed in media installations with various assembled, circuited elements
that together modelled a vision of the world as a total environment. These instal-
lations—understood as media ‘environments’ or media ‘ecologies’—incorporated
EEG as one of a variety of ways to melt media and ‘selves’ to create circuited selves.
Particularly indicative of such instances of the ‘circuited self,’ were EEG-feedback
works such as David Rosenboom’s 1970 Ecology of the Skin and Nina Sobell’s Inter-
active Brainwave Drawing: EEG Telemetry Environment (1975), which conjured an
imaginary of electric flows through which selves (including brains, minds and bod-
ies) became part of a broader media circuitry which opened up new horizons of
(group) communication and even ‘synchronization’.

In 1970, Rosenboom’s feedbackworkEcology of the Skin opened in theNewYork
based venue Automation House, combining, among other elements, Alpha-feedback
headbands, synthesizers, a closed-circuit television system, ‘phosphene stations’,
and oscilloscope displays for brain wave activity (Fig. 2.2). Together, these varying
parts created a “group encounter brain bio-feedback performance system” for ten
participants, which Rosenboom regarded a “systems procedure” in progress (Rosen-
boom 1972, p. 143). In tandem with other artists, engineers and organizers involved
in Automation House exhibits in the 1970s, Rosenboom was interested in exploring
concepts of systems and environments: his installation showed couplings of humans
and technologies that were envisioned as part of a broader, all-encompassing envi-
ronment. The title of Rosenboom’s work was emblematic, in the 1960s and 1970s,
for a new interest by artists in ‘ecological systems.’ Here, ‘ecology’ did not primar-
ily refer to nature, but any form of natural, technological, social or other interrela-
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Fig. 2.2 Rosenboom, Ecology of the Skin, 1970, printed in Rosenboom, David. “Method for Pro-
ducing Sounds or Light Flashes with Alpha Brain Waves for Artistic Purposes.” Leonardo 5, no. 2
(1972): 141–45, 143. (Photo P. Moore, New York)

tion between elements (Kaizen 2008; see Benson 2014). Ultimately, Rosenboom’s
brain-media-self-circuit aimed to create, in the artist’s words, “information-energy
exchange rituals,” a “mediational language, a coherent energy,” he wanted to “stim-
ulate non-centralized expression and more profound interactions so needed in our
mechanistically functional world” (Rosenboom 1970, p. 141, 1972).

Rosenboom’s EEG-feedback work must be understood as part of a new (media)
ecological thinking, a framework that became influential in artistic discourses in the
1970s specifically through Gregory Bateson’s writings on a ‘cybernetics of the self’
(Bateson 1971). Bateson’s ideas were prominently circulated in the pages of the arts
and culture journal Radical Software (published between 1970 and 1974, closely
connected to artists affiliated with the Automation House) (see Collopy 2015). A
Bateson-influenced media ecology dissolved the brain and the mind into the idea of
a self that was unbounded by the body, a circuited self that stood in a continuous
relation to the world and arose through changing flows of communication.4 In Rad-

4AsWilliam Kaizen explains, Gregory Bateson proposed a radical understanding of the self and the
mind, “the self as an expanded mental field in which the subject and object are no longer separable,”
and with a mind that was “no longer bounded by the individual body, becoming a conjunction of
self and world produced through communicative ecologies” (Kaizen 2008, p. 87).
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ical Software, these media ecological visions of a circuited, cybernetic self were the
underlying philosophy for artistic experiments with portable video equipment, com-
puters and closed-circuit monitoring networks, technologies that where envisioned
as DIY forms for creating systems—“expanded media” (see Joselit 2007)—which
ultimately connected multiple selves into a kind of a “world brain” (Benson 1970)
and that stood in opposition to mass forms of communication such as broadcast
television.

Feedback, within this (video) art universe, denoted both literal techniques of real-
time experimentation—live and delayed playback, for example—offered by new
video equipment, but also resonated with more abstract notions of feedback as the
basis for an environment of direct communicative flows. EEG-feedback perfectly
fitted with these notions of feedback and introduced a novel (mediated) dimension
to this larger circuited self. Hence, in the pages of Radical Software, EEG feed-
back devices and feedback training were discussed as “providing people with a
chance to explore the internal, and in a socially constructive way” (Ezios 1971).
Artists such as Woody Vasulka and Richard Lowenberg, working together with
psychophysiologist Peter Crown, conceptualized new “Techno-Sensory Interface
Projects” that included ‘video-moog’ and audio-video systems triggered by brain
wave-alpha rhythm-readings’ to study, for example, “human control of purely con-
templative creative processes” (Vasulka andLowenberg 1970;Lowenberg andCrown
1971). Drawings in Radical Software showed heads sprouting with meandering
nerves connected to television screens (Fig. 2.3). The magazine also listed exam-
ples of consumer-oriented alpha wave detectors and trainers, such as the Toomin
Alpha Pacer, between $150 and $275 (“just a fraction of the costs of a portapak”)
(“GettingWired,” 1970). ANew York Times article remarked in 1971 that these alpha
devices were “hot sellers among an introspective generation” (Luce and Peper 1971).

In 1974, when artist Nina Sobell saw a friend carry such a consumer audio-
alpha wave device, she started to include EEG as part of her video installations
with elements of time-delay and closed-circuit systems (Stermitz and Sobell 2007).
Sobell experimented with feedback video images in the EEG-laboratory of Barry
Sterman and subsequently created Interactive Brainwave Drawing: EEG Telemetry
Environment (1975) (Harzell and Sobell 2001) (Fig. 2.4). In the latter, two subjects
placed in a living room-setting could look at direct video feedback of themselves on a
monitor while their EEG-activity was recorded and translated into a zigzagging line
figure, a visualization of the measured combined brain activity of both participants.
Outside the room, five television monitors displayed their EEG recordings as well
as activity from previous participants, which was superimposed on the live video.

Both in Sobell’s work, as in Rosenboom’s work, notions of ‘synchrony’ of brain-
waves become intuitively aligned with cooperation in person-to-person communica-
tion, the circuited self was envisioned as enabling new versions of communicative
harmony, circuits allowed for the playing, connecting, tuning and merging of dif-
ferent selves. Moreover, the circuited selves proposed by artists in the early 1970s
are indicative of the importance that was placed on participation, experiencing and
performing by users, more so than the elucidation of particular EEG-measurements.
In these installations, different disembodied ‘energies’ were extracted from partic-
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Fig. 2.3 Richard Lowenberg, Environetic Synthesis, drawing in Radical Software 1972, volume 2,
nr. 1, page 47, courtesy of Richard Lowenberg

Fig. 2.4 Nina Sobell & Michael Trivich, stills from A Video Brainwave Installation, taped in
the laboratory of Barry Sterman, Veterans Hospital Sepulveda, California, 1974, part of “Electro-
encephalographic video drawings,” video produced by Nina Sobel and LBMAVideo, 1992, https://
archive.org/details/XFR_2013-08-23_1B_16, courtesy of Nina Sobell

ipants and re-routed, displaced, manipulated, and merged into a bigger circuited
whole. Writing one decade after his first EEG-experiments, Rosenboom emphasized
theway that artists had thus become instrumental in designing the “interface” of these
“transformations of information,” to “create observable, symbolic representations of
activity” through communications media (Rosenboom 1983, p. 32). Hence, artists’
performative approaches to circuited selves in media ecological installations around
1970 must be understood as giving shape to notions of ‘interfacing’ and ‘interfaces’,

https://archive.org/details/XFR_2013-08-23_1B_16
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and were part of an increasing interest in questions of designing the experimental
environments that supported EEG-feedback research.

2.6 “The Interface Is the Work” and New Modes
of Communication

Artistic visions of feedback systems and circuited selves employed the term ‘inter-
face’ (such as the “Techno-Sensory Interface Projects”) as a notion that intuitively
fittedwith (the vocabulary of) newvisions of reciprocity and new forms of ‘communi-
cation’ between selves, brains and machines. At present, the notion of the ‘interface’
may have become more narrowly associated with ‘graphic user interfaces’ or even
simply with the screen, i.e. with the visual appearance of a structure that allows
users to interact with a digital environment. Yet as several scholars have recently
argued, the notion of the interface has changed meaning at several moments in his-
tory, including a shift, poignant since the 1960s, with ‘human factors research’ and
the rapid development of more complex, black-boxed computing apparatuses that
necessitated comprehensible mediators between men and machine (Cramer 2011;
Hookway 2014; Hadler and Irrgang 2015). The interfaces discussed in the emerging
computing era had a particular speculative and futurist dimension, they often took the
form of “inspiring visions and prototypes,” as Jonathan Grudin argues: discourses
on human-computer interaction with titles such as “Man–Computer Symbiosis,”
“Augmenting Human Intellect,” and “A Conceptual Framework for Man–Machine
Everything” described a world that did not exist” (Grudin 2005, p. 48). For artists
as well as EEG-technology researchers, ‘interfaces’ were envisioned and framed as
the crucial node for new forms of ‘communication,’ or ‘dialogues’ between humans,
bodies, brains and machines.

This emphasis on dialogue and communication also effected the framing of EEG-
feedback practices as a new experimental field: as one newspaper explained, com-
munication was at the basis of this type of research, not only between “man and his
inner being”, but also between scientists and lay people (Kirsch 1974). The popular
best-seller New Mind, New Body (1974) by biofeedback researcher Barbara Brown
characteristically demonstrates the anti-authoritarian atmosphere that surrounded
biofeedback research. Brown framed bio-feedback as a science of self-taught prac-
titioners and experimenters (distinct from an older generation of scientists), who
actively sought to demonstrate their science to interested laymen and did not shy
away from popular media. Interaction with system designs and interfaces was at the
heart of public attention to EEG-feedback research. “the laboratories were invaded
by television film crews and reporters, newspaper and magazine writers. The settings
were ideal for the visual media: brain-wave recordings, sound and colored-light dis-
plays and even tiny trains or racing cars which could be hooked up and energized at
will by the subject’s alpha waves” (Kirsch 1974).
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From the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s, new EEG-feedback research experi-
mented with custom-engineered experimental systems built with amplifiers, lights,
oscilloscopes, timers, speakers and other elements, through which subjects would
receive visual or audio-feedback on brain wave activity. These intricate feedback
set-ups—dark rooms with brain-controlled switches, differently colored lights or
changing, ringing tones—were a principal element to EEG-feedback experimenta-
tion. While researchers did not always explicitly use the word ‘interface’ to denote
the structures that allowed for a feedback between human beings and technology,
it was the carefully designed circuit of feedback, and the performative interactions
of the human with elements of this circuit, that became the center of the work of
EEG-feedback research.5

In 1970,Browndevised anEEG-feedback interface that used threeEEG frequency
ranges of theta, alpha, and beta to operate red, yellow and green lights (Brown 1970).
Building on this research, she subsequently experimented with ways to move away
from the “abstractness” of such visualized EEG-signals to create cues that had “some
symbolicmeaning or interest” to subjects (Brown 1974, p. 42). To do so, she designed
two playful devices to make alpha waves more vivid to subjects: the ‘Alpha train’
and the ‘Alpha wave racetrack,’ which received much press attention. The Alpha
train would start or stop according to the alpha waves produced by a subject, while
the Alpha wave racetrack could be played by two players competing for alpha-wave
control.6 Edmond Dewan’s earlier brain-controlled electric lamp had been a similar
favorite for popular attention. Already in the lab, the set-up was demonstrated in
front of audiences who could give orders to the performing subject (Dewan 1964).7

The performative potential of this experiment became even more potent when CBS
News featured a lab demonstration of Dewan’s set-up and concluded their report with
a scene in which the subject’s EEG-signals supposedly switched on a television set
and returned the viewer to the CBS studio headquarters (Fig. 2.5).

These popular imaginaries of brains plugged into everyday (media-) technologi-
cal circuits were common, as Barbara Brown recounts, “scientists and tv crews alike
began plotting brain wave electric companies” (…) Almost everyone decided that
in the future it would be possible to have the brain start the coffee pot” (Brown
1974, p. 42). As a humorous response to the media ‘hype’ of alpha-feedback, artist
Richard Teitelbaum and his collaborators created Alpha Bean Lima Brain, in which
alpha waves in California were transmitted to New York to activate water sprinklers
in pots containing dry white beans. “Naturally,” Teitelbaum recounts, a “film of this
performance was featured on the NBC evening news in Los Angeles” (Teitelbaum

5See for example Joe Kamiya’s notes on his improvement of the feedback sounds and presentation
of the subject’s performance in Schwartz et al. (2017).
6A similar line of thought was pursued by artist David Rosenboom in 1971, who designed the
game ‘Alpha Checkers,’ that showed a checkers board on a computer screen only when two players
exhibited simultaneous alpha. The game, played on an IBM 360 Model 40 with computer graphics,
was rather impossible to play, since perception of the board often immediately blocked alpha
(Rosenboom 1976).
7Dewan agreed that EEG was imprecise. “The use of EEG for communication purposes therefore
seems to have very little likelihood of practical application at this time” (Dewan 1964).
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Fig. 2.5 Edmond Dewan, brain-controlled lamp set-up, still of CBS news item, 1964, https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=nCGcY6sQjcM

1976).8 Whether ironic or poetic, both in scientific and artistic EEG-feedback instal-
lations there was a definite emphasis to the performative, playful, interesting or even
humorous aesthetic of the designed interfacing between EEG-measurements and the
measured subjects. Both in art and in EEG-science, the interface became the (art)
work.

2.7 Computer Augmentation and the Spacewar Brain
(1970–1977)

If interfaces became the (art)work, this also meant that the aesthetics, interaction
potential and speed of technological interfacing between brains-minds-selves and
machines became vitally important. In the early 1970s, novel computing systems
started to be used in the circuits of EEG-feedback experimentation. One of the argu-
ments to use computers, in early accounts of these brain-computer feedback-designs,
was the speed of calculation and transmission offered by computing machines. As
David Rosenboom put it in 1972, “through the use of computers as appendages of
man’s brain and methods of learning with bio-feedback, rates of information pro-
cessing will be achieved that approach the speed of light” (Rosenboom 1972, p. 141).
Two years before, researchers Robert Kantor and Dean Brown projected that existing
EEG-feedback experiments, which involved the “speed of thinking” indeed could
only be rightfully accomplished by “employing the speed of the computer” (Kantor

8Another example is Jacqueline Humbert’s 1973 proposal for Alpha Garden, an installation which
a “synchrony detector” (for brain wave synchrony between two subjects) would control a sprinkler
system installed on a plot of land (Rosenboom 1976).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCGcY6sQjcM
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and Brown 1970, p. 270).9 In 1970, they conceptualized the first brain-computer-
interface (“on-line computer augmentation of bio-feedback processes”) for EEG-
feedback to assist “man’s communication with himself.”

Yet, closer examination of early brain-computer feedback designs shows that often
it was not primarily the actual (realized) speed of ‘on-line’ and ‘real-time’ processes
in feedback that was most important, but instead it was the imagined potential of
computers as a social tool and a source of augmentation of human processes. Kantor
and Brown’s work is exemplary in this respect, as it arose from the educational and
information science institutes of the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) atMenlo Park.
Their research was closely connected to the now infamous Augmentation Research
Center (ARC, led byDouglas Engelbart), with a broader research vision for ‘augmen-
tation’ of human processes. Computers and computing processes were envisioned
at SRI as enabling a move from the individual towards the collective, they had, as
historian Fred Turner expounds, an important “social potential,” i.e. the computer not
as a calculating machine, but as a tool for collaboration and for sharing knowledge
by means of its capacity to facilitate collective feedback (Turner 2006).10

Kantor and Brown’s EEG-BCI fitted with SRI’s research on new computer-
assisted education to students, with a strong emphasis on students’ insight and inner
awareness. If the newly SRI-developed ‘mouse’ pointing device had offered a new
experiential ‘feel’ of graphics shown on displays, direct EEG-feedback was a perfect
next step, in Kantor and Brown’s words: “machine augmentation of self-education
in the inner states will help us to know and develop new dimensions of the self” and
allowed one to “penetrate to levels much closer to the source of creativity insight and
artistic expression – to the source of consciousness itself (…)” (Kantor and Brown
1970, p. 272). These new interactions with computer interfaces were at the heart
of a general project to augment the intellect of human individuals by improving
information processing and self-reflexive learning (Bardini 2000). Importantly, the
researchers emphasized, when BCI’s were used for the field of education, “content is
almost secondary:” interaction with the computer was about “awareness, openness to
experience, curiosity, mental agility and insight” (Kantor and Brown 1970, p. 272).
It was the interaction with the BCI, not the content of the feedback data, that was at
the core of this research: the interface is the work.

The first actual design and coinage of the term ‘brain-computer interface’, three
years after Kantor and Brown, has been attributed to computer engineer Jacques

9Robert E. Kantor was a researcher at SRI’s educational policy center and had previously published
on schizophrenia and educational psychology. Dean Brown was a researcher at the information
Science Laboratory of SRI. Kantor and Brown listed the areas in which they projected computers
could improve existingEEG-experimentation: operant conditioning, the correlation of physiological
and subjective qualities, the monitoring of patients in treatment, the control of machinery by signals
from the brain and the feedback of psychological states to subjects (Kantor and Brown 1970).
10As Fred Turner recounts, research at SRI was of a typical hybrid cybernetic affiliation: it was both
closely connected to the control visions of U.S. defense research (who funded various project at the
institute) but researchers were also partaking in LSD-experiments, commune life, EST-training and
generally interested in notions of community and creativity (Tuner 2006) and see (Markoff 2006;
Rosenzweig 1998).
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Vidal, developed at UCLA’s Brain Research Institute in Los Angeles and published
in his 1973 paper—“Toward direct brain-computer communication” (Vidal 1973).
Vidal described his (partially defense department-funded) BCI as a “real-time sys-
tem,” referencing James Martin’s 1967 book Design of Real-Time Computer Sys-
tems.11 Ultimately, this direction of work aimed for a true “man-computer dialogue,”
(a term Vidal might have drawn from Martin’s book Design of Man-Computer Dia-
logues published in 1973) that would turn the computer into a “genuine prosthetic
extension of the brain,” enabling humans to control other external apparatuses such
as, Vidal imagined, a prosthetic device or a spaceship. Vidal envisioned BCI as part
of a project to “decode” the “fuzzy signals” in “neuroelectric language,” to provide
new “channels of communication between man and machine,” an endeavor he would
later call “neurocybernetics” (Vidal 1975).

In contrast to Kantor and Brown’s online augmentation of EEG-feedback, Vidal’s
brain-computer interface (which consisted of over a dozen circuited displays, con-
trol terminals, A-D-converters, buffer controllers and other components), seemingly
shifted attention from the exploring the ‘self’ back to decoding the brain. Yet, here
again, we see the ambiguities of cyber-countercultural entanglement. When Vidal
wanted to test not just attention or perception but also subjects’ emotional states, he
designed a BCI-circuit that integrated the computer game Spacewar. Within the lab-
oratory research culture of the early 1970s, Spacewar had become omnipresent and
was much-loved; the game was so addictive that some laboratory managers had tried
to limit playtime by the lab workers (Markoff 2002). Spacewar helped Vidal’s BCI-
research by offering stimuli that were identical (space ships), but that generated very
different emotional responses in subjects: witnessing the destruction of your own
spaceship versus that of an opponent would make varying “cognitive influences”
visible in EEG-patterns (Fig. 2.6). Rolling Stone magazine reported about the game
in 1972 in an article by Stewart Brand, who characterized it as originating as much
from the “disestablishmentarianism of the freaks who design computer science” as
well as research from the “very top of the Defense Department” (Brand 1972). The
article described the hybrid hacker-culture from which Spacewar originated, with an
ethos that was ultimately geared towards community formation and a global revolu-
tion (Turner 2006; Bryant 2006). Within this frame, Spacewar could be understood
as a “communication device between humans,” and the game “served human interest,
not machine,” Brand reported.12

Brand’s Rolling Stone article shows how Spacewar had particular symbolic pur-
chase in the early 1970s and hence, through Vidal’s appropriation of the game into a
BCI-assisted EEG-feedback set-up, it becomes clear how here computing too, was
envisioned as turning experimental subjects into circuited selves as part of (play-

11In the paper, Vidal described an EEG-feedback set-up that contained various computers that
allowed “on-line, real-time feature extraction” of the incoming EEG-signals, feeding the results
back to subjects on visual output display. The analysis that could be performed in Vidal’s ‘real time’
experiment was less detailed than non-real time analysis of EEG, which used batch processing and
averaging. Vidal remarks that onewould need a round trip of less than 0.5 s to ‘directly communicate
brain messages’. Because averaging made the round trip too slow, Vidal’s BCI project made use of
a reference set of typical EEG waveforms for various responses (Vidal 1973). Vidal’s research was
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Fig. 2.6 The Spacewar Olympics at Stanford Research Institute, 1972, printed in Brand, Stewart,
“Spacewar: Fanatic Life andSymbolicDeath among theComputerBums.”Rolling Stone,December
7, 1972. (Photo Annie Leibovitz)

ful yet serious) media ecologies. This framing of the brain computer interfaces as
‘augmentation for self-education’ or a ‘man-computer dialogue’ also demonstrates
how much computing was part of a promissory narrative for the future of EEG-
research. The computer fitted with the existing importance in EEG-feedback circuits
to design a set-up for circuited selves, augmentation and playfulness—yet, more
than anything else, computers served as a next step in interface construction. Vidal’s
brain-computer interface was a prospective project, it was (using Grudin’s aforemen-
tioned terms), foremost an “inspiring vision” or “prototype” of a future interface, one
that was particularly predicated on (and a driving force for) the eventual success of
real-time feedback. ‘Real’ ‘real-time’ feedback could only be partially obtained in
computer-aided set ups. Vidal would spend the next years trying to achieve better
real-time results that would, he projected, ultimately reveal how brain processes were
correlated to mental processes (Fig. 2.7).

Writing in 1977,Vidal claimed that “to bring about real-time discriminationwould
provide a quantum increase in the power of the psychophysiological method” (Vidal
1977). ‘Real’ real-time feedback, in Vidal’s view, would ultimately bridge the mind-
brain problem: a specific visualized brain activity could actually be understood as
a “behavior” that could then be consciously modulated. Yet, during the 1970s, his
experiments did not yield these results, real-time feedback could not provide this
‘quantum leap.’ Ultimately, it was in the field of “adaptive user interfaces” that his

partly funded by a broader Defense research (DARPA) research program on Biocybernetics, see
Daly (1981).
12“It was part of no one’s grand scheme. It served no grand theory. It was the enthusiasm of
irresponsible youngsters.” In Brand’s view, ultimately, “Spacewar serves Earthpeace. So does any
funky playing with computers or any computer-pursuit of your own peculiar goals” (Brand 1972).
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Fig. 2.7 Jacques Vidal, “General organization and computer architecture of the Brain-Computer
Interface Laboratory atUCLA,” 1973, printed in “TowardDirect Brain-Computer Communication.”
Annual Review of Biophysics and Bioengineering 2, no. 1 (1973): 157–80, 172

line of research continued. In this new direction of scholarship, Vidal and others were
interested in creating a representation of a “virtual workspace” that would “evoke
and emulate a mental representation” of a user (Vidal 1984; see Vidal 1983). It was
the interface, that constituted the work.

2.8 Alpha’s “Dark Ages” and the Re-emergence
of Neurofeedback

In the 1970s, the promise of non-invasive BCI-EEG feedback (to train the brain for
specific EEG-brainwave states by computer-assisted feedback) was hard to fulfill.
The above-cited critique of the experimental methods and results of EEG-feedback
persisted. In 1983, one general textbook on biofeedback stated that while alpha
feedback had been the most dominant and popularly acclaimed form of biofeedback
in the late 1960s, it had since “virtually dried up as a scientifically defensible clinical
tool” (Basmajian 1983, cited in Schwartz et al. 2017). Indeed, in histories of (non-
invasive) BCI and EEG-feedback research, the 1980s are described as the “dark age”
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or “dormant” phase of research (Evans 1998; Lotte et al. 2018).13 The scientific
demise of EEG-neurofeedback research in the 1970s and 1980s is often framed as a
technological failure of processing speed, one that was eventually solved with faster
computing, improved displays and better software (Schwartz et al. 2017). Around
1990, the start of the decade of the brain, saw a surge of new research in BCI,
when technological advances allowed for feedback on ‘a moment-to-moment’ or
“nearly-concurrent” basis (Thibault 2016). Because of the development of ‘real’
real-time technology, as artist David Rosenboom described in 1990, “ideas that were
impracticalwhen theywere proposedmanyyears ago are nowpractical” (Rosenboom
1990). Rosenboom’s EEG-feedback artworks experienced a revival, in the early
1990s, as did the advertising of brain-training devices and techniques for “scientizing
the Yogi-mind” (Dumit 1995, p. 351).

Hence, an important driver for the renewed potential of neurofeedback was the
invention of faster and more detailed imaging technologies that could provide the
high-paced, fine-grained, complex tempo-spatialmeasurements necessary to train the
brain with feedback. Another important change, since the late 1980s, was the new
possibility to record larger ensembles of neurons (Lenoir 2011;Lebedev andNicolelis
2017). Together, these developments have been successful in creating, for example,
basic communication tools for motor-impaired and “locked-in” patients. Today, the
future of neurofeedback is linked to spatio-temporal innovation: faster computing
speeds, the invention of MRI scanners with ever higher magnetic fields (seven Tesla,
or more), the use of fNIRS or MEG, the possibility of measuring functional con-
nectivity or the combination of these different technologies in multi-model imaging.
Very recently, a 2018 systematic review of research on neurofeedback with fMRI
(fMRI-nf) concludes that, while it is still unclear how fMRI-feedback approaches
might lead to behavioral improvements in the clinical domain, it is certainly possible
to change brain activity with fMRI-nf (Thibault et al. 2018).

Conversely, scientific evidence for the efficacy of various other forms of neu-
rofeedback is contested, proof of its effectiveness has been controversial since the
1960s, and still is today. For example, in a recent systematic review, Robert Thibault
and his co-researchers conclude that, while there is evidence that subjects partak-
ing in EEG-neurofeedback experiments show changes both in brain activity patterns
and in behavior, “the current literature does not support a direct connection between
the specific feedback and the observed alterations” (Thibault et al. 2015, p. 196).
In other words: EEG-neurofeedback has various (positive) effects, but these effects
are—as far as research in the past fifty years shows—not evidently caused by the
feedback about specific brain activities.14 Instead, what is most prominent in this half
decade or so is the development of powerful new computing methods, visualization
techniques, display designs and new repertoires for (playful) feedback situations.

13“Dark ages” in (Evans 1998), “dormant” phase in (Lotte et al. 2018). EEG-feedback practices
never stopped entirely in the 1980s, see (Sala 1999) for references to (what he calls the) “alpha-
conditioning craze” that extended into the 1980s.
14In this context, Thibault et al. (2016) note neurofeedback’s “multi-faceted nature:” participants
may be influenced by non-neurofeedback-specific factors such as the tendency to comply to a
demand, psychological facts, the overestimation of technology, positive effects of attention, etc.
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Still today, as in the 1960s, the true fulfilment of successful neurofeedback is pro-
jected to the (technological) future: with faster transmission speeds and higher imag-
ing resolutions, ultimately, true efficacy of the training of the self through the brain
is thought to be attainable. Michael Hagner and Cornelius Borck have dubbed this
promissory logic in neuroscience a “proleptic structure,” emphasizing that present-
day practices in neuroscience are often based on promises that are not yet fulfilled,
as a science that “anticipate[s] a future of comprehensive understanding” (Borch and
Hagner 2006). As such, neurofeedback is a typical example of the future-oriented
character of our current technoscientific age, and is based on the much older promise
that the precise connection of mind and brain is within reach, what Borck has called
“the phantasm of the imminent elucidation of the mind-brain” (Borck 2009). In this
chapter, I have studied a characteristic element of this promissory domain, an asso-
ciated emphasis, since the 1960s, on interface design and a particular performative
style of EEG-feedback research.

2.9 Glass Brains and New Forms of Neuroscientific Life

Looking back to the history of EEG-feedback and early BCI-design helps to rec-
ognize the continuing importance of an emphasis, in the neuroscientific field, on
public demonstrations of new feedback interfaces. A characteristic example of this
performative research culture comes from the team of BCI-creators (TimMullen and
co-researchers) mentioned in the opening paragraphs of this chapter. A 2014 ‘Mozart
& the Mind’ festival in San Diego, in which several of the authors participated, is but
one instance of an explosion of arts-meeting-neurosciences events characterized by
new aesthetic, educational and spectacular formats for performing science. Highlight
of this 2014 event was a live demo of a new visualization software called the Glass
Brain, described as the “world’s first interactive, real-time, high-resolution visual-
ization of an active human brain designed specifically for virtual reality” (Intheon
Community Projects 2019) (Fig. 2.8). On stage, neuroscientist TimMullen used VR-
goggles to fly through the “live brain” ofGrateful Dead drummer Mickey Hart (also
on the podium) while the latter was playing a musical brain-training game, wear-
ing a high-resolution EEG-cap (Greenemeier 2014). Projected on a large screen,
the audience could see what was simultaneously happening in the neuroscientist’s
VR-world: a shimmering, translucent brain showed white flashing sparks (estimated
information transfer between brain regions), bursts of color (activity in theta-, alpha-,
beta-, gamma- EEG frequency bands) and golden threads (white matter tracts).

The iconic-looking Glass Brain visualization is not a clinical tool, but serves
as a visual demonstration of the underlying technology’s success: its algorithms
and software pipeline are able to measure complex brain activity dynamics with
EEG in real-time (Mullen et al. 2013; Mullen et al. 2015). With this capacity, such
computational approaches could drive new forms of what is called ‘closed-loop cog-
nition’ (experiments in which tasks are continuously updated based on the subject’s
neuro-cognitive state) that help to understand the fundamental mechanisms in neural
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Fig. 2.8 Glass Brain
demonstration, San Diego
2014, courtesy of
Neuroscape, University of
California, San Francisco

networks, but can also be used in the development of brain training games (‘closed-
loop neuro-cognitive training,’ Mishra and Gazzaley 2014, 2015). In 2013, the cover
of Nature magazine announced the success of the brain training game ‘neuroracer’
in enhancing the cognitive control of older adults (Anguera et al. 2013). Hence, four
decades after Barbara Brown’s ‘alpha racer’ game and Jacques Vidal’s Spacewar
brain, these new computational methods are now welcomed for allowing “biofeed-
back on the next level” (Gazzaley in Live Science, Lewis 2014).

The sparkling, moving images of the real-time Glass Brain visualization
strengthen the claim that closed-loop brain-training games are working on the physi-
cal, active organ in real-time—a brain that is finally truly accessible for enhancement
(Fig. 2.9). Such persuasive visuals are necessary, because the brain-gaming field is a
contested terrain. Scientists have to pursue active boundary-work to distinguish gen-
uine, evidence-based (and perhaps future FDA-approved) neuro-games from com-
mercial games that make inflated claims.15 The vision of BCI as a closed-loop system
that includes a fully accessible, transparent brain—a new type of interface—sets the
horizon for this scientific research program. During a 2016 live demo of the Glass
Brain at a Fortune Magazine conference, professor of neurology Adam Gazzaley,
one of the scientists involved in the neuro-racer game and chief scientific advisor
for a major digital medicine startup, projected a future in which we could “use this

15In 2014, The Stanford Centre for Longevity issued “A Consensus on the Brain Training Industry
from the Scientific Community,” stating that there is “no compelling scientific evidence” that brain
games can reduce cognitive decline (Stanford Centre for Longevity 2014). The statement was coun-
tered by a second group of scientists, who argued “a substantial and growing body of evidence shows
that certain cognitive training regimens can significantly improve cognitive function” (Cognitive
Training Data Response Letter, 2014; see Span 216).
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Fig. 2.9 Glass Brain
visualization, courtesy of
Neuroscape, University of
California, San Francisco

kind of technology to do real-time diagnostics. I could be flying through your brain,
while you are in your virtual world [and I would be] pushing on different knobs to
challenge you, see how your brain responds” (Fortune Magazine Conference 2016).

The performative and prospective dimension of various BCI-projects, exempli-
fied by the Glass Brain, is typical of new structures of research that historian Steven
Shapin has characterized as creating “pictures of possible worlds-to-come” and as
engaged in “technoscientific and economic future making” (Shapin 2008, pp. 309,
xv). Taking San Diego’s venture-capital funded bio-tech sector as his main exam-
ple, Shapin argues that practices of ‘future making’ are particularly important in a
new era of industrial-scientific entrepreneurshipwith an intensified uncertainty about
whether a project will yield results. In order to build (new forms of) trust and author-
ity, entrepreneurial science frames research sites as creative playgrounds and places
new emphasis on the charisma of the individual researchers. It is through the creative
personalities of researchers that these fields can best embody and build visions of
the future, accentuating elements of play and fun in research praxis. Such strategies
also characterize BCI-research: theGlass Brain is a partly open source programming
interface, one of various products and community projects for “plug-and-play neu-
rotechnology” (Intheon 2019). In turn, the Glass Brain’s computations have served
as building blocks for the recently announced first internationally patented platform
technology for a digital “personalized treatment experience” that may improve cog-
nitive abilities (Akili Interactive 2018). The prospects of BCI are here phrased with
great care and with the necessary official “forward looking” disclaimer, yet beyond
these scientific papers and patent descriptions, the field of BCI is equally built by
assemblages of images, animations, video lectures and demo’s that engage in ‘future
making’.

Artists are an integral part of these practices of ‘future making’. In San Francisco,
the translational neuroscience center that co-developed the Glass Brain actively
engages with artists who want to integrate these visualizations and technologies
in their work. On various occasions, academically-trained entrepreneurs simulta-
neously work as neuroscientists and media artists, developing their augmentations
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of brain activity in tandem with artistic installations, demonstrating their work at
hybrid academic-, public- and industry-oriented art-science events. The BCI-field is
thus characteristic of what Shapin describes as new forms of “scientific life” in late
technoscientific modernity, typified by the emergence of the scientist-entrepreneur
and the scientist as performance artist, i.e. the rise of new norms and forms in manag-
ing and cultivating relations between science and society (Shapin 2008; see Jasanoff
2012; Bensaude-Vincent 2013; Bucchi et al. 2007). BCI-neurofeedback thrives in
this hybrid world of clinical-artistic-commercial applications that emphasize the
experience of feedback, the ingenuity or aesthetics of feedback design and the value
of real-time interaction. Ultimately, historical observations help to better apprehend
these contemporary, spectacular forms of ‘neuroscientific life,’ i.e. the structures of
researching, experimenting, demonstrating, in place in research practices today.

2.10 Conclusion

In this chapter, I portrayed the emergence of a research culture in EEG-feedback in
the period between Edmond Dewan’s 1964 brain-controlled light switch to Vidal’s
1977 paper on “Real-time detection of brain events in EEG.” I have argued that
the development of EEG-feedback in this period is characterized by a particular
aesthetics of research practice: a strong emphasis on the performative demonstration
of a feedback situation and the designed set-up that gives feedback, a prominence
of interface over EEG-data—the idea that ‘the interface is the work.’ This aesthetics
of research practice must be understood, I claim, in light of a longer established
performative dimension of cybernetic feedback circuits, which transformed by the
end of the 1960s into an interest in the ‘circuited self’ as part of a media ecological
discourse.

Throughout my examples of such brain-media circuits, I have shown how artists
and researchers stood in a continuous relation to popular reporting about feedback
situations in newspapers and television broadcasts, which created a particular sphere
of resonance for the emphasis on playful and spectacular demonstrations of inter-
faces. When computing was introduced in EEG-feedback around 1970, it brought
notions of ‘on-line’ and ‘real-time’ into the circuit. These developments were not
only understood as technological advancement through faster feedback, but they also
brought an emphasis on the social potential of computing: self-insight, augmenting
the self and connecting with others. My tracing of the genealogies of EEG-feedback
and BCI with close attention to circuited selves and media ecologies, thus has helped
to outline a particular performative research culture in the 1960s and 1970s.

In this chapter, the envisioned brain-computer interfaces, as well as the artistic
experiments with brain-media circuits, are examples of what I call ‘brainmedia’.
With this term, I denote the assemblages of brains and media constituted by social-
technological practices as well as imaginaries and visions, which together conjure
new enactments of (for example, as here discussed) synchronicity, communication,
wholeness, control, augmentation and awareness, that in turn impact our understand-
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ings of both brains and technological media. Brainmedia emerge through particular
historical and situated practices, in which science and art are intermingled and jointly
shape the directions in which a research field develops.

Brainmedia are political. Mentioned in this chapter are, for example, the ambigu-
ous imaginaries of mind-control, self-circuiting and anti-authoritarianism, which
become visible in tracing a longer genealogy of EEG-feedback and BCI. As such,
this chapter provides historical background to contemporary discussions of the way
current BCI-discourses frame the “neuro-technologized subject” and can emphasize
autonomy and self-optimization over and above issues of neuro-governmentality
(Schmitz 2012, 2016; Rose and Abi-Rached 2014; Brenninkmeijer and Zwart 2016).
By tracing genealogies of EEG-feedback and BCI, this chapter has particularly con-
tributed to a better grasp of the performative research cultures in the 1960s and 1970s,
which also helps to see the persistence of performative elements in today’s forms of
‘neuroscientific life’.My expanded perspective on the ‘art’ of EEG-feedback andBCI
shows how an aesthetics of research practice is shaped in hybrid, intersecting spheres
of artistic, experimental and popular performing of knowledges. Underlining such
interactions between heterogeneous sites of knowledge production in this genealogy
of EEG-feedback demonstration, complements ongoing research into practices of
‘performing knowledges’ (Dupree and Franzel 2015).

Recently, on a podium at a 2018 TEDtalk-event in San Diego, neuroscientist
Tim Mullen demonstrated a novel online and cell-phone-accessible interface, which
allows users to view changing sensory measurements, including EEG-activity, in
real-time.16 At the event, Mullen sketched a future of neural interface technologies,
about fifteen years from now, that would allow, for example, a teenager to improve
learning by means of homework that adapts to cognitive states; the creation of VR-
games based on group emotional states; and brain-health monitoring for astronauts
on Mars. While Mullen acknowledged that such narratives, “may sound like science
fiction,” he emphasized that they are “all realistic applications of scientific research
and development that’s already happening today.” When a demo of the real-time
interface was presented on stage, for a very brief moment, the internet connection
faltered. The colorful bars of the EEG-graph were at a stand-still. Yet, quickly, move-
ment appeared, setting the scene for Mullen’s vision of a future of neural interfaces
merging with distributed computing to form a “sort of cognitive halo extending our
minds beyond the limits of our bodies.” “Today the mind is the new frontier,” Mullen
asserted, “and I believe we are at a point in time where advances in neuro-technology
and computing and machine learning are converging on a singular point in history,
beyond which lies a new era of discovery of who we are and what we can become.”
This point in history is, however, as I have shown in this chapter, part of a history of
futures long in the making.

16TEDx Talks. The Mind Is the New Frontier with Ubiquitous Neurotechnology | Tim Mullen |
TEDxSanDiegoSalon, published 2 November 2018, Accessed November 10, 2018. https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=ra6v0EvWclc.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ra6v0EvWclc
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Chapter 3
Brain-Computer Interfaces
in Contemporary Art: A State
of the Art and Taxonomy

Mirjana Prpa and Philippe Pasquier

Abstract In this chapter, we present a state of the art on Brain-Computer Interface
(BCI) use in contemporary art. We analyzed sixty-one artworks that employ BCI
dating from 1965 to 2018, and present a taxonomy with five categories guiding
the discussion of specific BCI artworks: input, mapping, output, format, and the
presence of an audience. Moreover, we briefly present and discuss key points about
BCI devices used in some of the artworks that are available on themarket. Finally, we
present insights from nineteen artists that we surveyed about their BCI art practices,
experiences with BCI devices and peculiarities of working with brain activity as a
resource for art creation. We then conclude with our summary of challenges and
potentials for BCI art in the future.

Keywords State of the art · BCI · EEG · Taxonomy · Contemporary art

3.1 Introduction

Revealing the intricacies of the human brain and its functioning is a source of intrigue
and a subject of study for various disciplines with the same goal: to understand how
we behave and experience the world. One of these disciplines, that of art, has been
providing a unique perspective on understanding the human brain. Through their
practices, artists’ contribution to this understanding requires rigorous involvement
in the process of discovery: “...the artist is in a sense, a neuroscientist, exploring
the potentials and capacities of the brain, though with different tools... How such
creations can arouse aesthetic experiences can only be fully understood in neural
terms.” (Shimamura and Palmer 2012).
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Although the modes of artistic exploration of the brain can take upon various
forms (such as metaphorical), in this chapter, we are concerned with the utilization
of neurophysiological brain data through artistic processes and into a creative output.
For this inquiry, we identified two historically significant events: the first took place
in 1924 when German psychiatrist Hans Berger recorded the electrical activity of
the human brain for the first time in history. The recording of Berger’s wave or what
is known today as “Alpha rhythm” marked the beginning of electroencephalography
(EEG), a neuroimaging technique that has since been utilized in the context of art.
The second event, following Berger’s work, was when two leading physiologists
from Cambridge’s Physiological Lab, Edgar Douglas Adrian, and Bryan Matthews,
mapped Alpha waves into audio signals in 1934 (Adrian et al. 1934; Rosenboom and
Number 1990). While the first event made the utilization of brainwaves possible, the
second event naively marked the beginning of creative explorations of brain activity
that advanced outside of science labs into the world of contemporary art.

In the early days of artistic experimentation with brain sensing, due to the com-
plexity of early EEG apparatus, collaborations between scientists and artists were
common. Alvin Lucier was initially introduced to “brain-music” by his friend, physi-
cist Edmond Dewan. With the assistance of Dewan and support from John Cage,
Lucier performed Music for Solo Performer at the Rose Art Museum (Waltham,
Massachusetts) in 1965 which constitutes the first recorded brainwave music perfor-
mance. Moreover, Lucier’s sonification of Alpha waves laid the foundation for what
we refer to in this chapter as brain-computer-interface art (BCI art).

The term brain-computer interface (BCI) was coined by Jacques Vidal, UCLA’s1

professor and pioneer in this field (Vidal 1977, 1973). BCI is a system that senses and
utilizes brain activity in one-way communication from a brain to a computer. BCI
definitions vary though, depending on how BCI is utilized. For example, (Wolpaw
and Wolpaw 2012) define BCI as “a system that measures central nervous system
(CNS) activity and converts it into artificial output that replaces, restores, enhances,
supplements, or improves natural CNS output, and thereby changes the ongoing
interactions between the CNS and its external or internal environment”.2 However,
Wolpaw and Wolpaw’s definition describes one approach to utilizing BCI (active
BCI, Sect. 3.2.2.2) that Zander et al. (2010) recognize as Direct BCI, in which men-
tal activity is consciously controlled and directed in order to change the output of
the system. The same authors also juxtapose Direct BCI with Indirect BCI, as the
latter collects and utilizes passive, spontaneous brain activity that is not consciously
controlled (this will be expanded on in Sect. 3.2.2.2).

While early BCI devices emerged within the context of medical research, recent
interest in ubiquitous computing, wearable technologies, body interfaces, affective
computing, and a movement towards the “quantified self” emphasize the potential
impact that commercial BCI devices could have on the market. Since the first Inter-
national Meeting on BCI in New York in 1999 (Wolpaw et al. 2000), the expansion

1University of California, Los Angeles.
2An example of this definition is a participant with impaired motor neurons who utilizes BCI input
to control their wheelchair.
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of BCI devices on the market resulted in a large number of open source as well
as proprietary devices that are non-invasive, affordable and user-friendly. Following
these technological advances in BCI technologies and their diverse uses beyond lab-
oratories and into the wild of the consumer market, the corpus of BCI art has grown
extensively. However, the lack of a systematic overview of ideas, concepts, imple-
mented approaches, and typologies prevents us from a comprehensive understanding
of the BCI art landscape.

To that end, with this chapter, we aim to contribute to understanding the complex
landscape of BCI art. Our research process was as follows: first, we surveyed EEG-
based BCI devices with a focus on EEG approaches and related control paradigms.
Then we analyzed 61 BCI artworks (see Table3.3 in Sect. 3.7) based upon which we
created a taxonomy (see Fig. 3.1b in Sect. 3.2.1 and Table3.4 in Sect. 3.7) that we
present here. Following the logic of our research process, we begin this chapter by
introducing thefieldof brain-computer interface and layingout the landscapeofEEG-
based BCI devices and types of brain data. Second, we group, combine, analyze, and
categorize the work that has been done in BCI art so far. Within each taxonomy cat-
egory and their subcategories, we provide background knowledge and concepts nec-
essary for understanding the nuances of that category, illustrated with examples from
BCI art. A comprehensive list and video/images of BCI artworks that we analyzed
can be found in the online database that we created at https://bci-art.tumblr.com/.
Finally, in addition to the taxonomy, we discuss challenges and potentials of the
exploitation of brain activity in art, based on the insights gained through our prac-
tice, analyzed examples, and direct correspondence with nineteen authors. Our aim
is to provide a clear framework as guidance for artists and researchers in all future
creation and discussion of BCI artworks.

3.2 Categories for BCI Art Analysis

In this section, we present the complex landscape of BCI art (Fig. 3.1) by looking
at the characteristics of EEG-based BCI devices used in an art context (Fig. 3.1a),
and BCI artworks (Fig. 3.1b). First, in Sect. 3.2.1 we present the main characteris-
tics of EEG-based BCI devices (Table3.1). Then we introduce 61 artworks starting
from the mid-1960s until 2018 (Table3.3) through the categories of the Taxonomy
of BCI art (Table3.4). The proposed taxonomy consists of 5 main dimensions that
guided our comparison and analysis of the artworks. In Input dimension—Sect. 3.2.2
—we discuss different types of brain data, detailing EEG classification approaches,
control paradigms, timeliness of input, and finally we discuss modality of BCI art-
works because some of the analyzed artworks combine EEG data with other types of
input data (heart rate, electrodermal activity, etc.). Then in Sect. 3.2.3—mapping—
we discuss the different ways that input is transposed to output in BCI artworks.
This is followed by a discussion of the Output dimension in which we present a
variety of outputs that BCI artworks have, including visual, sound, audio-visual,
moving images, immersive, and control of a physical object (Sect. 3.2.4). Output is
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Fig. 3.1 Taxonomy of BCI devices (a) and BCI artworks (b). Image by the authors
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closely related to presentation format that we discuss in Sect. 3.2.5, which is then
followed by a discussion of the presence and the role of the audience in BCI artworks
(Sect. 3.2.6).3 The descriptions of the taxonomy categories are illustrated with some
artwork examples and a brief description of their features. More details about the art-
works can be found by following the number indicated in x in the survey Tables3.3
and 3.4 (Sect. 3.7).

3.2.1 EEG-Based BCI Devices

Brains are complex systems within which dynamic electrochemical processes take
place. Neuroimaging (brain-imaging) techniques provide insights into structural and
functional properties of the nervous system. While structural imaging allows for a
better understanding of brain structures, functional imaging provides recordings of
the activity across different brain areas. The practical application of brain-imaging in
artworks discussed in this chapter is concerned with electroencephalography (EEG),
an approach to the understanding of brain functioning through measuring electrical
activity in the brain by multiple electrodes that are placed on the skull’s surface.
Available today are various other techniques for neuroimaging, such as: magnetoen-
cephalography—recordsmagnetic fields produced by electrical currents occurring in
the brain (Panoulas et al. 2010), functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy—measures
hemodynamic (the flow of blood in the brain) responses associated with neuron
behavior (Coyle et al. 2007), Event-related optical signal—measures changes in
the optical properties of active areas of the cerebral cortex (Nam et al. 2018). These
techniques provide higher spatiotemporal resolution of recordings compared to EEG.
However, themajority of consumer-gradeBCI devices utilize EEGonly. Just recently
there has been a push towards hybrid BCIs that combine EEG (high temporal, low
spatial accuracy) and fNIR (low temporal, high spatial accuracy) (Naseer and Hong
2015; von Luhmann and Muller 2017), however, our query yielded one artwork that
utilizes hybrid BCI approach. We are certain that we are very close to embracing
hybrid BCIs, or even solely fNIR-based BCI (NIRSIT 2018) in the art field. The push
towards the development and proliferation of ergonomic and aesthetically pleasing
headsets spanning beyond EEG into more precise (higher spatial-temporal resolu-
tion), reliable, and wireless, headsets opens many possibilities for art applications in
the future.

EEG-Based BCI Devices Used in Art Contexts are Non-invasive—From the
early days of Berger recording brain activity by inserting electrodes into a patient’s
skull until today, the advancement of BCIs and underlying technologies is undeni-
able. The devices available today are capable of detecting electrical signals of the
smallest magnitude from the electrodes placed on the surface of the skull. Compared
to Berger’s rudimentary and invasive approach, the degree of invasiveness of BCI
devices on the participant has decreased significantly. Overall, regarding the inva-

3In this chapter we use word “participant” to differentiate between an audience at large and a
person—a participant—whose EEG data is utilized in an artwork.
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siveness, BCI devices are classified into three classes: invasive, partially invasive, and
non-invasive (Nicolas-Alonso and Gomez-Gil 2012). Both Invasive BCI and Semi-
invasive BCI require the surgical placement of microelectrodes inside gray matter
to record brain activity and are used exclusively for medical applications. While we
have no knowledge of these devices being widely employed in an artistic context at
the time of writing, interest in a cyborg movement (Harbisson and Ribas 2010) has
offered some perspectives on how these interfaces could be used in the future. Neil
Harbisson, a color blind artist, became the first cyborg known for an invasive implant
in his skull—an eyeborg antenna—that translates colors to sound to overcome color
blindness (Eyeborg 2019). In a performance set in two locations in NewYork, Harib-
sson “perceives” the colors from a canvas painted by volunteers on Times Square via
Skype connection and projections at his location. Without looking at the projection,
his implanted antenna translates the projected colors into sound frequencies that he
then paints on a canvas (Pearlman 2014, 2015). To our knowledge, the use of invasive
brain implants is tied only to the cyborg art movement and the work of Haribsson,
compared to non-invasive BCI devices that are widely employed in an art context
and therefore will be the focus of this chapter.

The use of non-invasive BCI spans beyond medical into various everyday appli-
cations, from gaming, meditation, to utilization in art. One of the main differences
among consumer EEG-based BCI devices is in the type of electrodes: wet, semi-dry,
and dry. Wet electrodes require the application of a gel to secure the connectivity
between the skull and the electrode. In the past, all non-invasive EEG-based BCIs
used wet electrodes. However, due to the inconvenience of the gel residues, devices
with wet electrodes are now used mainly in a medical context. Semi-dry electrodes
partially overcome the residue problem by replacing the conductive gel with a saline
solution.However, the saline solution on the electrodes’ felt pads tends to dry quickly,
so these electrodes needmoisteningmore often than gel-based electrodes. Compared
to gel-based electrodes that can hold high conductivity for up to eight hours, semi-
dry compromise the endurance for comfort. Dry electrodes require reduced set-up
time and no need for gel/paste application. However, this type of sensor requires
firm pressure on the head. Devices with dry electrodes must penetrate through hair
and achieve solid scalp contact which is often experienced by the participants as
uncomfortable. Finally, focus and high expectations are on a new generation of dry
electrodes (Lin et al. 2011) moisturized by human perspiration (for example, the
hydrophilic polymer electrodes built in devices such as Emotiv’s Insight (Emotiv
n.d.)). This type of dry electrodes do not require firm pressure on the skull. However,
their price is higher than the price of gel-based electrodes.

Range of EEG-BasedBCIDevices on theMarket—Table3.1 presents the range
of BCI devices available on the market at the time of writing. Since the end of
the 1990s, the number of low-cost EEG BCI devices on the market has rapidly
increased, resulting in head-mounted devices such as Emotiv EPOC and Emotiv
Insight (n.d.), Muse (n.d), and NeuroSky Mindwave (n.d.-b). These devices vary in
the type, number, and placement of electrodes, output signal, sample rate, as well as
price (Table3.1). It is expected that the number of head-mounted BCI devices will
continue to increase, however the most recent direction for BCI is towards in-ear
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EEG BCI devices (Looney et al. 2012; Mikkelsen et al. 2015; Ear EEG demo 2018;
Ear EEG project 2018).

3.2.2 Input of BCI Artworks

In this section, we cover four subcategories of the input dimension: EEG classifica-
tion approaches, agency paradigms, timeliness of the input, and modality of input,
illustrating them with BCI art examples.

3.2.2.1 Input: EEG Classification Approaches

EEG is a functional neuroimaging technique for recording the electric component of
the brain’s electrochemical processes. EEG captures “neural oscillations”—a synced
electrical activity of the clusters of neurons across the brain that are constantly firing
electrical discharges. While a large number of the neurons fire simultaneously across
the brain, the activation of the neuron clusters in particular regions of the brain
indicates specific actions or processes. For example, brainwaves associated with
cognitive processing are most prominent in the occipital region of the brain (back
and lower part of the skull). To capture brain activity across various brain regions,
one of themost widely accepted approaches to electrode placement on the skull is the
10–20 International System of Electrode Placement (Silva and Niedermeyer 2012)
developed by Dr. Herbert Jasper in the 1950s (Fig.3.2) (Szafir 2010). For higher
density electrode setting, the 10–10 system has been used for placement of up to 81
electrodes, and beyond that the 10–5 system is used for placing up to 320 electrodes
(Jurcak et al. 2007).

Recorded brainwaves are classified by their frequencies, amplitudes, location, and
shape (Kumar and Bhuvaneswari 2012). Regarding frequency, spontaneous neural
activity shows fast cortical potentials (FCP) that range from 0.5Hz to 100 Hz (Moss
2003). Raw, unprocessed data of electrical activity of the brain exposes background
noise which is mixed with brainwaves. Therefore, to understand the relationship
between brainwaves and the presented stimulus or cognitive processes better, two
distinct approaches are discussed in the literature. The first approach is the recording
and analysis of Long-Term Coherent Waves (LTCW), and second, Short-Term Tran-
sient Waves (STCW) (Rosenboom and Number 1990). The third approach,Hybrid,
emerged due to the progress inmachine learning and artificial intelligence, and builds
uponLTCWandSTCW, using all possible data combinations to train artificialmodels
for high-level prediction.

Long-TermCoherentWaves (LTCW)—In this approach, also known as neuro-
feedback, captured EEG activity is classified based on brainwave frequencies in the
range from 1 to 30 Hz. According to some authors, different brainwaves are more
prominent in some parts of the brain than in others, and the probability of capturing a
particular brainwave can be increased by positioning electrodes in the regions of the
brain associated with it. For capturing slow brainwaves (0.5–2Hz), the electrodes
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Fig. 3.2 Electrode Placement according to the International 10–20 System. Letters correspond to
the lobes –F(rontal), T(emporal), P(arietal), and O(ccipital). C stands for Central position. Image
by the authors

should be placed in F4-A1 positions (see Fig. 3.2), for brainwaves in the frequencies
between 11 and 16Hz in C4-A1 position, and finally, for Alpha wave (8–13Hz) in
02-A1 positions (Morley et al. 2013). However, further classification of brainwave
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Table 3.2 EEG waves, their frequencies and features

Name Frequency range (Hz) Associated features

Delta 0.5–4 Fatigue, sleep, severe slowing of mental
processes, possible to occur in meditation by
very experienced practitioners able to maintain
consciousness in delta state

Theta 4–7 Deep meditation, reduced consciousness,
hypnosis, attention lapses, slowed processing,
stage 1 of sleep, memory consolidation

Alpha 8–14 Relaxed wakefulness, readiness, inactive
cognitive processing, most prominent during
meditation

Slow Beta 15–20 Intense focus, cognitive enhancement

Medium Beta 20–30 Anxiety, distractibility

Fast Beta (Gamma) 30–70 Hyper-alertness, processing of various attended
stimuli (tactile, visual, auditory), stress

Fig. 3.3 George P. Khut and James P. Brown, Alpha Lab, 2013. Alpha Lab. 2013. George P. Khut,
James P. Brown. With the permission of George P. Khut

frequencies into brainwave bands is a subject of disagreement. While in some liter-
ature brainwaves can be found divided into five bands: Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta,
and Theta, the majority follows the guidelines provided by the International Fed-
eration of Electrophysiology and Clinical Neurophysiology (Steriade et al. 1990).
Based on this classification, brainwaves are classified into six bands with associated
features, as presented in Table3.2.

In our survey, the majority of the artworks (43/61) utilized LTCW. However, the
documentation of only fifteen artworks specifiedwhich brainwaveswere utilized. For
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example, Khut’s Alpha Lab 37 is built upon the activity of the Alpha brainwave.
This installation (Fig. 3.3) invites its audience to explore their consciousness through
an immersive soundscape generated in real-time by Alpha brainwave activity. The
installation takes place in a dark chamber inwhich three participants lay comfortably.
Each participant wears headphones and a BCI device that reads the levels of Alpha
waves and translates them into a soundscape. While there is no “desired result,” the
experience takes the form of lucid dreaming supported by a soundscape that reacts to
fluctuations in Alpha waves, which naturally occur during meditation or just before
falling asleep.

Short-Term Transient Waves (STTW)—SSTWs are the brain’s response to
sensory, cognitive or motor stimuli, and are also known as slow cortical potentials
(SCP). SCP last between 300 ms to several seconds (Psychophysiological 2000) and
are observable as shifts in cortical electrical activity after the stimulus. These event-
related potentials (ERP) are time-locked EEG activity which means that they occur
(only temporarily) after a specific time following the sensory stimuli or cognitive
processes. For example, P300 stands for an ERP that occurs around 300 ms after the
triggering event that can be a visual or audio stimulus, or even a thought (Panoulas
et al. 2010).

Besides ERP, the other approach to input EEG classification builds upon Steady-
State Evoked Potentials (SSEP) that are elicited by the repetitive external stim-
ulus. SSEP can be visual (Steady-State Visual Evoked Potentials-SSVEP), audi-
tory (Steady-State Auditory Evoked Potentials-SSAEP) or tactile (Steady-State
Somatosensory Evoked Potentials-SSSEPs). The premise behind these methods is
that external stimuli at specific frequencies can stimulate brain activity. For example,
Steady-State Visual Evoked Potentials are visually induced brain responses at fre-
quencies ranging from 3.5 to 75 Hz. When the retina is visually stimulated, the brain
generates an electrical response at the same frequency as the frequency of visual
stimuli. A wide range of SSVEP frequencies allows for a wide range of utilization
of this paradigm in creative endeavors. Exposing the audience to visual stimulation
of a particular frequency at the same time opens a design possibility to utilize as
many input points as there are audience members, whose now altered brainwaves are
synchronized. Moreover, SSVEP’s relative immunity to the artifacts (e.g., muscle
potentials) makes them desirable and widely used. Lastly, motor-related activities
can be captured in the brain as a sensorimotor rhythm (SMR) or µ-rhythm. SMR
is a recording of brain activity in ranges between 12 and 15Hz over sensory-motor
areas on the skull during a motor task (movement) or even motor imagery (imagined
movement) (Thompson and Thompson 2003).

In our analysis, we came across seven artworks that employ various STTWs. One
of the artworks,TheGenderGenerator 58 by JoshUrbanDavis, utilizes amodified
P300 paradigm (n250 ERP) in an exploration of gender expression and dysphoria.
First, flashing characters on a screen (Fig. 3.4) are presented to the participant who
is then prompted with the question “Which Is You?” Second, after the question the
participant makes a mental selection of the character and they count the appearance
of the same character as it repeats in random order several times on the screen. This
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Fig. 3.4 JoshUrbanDavis, The Gender Generator, 2017. The Gender Generator. 2017. Josh Urban
Davis. A video still from a technical evaluation of the Gender Generator. With the permission of
Josh Urban Davis

procedure is then repeated for various questions about one’s physical appearance:
body type, hair, etc. until the “complete” representation of the gender of a person is
displayed on the screen.

Finally, the third and most recent approach allowed by the progress in machine
learning is what we termed here: hybrid. In the hybrid approach, the device’s pro-
prietary software employs machine learning models to captured EEG data in order
to detect complex categories of affective or cognitive functioning. One example of
such hybrid classification is Emotive’s MyEmotive suite (previously known as EPOC
Affectiv Suite) that allows participants to measure six cognitive metrics: interest,
excitement, relaxation, engagement, stress, and focus (Emotiv n.d.). Other headsets
provide different categories, such as Interaxon’s Muse that outputs levels of medi-
tation only or NeuroSky that provides scores for: attention, meditation, blink detec-
tion, mental effort (engagement), familiarity, appreciation (enjoyment), cognitive
preparedness, creativity, alertness, and emotional spectrum (intensity, and pleasant-
ness) (NeuroSky Algorithms n.d.). While we speculate that these algorithms employ
machine learning models on complex EEG data, none of these commercial software
provide insights into how these levels are measured or extracted from the raw data,
and these procedures are therefore subject to speculation and ambiguity.

In our survey, we identified nine artworks that employed the hybrid approach in
EEGclassification. All of these artworks utilize device proprietary software to extract
participants’ states and employ the information in various outputs. For example,
Ramchurn’s brain-controlled movie—The Moment 61 utilizes the participant’s
attention levels to alter the narrative of the movie. When the participant’s attention
levels drop, the movie changes from the initial narrative to show scenes from a
secondary narrative. The movie then unfolds dynamically, driven by the changes in
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attention levels, leaving room for “101 trillion ways to view the content” (Ramchurn
2018).

3.2.2.2 Input: BCI Agency Paradigms

In this section, we describe three BCI agency paradigms and present a few examples
for each. For this input category, we prefer to use the word “agency” over “control”
for a few reasons. First, in the context of BCI artworks, the participant-artwork inter-
action is not always built upon the control of creative output. Often, a participant’s
brain activity is utilized in the creative output without the participant’s awareness of
their explicit “control” over the artwork. Second, the agency in our taxonomy is con-
cerned with the degree of impact that the participant’s brain activity has within the
artwork, revealing “the capacity, condition, or state of acting or of exerting power”
(Agency n.d.). In this sense, an artist has creative control over the final output, by
choosing interaction paradigms that restrict or support the degree of the impact that
the participant’s brain activity can have on the creative output. A somewhat different
perspective on creative control is presented byWadeson et al. who discuss four cate-
gories of a participant’s creative control: passive, selective, direct, and collaborative
(Wadeson et al. 2015). However, we find that the first three categories of Wadeson et
al.’s classification relate to input agency andmapping, while the fourth, collaborative,
refers to the number of participants in the artwork.

While we find the use of the word “agency” more suitable in our classification,
we borrowed two categories from existing BCI input paradigm literature: active, and
passive. The third category: reactive was borrowed from a classification by (Zander
et al. 2010). While active and reactive inputs require a participant to train the system,
passive does not require any training (Zander et al. 2010).

Active Input Agency—The initial development of BCI as assistive technology
allowed people with sensory-motor or cognitive impairments to perform actions
that were otherwise inaccessible (Millán et al. 2010). For example, BCI-controlled
wheelchairs allow people with motor difficulties to move in physical space. Simi-
larly, BCI-controlled cursors and pointers on screen enable impaired participants to
use computers, communicate, and participate in activities that were otherwise inac-
cessible (Lebedev and Nicolelis 2006). In both examples, the participant has active
control over the performed task; however, the drawback of this approach is the long
and demanding training process that the participant must undertake before perform-
ing a task. Another drawback is mental fatigue that occurs after a certain period of
BCI usage.

In our analysis, we identified twelve artworks that utilize active input agency.
The participant’s active control is used to control the behavior or physical charac-
teristics of the artwork. Duenyas’ installation Ascent 25 is an example of active
input agency. This brain-controlled levitation performance defies gravity, as the par-
ticipant, suspended in a flying harness, starts to meditate (see Fig. 3.5). The higher
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Fig. 3.5 Yehuda Duenyas, Ascent, 2011. Ascent. 2011. Yehuda Duenyas. Image credit: Andrew
Federman.With the permission of Yehuda Duenyas

the meditation levels are, the higher the participant ascends. Also, meditation levels
control the sound and light of the installation.

Reactive Input Agency—employs brain activity that is altered by an external
stimulus. The participant is simply attending to the stimulus. The participant’s short-
term transient waves then reveal the presence of the stimulus with an onset time
(using, for example, P300 paradigm) and those fluctuations in brainwaves are then
employed as a reactive input control (Zander and Kothe 2011).

Reactive input agency is often found in artworks that employ some form of short-
term transient waves (see Sect. 3.2.2.1), such as The Multimodal Brain Orchestra
19 . The orchestra members equippedwith BCIs, attend to a range of flashing stimuli
(in this case, to a visual representation of music excerpts). They change the piece by
making a mental selection of one of the flashing stimuli and then count the number
of its occurrences (similar to the interaction in The Gender Generator 58 ). Another

example, Batoh’s live performance Brain Pulse Music 31 , illustrates how reactive
agency input can be utilized in a stage performance to create a relationship between
the participant and the performer. In this collaborative piece between the artist and the
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Fig. 3.6 Masaki Batoh, Brain Pulse Music, 2012. A video still from performance. Image credit:
Masaki Batoh. With the permission of Masaki Batoh

audience member (see Fig. 3.6), the participant wears goggles, and a custom-made
headset with EEG electrodes and flickering LED lights which affect the participant’s
brain activity (VEP). The participant’s brain data is then sent to Batoh whomaps it to
sound in his on-stage performance.While this is an appealing approach to influencing
brainwaves via external stimulus, it remains unclear what impact these LED lights
have on the brain activity if at all, and whether the participant is instructed on how
to attend to the LED lights.

Passive Input Agency—Opposite to active, passive input does not require the
participants to perform any particular task to change or influence their brain activity
explicitly. Referring to the shortcoming of active BCI, some authors advocate for
the development and use of passive BCI. Passive BCI has been advocated as an
adequate technology for open monitoring of ongoing processes in the brain that are
not always easy to otherwise capture and translate. To that end, (George and Lècuyer
2010) presented a few applications of passive BCI: adaptive automation (when the
participant’s engagement levels decrease, the system takes control over driving),
multimedia classification, video games (control of aesthetics and game mechanics
based on the participant’s engagement), and error detection.

Artworks that employ passive control rely on the changes and fluctuations in
either brainwaves (Long Term Coherent Waves) or the participant’s states (Hybrid
classification) that are utilized in the artwork. The Magic of Mutual Gaze 29 is an
installation/performance piece for two participants who are seated across from each
other. While the participants are directing their gaze towards each other (Fig. 3.7),
their brainwaves are captured and analyzed for synchronicity. The synchronous func-
tioning of two brains generate visuals that show the connection. In this case, the
participants are not instructed what to do, and the experience emerges from the
moment-to-moment synchronicity of their brains oscillating at the same frequen-
cies.
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Fig. 3.7 Suzzane Dikker, Marina Abramovic, Matthias Oostrik, Jason Zevin, The Magic of Mutual
Gaze, 2011–2014.Measuring the Magic of Mutual Gaze. 2011.MarinaAbramovic, SuzanneDikker,
Matthias Oostrik and participants of the Annual Water mill Art and Science: Insights into Con-
sciousness Workshop. Photo by Maxim Lubimov, Garage Center for Contemporary Culture. With
the permission of Abramovic LLC

Finally, in our survey we faced a situation in which one artwork can be defined
as active or passive, depending on the information disclosed to the participant. For
example, in our taxonomy we list a number of artworks with passive input agency,
such as:Mind Pool 21 , Solaris 47 , and UFO wave 17 . What is common for the
artworks with passive agency is that the nuances and details behind the interaction
are usually undisclosed to the participant. However, once the participant becomes
aware, for example, that their meditation levels have a particular impact on the
artwork, they might purposefully try to alter their brain activity by focusing on the
practice of meditation. In that case, passive BCI is utilized as an active BCI as long as
the participant is engaged in performing actions that alter brain activity and therefore,
the final output. Similarly, we classify PrayStation 30 and Eunoia 38 as active,
but if their participants do not perform the required task of meditating/praying, the
piece becomes passive.

3.2.2.3 Input: Timeliness of Input Data

Timeliness of input data refers to the timewhen data is captured. Our analysis encom-
passes artworks that employ real-time EEG data capture and mapping into the art-
work. However, we came across two pieces that utilize pre-recorded data, and we
include them in the Taxonomy. Casey’s Dream Zone 33 is a generative video show-
ing patterns and mandalas that respond to changes in pre-recorded data. The artist
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records the participants’ brain activity while meditating “on the morphing hexagon
kaleidoscope”, which is then used to generate the video, with the hope that such
imagery will stimulate viewers’ Theta wave activity, associated with the profound
states of consciousness otherwise normally reached only through meditation.

3.2.2.4 Input: Modality

Themajority of the artworks reviewed in this chapter are mono-modal (54/61) in that
they employ EEG-data only. Multimodality stands for an approach in which EEG
data is combined with other physiological data such as EKG (electrocardiography),
EMG (electromyography), or GSR (galvanic skin response). One of the multimodal
projects analyzed here is Naos (see 18 in Table3.4), an installation and platform
for “sensing” the participant. Built upon the Biometric Tendency Recognition and
Classification System (Castellanos et al. 2008), this system presents the participant
with visual stimuli carrying affective content. Based on the physiological response
of the participant (EEG, EMG, GSR) the system determines in real-time what next
image should be displayed. This process creates an affective loop between the par-
ticipant and the system. The ultimate goal of the system, according to the authors,
is to reach “equilibrium” in which the image’s expected physiological response, and
the participant’s actual response and classification are the same.

For further analysis of multi-modal artworks, it is critical that we delve into a
comprehensive understanding of how data of other input modalities are used in these
artworks. However, we came across an obstacle: a lack of documentation regarding
how different data contributed to the overall experience of the artworks, besides EEG
data. This is one of the few limitations that is mentioned in the Discussion (Sect. 3.4).

3.2.3 Mapping Strategies

The analysis of how EEG data is mapped to the parameters and interaction nuances
of the artworks revealed a severe challenge similar to the one above, that is a lack of
documentation about mapping details. Most of the artwork documentation we came
across did not disclose mapping details, making the analysis of it difficult without
speculation. However, we identify three possible mapping situations: direct, indirect,
and adaptive.

DirectMapping is the simplest of the three, inwhich the input EEGdata is always
mapped to the sameparameters of the artwork and the output is somewhat predictable.
For example,The SubConch 20 is an installation consisting of a lit conch sculpture
in which direct mapping is realized by calibrating the lighting levels to brain activity.
The participant’s brainwaves are mapped to the sounds and control the brightness
of the light through a passive agency (Fig. 3.8). Therefore, the participant passively
creates the audio-visual installation by utilizing the direct mapping between brain
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activity on one side, and the sounds and lighting levels on the other, resulting in a
somewhat predictable outcome.

Indirect Mapping is found in artworks that map EEG data to one set of param-
eters and then influence the values of another set of parameters. An example of
indirect mapping is Ulrike Gabriel’s Terrain 01 04 , a piece that reveals the artist’s
intention to show a failure in our attempts to keep the role of mere observers. In
Terrain 01, Gabriel puts the participant in the position of a robot’s “brain” that con-
trols their behavior. A few tiny robots that resemble roaches, with photovoltaic cells
and proximity electrodes attached to their backs, are placed on an oval plate. The
participant’s Alpha waves indirectly control the robots by regulating the lightning
in the installation; the more relaxed the participant is, their Alpha waves would be
more prominent, which finally results in the lights shining brighter, giving the robots
more energy for moving.

Finally, adaptive mapping arose from artificial intelligence and models capable
of listening and changing how and to what EEG data is mapped, following the pro-
grammed logic. This type of mapping could contribute to the ever-changing nature
of the piece (anywhere between random and predictable), or could adjust to the
participant-specific EEG activity. In the latter, the artwork with adaptive mapping
could “listen” to the participant and gradually lead the interaction, keeping participant
engagement levels at the optimum for flow experience (Nakamura and Csikszent-
mihalyi 2014). One of the artworks with adaptive mapping is Naos 18 , previously
described in Sect. 3.2.2.4.

Fig. 3.8 Mats J. Sivertsen, The SubConch, 2009. With the permission of Mats J. Sivertsen
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3.2.4 Diversity of the Output Types of BCI Art

We classify all analyzed artworks into six categories regarding their type of output, as
per Fig. 3.1b. First we discuss artworks with visual output such as BCI images, paint-
ing, and visualization in Sect. 3.2.4.1. This is followed by a discussion of sound out-
put of BCI artworks spanning from sonification, orchestral compositions, and opera
(Sect 3.2.4.2). Then we discuss artworks with audio-visual output in Sect. 3.2.4.3.
Following the discussion on visuals, we continue by presenting more recent work
in moving images, discussing BCI-based generative video artwork and a BCI movie
in Sect. 3.2.4.4. Then we expand the discussion to encompass immersive, computer-
generated environments (Virtual and Augmented Reality) and head-mounted 180
panorama in Sect. 3.2.4.5. Finally, we conclude the output section by discussing
built BCI-based physical objects, installations, and instruments in Sect. 3.2.4.6.

3.2.4.1 Visual-Based Output of BCI Artworks

The examples that follow are classified into the visual category for two reasons. First,
the media used in these artworks convey visual information. Second, the artworks
are not context dependent, they do not occupy the space beyond a canvas or a screen,
and do not create a sense of spatial immersion (such as in the case of immersive
virtual environments presented on head-mounted displays). Thematically, it appears
the majority of the artworks in this category are centered around searching for an
answer to how we visually represent something that is invisible to our eyes; What
are our thoughts like, and do they have a shape or a color?

In attempts to demystify the brain and find answers to these questions, many
artists capture brain activity and translate brainwaves into paintings and digital prints.
The Shapes of Thought 12 is a visual representation of EEG recorded during the
participants’ evocation of traumatic events.While participants alter between hypnotic
and sleeping state, the system captures participants’ brain activity and generates
complex 3D meshes in real-time. These 3D forms are then printed as images and
presented as a collection of traumatic experiences. Similarly, Brain Art: Abstract
VisualizationofSleepingBrain 28 utilizes pre-recorded instead of real-timedata of
the brain during sleep. An interesting departure from printed images are systems that
allow an audience to create EEG-driven digital paintings like Cerebral Interaction
and Painting 36 , or the commercial application Braintone art (Braintone 2019).

While the artworks above visualize brain activity of one participant at a time,
one of the pioneers of BCI art, Nina Sobell, explores the synchronicity and non-
verbal communication between two participants. In her BrainWave Drawings 02 ,
a real-time video portrait of two participants is augmented by the drawing of a
Lissajous curve on the screen when their brain activity is synced (Fig. 3.9). As Sobell
shares “a circular configuration or Lissajous figure forms on an oscilloscope, when
both are emitting the same brainwave frequency simultaneously. The pattern distorts
horizontally or vertically, indicating a person is plugged into the X-axis and which
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Fig. 3.9 Nina Sobell, BrainWave Drawing, 1973–2008. BrainWave Drawing. 1973-2008. Nina
Sobell. With the permission of Nina Sobell

person is on the Y-axis. The people have been informed which axis, X or Y, they have
been plugged into. So, when the pattern distorts horizontally (x-axis) or vertically
(Y-axis) they can see immediately who is in the process of diverging.”
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3.2.4.2 Sonic Output: Brain Sonification, Music and Opera

CerebralMusic, a sonification of the brainwaves performed during a radio interview
in 1961 by Grey Walter, has been speculated to be the first brain music (Haill n.d.).
However, the lack of recordings of that event overshadows that claim. The first
recorded performance of brain music is Alvin Lucier’s Music for Solo Performer
01 from 1965. In this piece, Lucier, who was introduced to EEG by his friend,
the scientist Edmond Dewan, used fairly simple equipment that consisted of one to
three EEG electrodes placed on his forehead while performing. For the premiere
on May 5th, 1965, he sent amplified Alpha waves to “16 loud speaker-percussion
pairs deployed around the museum” (Straebel and Thoben 2014). These amplified
Alpha waves required continuous distribution and redirection to the instruments in
the room, and for this reason, Lucier was not the only one to perform that night.
Lucier’s assistant was John Cage, who took part in creating the piece as “an invisible
performer,who raised and lowered the stereo amplifiers’ volume controls, channeling
the Alpha signal to various instruments around the room.” (Straebel and Thoben
2014)

The interest in EEG sonification performances in contemporary music has not
swayed since 1965. Some contemporary artists perform solo while others engage
the audience on stage (like the previously mentioned Batoh’s Brain Pulse Music).
In solo performances, self-reflection through the sonification of brainwaves seems
to be a reoccurring theme. In Sitting.Breathing.Beating.NOT Thinking 16 Adam
Overton maps not only his brainwaves but changes in heartbeat and breathing rate to
influence sound while performing a meditative brain concert. In this piece, Overton
explores different mappings of the input, creating a unique performance each day for
7 days. As described by the author, the projected sound is generated by the software
that plays data files as sound files, resulting in a purely digital, noise-like sound
achieved in a process known as “data-bending.”

Next, beyond sonification is brain-controlled music pioneered by David
Rosenboom. As defined by Rosenboom, his piece On Being Invisible 03 is an
“attention–dependent sonic environment”. The sonic environment is generated by a
brain-controlled set of electronic sound modules obtained from several inputs: small
instruments, voice, and brainwaves. The brain signals are analyzed by applying pat-
tern recognition to the brainwave frequencies. When a match between a new and one
of the previous frequencies is found, the rhythm and the sound are affected by the
same set of the rules previously applied to the matching pattern. In 1994, inspired
by progress in physics, brain-science, and cosmology, Rosenboom returned to some
of the ideas of On Being Invisible to realize them in a new piece, the self-organized
opera On Being Invisible II (Hypatia Speaks to Jefferson in a Dream) 06 . Even
though some of the early technical solutions in Rosenboom’s pieces were limited
to the technology available at the time, his work has had a strong influence on con-
temporary practice. Beside Rosenboom, Richard Teitelbaum is yet another pioneer
in the sonification of brainwaves, as seen in his work with an improvisational group
–Musica Elettronica Viva (Holmes 2016).
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The artworks presented so far relied on LTCW (neurofeedback) paradigm and
direct EEG mapping of brain activity to sounds. A different approach is found in
TheMultimodal Brain Orchestra 19 that is performed by a quartet, a multimodal
interactive system, and a conductor. In this concert, music is generated from a previ-
ously recorded tape. Quartet members voluntarily create a performance through two
different stimulation approaches used to trigger sound events:

• P300 speller paradigm: in a matrix of 6 × 6 symbols, a symbol, a column or a row
of symbols flashes. To trigger discrete sounds in real time, an orchestra member
focuses on the flashing symbol and counts the number of times it flashed,

• Steady-State Visual Evoked potential: Four different light sources flicker at dif-
ferent frequencies and provoke the retina that causes the brain to generate activity
at the same frequency triggered by the flickering light (see Sect. 3.2.2.1).

Both of these BCI approaches require a training period for the participants/ per-
formers. The conductor directs the piece by giving cues to the performers, after
which the performers focus on a specific row or column to ignite the desired brain
activity, and consequently play the desired scores. Unlike the performance men-
tioned above, Eduardo Miranda’s Activating Memory 44 does not have one cen-
tral figure/conductor to direct the performance. Instead, the orchestra consists of a
string quartet and the Brain-Computer Music Interface (BCMI) quartet. Each of the
four performers in this BCMI quartet wears a cap with attached EEG electrodes
and are seated in front of a screen. Four possible scores are displayed on the screen
to each BCMI member out of which they choose only one at a time by gazing at
it. The whole process relies on the approach of visually evoked potentials (VEP)
and measured brain activity in the visual cortex, similar to the approach used in
Multimodal Brain Orchestra. After the selection is made, one of the four string
performers receives the score and performs it. In this case, all of the performers
with EEG-caps are the creators of the collaborative piece in real time. For further
reading about BCI and music, Eduardo Miranda and Julien Castet’s book “Guide to
Brain-Computer Music Interfacing” (Miranda and Castet 2014), and Rosenboom’s
“Extended Musical Interface Human Nervous System: Assessment and Prospectus”
(Rosenboom and Number 1990) are significant resources.

Finally, our analysis includes one opera. Noor 56 is an opera performance con-
cerned with the theme of surveillance. The performer’s affective states are obtained
from their brain activity. Then those affective states such as excitement, interest,
meditation, and frustration, are mapped to one of the four databases containing pre-
recorded sound, libretto, and videos. Through real-time feedback between changes
in the performer’s affective states and corresponding audio-visuals, the performer
controls the libretto, music, and videos and creates the multi-media opera.
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Fig. 3.10 Dmitry Morozov ::Vtol::, eeg_deer, 2014. eeg-deer. 2014. Dmitry Morozov.With the
permission of Dmitry Morozov

3.2.4.3 Audio-Visual Output of BCI Artworks

In this section, we discuss two formats of audio-visual BCI artworks: BCI audio-
visual installations, and BCI audio-visual performances.

Audio-Visual Installations—In “Behind Your Eyes, Between Your Ears” 54 ,
the participants, one at the time, explore the states between “thinking andbeing”while
their Alphawave activity ismapped to interactive soundscape and visuals. Visuals are
then projected on each participant’s face, creating a dreamy portrait for the audience
to enjoy (Khut 2015). Another example of audio-visual installation is State.Scape
51 , a virtual environment exposing a flock of birds whose behavior depends on
the participant’s excitement, engagement, and meditation levels as obtained from
Emotiv’s Affectiv Suite. Changes in the EEG data controls the flock’s position, birds’
speed, and their number. Apart from controlling the flock properties, EEG states
are mapped to control the volumes of different audio tracks, creating a dynamic
atmosphere that changes in real-time. With this piece, the authors aim to create an
intimate experience in an enclosed space that allows for self-reflection and ultimately,
meditation. Immersive virtual environments presented on head-mounted displays are
discussed in Sect. 3.2.4.5.

Audio-Visual Performances—In audio-visual performances, the agency and
presence of a performer can vary significantly from one piece to other. For instance,
performance can be merely brainwave-generated music and visuals projected on the
screen in which the performer’s presence is minimal, such as in Dmitry Morozov’s
eeg_deer 46 (Fig. 3.10).

On the contrary, in Novello’s performance titled Fragmentation, 49 the per-
former’s presence on the stage has a crucial part in creating the experience. The
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Fig. 3.11 Alberto Novello, Fragmentation, 2014. Fragmentation. 2014. Alberto Novello. Image
credits: Erin McKinney. With the permission of Alberto Novello

experience starts with the performer—a Butoh dancer—sleeping on the stage. Once
awake, the performer practices a concentration task and finally jogs while their brain-
waves generate the soundscape and the visuals projected on the wall behind the artist
(Fig. 3.11). The performer’s EEG controls an avatar in a virtual 3D maze project on
the wall, that then controls the sounds and visuals as the avatar moves. In this com-
plex piece, Novello challenges himself as a performer from “outside” and“inside”
of his body, to create a performance through particular mental and physical tasks.
Another piece with a strong presence of a performer isThe Escalation ofMind 32 .
An artist seated on the stage is reading Herman Hesse’s “The Glass Bead Game”
while his facial expressions and brain activity control audio-visual sequences and
their duration.

3.2.4.4 Moving Images as Output

In our analysis, we included three kinds of moving images: live video footage, brain-
controlled movie, and screen-based virtual environments. The Chromatographic
Orchestra by Ursula Damm 40 is an interactive BCI-controlled live video footage.
In Damm’s work, the participant’s neural activity manipulates the software that, as
a result of the interaction, defines the degree of abstraction of the displayed video
from nearby cameras. Two other examples in this category are The Moment 61 ,

a brain-controlled movie, and Dream Zone 33 , a generative video piece; both are
described previously.
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3.2.4.5 Immersive Output of BCI Artworks

Immersive Virtual Environments—Our research of virtual reality artworks pre-
sented exclusively on head-mounted displays (HMD) resulted in four artworks. The
Hidden Rooms 24 is a panorama (180◦ image) from 2011 presented on head-
mounted display. This piece, according to the author, represents the metaphor for the
unconscious side of the brain. In this piece, the participant equipped with the QBIC
Belt Integrated Computer (Amft et al. 2004) wanders through the panoramic envi-
ronment defined by the author as “a brain-controlled panoramic experience using
photography and spatiality”.

The Einstein’s Brain Project by Alan Dunning and Paul Woodrow resulted in
a rich corpus of artworks presented on HMD that very often expand beyond HMD
into a physical space. The overarching theme of the project examined “the idea of
the world as a construct sustained through neurological processes contained within
the brain” (Dunning et al. 2001). In The Errant Eye 11 the authors explore percep-
tion, consciousness and the constructs of reality in the virtual reality medium while
focusing on the brain as the main operator in handling this process. The participant,
immersed in a virtual environment through HMD, and equipped with the Interactive
Brain Wave Visual Analyzer 4 and a gesture recognition glove, explores the virtual
environment. This environment is not stable; it changes according to the changes in
the participant’s EEG activity, distorting the images of “reality”. A discrepancy in
the images of the world as it is and the world as it is perceived (manipulated by EEG)
creates a thought-provoking space for negotiation and exploration.

Immersive BCI Virtual Worlds Projected in Physical Space—Expanding
beyond virtual environments, The Mnemonic Body 07 , brings together virtual
and physical space. The installation is composed of a life-sized mannequin of the
human body equipped with electrodes. The participant interacts with it by touching,
stroking, or breathing on the body covered with thermochromic paint that changes
color when touched. An image of a field of stars is projected on four walls around the
mannequin. The participant wears the Heads Up Display (HUD), a head-mounted
display with attached electrodes for EEG recording, and haptic gloves. As described
by the authors, the installation depends on the participant’s affective states: calming
states trigger a projection of fluid, slow-paced and smooth environments, whereas
discomfort results in more startled, fast-paced environments. Similar work by the
same authors are: The Madhouse 8 , Derive 10 , and Pandaemonium 09 .

Lastly, Conductar 45 is somewhere between a virtual environment and aug-

mented reality. Inspired by Derive 10 , this audio-visual application is location
dependent: it depends on the GPS location in the physical environment. Audio and
a generated world visible on the screen of a mobile phone (Fig. 3.12) are generated
through movement and EEG data as the participant is moving and exploring the city
of Asheville (USA).

4http://www.ibva.co.uk/.

http://www.ibva.co.uk/
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Fig. 3.12 Jeff Crouse, Gary Gunn, Aramique, Conductar, 2014. Conductar. 2014. Jeff Crouse,
Gary Gunn, Aramique. With the permission of Aramique

3.2.4.6 Installations of Physical Objects

In this section, we present artworks that employ brain activity to manipulate prop-
erties or states of physical objects directly. Most of these artworks are installations
and designed for a single participant. One noticeable similarity among these instal-
lations is in the position of the participant, who is usually centrally positioned in the
installation, or in a position that allows for easy monitoring of changes caused by
their brainwaves.

In Mind Pool 21 the participant’s brainwaves are reflected in ferrofluid in the
form of concentric circles, accompanied by sound. Brainwave frequencies trigger
the electromagnets positioned under the surface of the dish filled with ferrofluid.
Depending on themost prominent brainwaves, different electromagnets are activated
which change the appearance of the circles on the surface. A similar project toMind
Pool isSolaris 47 .WhileMindPool hasmore of ameditative character to it,Solaris
creates a darker, experientially more stimulating experience through the choice of
colors and sounds. Similarly, Lisa Park’s Eunoia II 43 (Fig. 3.13) expands on her

previous work Eunoia 38 by adding more physical elements—dishes installed on
top of the speakers. Each of the dishes, half filledwithwater, represents one particular
emotion. Once the real-time analysis of the participant’s brainwaves (via proprietary
software) reveals the participant’s current emotion, the system generates a sound
corresponding to the emotion which then causes the water to resonate in concentric
circles on the surface. In both of these pieces, introspection and reflection through
physical objects are apparent whereas the mapping is undisclosed and ambiguous.

While the projects mentioned above are single-participant, our survey encom-
passes a few multi-participant installations in the category of controlled objects such
as Mariko Mori’sUFOwave 17 . Three participants enter a futuristic oval sculpture
and lay on one of the pods while wearing EEG electrodes on their foreheads. The
spherical ceiling projects six abstract shapes/blobs that represent the left and right
lobes of the participants’ brains. Shapes and colors of the blobs change based on the
participants’ Alpha, Beta and Theta levels. As explained by the author, the inten-
tion is to evoke “a deeper consciousness in which the self and the universe become
interconnected.”
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Fig. 3.13 Lisa Park Eunoia II, 2014. Eunoia II. 2014. Lisa Park. With the permission of Lisa Park

Fig. 3.14 Justin Love, Philippe Pasquier, Praystation, 2012. Praystation. 2012. Justin Love,
Philippe Pasquier. A video still. With the permission of Philippe Pasquier

Barriere 05 , another piece by Ulrike Gabriel, employs thirty robots controlled
by two participants on each side of a five-meter-long tray. The sync between the
activity of the participants’ brains controls the level of the lightning. More light on
the tray results in robots moving freely across the whole tray. In case of inconsis-
tent and mismatching brainwave patterns, the tray is partially lit, which makes the
robots “negotiate” their movement. Gabriel uses robots as a medium for displaying
participants’ inner states and the synergy between them.

The installations we analyzed often unfold around one central object, an instru-
ment for controlling other elements of the installation. PrayStation 30 unfolds
around a custombuilt instrument (prayer dial) (see Fig. 3.14). This piece is a commen-
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tary on “technology-as-placebo”, combining ideas of religion and human thoughts
in a unique and tangible experience. In this installation, the participant picks one
out of the eight most popular religions on a custom designed prayer dial to pray
to. After the choice is made, the system analyzes EEG data and associates it with a
prayer and meditative states which then trigger the system to release virtual agents
to create visual feedback on the canvas in front of the participant. Other examples of
BCI-controlled instruments are: Dmitry Morozov’s Turbo-gusli 48 , a customized
traditional instrument played by a participant’s brainwaves; Jamie Gillett’s Neuro-
Harp, and Greg Kress’ The Brain Noise Machine 22 .

Lastly, the power of the mind to change the appearance or position of physical
objects was the purpose of early applications of BCI in restoring movement limi-
tations. Jody Xiong in their piece Mind Art 50 , addresses the body’s limitations
through a series of paintings created by people with motor disabilities. The installa-
tion consists of four large canvases attached to form a box shape. A balloon, filled
with a color that is picked by the participant, is placed in the center of the box,
connected to detonators that are activated by the brainwaves of the participant. The
explosion of the balloon results in the abstract paintings on canvases. Even though
the idea of creating with the mind is not new (for example, see Cerebral Painting
36 ), Mind Art expanded the 2-D canvas into space, transforming the intimate act
of creating mind-painting into a collective event. Even though the final output is a
painting, due to its spatial display, we included it in this section rather than in the
visual BCI art category.

3.2.5 Presentation Format of BCI Artworks

So far in the descriptions of the artworks above, we have mentioned three presen-
tation formats. Screen-based BCI artworks encompass mobile or desktop applica-
tions. The other two formats, installation and performance, are similar in that the
artworks in both categories need human input, either real-time or recorded for the
complete presentation. What distinguishes these two formats is that in performances
the author/performer(s) generate(s) the output while the audience is in the role of
passive observer. Performances, compared to installations, are usually rehearsed in
advance and articulated in artistic expression. This is because the artist, the cre-
ator of the piece, takes part in it as a performer. However, while installations have
open ends for their users/audience members to explore, sometimes with guidance
but more often without, performances are more deterministic in what and how the
author/performer wants to show. In most cases, performers know precisely how to
use the device or how to trigger specific brainwave patterns to achieve a somewhat
predicted result which is then consciously utilized or avoided.

EEG KISS 55 by Lancel/Maat (Figs. 3.15 and 3.16) is an artwork presented in
both formats: as an installation and as a performance as well. It explores the act and
intimacy of kissing through real-time collected EEG data—“a portrait of a kiss” that
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Fig. 3.15 Karen Lancel, HermanMaat, EEG KISS, 2016. EEG KISS. 2016. Karen Lancel, Herman
Maat. With the permission of Karen Lancel

Fig. 3.16 Karen Lancel, HermanMaat, EEG KISS, 2016. EEGKISS. 2016. Karen Lancel, Herman
Maat. With the permission of Karen Lancel

generates the audio and visuals. Participants are invited to de-mystify E.E.G data
through their own sense-making processes and to take part in co-creation by evoking
their own experiences of kissing.

3.2.6 Audience of BCI Artworks

This category in our taxonomy describes two roles that the audience can take. The
first role is of an active audience member who wears BCI equipment and whose
brainwaves are actively fed into the artwork. The second role is of apassive observer,
a spectator of the performance or installation.
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Regarding the number of active audience members, the majority of BCI artworks
allow only one person at a time to interact with the artwork. However, some art-
works utilize two or more inputs, and this exploration started early on. According to
Nijholt (2015), one of the first multi-brain artworks was Alpha Garden by Jacque-
line Humbert in 1973. Among more recent artworks, our survey includes fifteen that
utilized the brain activity of a minimum two and maximum of 48 participants.Mood
Mixer 26 utilizes input from two audience members, reading their relaxation and
sustained attention levels to create an audio-visual experience. DECONcert series
27 by Steve Mann, James Fung and Ariel Garten utilized the brainwaves of 48 visi-
tors to create the sonic environment. Collective brain activity is analyzed and used to
change real-time sonification through a continuous feedback loop between the sonic
environment and the participants’ brainwaves.

Regarding artworks with the presence of an audience as spectators (passive audi-
ence), most are open to a larger audience. However, some installations aim to create
an intimate ambiance for those interacting with the artwork and limit the number
of participants who can be present at the same time. For example, in Khut’s Alpha
Lab, 37 only those who wear BCI devices are part of the experience. In the case
of screen-based applications, the presence of the audience depends on the context in
which the artwork is experienced (home vs. gallery).

We conclude here our analysis of the artworks.We aimed to provide these descrip-
tions of the selected artworks to serve as examples in the presented taxonomy. More-
over, we hope that this work will ignite the discussion and help identify a larger body
of BCI artworks that we are yet to discover. Finally, due to our curiosity to learn more
about the artworks beyond the documentation that was available to us, we established
contact with nineteen of the authors and asked them to share their experiences of
working on the presented artworks, from challenges to technical details. We present
their insights below.

3.3 Artists’ Insights on Creating BCI Art: Survey
Responses

During the process of conducting the presented research, we succeeded in estab-
lishing contact via emails/social media with nineteen out of thirty artists that we
initially contacted. We asked these artists to share the nuances of their artworks via
survey, mainly because some of the documentation available to us lacked details
and precision. Our findings from the survey (and a few personal email exchanges
with the artists) revealed valuable insights into their processes of creating BCI art-
works and also the challenges and limitations they encountered while working in the
field of brain-computer interface art. From these insights, we unfolded themes that
relate to working with BCI devices and present them here through three categories:
design of the devices, conceptual limitations, and the potentials recognized within
the technological shortcomings of BCI.
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Design of Devices The design of devices is critical when it comes to the reliability
of the data readings. One artist reported that one of theBCI devices they used “doesn’t
lay flat on people with a large brow and thus does not work for all head shapes and
types” [A7]. Along the same lines, [A3] reported that it was “very difficult and time-
consuming to attach electrodes and maintain contact limiting its use for multiple
participant installations” and continued to discuss the “hygiene issues for multiple
participants”.

In real-time performances, the sample rate is crucial for maintaining feedback
loops. However, one of the artists reported issues with Bluetooth transfer of data
between the BCI device and a computer, causing a very slow sample rate of 0.8 Hz.
This issue, according to the artist “made neurofeedback very challenging, given the
lag between samples” [A1]. Due to software issues and failure in noise filtering [A3]
“stopped using this because data was not trustworthy”. [A4] reported that overall
the device they were using was more complex than needed; however, the biggest
shortcoming was false positives “especially since the sensors pick up much muscular
activity in the face and scalp.” Finally, two artists reported on the attractiveness of
the device as a critical factor in making decisions related to the overall aesthetics of
the artwork: “ABM is the scientifically highest quality device we experimented with,
ability to monitor evoked potentials, etc.; however the form factor was impractical
for audience throughout of installation experience. Also, unattractive which was a
factor in our design.”[A17]

Conceptual Limitations The design of the devices, their hardware and software
limitations, as well as human factors such as the presence of the audience, and the
psycho-physical endurance of a performer all contribute to the articulation of the
concept. These factors pose conceptual challenges and determine how the piece will
evolve in space and over the exhibition’s time-span.

One of the main conceptual challenges is how to make a long-lasting, engaging
artwork if the technology is the core of it? [A4]’s observation is that “because the
BCI is the core of the whole concept the piece runs the risk of being a one-trick-
pony. Still, I think both the contextualization that happens in the piece as well as
the unique aesthetic experience offered to the viewer/user, makes it something more
than a science-fair encounter”. What distinguishes an artwork from “a science-fair
encounter”, as suggested by [A4], is the artist’s intent, and their sensibility regarding
aesthetics, interaction, as well as the context in which the artwork is presented.
However, the presence of a BCI headset and its visibility, aesthetics, or perceived
gadgetry influences how the audiencewill experience the artwork. [A9] disclosed that
“the theatric costuming or the scientific instrumentation adds to deflecting audience
members’ glances and obscuring the body through its unique gadgetry” that can take
the audience away from the other, less immediate values of the artwork.

Another device-related conceptual limitation lies in the sometimes unpredictable
quality of the signal fromBCI devices in natural, real-world settings (outside the lab).
The majority of BCI artworks presented in this chapter rely on real-time data and are
at risk of failing to achieve the prescribed outcome should there be a disconnect in the
data transmission between the BCI device and the artwork’s architecture. The artists
face the question of whether all interaction and the outcome should be prescribed,
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planned, and programmed to account for the unpredictability of the signal. While
we have no definite answer, [A19] presented an interesting perspective on the role
of data, which they consider as co-Actors in the piece, emphasizing the beauty of
its agency and ambiguity over prescribed outcomes. To that end, [A19] states that
“in a participatory process of sense-making, we invite participants to give meaning
to the very abstract, sometimes mystifying E.E.G. data-visualization of their kisses.
Instead of scientific interpretation and validation, people who kissed interpret the
data-visualization based on their shared memories of kissing and on imagination.
Often the kisses are remembered as intimate processes of ‘co-creation’ and the data
are perceived as ‘A portrait of our kiss’.”

Regarding human-factors, fluctuations in the performer’s attention or mood
directly translate into the final output of the piece and pose conceptual consider-
ations about how those should be handled. If not accounted for through the design
of the piece, this might be detrimental for the artwork. For example, artworks that
require its participants to reach meditative states can be challenging if the performer
is surrounded by the audience. As [A10] emphasizes “when I had to perform in front
of hundreds of audience members, it made me feel vulnerable by presenting myself,
brainwave data translated in to sound”. On the other side, there are pieces in which
“the BCI performers had to practice to stay focused in a concert (theatrical) envi-
ronment. These pieces also investigate a state of being in which the performers ride
a very thin line separating learning to consciously control their attention shifts and
focus –(as represented in ERP P300 activity)—and being a part of a system larger
than themselves. In other words, they had to make subtle decisions about when to try
to be an initiator of action and when to be an active, imaginative listening processor
in the larger system” [A3]. Employing more than one BCI input allows more room
for potential distraction and unwanted brain activity to be masked by the activity
of others who are in the right state (more on multi-brain BCI input can be found in
(Nijholt 2015).

Finally, some artists shared that public showing of their artworks often required an
assistant that helps the audience with the headsets [A16]. Having to have an assistant
can introduce conceptual considerations around their role, the meaning behind the
assistance, and how the process of assisting is performed so that it becomes an organic
part of the artwork.

Limitations seen as potential Even though the artists who responded to our sur-
vey prioritized discussing potentials over limitations, a few shared that shortcomings
of the device or approach can be effectively employed as a potential. [A8] pointed
out that they were trying to “limit the effect of the BCI to the minimum due to the huge
noise that the data has. The signal is translated into a laser pattern which beautifully
shows the variability and noise. So again as in the last piece I use the limitation
of this technology aesthetically”. This account demonstrates that while not perfect,
emerging technologies can be a fertile ground for exploration and meaning-making
of EEG data and that interpretation does not always rely on precision of the device
when it comes to creative processes.
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3.4 Challenges and Potentials

In our search for BCI artworks, we did an extensive review of online sources, cata-
logs, books, journals and conference papers. In this process, we identified two main
challenges to further the development and advancement of the BCI art field. The
first main challenge we encountered is limited documentation of the artworks. In our
process of collecting the information and analyzing the artworks, the documentation
was crucial for understanding the specifics of particular works in order to analyze
them through a lens of proposed categories in the taxonomy (Table3.4). However, a
large number of pieces we included here haven’t been documented in great detail.
Nevertheless, despite this challenge, we aimed to provide the reader with a bigger
picture of BCI art based on the landscape of the pieces that we found, focusing on
their shared features rather than on specificity of a particular concept.

The other challenge concerns work on BCI artworks itself and can be broken
down into technical and experiential challenges.

3.4.1 Technical Challenges in BCI Art

Irreplicability—The challenges of this in-flux field are many. Lack of documenta-
tion can lead to not just misunderstood concepts and ideas but to failed attempts to
replicate the project. Unlike in science, in which each step of inquiry is rigorously
documented, in art-making that is not the case for the majority of the artworks we
found. Lack of documentation makes the artworks irreplicable. While we can argue
that unique artworks do not need or aim to be replicable, an overview of their tech-
nical nuances, approaches, and solutions adds value to the whole field of BCI art.
Well-documented artworks help the field grow by breaking through the unknown
into new possibilities for creative output.

The majority of the artworks we analyzed are documented in the form of a portfo-
lio or a website presentation, with a brief description of the concept. Some artists use
their websites to provide more conceptual and philosophical insights about the work,
also outlining technical details about the artwork’s setup, as was done in the doc-
umentation by Lancel/Maat www.lancelmaat.nl or David Rosenboom http://www.
davidrosenboom.com. Finally, the most detailed technical descriptions can be found
in published books and papers, often including a description of the artwork’s hard-
ware and software to a precise detail that would allow for replicability, as done by
Rosenboom in multiple publications (Rosenboom 1976; Rosenboom and Number
1990).

Recently a positive shift camewith the popularization and growth of aDIY culture
that seems to reflect on the documentation practices within the BCI art field posi-
tively. Open-source EEG hardware and software enthusiasts, engineers, artists, and
researchers that have been sharing knowledge, hacks and best practices via communi-
ties such as Sourceforge, Open BCI or Brain Control Club. These communities offer,

www.lancelmaat.nl
http://www.davidrosenboom.com
http://www.davidrosenboom.com
http://openeeg.sourceforge.net/doc/faq.html
https://openbci.com/
https://cri-paris.org/criclubs/brain-control-club/
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besides documentation and project descriptions on their websites, workshops and
hackathons. Similarly, some artists like Ursula Gastfall, Pascale Gustin and Gérard
Paresys longitudinally documented their EEG artwork In-Between by posting the
iterations of code, pure data patches, project documentation such as sketches and
videos in the form of a web project diary (Gastfall et al. 2018). These examples of
BCI artwork documentation offer a starting point that we wish more artists would
embrace as a part of their practice.

Reliability—The other type of technical challenges relate to the shortcomings
of the technology used in the artworks we discussed. Despite the advances of dry
electrodes over wet electrodes, the latter is still in use mainly in research labs as
they require wired connection and gel/paste application. However, addressing the
drawbacks of hybrid electrodes (such as pressure and price) is crucial for the democ-
ratization of affordable and reliable measuring tools (Davis et al. 2013) that are
easy to set up outside of labs. Even though there is no perfect solution to any of
the imposed problems, the development of semi-dry and dry electrodes is directing
the development of BCI devices that are more portable and affordable, compact and
easy to use, making these devices appealing to the consumer market. Only then will
BCI devices contribute to the shift of focus from medical applications (e.g., assis-
tive technologies) towards various applications in art, gaming, and the entertainment
industry.

While new generations of electrodes have improved reliability and signal quality,
the field of EEG based BCI still has a few obstacles to overcome before it can be
considered a completely reliable tool. For this to happen, some of the issues to be
addressed are a change of EEG signals during BCI sessions, and noise and low
output rate (Millán et al. 2010). The change of signals, or signal non-stationarity,
during BCI sessions is discussed in papers such as (Schlögl 2000; Shenoy et al.
2006; Vidaurre et al. 2009). Some solutions to this problem involved the rejection
of the signal change and maintaining levels of the stationary signal as proposed by
(Kawanabe et al. 2009). The other approach—adaptation, is to choose EEG features
that are stable over time (Galán et al. 2007) and feed the data of these features into
the artwork. However, no instant solutions are available for any of these issues, and
what works for one of the artworks might not work for others. These issues are even
amplified if the participants are moving, which makes the use of BCI devices close to
impossible. Decisions about which approach to take will depend on the nature of the
artwork itself. However, while data artifacts usually present an obstacle for precise
observation of brain functioning, these artifacts are a source of unpredictability that
can add value to artistic explorations. We are looking forward to seeing these issues
addressed with more variety of BCI devices and approaches employed in generating
BCI-based performing art such as dance and theater.

Lastly, our analysis is bound to the artworks that employ EEG-based BCI devices
to record brain activity. Only one artwork E.E.G Kiss, to our best knowledge, com-
bined EEG BCI with an IMEC headset that utilizes fNIRS approach. While other
non-invasive approaches in BCIs are more reliable, they are either robust or costly.
Even though consumer-BCI have been considered somewhat reliable and potent for
revealing humans’ feelings and cognitive processes, these devices have severe limi-
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tations. Panoulas (Panoulas et al. 2010) mentioned that “all EEG-based BCI classes
have to face the problem of separating the control signal from interfering noise sig-
nals that have two sources: non-EEG artifacts, such as recording noise, power line
interference, eye movement, eye blinking, EMG and ECG; and EEG signals that are
not used as control signals.” An additional drawback lays in the fact that BCI devices
cannot provide a complete picture of processes in the brain, as the brain produces
electrochemical signals from which only electrical are recorded. Other challenges
recognized by Panoulas are technically oriented and relate to the calibration that has
to be done before every use, which is cumbersome and requires additional time. We
expect that by solving these issues, low-cost BCI devices will be able to provide a
reliable overview of cortical activity in real time, without long and demanding train-
ing time or complicated pre-use procedures. If these devices succeed in doing so, we
speculate that BCI devices will have a broader range of applications as well as more
applications in art.

Compatibility, transparency and open-sourcing—Finally, the last two limita-
tions discussed here are the compatibility of BCI systems across platforms and the
transparency of data. The majority of the applications for BCI devices are created for
desktops exclusively. If those applications were included on smartphones/tablets as
well (Millán et al. 2010) a broader range of applications that require greater mobility
would be possible. Mobility is an especially important aspect to consider when cre-
ating performances and spatial installations, and artists’ hacks are sometimes geared
towards ensuring the compatibility of BCI setups across various platforms (desktop,
tablets, mobile).

Regarding transparency, many of the BCI devices available on the market
(Sect. 3.2.1) do not provide their EEG classifying software and raw data to its users.
Therefore the artists are presented with two options. One option is to use the avail-
able devices and trust their algorithms in how they sort out raw data. The other
option depends on the artists’ knowledge of hardware/software hacks if they aim
to use raw data and apply open-source algorithms. Our analysis yielded only five
artists who used custom-made BCI. One of them, [A9] worked on the piece that
involved a significant amount of time spent on the setup itself: “about 50% of that
time involved composition or circuit-building...and the other 50% was spent testing
to see how many zillions of ways the software or circuit was likely to crash during
performance”. [A9]’s experience poses new questions: is the lack of skill to hack
custom BCI setup, or the trust in stability and reliability of consumer BCI over
custom-made devices, deterring artists from customizing and hacking BCIs in their
work at a larger scale?

3.4.2 Experiential Challenges

The fascination and curiosity to understand the invisible processes of the brain often
leads an audience to wish for more than is achievable with the current technology
used in BCI artworks. Some of the common questions that regularly emerge from
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interaction with the audience are questions around mind reading and privacy. While
it is certainly not possible to read one’s mind (at least not to our best knowledge), lack
of understanding of what BCI can and cannot do leads to confusion, fear, resentment,
andoften rejectionof the artwork.Oneway toprevent this fromhappening is to inform
the audience about what the artwork does, what it collects regarding physiological
data, where it stores the data, and if recordings of brain activity are made, who will
have access to them in the future.

However, this approach of disclosing all the details of the artwork to the audience
poses the risk of undermining the audience’s curiosity, exploration, and meaning-
making in the moment of experiencing the artwork. What should be disclosed to the
audience, to what level of detail, and should the disclosure be done prior, during,
or after the experience? One of our interviewees shared that, compared to other
biofeedback such as breathing and heartbeat which the audience can immediately
relate to through feeling of their heartbeat or breath at the moment, “brainwaves
however are mystical, need to be explained in ways that are hard to avoid using
confusing terminology, and almost always lend a glare of scientific endeavor”[A9].
The lack of available information about how the artists listed in our taxonomy dealt
with this challenge when they show their BCI artworks prevents us from looking
at the best practices or even proposing some solutions. However, we recognize that
this chapter would have benefited from such a discussion, and we leave it for future
work.

Lastly, a challenge that emerges from a lack of understanding of the nuances of
the artwork is: how to utilize real-time brain activity in the artwork in such a way that
it does not appear superficial or fake? In other words, how should artists demonstrate
that the EEG of brain activity obtained from the audience member/performer via the
headset is utilized in the presentation of the final output of the artwork (Millán et al.
2010)? Unless the audience is familiar with the algorithms, mapping, and interaction
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design of the artwork, there might always be questions about the truthfulness of data
lingering in the air. This is not necessarily a defect of the artwork, but rather a design
opportunity that welcomes ambiguity in a meaning-making process that adds to the
beauty of the unknown to be explored and discovered individually.

3.4.3 Potentials Within BCI Art

Despite the challenges we encountered, we recognized many potentials of BCI that
can be explored further in BCI art. So far, many of the pieces we analyzed are focused
on the meditational (self-reflective) aspect of one’s experience. To our knowledge, it
is mostly because BCI devices easily detect when the participants are meditating not
just by recording brain activity from particular parts on the skull, but by recording
the muscle activity that occurs while they keep their eyes closed. By acquiring more
reliable devices that can give us more detailed insights into brain processes, it is
to be expected that the main focus will shift from meditation towards many other
conceptually different directions that include various states of altered consciousness.

Agency is yet another aspect that hasmuch potential for further exploitation inBCI
art. The current category of input control can be further expanded beyond passive,
active and reactive input types. Including semi-active BCI could complement the
previous input types by introducing the concept of controlled unpredictability. This
approach to a participant’s agency falls somewhere between boredom (predictability)
and chaos (complete unpredictability) and is achievable with current BCI devices.
This could be a crucial point for further exploration of BCI applications in art.
This effect could even be amplified in the case of a few simultaneously employed
BCI devices within the same piece, such as a collaboration between an artist and a
few participants simultaneously generating the outcome. Thinking even further, by
adding an artificial intelligence component, the possibilities for the evolution of BCI
art are unlimited. However, while the possibilities are many, their materialization
depends on the technological progress in the BCI field and adoption from creative
minds.

Lastly, on that note, even Alvin Lucier recognized the potential of agency in
real-time performances over pre-recorded sessions: “I let the structure go, let the
continuity of the Alpha pulses, as they flowed out of my head, determine the moment-
by-moment form of the performance. Somebody suggested to record the Alpha waves
and compose the piece, but then I decided to do it live, and that is a risk because it is
not sure you can get them, the more you try, the less likely is to succeed. So the task
of performing without intending to give the work an irony it would not have had on
a tape” (Lucier and Simon 1980).
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3.5 Conclusion

We presented a structured overview of the expanding field of BCI art, with uti-
lized approaches and BCI devices, and proposed a systematic way of categorizing
artworks based on their similarities in the presented taxonomy. The presented taxon-
omy encompasses sixty-one artworks; however this list is not exhaustive. Our goal
was to offer a list of artworks to serve as examples that illustrate nuances of the
categories in the presented taxonomy. Finally, our contribution is in the proposed
categories of the taxonomy and gathered insights from the artists. With this chapter
we aimed to provide an overview and analysis of the BCI art landscape from the
1960s until 2018, and we suggest that this work should be seen as an open invitation
to a discourse on not only present practices but what can be done differently in the
future.

3.6 Additional Materials

Illustrations of presented artworks, links to the artists and artworks, and other
resources can be found here: https://bci-art.tumblr.com/.

3.7 Taxonomy

The taxonomy consists of two tables. Table3.3 introduces sixty-one artworks by their
titles, year, authors’ names and provides references. Table3.4 details each artwork
across taxonomy categories.

https://bci-art.tumblr.com/
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Table 3.3 BCI artworks
# Title Year Author(s) References

01 Music for Solo
Performer

1965 Alvin Lucier Straebel and Thoben
(2014), Novello
(2014b)

02 BrainWave Drawings 1973–2008 Nina Sobell Sobell (2008)

03 On Being Invisible 1976–1977 David Rosenboom Rosenboom and
Number (1990)

04 Terrain 01 1993 Ulrike Gabriel Whitelaw (2004)

05 Barriere 1993 Ulrike Gabriel Whitelaw (2004)

06 On Being Invisible II 1994 David Rosenboom Rosenboom and
Number (1990)

07 The Mnemonic Body 1995–2001 Alan Dunning, Paul Woodrow Dunning et al. (2001)

08 The Madhouse 1995–2001 Alan Dunning, Paul Woodrow Dunning et al. (2001)

09 Pandaemonium 1995–2001 Alan Dunning, Paul Woodrow Dunning et al. (2001)

10 Derive 1995–2001 Alan Dunning, Paul Woodrow Dunning et al. (2001)

11 The Errant Eye 1995–2001 Alan Dunning, Paul Woodrow Dunning et al. (2001)

12 The Shapes of Thought 1995–2001 Alan Dunning, Paul Woodrow Dunning et al. (2001)

13 Body Degree Zero 1995–2001 Alan Dunning, Paul Woodrow Dunning et al. (2001)

14 Terrain 02 1997 Ulrike Gabriel Gabriel (1997)

15 BIOS 2002 Thomas Tirel, Sven Hahne, Jaanis
Garancs, Norman Muller

Tirel et al. (2002)

16 Sitting.Breathing.
Beating. [NOT]
Thinking

2004 Adam Overton Overton (2004)

17 UFO wave 2005 Mariko Mori Mori (2005)

18 Naos 2008 Carlso Castellanos, Philippe Pasquier,
Luther Thie, Kyu Che

Castellanos et al.
(2008)

19 The Multimodal Brain
Orchestra

2009 Sylvain Le Groux, Jonatas Manzolli,
Paul F.M.J Verschure

Le Groux et al. (2010)

20 The subConch 2009 Mats J. Sivertsen Sivertsen (2014)

21 Mind Pool 2010 Kiel Long, John Vines Long and Vines (2013)

22 The Brain Noise
Machine

2010 Greg Kress Kress (2010)

23 Staalhemel 2010 Christoph De Boeck Boeck (2010)

24 Hidden Rooms 2011 Marie-France Bojanowski Bojanowski (2014)

25 Ascent 2011 Yehuda Duenyas Duenyas (2012)

26 MoodMixer 2011 Grace Leslie, Tim Mullen Leslie and Mullen
(2011)

27 DECONcert series 2011 Steve Mann, James Fung, Ariel Garten Mann et al. (2007)

28 BrainArt 2011 Daria Migotina, Carlos Isidoro,
Agostinho Rosa

Migotina et al. (2011)

29 The Magic of Mutual
Gaze

2011–2014 Suzzane Dikker, Marina Abramović,
Matthias Oostrik, Jason Zevin

Dikker and Oostrik
(2014)

30 Praystation 2012 Justin Love, Philippe Pasquier Love and Pasquier
(2011)

31 Brain Pulse Music 2012 Masaki Batoh Batoh (2012)

32 The Escalation of Mind 2012 Dmitry Morozov Morozov (2012)

(continued)
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Table 3.3 (continued)
# Title Year Author(s) References

33 Dream Zone 2012 Karen Casey Casey (2012)

34 Clasp Together (beta) 2012 Harry Whalley, Panos Mavros, Peter
Furniss

Whalley et al. (2015)

35 Compatibility Racer 2012 Lauren Silbert, Jennifer Silbert, Suzzane
Dikker, Mattias Oostrik, Oliver Hess

Silbert et al. (2012)

36 Cerebral Interaction
and Painting

2013 Yiyuan Huang, Alain Lioret Huang and Lioret
(2013)

37 Alpha Lab 2013 George Khut, James P. Brown Khut and Brown (2014)

38 Eunoia 2013 Lisa Park Park (2013)

39 The Creation with
Strobes

2013 Luciana Haill Haill (2013)

40 Chromatographic
Ballads

2013 Ursula Damm Damm (2013)

41 The Mutual Wave
machine

2013 Suzanne Dikker, Matthias Oostrik Dikker and Oostrik
(2013)

42 (un)Focused 2013 Alberto Novello Novello (2013)

43 Eunoia II 2014 Lisa Park Park (2014)

44 Activating Memory 2014 Eduardo Miranda Miranda (2014)

45 Conductar 2014 Jeff Crouse, Gary Gunn, Aramique Aramique (2014)

46 eeg–deer 2014 Dmitry Morozov Morozov (2014)

47 Solaris 2014 Dmitry Morozov, Julia Borovaya, Eduard
Rakhmanov

Morozov et al. (2014)

48 Turbo-Gusli 2014 Dmitry Morozov Morozov (nd)

49 Fragmentation: a
brain-controlled
performance

2014 Alberto Novello Novello (2014a)

50 Mind Art 2014 Jody Xiong Xiong (2014)

51 State.Scape 2014 Mirjana Prpa, Svetozar Miucin, Bernhard
Riecke

Prpa et al. (2014)

52 Vessels 2015 Grace Leslie Leslie (2015b)

53 Eyes Awake 2015 Grace Leslie, Carolyn Chen Leslie (2015a)

54 Behind Your Eyes,
Between Your Ears

2016 George Khut Khut (2015)

55 E.E.G KISS 2016 Karen Lancel, Hermen Maat Lancel and Maat (2016)

56 Noor: a Brain Opera 2016 Ellen Pearlman Pearlman (2017);
Fedorova (2017)

57 You are the Ocean 2017 Özge Samanci, Gabriel Caniglia Samanci and Caniglia
(2018)

58 The Gender Generator 2017 Josh Urban Davis Davis (2018)

59 NeuroSnap 2017 Ryan Lieblein, Camille Hunter, Sarah
Garcia, Marvin Andujar, Chris S.
Crawford, Juan E. Gilbert

Lieblein et al. (2017)

60 Harmonic Dissonance 2018 Matthias Oostrik, Suzanne Dikker Oostrik and Dikker
(2018)

61 The Moment 2018 Richard Ramchurn Ramchurn (2018)
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Chapter 4
More Than One—Artistic Explorations
with Multi-agent BCIs

David Rosenboom and Tim Mullen

Abstract In this chapter, the historical context and relevant scientific, artistic, and
cultural milieus from which the idea of brain-computer interfaces involving multiple
participants emerged is discussed. Additional contextualization includes descriptions
of the intellectual climate from which ideas about brain biofeedback led to pioneer-
ing applications in music and its allied arts. The chapter then proceeds with more
in-depth explanations of what are termed contingent and non-contingent feedback
schemes, along with descriptions of early artistic applications and how those might
be differentiated. Effects ensuing from the qualitative nature of the feedback sig-
nals in brainwave music are also briefly discussed. Following this, substantial space
is devoted to describing selected examples of relatively recent musical and artis-
tic pieces that employ multi-agent BCI. These are described with more extensive
technical details that illustrate how the ideas, some of which could only have been
imagined in earlier times, are nowmade possible by advances in available technology
and newmethods for analyzing brain signals from both individuals and groups. These
include: implementing biofeedback schemes in which feedback signals depend upon
contingent conditions in electroencephalographic features measured amongmultiple
participants, multivariate principal oscillation pattern detection, “hyper-brain” scan-
ning, employing wearable technology, and other related methods. Complex brain-
computer music systems are also described in detail. Key artistic concepts explored
include the idea of active imaginative listening as performance and cooperativemulti-
agent artistic productions with BCIs. Some concluding commentary and ideas for
future research are also offered.
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performance · Live electronic music ·Multi-agent brain-computer interface ·
Neuromusic · Principal oscillation pattern

4.1 Introduction—Historical and Philosophical
Background

“Mister Science Meets Earth Mother”—an opening line from Rosenboom’s 1971
presentation, called Homuncular Homophony, that was delivered to the Spring Joint
Computer Conference in Atlantic City, the Audio Engineering Society Convention
in Los Angeles, and the University of Illinois Festival of Contemporary Arts, broad-
casted something about the spirit of how the inspiring emergence of biofeedback in
the 1960s, with all its implications and intermingling with cybernetics, computer sci-
ence, neuroscience, systems theory, artificial intelligence, evolution, complex adap-
tive systems, studies in cognition and consciousness, and epistemology, among other
disciplines, offered a doorway into a spacewhere science and artmightmeet inmean-
ingful and substantial, deep theoretical territory (Rosenboom 1976, 1997). Today,
we might refer to this as artscience. It was imagined then that new developments
in neuro-technology might be building a potentially powerful bridge that could link
what were thought of as the inner and outer spaces of individual experience, while
simultaneously offering both reasonable measures of phenomenal objectivity and
rich offerings for creative realization. From this point, and in the whirling historical-
cultural context of that time, it was a natural and obvious step to also want to explore
building such links among the experiences of more than one human individual. From
this environment of inquiry, multi-agent biofeedback emerged early on as a natural
and irresistible arena for investigation. The termBCI (Brain-Computer Interface)was
first coined in 1973 by Jacques Vidal (Vidal 1973) to describe a direct link between
observable neuroelectric signals in the brain and a computer system. Now, decades
later, the term has become relatively widespread and even colloquially used. Conse-
quently, we can now conveniently refer to this emergent phenomenon as multi-agent
BCI (MABCI), and in music, multi-agent BCMI (Brain-Computer Music Interface).

Several critical concepts about systems organization penetrated this environment
deeply. The nature of feedback in developing electronic music and video synthesis
paradigms, for example, was—and still is—foundational. The qualities of resonance
and resonant emergence, also driven by feedback and observed in a wide range of
natural phenomena, including the physical, cosmological, psychological, historical,
biological, sociological, and cultural arenas, to name a few, have remained unbro-
ken threads. Investigations into the behavior of systems (Foerster 1981), and more
recently, self-organization and non-linear dynamics in the brain and human function-
ing (Kelso 1995), new understandings about the emergence of order (Holland 1995),
and the adjacent possible in models of evolution (Kaufman 2000), are examples of
continuous sources of inspiration from science crossing over into music and related
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arts. Multi-agent BCI in the arts was seen as a manifestation of interconnectivity, a
broadening of self-reference to encompass multiple selves.

The meeting of science and art in this arena should not be confused as being one
or the other; it is a joint space in which concepts can be exchanged and perhaps
influence each other, ideas tried out with the freedom that artistic practice brings,
and techniques tested for their relevance to rigorous practice and their potential
to illuminate new theoretical models. Rosenboom has written extensively about an
approach to composition he terms propositional music. Propositional music involves
building proposed models of worlds, universes, evolution, brains, consciousness or
whole domains of thought and life, and then proceeding to make dynamical musi-
cal embodiments of these models, inviting us to experience them in spontaneously
emerging sonic forms (Rosenboom 2000c, 2018). Artistic license allows us to build
these propositional models without requiring that they must completely correspond
or explain some idea of reality. As Stephen Hawking is reported to have said, “I don’t
demand that a theory correspond to reality because I don’t know what it is…All I’m
concerned with is that the theory should predict the results of measurements.” (Holt
2018). There are many challenges to predictive model building when linking com-
plex self-organizing systems via mappings in multi-modal stimulus domains. Propo-
sitional music, and by extension, proposition art making, may help open artscience
conversations where some of our deepest theoretical questions lie: in our languages
of description, how we describe what we experience, deduce, induce, propose, and
believe that we know. A quote from Biofeedback and the Arts asks, “What is the
place of nonverbal communication in the scientific method?” (Rosenboom 1972).

4.2 Qualities of Sounds in Non-contingent and Contingent
Feedback Paradigms

In musical biofeedback paradigms, the qualities of the feedback signal and the nature
of the auditory environment became important subjects of investigation. It was soon
observed that the degree of success in achieving some control over the feedback sig-
nal—increasing the ability to influence the presence and coherence of alpha brain-
wave bursts, for example—was influenced by the nature of the sounds (Rosenboom
1976, 1997, 2003). Though this relationship might seem to be obvious—sounds con-
ducive to themental states being associatedwith particular frequencies of brainwaves
extracted from the EEG—deeper investigation in both laboratory and performance
situations revealed that the relationship is, indeed, not a simple one. It was found that
aspects of attention, the dynamics of focused attention, the musical backgrounds of
subjects and their facility with active imaginative listening strategies, all had pro-
found effects on how subjects were able to interact with sonic environments and
achieve a measure of success in a biofeedback control setup, be they simple or
complex sonic worlds. The effects of musical and artistic backgrounds on affective
judgments of aesthetic qualities had already been investigated in what was known
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as experimental aesthetics (Berlyne 1971). Subjects—or in the case of brainwave
music, brainwave performers—could also develop considerable facility in feedback
setups with extended practice. This seemed directly parallel to the way musicians
gain performance facility with instruments through long, intensive, extended prac-
tice. Furthermore, those with experience in meditation, particularly as found in Zen
practice, often brought skills that enhanced their comfort with complex sound envi-
ronments and their facility in manipulating brain states within them, again, partic-
ularly with practice (Rosenboom 1976, 1997). The matrix of possible relationships
among sound worlds and the cultural backgrounds of participants in biofeedback
paradigms is also a complex one. A vast and continuously interesting territory for
neuro-musical investigation in BCMI and the qualities of sounds in musical forms
remains to be traversed. Elsewhere, Rosenboomhas offered an agendawith questions
and suggestions for future research in this territory (Rosenboom 2014).

With multi-agent BCMI setups, the qualities of the sound environments seemed at
first to be particularly important. Early investigations involvedpracticingbiofeedback
exercises in groups. Early examples include various projects by composer Richard
Teitelbaum—described in his article, In tune: some early experiments in biofeedback
music (1966–74), and in Rosenboom’s early 1970s, carefully structured and immer-
sive Three day biofeedback learning experience for Brown University (both are con-
tained in Rosenboom 1976). These were mostly non-contingent, group biofeedback
music setups. That is, the electronic musical feedback did not depend upon features
of the performers’ EEGs being detected simultaneously. These group experiences
soon lead towhat was termed contingent, multi-agent biofeedback setups (Fehmi and
Rosenboom 1971). In these situations, various methods of observing EEG features
that were synchronous, or simultaneously detected, among two or more participants
were developed and used to generate the auditory feedback signals. Sounds that were
initially conducive to a group achieving simultaneous, synchronous brain states—si-
multaneous enhancement of alpha brainwave production, for example—were par-
ticularly important for the group to practice effectively. Again, though, more recent
work has shown that multiple brainwave performers in multi-agent BCMI setups
can achieve positive results in complex sound environments, especially if they have
strongmusical backgrounds and are active, imaginative, creative listeners. Setups like
this will be described in detail later with technical descriptions of recent brainwave
music works.

4.3 Historical Roots for the Development of Multi-agent
BCMI and BCI in the Arts

Multi-Agent BCMI has long roots. Around 1969–1970, Rosenboom programmed
an interactive game of Alpha Checkers, in which a computer screen would display
a checkerboard for two players only when they produced EEG alpha wave bursts
sufficient to cross an amplitude threshold at the same time. The players could only
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play the gamewhen the checkerboardwas visible. The task proved impossible to carry
out, because when either player was looking at the checkerboard and trying tomake a
move in the game, the presence of alpha waves would decrease. This was an example
of contingent, multi-agent BCI. Access to the necessary technology at the time was
limited; so, it wasn’t possible to see whether with sufficient practice the players could
master the system and play the game, while continuing to produce simultaneous and
sustained alpha wave bursts. Interestingly, similar questions were explored nearly
30 years later in the context of a popular multi-agent BCI game and research project
called BrainBall. Created in 1999 at the RISE Interactive Institute AB, the game
has two players compete to increase their level of relaxation—thereby increasing
alpha and theta EEG activity—which in turn controls movement of a magnetically
coupled ball towards an opponent’s “goal” area. The game could also be played
collaboratively, wherein players must alternately increase and decrease relaxation
levels tomove the ball towards the center of the table. Playing the game competitively
reportedly resulted in reduced stress, as measured by galvanic skin response, and the
players’ attitudes towards the game were reported as generally quite positive with
user tests suggesting that players were able to successfully “competitively relax”
(Ilstedt Hjelm and Browall 2000). In addition to Alpha Checkers, throughout the
late 1960s and early 1970s other explorations with contingent alpha biofeedback
setups involving only sound-based feedback were carried out. These proved more
successful. Some of these took place in an EEG lab at the State University of New
York at Stony Brook in collaboration with psychologist Lester Fehmi (Fehmi and
Rosenboom 1971).

Rosenboom’s more substantial work in the multi-agent BCI arena began around
1970, with an environmental, demonstration-participation-performance event, called
Ecology of the Skin, which was held at Automation House in New York City. In this
exhibition, up to ten participants could wear EEG electrodes connected to portable
EEG preamplifiers, filters, and amplitude envelope followers that were connected
to an electronic music generating system. In addition, some EKG monitors were
available, and stations for electrical stimulation of visual phosphenes were installed
around the exhibition space.Most of these employed non-contingent feedback setups.
Subsequent iterations and spinoffs from the original Ecology of the Skin, however,
did begin to employ contingent biofeedback setups (Fig. 4.1).

Soon afterEcology of the Skin, Rosenboom and collaborators built a facility called
the Laboratory for Experimental Aesthetics at York University in Toronto. Here, stu-
dents and faculty, notably Richard Teitelbaum, BarbaraMayfield, C.MarkNunn, and
others, developed systems for exploring both contingent and non-contingent, multi-
agent BCMI on a regular basis. Various artists developed installation pieces, such as
Jacqueline Humbert’s Brainwave Etch-A-Sketch, in which low-frequency envelope
followers tracked the amplitudes of alpha brainwaves from two participants, one of
which moved a dot on a storage oscilloscope along its x-axis and the other along its
y-axis, to create a shared drawing. This was an example of a non-contingent feedback
system, as the presence of absence of feedback did not depend on the contemporane-
ous detection of a specific EEG feature in both participants. Conversely, contingent
feedback was employed in another Humbert installation, Alpha Garden, wherein
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Fig. 4.1 Diagram of an early example of a contingent multi-agent feedback system (reproduced
from Rosenboom 1972). Synchronous alpha bursts from two participants triggered slow rising
sweeps of a harmonic series with slight, automatically induced sequence changes through initiation
of voltages that determined the starting pitches of resonant filters and randomly introduced bell-like
accentuations of various harmonic tones produced by shocking the resonant filters with narrow
pulses at the attack initiated by each synchronous alpha burst and throughout the sequence

simultaneous alpha bursts from two participants would turn on pulses of water from
a lawn sprinkler that irrigated a piece of artificial turf.

In 1972, Rosenboom expanded the scope of contingent biofeedback art with his
Vancouver Piece. A darkened, sound-isolated room was built inside the Vancouver
Art gallery during an exhibition of sound sculpture pieces. Inside the room were
subtle types of visual and auditory displays and equipment to detect the EEGs of two
participants at a time. In one of the room’s most intriguing setups, two participants
could sit on either side of a two-way mirror with red and green lighting arranged so
as to subtly illuminate each participant’s face when they produced alpha brainwave
bursts that exceeded a preset threshold. Each participant would see their own face
reflected in the two-way mirror when they produced sufficient alpha; but when the
two produced simultaneous increases in alpha, their faces would appear to switch
positions, so that each player would see their own face seemingly positioned on
the other player’s shoulders. The intended effect was to open the participants’ con-
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Fig. 4.2 Two museum attendees participating in Rosenboom’s Vancouver Piece at the Vancouver
Art Gallery in 1972

sciousness of self to enable them to explore ideas about shared identity. The result
was strongly engaging. It was another example of contingent feedback (Fig. 4.2).

Around 1969–1970, Rosenboom organized a multi-agent biofeedback ensemble,
called the New York Biofeedback Quartet. The idea was to gather a group that could
practice biofeedback music together regularly. As personal circumstances played
themselves out, this ensemble was short lived. However, it lead to several substantial
biomusic compositions that have become regarded as early classics.

In 1972, Rosenboom created two works called Portable Gold and Philosophers
Stones (Music With Trills) and Portable Gold and Philosophers’ Stones (Music
From Brains in Fours) (Rosenboom 1976). The score for the first piece describes a
“dual-contingent” feedback system in whichmusical results depend on simultaneous
theta or alpha brainwave activity. The electronic music equipment includes a device
for generating sub-harmonically related tone complexes, the spectra of which are
scanned with resonant band pass filters that are being tuned by the brainwaves. The
resulting tones aremixed into an immersive electronicmusic texture that is broadened
further via an accumulation tape-delay system. This piece was performed, though
never recorded.

The second work, Portable Gold and Philosophers Stones (Music From Brains in
Fours), expanded the multi-agent BCMI paradigm in significant ways. This time, an
ensemble of four biomusic performers is specified in the score. EEG signals from the
four performers are routed and processed through a coarse-grained Fourier analysis
device, in order to track several EEG frequency bands, and a correlation function
computer that measures the coherence times of signal bursts in selected EEG fre-
quency bands. At the time this piece was created, both these analysis functions
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were accomplished with analog equipment. A fifth performer operates the electronic
equipment and routes the outputs of the analyzers to an electronic music generating
system, which again includes a set of sub-harmonically related tone complexes. This
time the tone complexes are fed into a bank of resonant band pass filters, known as a
holophone. The holophone idea was inspired by Longuet-Higgins’s description of a
scheme for non-local storage in the time domain, analogous to non-local storage in
the spatial domain with holograms (Longuet-Higgins 1969). The performers know
that as the coherence times of their selectedEEG frequency band bursts increases—as
measured by the correlation function computing circuits—, the range of their control
over the holophone is also increased. Furthermore, by changing various time con-
stants in the holophone circuitry, the detail of control they can affect is also increased.
Thus, initially, slowly moving effects—gradually evolving, drone-like sounds, for
instance—may become broader with more fast moving detail—wider pitch excur-
sions with trill-like sounds, for example—as the corresponding performer’s EEG
band bursts become longer and smoother (Fig. 4.3).

Over years,PortableGold andPhilosophers’ Stones (MusicFromBrains inFours)
has been performed many times. One particular performance from 1972 has been
released and re-released on vinyl records, CDs, and digital distribution (Rosenboom
1975, 2000a, b, c, 2006, 2019a, b).

In the mid-1970s, Rosenboom’s work shifted towards investigating what can be
done with auditory event related potentials (AERPs) extracted from the EEGs of
participants in a biofeedback paradigm. Of particular interest was howAERPs might

Fig. 4.3 Signal flow diagram from the score for Rosenboom’s Portable Gold and Philosophers’
Stones (Music From Brains in Fours)
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provide information about attention shifts that could be related to various kinds of
changes in an evolving sonic form. Through many experiments, this led to another
major biomusical work called On Being Invisible, in which AERPs in a biofeedback
scheme were used to guide the emergence of a self-organizing musical form. Full
technical description of this project and the nature of AERPs is beyond the scope of
this article.However,OnBeing Invisiblehas been documented extensively elsewhere,
performed, and recorded (Rosenboom 1977, 1997, 2000a, b, c, 2019a, b). Mostly,
this work was presented as a solo performance, not a multi-agent work, and the
technical descriptions will not be presented here. However, it is worth mentioning
that a follow-up piece, called On Being Invisible II (Hypatia Speaks to Jefferson in
a Dream), which used two performers in a multi-agent AERP feedback paradigm,
was created and realized in 1994 (Rosenboom1997). Building on the first iteration
of On Being Invisible, the artistic concept was partly to try to see if the idea could be
extended so as to create a self-organizing opera, one in which the pathways through
the opera’s non-linear narrative would be guided by the AERPs detected from the
two performers together. The performers would react primarily to auditory events
and be shielded from visual stimulation; however, AERP events with strong P300
components—(a peak in the AERP, occurring approximately 300 ms after the onset
of a highly differentiated stimulus event, that is commonly associated with aspects
of attention)—would also be used to essentially edit sampled voices delivering bits
of text and stored visual sequences for the audience. The results would be different
in every performance. A recorded example is available (Rosenboom 2000b) and
program notes are available online (Rosenboom 1994).

4.4 More Detailed Descriptions of Selected Recent Works
Produced with Multi-agent BCI and Multi-agent BCMI
Paradigms

4.4.1 Ringing Minds

Ringing Minds is a collaborative work created by David Rosenboom, Tim Mullen,
and Alexander Khalil. A first version was produced and performed in 2014, and a
detailed technical descriptionwas published in (Mullen et al. 2015).RingingMinds is
a complex multi-dimensional, multimedia, multi-agent BCI project in the arts which
explores new possibilities in contingent and non-contingent feedback, concepts of
“audience-as-performer,” complexity and structural forms inmusic and the brain, and
resonancewithin and between listeners and performers.RingingMinds uses real-time
“hyperscanning” techniques to model event related potentials (ERPs) and resonant
properties of neural activity simultaneously measured from a group of individuals
engaged in active imaginative listening during a live musical performance.

The EEG signal processing builds on multivariate principal oscillation pattern
(POP or eigenmode) analysis methods for identifying resonant properties of a time-
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varying dynamical system. Each POP characterizes the response to a specific input
of an independent, stochastically forced, damped harmonic oscillator or relaxator.
Another way to think about the dynamics of a POP is as equivalent to an idealized
string “plucked” with a specific force plus additive random excitation. POP analysis
methods had previously been applied to multi-electrode electrophysiological data
to identify characteristics of spatiotemporal oscillatory modes in single individuals
(Mullen et al. 2012). For Ringing Minds, each of four participants’ single-electrode
EEG time series (sampled at the 10–20 Cz location) were instead treated as if gen-
erated by a common dynamical process—a “hyper-brain” sampled by four sensors.
Within a slidingwindow, themulti-brain EEG time-serieswere decomposed into a set
of forty POPs, spanning the EEG frequency spectrum. In this manner, each POPmay
be regarded as an extended neuronal process (e.g. a coherent network) spanning the
four brains, oscillating at some frequency and/or exponentially decaying in response
to an excitatory input (e.g. amusical event), or reflecting a resonant/synchronous state
of this “hyper-brain”. Each POP was characterized by seven dynamical parameters,
including frequency, initial amplitude (excitation), and decay (damping) time, which
were mapped onto a software-based electronic music instrument, the central core of
which is a very large array of complex resonators. These respond to the POP data
in a way that generates a vast, spatialized sound field of ringing components, anal-
ogous to ways neural circuits might also “resonate” and sustain modes of behavior
within and between individuals. POP-to-resonator mappings were chosen to produce
an aesthetic interpretation of the precise meaning of oscillator/relaxator for POPs.
Periodically, the shapes and temporal positions of important peaks in ERPs, aver-
aged across the four brains within a 1 s sliding window, were applied to modulate
the resonant auditory field, sounding as if a stone had been tossed onto the surface
of a sonic lake (Fig. 4.4).

A second version of Ringing Minds was produced and performed at the Whitney
Museum of American Art in 2015 during a fifty-year retrospective of Rosenboom’s
work. In this version, the work was expanded with the collaboration of visual design-
ers, Matt Wachter and Glenn Snyder, to include elaborate video projection displays
showing components that paralleled the EEG analysis andmusic generation systems.

The concept for the visual display began with the idea that the POP resonances
detected from the four brainwave performerswere analogous to stones being dropped
onto the surface of a still lake; and the nature of the ripples that spread out from the
location of the stones impact on the water was analogous to the properties of each
POP. This also paralleled how in the computer music instrument, the POPs were
mapped onto a large array of complex digital sound resonators.

For each POP, a splash of color was displayed on a screen, forming a visual
backdrop in the performance space. The spatial positions of the color splashes were
determined by the dominant frequencies and spatial distributions of each POP. The
vertical position was determined by a corresponding POP frequency, and the hori-
zontal position was determined by the spatial distribution of the energy contributing
to the POP across the four brainwave performers (Fig. 4.5).

Another new feature in the Whitney Museum performance of Ringing Minds was
the addition of a contingent feedback component based on detection of contempo-
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raneous ERPs amongst the participants. ERPs were extracted by averaging EEG
signals, sampled at the standard 10–20 Cz electrode location, across the members
of the N-Brain group, rather than the traditional method of averaging over succes-

Fig. 4.4 Simplified diagram of the RingingMinds system. Hyper-scanning analysis techniques are
used with an N-Brain Group. Single-trial average ERPs (Event-Related Potentials) are captured via
spatial averaging across the group, rather than the traditional approach of averaging across multiple
trials (i.e. repeated events) within a single individual

Fig. 4.5 Image from the Ringing Minds performance at the Whitney Museum of American Art in
New York in 2015 showing color splashes initiated by individual POP (eigenmode) detections from
the N-Brain Group. Photo by Paula Court
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sive occurrences of a stimulus in time. A simple template matching procedure was
then used to detect the presence of a contemporaneous ERP response across the
N-Brain group to unexpected auditory events. The group-averaged EEG time-series
were convolved in a sliding window with an ERP template reflecting the average
of ERPs from 48 individuals elicited in response to rare deviant (unexpected) tones
interspersed within otherwise predictable sequences of standard tones which dif-
fered from the deviant tones in their duration. When the correlation between the
N-Brain ERP and the template ERP exceeded a pre-determined threshold the shape
of the detected ERP was mapped onto a musical pitch space and sent via MIDI to
a Yamaha DisklavierTM grand piano. The ERPs were, thus, played automatically
on a piano, providing contingent feedback to listeners, as well as to musicians,
and adding to the overall musical experience. This occurred during sections of the
music in which two musicians (Khalil and Rosenboom) played a lithoharp (a kind
of xylophone made of carved stone bars) and an electronically processed violin, in
interaction with the brainwave music performers. The musicians could attempt to
create and violate musical expectation in the listeners and thereby elicit collective
neural responses, which in turn would be sonified. For the brain artists, listening was
the performative act (Fig. 4.6).

Fig. 4.6 Four listening brainwave performers participating in Ringing Minds. The shapes of their
evoked responses (ERPs) are being played on the Yamaha Disklavier™ piano on the right. Photo
by Paula Court
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4.4.2 Portable Gold and Philosophers’ Stones (Deviant
Resonances)

Following his 2015 Whitney retrospective, Rosenboom composed a third piece in
the Portable Gold… series, Portable Gold and Philosophers’ Stones (Deviant Reso-
nances). It was premiered in The House performance space at Plymouth University,
UK, as part of a BCMI Workshop in association with the 2015 Computer Music and
Multimedia Research Conference. It has been performed many times since then and
has recently been recorded for release (Rosenboom 2019a).

Portable Gold and Philosophers’ Stones (Deviant Resonances) is structured for
two active imaginative listening brainwave performers and a computer-electronics
performer. It employs both non-contingent and dual contingent biofeedback
paradigms. The brainwave performers’ task is to remain still and listen actively with
eyes closed, allow their attention to be drawn to any features of the sound texture,
to actively direct their attention to specific sonic features they may choose, and to
continuously notice when they observe that these listening actions may be related to
how features of the sound texture evolve. If possible, they may also choose to direct
features of the sound texture with their shifting attention; and, in any case, they are to
practice immersing themselves in the sound texture and attempt to increase the degree
to which they can actively interact with it. This is called listening as performance.

A complex software instrument was created for this piece using the Reaktor Core
digital signal processing and synthesis platform.The instrument is designed to receive
rawEEGsignals from twoperformers via theOSC(OpenSoundControl) data format.
Each of the decoded EEG signals is parsed into three individual frequency bands,
the upper and lower band limits of which may be freely set and adjusted. Each of the
filter outputs ismade available individually and is also fed into an amplitude envelope
follower algorithm with adjustable time constants for rise and fall. The frequencies
of the filter outputs are also tracked and provided as outputs. In addition, they are
mapped onto a selected range of MIDI pitch values with controllable scaling and
offsets. These signals may be used to play other modules in the overall, complex
instrument. The envelope outputs are also made individually available for use by
other modules. Other modules in the overall instrument will be described below,
along with a tour through the compositional structure.

The composition begins with a sound texture created with sub-harmonically
related tonal complexes made with pulse waves feeding banks of resonant band
pass filters. Just as in 1972 with Portable Gold and Philosophers’ Stones (Music
from Brains in Fours), this bank of resonant filters is referred to as a holophone, this
time with refinements. The holophone can isolate and recall multiple tones from the
several overlapping harmonic series in the pulse-wave chords that are fed into it. The
pitches of the pulse wave chords can be determined in advance and may be changed
during performance. (So far, performers have mostly chosen to keep them pretty
stable, though this is not required by the composition.) The envelopes of selected
EEG bands are patched into the holophone in a manner that gives them control over
movement among the tones it produces. The performers are informed ahead of time
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about which musical voices from the holophone are responding to each of their EEG
signals and where those sounds will tend to be located in a simulated 3D sound
diffusion space. They know which sounds are responding to which performer and
where in space they are likely to be heard. The ensemble may decide ahead of time,
or in the moment of improvisation, exactly how to choose among the optional control
paths from EEG envelopes to holophone movement. The electronics performer must
carefully monitor and adjust the EEG signals received via OSC to make sure they fall
within acceptable ranges, adjust the time constants of the envelope followers, and
monitor signal flow into the holophone. This section unfolds slowly, usually starting
simply and growing more complex as the performers settle into the nature of the
exercise.

At a certain point, the electronics performer may choose to activate a second and
eventually a third layer of sound elements enabled by the overall instrument. This
is analogous to activating second and third sections of an electronic orchestra, all
of which are responding to signals from the brainwave performers, while also being
guided by the electronics performer. Before describing how these sections evolve in
a musical performance, some further technical description is needed. Refer also to
the Fig. 4.7.

The amplitude envelope values from each performer’s filtered EEG are patched
into amodule calledEEG2MIDI, the algorithmofwhich includes a delta function that
responds when the rate of change in the amplitude envelope exceeds a delta threshold
set by the electronics performer.When the signal exceeds the delta threshold, its value
ismapped onto an adjustable range ofMIDI pitch values and a scalable range ofMIDI

Fig. 4.7 Signal flow among primary components of the Portable Gold and Philosophers’ Stones
(Deviant Resonances) system
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velocity values. These MIDI pitch values are sent to a pitch-mapping module and
used as index values into a lookup table of pitches. This table contains data defining
four musical scales that have been pre-composed to contain particular pitch interval
sequences: (1) a scale made with pentagonal numbers and interval sequences in
numbers of semitones (4 5 2 …), (2) interval sequences that do not repeat at the
octave (1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 …), (3) interval sequences based on hexagonal numbers
(1 2 …), and (4) superimposed sub-harmonic and harmonic sequences on the pitch
C.

Three such pitch mappers are used in the system. The outputs of the first two
are patched to two very particular synthesis instrument modules, one corresponding
to each performer. These instrument modules are known as Touché II. The original
Touché digital keyboard instrument that was developed byDonald Buchla in collabo-
ration with David Rosenboom in 1978–1979 inspired their design. Both instruments
employ nonlinear wave shaping algorithms as their primary sound synthesis method.
Linked to this, and a key to the instruments’ success, is the ability to program many,
very complex control envelopes of arbitrary length, with decision logic that can be
applied to every breakpoint in an envelope design. These envelopes can be used
to modulate every parameter in the instrument’s synthesis algorithms. The original
Touché was a hybrid, digital-analog hardware instrument. The Touché II, devel-
oped in 2007 by Rosenboom in collaboration with Martijn Zwartjes, is an entirely
software-based instrument. Describing its full technical details lies beyond the scope
of this article. Suffice it to say that it is an extraordinarily powerful, live electronic
music instrument that can traverse a tremendously rich sonic terrain.

The third pitch mapper is connected to another interesting instrument made of a
bank of complex digital resonators, with both deterministic and stochastic control
functions. These resonators are activated by a set of exciter functions with variable
slope controls and ways to inject indeterminacy with various kinds of noise into their
behaviors. One can think of these digital resonators as complex bells that can be
rung by complex exciter functions. The design of these resonator banks began with
the composition of Ringing Minds. Those used in Portable Gold and Philosophers’
Stones (Deviant Resonances) are derived from those used first in Ringing Minds,
though they are slightly simplified and reduced in number for practical reasons.

To recapitulate, the electronics performer can activate and deactivate what may
be thought of as three layers or sections in an electronic orchestra. The first is the
one described above with sub-harmonic pulse wave complexes and the holophone’s
resonant band pass filter bank. The second is the complex digital resonator bank with
its exciter algorithms. The third consists of the two Touché II synthesis instruments,
each of which is also preprogrammed with an array of preset algorithms that can be
called up instantly with MIDI program change signals.

A module in the system called Control/Test/Delta is key in managing a perfor-
mance. It enables the routing of control information and triggers for sounds around
the instruments in the electronic orchestra in several ways. First, direct EEG pitch
tracking from either brainwave performer can be selected and routed to the Touché
II instruments and/or the complex resonator bank. Second, EEG amplitude envelope
delta threshold crossings from either performer can be selected and routed to the
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Touché II instruments. When this is done, each delta threshold crossing will initiate
a program change in its corresponding Touché II instrument. Delta threshold cross-
ings can also be merged so that signals from both performers affect both Touché II
instruments. Finally, and very importantly, a function can be selected which only
routes program change signals to the Touché II instruments when delta threshold
crossings from both performers occur at precisely the same time. This introduces the
contingent feedback paradigm into a performance.

Aword about these delta threshold crossings and their possible relation to attention
shifts is pertinent here. It is commonly thought that when a subject is in the process of
producing increasing amounts of coherent brainwave signals, such as highly coherent
alpha waves, the interruption of these signals can often accompany a significant shift
of attention in that subject. The instrument developed for this piece includes an
ability to react to the rapid onset of alpha or other coherent brainwave bursts, and
also to their quick interruption. In addition, it can respond when changes of this type
occur simultaneously in the two performers. In the highly controlled conditions of a
laboratory, the validity of these assumptions can be tested. In the environment of a
brainwave music performance, they are considered to be very interesting phenomena
to explore when intensively engaged in a biofeedback music environment.

It is also important to underscore that it may not be productive to engage with a
brainwavemusic instrument of this complexity casually. It is, rather, an instrument to
bemasteredwith extended practice, just as onemight practice anymusical instrument
with high levels of discipline to achieve mastery. In addition, experience shows that
performers experience more rewarding results when they are truly able to engage in
active imaginative creative listening. Often such individuals bring prior experience
in sound arts and/or music to bear, and perhaps, also techniques for meditation. With
this in mind, it is important to differentiate among multi-agent BCI or BCMI designs
that require extensive practice to achieve the desired results and those that do not.
It is perfectly possible and legitimate to design experiences that are not based on
practice, which can generate enriching experiences for participants who do not bring
particular kinds of experience to bear—for example in installation-based or audience
participation works. Those that do require extensive practice are made with different
intentions. Both offer fertile territory to explore.

To date, typical performances of Portable Gold and Philosophers Stones (Deviant
Resonances) have proceeded in a kind of arch form, beginning simply with the
holophone layer, then adding the other sections, one at a time, until a peak of musical
complexity is reached. Then, one by one, the layers are often reduced in intensity and
eventually deactivated, until an ending section is reachedwith textures reminiscent of
the opening. Optionally, the electronics performermight play an auxiliary instrument
to interact with the brainwave performers, particularly in the central section when the
contingent delta threshold detections are active. For this purpose the composer has
often used an electric violin to trigger analog circuits designed to exhibit somewhat
unstable, chaotic behaviors (Fig. 4.8).
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Fig. 4.8 Image from a performance of Portable Gold and Philosophers’ Stones (Deviant Reso-
nances) at Fleet Science Center in San Diego presented as part of San Diego Art Institute’s AMT
(Art, Music, Technology) Festival in 2017. Rosenboom is seen behind active imaginative listening
brainwave performers Susanne Thorpe (l) and Bonnie Jones (r), founders of TECHNE, an education
organization emphasizing gender equity and social justice in arts and technology. Photo by Tom
Erbe

4.4.3 The Experiment from Hopscotch

In the fall of 2015, an extraordinary opera, called Hopscotch–a mobile opera for 24
cars, was produced by The Industry, an opera production company in Los Angeles
(The Industry 2015). In this extraordinary project, directed by Yuval Sharon, a story
was presented in a non-linear fashion as audience members were driven around Los
Angeles in 24 limousines along three different routes. Various scenes in the opera
were performed inside each limousine and at specific, iconic locations in the Los
Angeles cityscape. Audience members would experience the scenes of the opera in
different orders, depending upon which route they were on and at what location they
began their journey. Rosenboom was one of five principle composers commissioned
to create music for various scenes in the opera. The Experiment was one of those
scenes.

The Experiment was performed inside one of the Hopscotch limousines. In this
scene, as audience members entered their limo, they heard spoken and sung expla-
nations, accompanied by electronic backgrounds, of what they were about to experi-
ence, while individual brainwave monitors were affixed to their heads. As the scene
unfolds, one of the opera’s principle characters, Jamison, pursues an obsession with
understanding the nature of consciousness by singing eleven questions to the audi-
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ence that progress in nature from seemingly innocent inquiries to somewhat more
confrontational probing. Concurrent patterns among the brain signals of the audience
members are then detected with signal analysis techniques and used to gauge their
collective responses to each question. The results are translated into an immersive
mix of soprano voices that sing three possible answers for each question with dif-
ferent musical qualities, representing: (1) an agitated state, (2) shifting attention or
alertness, and (3) being focused on one’s inner self and disinterested. These were
presumed to come from the inner group psyche of the audience. In the end, instead
of finding the answers he seeks, Jamison snaps. After an extraordinarily successful
performance run ofHopscotch in 2015, Rosenboom created a concert version of The
Experiment, a recording of which is available (Rosenboom 2019a), and a score for
which is published online (Rosenboom 2015). Writer Erin Young wrote the texts. A
relatively detailed technical description follows.

Raw EEG signals from four audience members are recorded with Muse™ brain-
wavemonitoring headbands and transmitted to a computer via Bluetooth. The signals
are received via theMuse–I/O program and sent to software written with the Reaktor
Core digital signal processing and synthesis platform using the OSC (Open Sound
Control) protocol. The raw signals from each audience member are parsed into three
commonly used, brainwave frequency bands: theta (5–8 Hz), alpha (9–13 Hz), and
broadband beta (14–30Hz).Amplitude envelopes of the resulting twelve bands (three
for each of four audience members) are detected with variable time constant, low
frequency envelope followers. The four envelopes corresponding to each EEG filter
band are then averaged to produce collective audience envelopes for theta, alpha,
and beta EEG frequencies.

Prior to the performance, eleven sets of vocal parts, corresponding to each of the
character Jamison’s eleven questions were recorded by a soprano. Within each set,
three kinds of answer texts were also set for the solo soprano voice and recorded.
All the recordings were stored in a computer. In a performance, after Jamison sings
a question, he pauses. During the pause, the averaged audience EEG frequency band
envelopes are used to control the playback amplitudes of the prerecorded answers to
that question, sung by the soprano. The dramatic operatic result is that the brainwaves
control an audio mix of the three types of answers for each question, as specified
in the narrative: theta controls the singing related to an imagined condition of being
focused on one’s inner self and disinterested, alpha to shifting attention or alertness,
and broad-band beta to an agitated state. A performance then proceeds through the
sequence of eleven sung questions and eleven mixes of multiple soprano voices (all
recorded by a single vocalist), the qualities of which are modulated by the collective
brainwaves of the audience members (Fig. 4.9).

What has been described thus far is an example of non-contingent, multi-agent
feedback. However, a contingent, multi-agent feedback mode is also included in
The Experiment. The alpha frequency amplitude envelopes are also connected to
a delta function detector, much like that described above for Portable Gold and
Philosophers’ Stones (DeviantResonances). If the absolute value of the rate of change
of the envelope signal crosses a settable threshold, a trigger signal is generated. A
hold time can also be adjusted to determine howmuch timemust pass after detections
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Fig. 4.9 User interface showing software control panels for The Experiment

before subsequent detections can be made. The systemwill respond both to the onset
of rapid alpha bursts and to the sudden interruption of alpha bursts, depending on
the hold time selected. Finally, the system tests to see if triggers from all audience
members occur at the same time. If theydo, the triggers fromall four are simultaneous,
then a special electronic chord is sounded over the mix of the soprano voices. This
chord is meant to signal the possibility of a simultaneous shift in the group mind of
the audience, whatever that might ultimately mean in their experiences.

4.4.4 Concurrent Complexity

Uncertainties in stimulus detection, uncertainties in response measurements, and
uncertainties in the generation of feedback responses exist at some level in all inter-
active systems, in both research setups and interactive art works. Deviant resonances
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Fig. 4.10 Concurrent complexities among networks as musical states

emerge in all systems of differentiation among presumably identified component
parts: in the instruments of technology, natural organisms, energy fields, time and
space, to name a few. Often, the space in which deviant resonances emerge is where
the greatest interest lies, in both the making of art and in the refining of theoretical
models. Often new understandings of complexity emerge from deviant resonances.
As many master musicians have often noted, the real interest in music lies not in the
notes, but in the spaces between the notes.

At this stage in the development ofmulti-agentBCI in the arts, itmaybe productive
to approach biofeedback and related pursuits as interactions among complex systems.
In propositional music, it can be useful to describemusical states as particular behav-
ioral interactions among networks, for example among a brain/proprioceptive system
and an artificially intelligent musical instrument. Thesemusical states become differ-
entiable interactions located along scales for comparison, just as if they were musical
notes. One may compose with these states as notes (Fig. 4.10).

One interesting subject high on the agenda for future development in the authors’
work is investigating ways to correlate the complexity of a stimulus environment
with the complexity of EEG signals and apply the results in feedback paradigms.
Already, preliminary evidence indicates that correspondences among thedimensional
complexity of brain activity and the complexity of music stimuli may be observable
(Birbaumer et al. 1996). Previously, Rosenboom has experimented with complexity
measures applied to musical parameters in some compositions (Rosenboom 1992,
1996, 2000a). In order to make progress in this realm, more work is needed on how
to refine the meaning of complexity and ways to measure it. This is a common goal
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in many fields now, where analysis of complexity is of interest. Also important to
this is continuing work on refining paradigms for sonification of biological data in
feedback paradigms, especially where the phenomena of interest are emergent (Choi
2018; Novello 2012; Rosenboom 1997, 2003, 2014).

4.4.5 MoodMixer

The MoodMixer project was created in 2011 by Grace Leslie and Tim Mullen and
explores new possibilities for multi-agent BMCIs that respond to, and influence,
the mental state of multiple participants. There are three distinct versions of the
system. The first of these was presented at the 2011 New Interfaces for Musical
Expression conference in Oslo, Norway, with subsequent realizations presented at
various venues between 2012 and 2014. The project is described in detail in (Leslie
and Mullen 2011) and (Mullen et al. 2015).

MoodMixer employs a non-contingent audiovisualBCI systemwhich reflects, and
expands on, elements of much earlier works described in this chapter, particularly
Humbert’s 1974 Brainwave Etch-A-Sketch. Two normalized cognitive (e.g. focused
attention, relaxation) or affective (e.g. arousal, valence) state indices are simulta-
neously and continuously calculated from each participant’s EEG. These define a
set of coordinates within a two-dimensional mental state space. The locations of
all participants in the state space determine the evolution of a music composition,
either through a dynamic spatial quadrophonic mix (MoodMixer 1.0 and 3.0) or
an algorithmic composition procedure reminiscent of John Adam’s Phrygian Gates
piano piece (MoodMixer 2.0). In each of its three instantiations, a visual display
also provided real-time feedback on the participants’ individual and/or combined
states.MoodMixer explores concepts of both collaborative and competitive, as well
as active and passive, approaches to real-time EEG-based music generation within a
multi-user design that promotes social interaction in the experience of the installation
(Fig. 4.11).

4.4.6 Assembly Cognogenesis

Assembly Cognogenesis is amulti-agent BCIwork created by SheldonBrown and his
lab at the Arthur C. Clarke Center for Human Imagination, in collaboration with Tim
Mullen. Assembly Cognogenesis is a shared virtual reality environment in which two
users use neural and gestural interfaces to collaborate within an artificial life world
and cultivate the symbiotic relationship between imagination, engagement, and the
evolving environmental system. A first version of the installation debuted in 2015
as part of the Mozart and the Mind festival in San Diego with a subsequent version
shown at the Filmatic festival in 2016. A short demonstration video can be found in
(Brown 2016).
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Fig. 4.11 Architectural diagram of the MoodMixer installation and its typical dual-user quadro-
phonic instantiation. A two-dimensional neural state-space is explored simultaneously by two or
more users. A1–A4 represent four dynamically mixed audio tracks each composed to reflect an
extremum of the state space. For MoodMixer 1.0 and 2.0, the users’ positions in the state space
are visually represented by a moving dot superimposed on a weighted sum of four colored spatial
gradients. *For MoodMixer 3.0, this video mapping was replaced with dynamic blending of video
footage from Four Stream Mind by Grace Leslie and Maxwell Citron

Assembly Cognogenesis is based on the Assembly emergent behavior platform
created by Sheldon Brown and his lab (Brown 2015). In Assembly, collections of
entities evolve over time in relationship to their environment and each other, with
guidance provided by one or more viewers. In Assembly Cognogenesis, both contin-
gent and non-contingent BCI elements were added to the system. Two participants
are situated within a common environment, but with each person occupying a vastly
different spatial scale. EEG power spectral measures associated with attention or
engagement are calculated for each participant. Hand movements and gestures are
tracked, enabling gestural interaction within the virtual environment. In one instan-
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tiation, the environment consists of a unicellular amoeba-like organism inhabited
by hundreds or thousands of ‘molecular’ entities, which interact and evolve accord-
ing to a set of rules akin to the chemistry and physics of a real world environment.
One participant resides outside the organism, at the “macro” spatial scale, and can
manipulate the shape of the amoeba using their hands. An energy field surrounding
the organism increases in intensity proportional to the participant’s engagement or
attention measure. When this measure is sufficiently large, the participant can direct
energy to specific locations within the organism. The second participant resides
inside the organism, at the “micro” spatial scale, and can interact directly with the
entities. When this participant’s neural measure is sufficiently large, they can use
gestural interactions to channel energy available at their location into one or more
entities. This causes the selected entities to reproduce and evolve at an increased
rate, propagating these entities’ traits and enabling new variations to emerge. New
possibilities within the environment thereby only emerge when a sufficient degree of
attention or engagement is contemporaneously attained by both participants. In one
variation, participants could also cooperate to evolve and guide the entities to where
they could pass through the organism’s membrane and transit outside the organism,
at which point the environment would reset and participants would reverse roles.

In Assembly Cognogenesis, the participants must learn to cooperate across two
vastly different levels of description, by observing, and responding to the effect of
each other’s actions on their shared environment. In doing so, they must maintain
a common mental representation and goal structure, while also maintaining a com-
mon neural state. Contingent feedback facilitates maintenance of this common state,
enabling life to evolve and new creative possibilities to emerge within the virtual
world.

Assembly Cognogenesis incorporates a number of cutting-edge technologies
including virtual reality, hand and gesture tracking, unobtrusive wearable EEG sens-
ing, and (for MATM and Filmatic exhibits) real-time distributed computation of
neural measures in the cloud using NeuroScale™. These afford possibilities for
immersion, mobility, and scalability that would have been impossible twenty years
ago. Nonetheless, one must appreciate the thematic parallels between this work and
the earliest historicalmulti-agent BCI systems described in this chapter—for instance
Rosenboom’sAlphaCheckers.Between these andmany other works spanning nearly
five decades, contingent feedback plays a similar and central role in establishing and
coordinating interaction and cooperativity between multiple agents. From these con-
temporaneous interactions, interesting new emergent behaviors and perspectivesmay
arise as individuals within the group learn to function as a cohesive unit and indeed
become more than one (Fig. 4.12).

4.5 Conclusions

The highly interdisciplinary terrain in which multi-agent BCI in the arts and multi-
agent BCMI reside is populated now by a growing and wide-ranging field of prac-
titioners, who are exploring very interesting phenomena, making stimulating works
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Fig. 4.12 Image from a public exhibition of Assembly Cognogenesis in Sheldon Brown’s lab at UC
San Diego’s Arthur C. Clarke Center for Human Imagination as part of the 2016 Filmatic festival.
The participant on the left is occupying the macro-scale position outside the organism, while the
participant on the right is occupying the micro-scale position inside the organism. The two views
of the environment can be seen on the respective displays. Photo by Tim Mullen

of art, and illuminating a landscape of artscience investigations. It has not been the
purpose of this chapter to provide a survey of this work. Rather, by concentrating
on examining the environment within which some of these ideas emerged, partic-
ularly those focused on the multi-agent concept, and describing a few examples of
recent realizations, the authors hope to contribute to the growing literature guiding
the evolution of this field.

The multi-agent artistic BCI and BCMI systems we have described involved rel-
atively few agents. However, the availability of cost-effective, wearable technology
for measuring brain and body activity (Liao et al. 2012), as well as the emerging use
of mobile computing, and scalable cloud and fog computing for BCI (Zao 2014a, b;
Intheon 2018) create new possibilities for large-scale multi-agent artistic BCI sys-
tems. At the Regen3 event in 2003, alpha-band EEG activity from 48 participants
was simultaneously measured and used to control musical parameters of a jazz per-
formance (Mann 2007). The My Virtual Dream installation at the 2013 Scotiabank
Nuit Blanche arts festival in Toronto (Kovacevic et al. 2015) situated groups of 20
participants at a time (a total of 523 active participants over the duration of the 12-h
event) within an 18m geodesic dome accompanied by 360º projections of dream-like
artistic visuals and soundscapes driven by the collective brain activity of all partici-
pants. In a 2017 event organized by Terra Mater Factual Studios, EEG activity from
several hundred individuals in two movie theaters in Los Angeles and New York
City were simultaneously measured, decomposed into spectral components and cor-
related in near real-time across the group using cloud computing. These measures
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were in turn used to drive a visual feedback display telecast to the audiencemembers.
These are but a few examples of emerging possibilities for multi-agent BCI systems
as biosensing and computing technologies continue to advance.

Clearly, the idea of multi-agent BCI in the arts stimulates the imagination and
suggests potentially rich paradigms for both disciplined research and imaginative
exploration. Indeed, perhaps this is a place where science and art can meet in signifi-
cant theoretical territory and in new avenues for materializing ideas. More generally,
one can view artistic and scientific domains as complementary systems for investigat-
ing and understanding the nature of reality. Art provides a propositional “sandbox”
in which one can freely explore what is possible—a realm in which new concepts
and systems can be flexibly created and prototyped, without necessarily demanding
a rigorous explanatory foundation, or even physical realization. Science can expand
on such concepts to develop and rigorously test hypotheses, produce empirical evi-
dence regarding what is probable, and ultimately enable the realization of some of
these concepts within the physical world. Art in turn, can leverage scientific knowl-
edge and discovery as a basis for further ideation and exploration, creating a virtuous
cycle.

Thus, art and science support each other as co-evolving forms of practice and
discipline. In most arenas of human exploration, balances shift among how proposi-
tional and empirical modes of speculation and verification are emphasized, a normal
response to how any given era sharpens its focus on goals, aspirations, and practical
needs. Decades ago, as imaginations were fueled by new waves of discovery in the
fields discussed in this chapter, a spirit of futuristic optimism emerged that might be
captured by this quote fromBiofeedback and the Arts, “Through the use of computers
as appendages of man’s brain and methods of learning with biofeedback, rates of
information processing will be achieved that approach the speed of light, ergo, con-
ception will be bound less necessarily with action, elicited or observed, and life will
eventually be embodied in information-energy networks creating non-physical art;
spiritual art will be revived as established networks connect us firmly.” (Rosenboom
1972).

In subsequent decades, scientific research has provided us an increasingly clearer
understanding of the means to extend human cognition and communication beyond
the central nervous system using neurotechnology. Advances in electromagnetic
sensing and stimulation, optical physics, nanotechnology, and biocompatible mate-
rials are yielding new possibilities for measuring and modulating brain activity at
far greater spatiotemporal resolution than previously possible. We have continued
to increase our understanding of both the practical utility, as well as the limitations,
of various forms of bio/neuro feedback and closed-loop neuromodulation. Although
we have yet a great deal to learn about brain structure and function, and the neuro-
science and neurotechnology fields are still relatively embryonic, artistic applications
of neurotechnology provide a means for us to envision, explore, and discuss possible
roles and implications for such technology within present, near future, and far future
societies.
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Chapter 5
Evaluating BCI for Musical Expression:
Historical Approaches, Challenges
and Benefits

Duncan A. H. Williams

Abstract A recurring challenge in the use of BCI (and more generally HCI) for
musical expression is in the design and conduct of appropriate evaluation strategies
when considering BCI systems for music composition or performance. Assessing the
value of computationally assisted creativity is challenging in most artistic domains,
and the assessment of computer assisted (or entirely computer generated) music is
no different. BCI provides two unique possibilities over traditional evaluation strate-
gies: firstly, the possibility of devising evaluations which do not require conscious
input from the listener (and therefore do not detract from the immersive experience
of performing, creating, or listening to music), and secondly in devising neuro-
feedback loops to actively maneuver the creator or listener through an expressive
musical experience. Music offers some unusual challenges in comparison to other
artistic interfaces: for example, often it is made in ensemble, and there is evidence to
suggest neurophysiological differences are evident in ensemble measurement when
compared to solo performance activities, for example see (Babiloni et al. in cortex
47:1082–1090, 2011). Moreover, a central purpose of music is often to incite move-
ment (swaying, nodding head, dancing)—both in performer and audience—and as
such this also offers up challenges for BCI/HCI design. This chapter considers histor-
ical approaches as well as making proposals for borrowing solutions from the world
of auditory display (also referred to as sonification) and psychoacoustic evaluation
techniques, to propose a hybrid paradigm for the evaluation of expression in BCI
music applications.
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5.1 Introduction

Music has been described as a language for emotional expression (Lin and Cheng
2012) and is comprised of both communication, and interaction. Music allows com-
munication from the composer or performer to an audience of listener(s), and symbi-
otically betweenperformer and audience, andperformer(s).Music as a formof artistic
expression is ubiquitously popular, perhaps because listeners need no special musical
training to enjoy or understand musical expression (Bailes and Dean 2009; Bigand
and Poulin-Charronnat 2006). BCI and other biophysiological sensor techniques
have gradually been adopted by the research community involved in the design of
new musical instruments, music information retrieval, and computationally-assisted
musical creativity (for example, algorithmic composition systems, automated accom-
paniment systems and the like). One term gaining traction amongst the community
for this field is Brain-Computer Music Interfacing, or BCMI, (Miranda and Castet
2014), though this does not tend to include the full range of possible musical expe-
riences, and indeed multimodal sensors are more commonplace (motion tracking,
galvanic skin response, heart rate measurement) than BCI alone. Computational cre-
ativity is an emerging field, and, like BCMI, does not have establishedmethodologies
for robust evaluation. Simply put, a BCI generated composition may be designed by
engineers or composers, but then be unobjectively rendered, or perhaps exploredwith
‘Turing style’ testing to establish convincing algorithms. The potential use of BCI to
offer meaningful and responsive control signals for music generation has yet to be
fully realized, though BCI has been used by some to adapt the design of generative
music techniques that respond to brain signals. For example, to offer platforms for
music making to improve the lives of people with physical disabilities, as well as in
the more common design of applications for artistic purposes.

In these contexts, BCI offers some unique possibilities over traditionalmusicmak-
ing, particularly in the design of expressive systems with emotionally-congruous
mappings between brain derived control signal, and musical feature selection or
performance. In the long term, this may be useful for commercial applications, func-
tional music selection, and to provide tools for individuals with particular commu-
nicative problems to create aids for communicating emotional state (e.g., people with
Asperger’s syndrome).

This chapter will provide a brief review of systems for BCI and music, before
considering the challenges involved in the design of such systems and the need for
specific and context dependent evaluation methodologies. Therefore for our pur-
poses we will assume that You the reader will already have experience with the vast
majority of the particular BCI methods described here. Musical applications tend to
borrow from and build upon existing robust strategies, rather than improve upon or
develop new hardware or software methods for measurement. For example the P300
or ‘oddball’ paradigm, the use of steady-state visually evoked stimuli (SSVEP),
asymmetry measurement and filter based techniques from electroencephalogram
(EEG) measurement, as well as hybrid systems incorporating the other biophysio-
logicalmeasurements above, and traditional psychometric evaluation techniques (self
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assessment in both qualitative and quantitative domains). Here, there are advantages
in terms of unconscious response, the potential for neurofeedback, and designing a
sense of agency over the performance, and music specific challenges including the
tendency ofmusic to induce amotile response (dancing, head nodding), or a common
tendency to be designed for ensemble performance (such as live music concerts).

Pleasingly, a number of the challenges presented by traditional evaluation of
computationally assisted creativity in music might actually be solved by the use of
BCI. Typically evaluation is rare, or might be simplistic (did the audience enjoy
a performance, did the music ‘sound good’, did a recording sell well, or similar
questions which are highly variable and subjective). Therefore we conclude with
some suggestions for future evaluation strategies which borrow from the world of
auditory display (often simply called sonification). There are several examples of
music created by means of sonifying EEG (or other biophysiological) data, either in
real time or through more complex systems.

Some suggestions for further work are also volunteered, including development of
collaborative platforms for music performance by means of BCMI. The field, though
small at first glance, is steadily growing, and this chapter focuses on a discrete group
of research in the context of the field—inclusive but by no means exhaustive—a
great variety of existing work is taking place at the time of writing. Music remains an
exciting and challenging application, particularly at this time, for theBCI community.

5.2 Historical Review and Possibilities for BCI in Music
Making

BCI for music making is not common amongst music technologists, instrument
designers, and the like, in comparison to the large research communities actively
engaged in new musical instrument or music information retrieval problems. Nev-
ertheless the community investigating the use of BCI for music has slowly gained
traction over the past two decades. Typical systems might analyse a real-time input,
subject it to a range of signal processing (perhaps filtering ormore complicate statisti-
cal reductions) and use the resulting signal to choose or create from scratch a musical
stimulus. The potential for such systems includes provision of aesthetic communi-
cation tools through music for users who are not musically confident or trained in
performance to a level where they might engage in traditional music-making (Clair
and Memmott 2008; Fagen 1982; Hanser 1985). Engaging with music making activ-
ities has been shown to be therapeutic in the treatment of both physical and mental
impairments (Aldridge 2005; Hanser 1985).

Early pioneers made use of EEG to create contemporary music performances
in concert settings, such as Alvin Lucier’s 1965 Music for Solo Performer (Lucier
1976) which used a single electrode to distribute amplified alpha waves to a number
of percussion instruments, which are then essentially stimulated ‘hands free’ by the
performer, who mediates their mental state to give some degree of control over the
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performance itself. Richard Teitelbaum explored the use of an amplified EEG signal
as a control source for analog sound synthesis in an improvised performance in
the 1967 piece Spacecraft (Teitelbaum 1976). Ideas regarding the use of adaptive
biofeedback in music were explored by Eaton (1971), who combined visual and
auditory stimuli.

David Rosenboom was inspired by this work and continued its explorations in his
Brainwave Music (1974), an interesting example as it was designed to incorporate
the use of biofeedback in the performance process (Rosenboom 1990; Teitelbaum
1976).

Biomuse (Knapp andLusted 1990)mapped the acquisition of low-level neuroelec-
tric and myoelectric signals via statistical feature extraction to the real-time genera-
tion of music notation (musical structures in MIDI format). Biomuse also used other
physiological readings (muscle tension and eye tracking). Whilst such signals are
tangential to BCI, there is a growing field of work using non-nervous physiological
signals, such as heart rate, galvanic skin response, and so on, in the design of systems
for creative music technology (Daly et al. 2015; Nirjon et al. 2012; Pérez and Knapp
2008). One of the earliest examples of similar work combining signals for musical
performance can be seen in Richard Teitelbaum’s In Tune (1967), which used two
EEG inputs alongside heartbeat and breathing sensors to give the performers control
of a variety of analog synthesis functions.

BCI offers the possibility of directly translating brain activity (for example, motor
or visual cortex activity, or more abstractly, emotional state for expression) to inform
performance in music making. For example, particular frequencies of brain activity
could be correlated with fixed musical parameters, so that the performer is required
to mediate their own brainwave frequencies to achieve the intended musical output
from the system (e.g., actively attempting to mediate brainwave amplitudes and
frequencies as collected by the EEG). For the purposes of this chapter, we will
consider this parameter mapping (forming control signal links between established
BCI metrics and musical parameters).

These parameters might be musical control signals; temporal (start or end a play-
back) dynamic (adjust volume) or spectral (frequency equalization) for example.
An overview of specific mapping techniques for digital instrument design is given
by Goudeseune (2002). More recently, an overview of different types of musical
parameter mapping from complex biomedical data and possible evaluation strate-
gies is given in Williams (2016), but design and evaluation of such mappings for
maximal musical expression remains a significant area for further work at the time
of writing. Various combinations of mapping strategies exist, including one-to-one,
one-to-many, and many-to-many combinations (Hunt and Kirk 2000), and indeed
the linear mapping of alpha waves to particular acoustic instruments in Music for
Solo Performer is significantly different to the more complex mappings employed
latterly, including ensemble performances in examples by the Biomuse Trio (Knapp
et al. 2009; Lyon et al. 2014) (see, e.g., their 2011 pieceMusic for Sleeping andWak-
ing Minds). Whilst on-the-fly mapping is theoretically possible, musical parameter
mapping is predetermined at the stage of system design and generally considered a
part of the compositional process. It is in the mapping stage that systems for music
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composition generally derive their variety. Both the format of the output and the
parameter selection, and ratios between control and parameter are considered valid,
with many different types of mappings explored by those working with BCI for
music (Brouwer and van Erp 2010; Chew and Caspary 2011; Daly et al. 2014c). Fur-
ther opportunity for musical expression and variety can be given at the performance
stage. BCI measurement has been combined with real-time sound synthesis in musi-
cal performance contexts (Hinterberger and Baier 2005). The use of BCI informed
musical stimulus selection to mediate or entrain the listeners’ brain activity (i.e.,
neurofeedback) is also a fertile area for research activity (Daly et al. 2014a, 2016).

Recently, machine learning techniques are being used to inform hybrid adaptive
processing of control signals for music generation and performance (AlZoubi et al.
2008, 2009). Neurofeedback is particularly suitable for the specification of combined
composition and performance music systems.

It is perhaps not surprising that of the biophysiological measurement techniques
which are often adapted tomusicmaking, EEG is prevalent, due to the cost and acces-
sibility of the relevant hardware. Amongst EEG based systems, both event related
potentials (ERP) and spontaneous input are common. The P300 ERP (or “oddball
paradigm”) has been deployed in a system to allow active control over note selec-
tion for real-time synthesis (Grierson 2008; Grierson and Kiefer 2011)—techniques
which are not dissimilar to the commonplace ERP typing or spelling systems, but
used for the selection of musical notes rather than text input. Similarly, stimulus-
responsive input measures such as the SSVEP (Middendorf et al. 2000), have been
adapted to real-time control of musical parameters such as volume, or even limited
selection of pre-composed score. However such systems are markedly different to
approaches sonifying ormusifying brainwave data (Baier et al. 2007a, b; Hinterberger
and Baier 2005), wherein EEG (or other BCI data) is directly transmitted by auditory
means (Toharia et al. 2014). Indeed, many existing EEG mappings for sonification
are now in use (Väljamäe et al. 2013). The link comes again in the mapping between
musical parameters (ruleset or other compositional decision making processes) so
that the BCI input is constrained in some musically meaningful manner to create
a performance with compositional intent, and aesthetic expression for the listener.
One system for musifying EEG data mapped the rate of alpha wave activity to the
cadence of the rhythm structure in a series of musical segments, while mapping the
variance in the EEG to musical chord selections on a bar-by-bar basis, and the note
position of a melody to the amplitude of the EEG waves per analysis window (Wu
et al. 2010). Rhythm is an interesting musical property with specific brain cortex
associations (Baier et al. 2007a) and, as such, has also been utilized in EEG anal-
ysis of musical rhythm, for example, in the evoked gamma band (20–60 Hz) by
rhythmic tone sequences (Snyder and Large 2005). This type of mapping has also
been explored in reverse, where the rhythmic properties of the resulting material
are directly controlled by BCI input (Daly et al. 2014c). Making music in ensemble
has a rich history (Le Groux and Verschure 2009; Manzolli and Verschure 2005),
and has begun to be explored in BCI informed music making, for example a system
which provides the ability for two users to collaborate in musical performance by
mapping BCI measures of affect to the control of amplitude of two separate musi-
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cal features (Leslie and Mullen 2012). Mullen et al. also survey systems which are
designed to give agency to multiple performers, which they describe as social instal-
lations (Mullen et al. 2015). This work is closely aligned with the spirit of musical
performance as communicative and interactive.

5.2.1 Possibilities

In all of the systems described above there remains a separation between the use of
BCI as a cognitive control (active control) or the deliberatemappingof composition or
performative generative music techniques in a passive (unconscious) manner. Recent
research has suggested a number of unconscious cognitive performance benefits for
the listener whenmusic which is particularly evocative is played (Franco et al. 2014).

An example of affective state mapping to unconscious musical feature selection
can be seen in the world of musical information retrieval (Lin and Cheng 2012).
The potential to create systems for functional music (selection, performance, or even
creation) in an unconscious manner (i.e., without the need for active management by
the user) is enormous and perhaps the largest likely avenue for BCI music creation in
terms of broad user base. Levels of emotional engagement, asmeasured viaBCI, have
been adapted tomusical control by Ramirez and Vamvakousis (2012). They analysed
EEG recordings elicited from listeners who were played a database of music which
they considered to be emotionally charged, across a two-dimensional affect space (a
commonly used space in psychometric evaluation, the arousal-valence, or circumplex
model, of affect), defining affective (emotional) states from EEG (Chanel et al. 2006,
2007). For the original source of the circumplexmodel the interested reader is referred
to (Russell 1980). The overarching tendency is to spend time creating complicated
mappings but not exploring how successful these were in communicating artistic or
aesthetic intent—which, perhaps ironically, is one of the most promising areas of
BCI in the arts (as explored elsewhere in this book) as a tool for evaluating aesthetic
experience, —in other words, an emotional response to music (Lin et al. 2010).

5.2.2 Overcoming the Self-report Confound

In music psychology, a great deal of attention has been paid to determining listeners
emotional responses to certain types of music. This has significant implications for
the use of BCI in evaluation ofmusic. For example, “sad”music—ormusicwhich lis-
teners report to communicate sadness—has been shown to be enjoyable (Vuoskoski
and Eerola 2012; Vuoskoski et al. 2012) and subsequently, to have similar neural
correlates when measured by EEG (Daly et al. 2014b). This research hinges on the
distinction between perceived and induced emotions, wherein perceived emotions
pertain to the understood meaning the listener perceives in the music (the compo-
sitional intent), and induced emotions are actually conveyed or felt, by the listener
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(Juslin and Laukka 2004). Thus, a listener may report a piece of music as sounding
“sad” but in fact enjoy listening to it.

With recent advances in affective response measurement, for example in deter-
mining neurophysiological correlates of affect (Mühl et al. 2015), it appears that
the distinction between perceived and induced emotion is a challenge which BCI
may help to address in this musical context. In a visual context or multimodal con-
text several systems harness this potential in a variety of BCI for arts systems—see
(Gürkök and Nijholt 2013) for a summary of systems including audification, musi-
fication, instrument control and emotional expression through BCI art. While visual
examples can help differentiate aesthetic responses, music offers perhaps one of the
strongest ways to explore this affective phenomenon. The temporal nature of music
also lends itself well to the illustration of the changing pattern and transient nature of
emotions, and many neurophysiological responses in general. The paradox between
enjoyment, perception, and emotional induction has been well explored in musico-
logical research (Hunter et al. 2010; Huron 2011; Manuel 2005) and would be a
logical area for further exploration given the startling advances in BCI technology
for estimation of affective state; such applications are uniquely afforded by BCI—for
example if used to generate music that gradually improves the mood of the patient
in an autonomic process without the need for a therapist (Daly et al. 2014b, 2016).

5.2.3 An Example System:MINDMIX, a Hybrid BCI
Interface for Music Production

There are many reasons why audio engineers prefer tactile control of mixing pro-
cesses (Merchel et al. 2010), which partially explains the significant interest, and
progress being made in the field of haptic augmentation in audio and musical instru-
ment design (Picinali and Katz 2010; Merchel et al. 2012).

MINDMIX is a hybrid system (combining active and passive control) using EEG
metrics in a many-many mapping of to parameters on an audio mixer by generation
of synchronous MIDI Machine Control messages. In this case, end-users might have
little or no experience of music mixing, and a such careful mapping to ensure agency
and congruence between neurophysiological metric and music parameter is vital.
The general methodology for design and application might be equally suited to a
wide variety of artistic applications.

In this case the application is ultimately to facilitate control of music production
apparatus. Previous attempts to use BCI to control audio mixing parameters have
been designed to use alpha and beta activity to control the amplitude of two separate
faders (Miranda 2010). In the case of music mixing, there are many application-
specific goals that need to be considered. In, for example, a music therapy context,
one advantage of a BCI system is that it might be used by a person with no a priori
experience or musical training, in order to engage in music production in context.
However, in order to do this the BCI must be capable of performing music which is
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well correlatedwith the signal being analysed as a control signal (e.g., BCI parameters
mapped according to constraints of melody, harmony, rhythm, or genre) yet also
allows the user enough degrees of freedom to feel that they are truly the agent of their
performance. The challenge, then, is in devising and evaluating mappings which are
most suited to task-specific control—in this case, audio engineering processes, more
specifically, mixing processes.MINDMIX control mappings were selected according
to this philosophy. For example, once a particular channel has been selected, left or
right motor imagery can be actively engaged to adjust the panorama of an audio
source to move a sound image between left and right loudspeakers in a 2-channel
stereo configuration. This is a many-many mapping wherein the channel is first
selected by means of SSVEP, then the pan control selected by ERP, before the pan
value is adjusted according to Mu L/R balance.

The range of tactile functions the MINDMIX prototype aims to augment are as
follows: Transport control (play, stop, fwd, rev), fader select and level (individual
channels, buss, and FX return), potentiometer select and adjust (pan, parametric
EQ), and channel switching (solo, mute, insert, EQ in/out). Each of these parameters
has been mapped to a sequence of actively controllable metrics, combining motor
imagery (left and right), SSVEP, and ERP.

The MINDMIX prototype focusses solely on mixing (including remixing, and
post-production tasks), rather than on source capture or recording. Combina-
tions of mappings (i.e., many-many mapping) allows for a channel to be selected
using SSVEP, followed by a potentiometer (e.g., pan, or semi-parametric EQ fre-
quency/gain) to be selected according to ERP, before the value of the potentiometer
itself is set according to imagined motor imagery (i.e., left, or right). SSVEP allows
users to make a selection by focusing their gaze on a visual stimulus oscillating at
a given rate. As well as initial parameter selection, SSVEP also allows for second
level of control by mapping the duration of the gaze with non-linear features, for
example amplitude, allowing for a degree of continuous control i.e., after selecting
a specific channel the duration of a user’s gaze can be used to adjust the fader for the
selected channel accordingly. A similar effect could be achieved using eye-tracking
in a hybrid system, using duration of gaze as a secondarymapping for amplitude. The
parameters which are most useful for broad user participation in terms of transport
across the digital audio workstation are play, stop, select, and various level parame-
ters. It is important to consider the most meaningful signal type for each parameter
in the mapping; some of these control signals have analogous actions in a mixer,
for example, motor cortex with transport controls (stop, go, fast forward, rewind),
and some have analogous parameters in music (SSVEP to non-linear adjustment of
amplitude via faders).

Beyond encouraging inclusivity and participation through facilitating access to
audio engineering processes via linear mapping strategies, the potential to harness
unconscious processes (passive control) suggests that augmented audio engineering,
for example, individually adaptive, responsive, or context-dependent remixing, may
be a possibility. Such technology could be married together with the significant
advances in music information retrieval (MIR), non-linear music creation (Berndt
2009), and context-adaptive music selection in the future. For example, creating
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systems for unsupervised music selection based on individual preferences and brain
activity. Ofmost concern to the prototype described here is the appropriateness of the
mapping and the relevance and usefulness of the user interactionwith the application.
Established methodologies for the evaluation of these types of systems are few. In
the traditional audio engineering domain, this would be comparable to evaluating
decisions such as whether, for example, a rotary potentiometer or a fader was most
appropriate for control of a discrete audio parameter. The remaining sections of this
chapter will consider appropriate methods for evaluating musical expression and the
design of congruent musical parameter mapping with BCI derived control metrics.

5.3 Musical Expression: Challenges

Evaluation of creative computing generally is challenging, and in the case of music,
highly context dependent (experience, history, timing, memory, and a whole host of
other multimodal factors are involved in experiential evaluation of music). However,
a common thread can be drawn between system design across creative computing
applications, including music use cases. In order for the performer to feel engaged
with the system there must be a sense of agency, which in the case of BCI for music is
imbued by the aforementioned parameter mappings. Put plainly, we want the user to
feel like a performer, to have some sense of active control over the ensuing musical
interaction. The mapping between neurophysiological cues and audio parameter
must be intuitive for a neophyte audience (i.e., one without prior training or the
physical skills developed by professional audio engineers when working with tactile
interfaces).

In the case of performance, the dream of many musicians, particularly musicians
who also engage in composition activity, is to be able to bypass the physical interme-
diary in the process; that of notation or transcribing ideas for performance. Highly
talented musicians are able to do this to some extent when creating and simultane-
ously performing (the process of musical improvisation). However, this requires a
significant degree of musical training and becomes infinitely more complex when
other musicians are also involved.

Those readers who have played musical instruments in isolation will likely find it
axiomatic that in the process of collaboration, BCI for music might find a true niche
as a viable and meaningful alternative to traditional paradigms. Again, the world
of BCI for art has already made significant progress here with examples including
work by De Smedt and Menschaert (2012), Casey and Smith (2013), Lee and Lee
(2014), amongst others, which designers and practitioners creating music systems
might look to for inspiration.
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5.4 Evaluation Strategies from Auditory Display

A number of paradigms for the evaluation of BCI systems exist, however they often
focus on technical or methodological details. There is a tendency in BCI work to
prioritise technical implementation in research reporting, for example considering
increased speed or accuracy of a system, rather than the application itself. For the
purposes of work combining BCI with music, such evaluations are less relevant. In
the design of such systems, it is important to consider the most meaningful signal
type for each parameter in the mapping; some of the most common BCI control
signals have analogous actions in a music performance, for example, motor cortex
with physical actions (dancing, tempo, time signature, or starting and stopping an
action), and some have analogous auditory parameters (dynamic control of instru-
ment volume for example with amplitude of a frequency band in EEG). However,
partly due to the infancy of the use of BCI for music making, the selection of these
combinations is problematic and tends to become a question of ‘taste’. The challenge,
then, is in devising evaluation strategies for meaningful mappings which are most
suited to task-specific control, in our case, aesthetic control of music parameters.
Established methodologies for the evaluation of these types of systems are few, but
borrowing from the world of sonification, multi-criteria decision aid analysis might
be a particularly useful paradigm to explore the aesthetic success of a BCI music
system, having previously been utilized in data-music mapping strategies.

5.5 Concluding Remarks

This chapter has attempted to give the reader a sense of the possible applications for
music performance which the power of BCI might afford. The science fiction sce-
nario is that a listener might ‘imagine’ a piece of music and through the use of BCI
hear that piece realized. Readers of this book will be familiar with the reality
will—rightly—be more sceptical, but nevertheless there appears to be a significant
opportunity to explore the use of BCI to evaluate systems for creativity—especially
complex mechanisms involving multimodal responses, such as music and the arts
—in ways which traditional psychometric profiling might not otherwise offer. The
possibilities for audience engagement with music, including emotional communi-
cation, physical motility, mood contagion, most importantly, interaction, are well
placed as creative examples for BCI which the vast majority of the population might
find interesting, even though such systems do not tend to contribute directly to the
advancement of BCI technologically, as they are typically problems of engineering
implementation rather than advancement. Evaluation strategies for BCI-to-music
mappings, in general, are far from universally agreed upon and remain a significant
area for further work. One approach would be to borrow from the world of auditory
display the use of multi-criteria decision aid analysis technique to the evaluation of
aesthetic success. In any case, a significant amount of further work remains in quan-
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tifying listener responses to music in terms of emotional or experiential communi-
cation, such as measurement of impact on induced emotional state versus perceived
or self-reported emotional state, as traditional psychological approaches suggest that
individual preferences and other environmental factors such as cultural expectations
and musical training make emotional responses to musical stimuli highly variable
(Scherer 2004).

An exciting area of BCIworkwhich this chapter has not explored is the possibility
of joint studies combining other neuroimaging techniques, for example fMRI and
EEG. For music, such work will be particularly useful, given the spatial resolution
with EEG, and the temporal restrictions with fMRI (which make feature correlation
from dynamic stimuli such as music listening more challenging, as musical features
can change radically over a comparatively short period of time, certainly smaller than
the typical frame sizes afforded by fMRI studies). There are practical implications
given the size and cost of such facilities but the potential for design of affectively
adaptive systems in an artistic context, using such an apparatus, is hugely enticing.
The possibility of developing affectively responsive BCI following rigorous eval-
uation of musical parameter mapping to neural correlates suggests that individual
musical interactions might be facilitated by BCI technology in ways that had pre-
viously been thought impossible by music technologists, instrument designers, and
music psychologists. We have presented a prototype here inMINDMIX—amapping
between active EEG control and a series of music production (mixing) tasks. Such
technology could bemarried togetherwith the significant advances inmusic informa-
tion retrieval (MIR), non-linear music creation, and context-adaptive music selection
in the future. For example, creating systems for unsupervised music selection based
on individual preferences and brain activity.
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Part II
Exploring Our ‘Self’ with Brain Art



Chapter 6
Using Synchrony-Based Neurofeedback
in Search of Human Connectedness

Suzanne Dikker, Sean Montgomery and Suzan Tunca

Abstract In this chapter, we explore whether brain-computer interface (BCI) appli-
cations can embody the elusiveness of human connectedness. Concretely, we discuss
a series of art/neuroscience works that track and visualize the extent to which brain-
waves and physiological responses become synchronized between people and their
environment. From a neuroscientific point of view, we ask whether such synchrony
is ‘meaningful’, i.e., do these data streams (brainwaves, heart rate, movement) tell us
something about how connected we feel to each other (“when we feel in sync with
someone, are our brainwaves literally on the same wavelength?”). From an artistic,
experiential point of view, we ask whether these works can raise critical questions
about our often unsatisfactory quest to connect to ourselves and each other: via face-
to-face interactions, scientific inquiry, tech-based communication tools, big data;
about the exclusionary nature of groups, both in the real and virtual world. Finally, do
the works stands on their own—independent of such research questions—as immer-
sive, interactive aesthetic experiences, allowing visitors to gauge and explore their
own interactions in a visceral, intuitive way?
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Keywords Art-science interface · Hyperscanning · BCI · Crowdsourcing
neuroscience · Synchrony · Brain rhythms · EEG · Biofeedback art

6.1 Introduction

What does it mean to lose yourself in someone else? How is it possible that the mere
physical presence of another human can make us believe we can conquer the world,
or conversely, make us feel lonely and incapable? We know, both scientifically and
intuitively, that relationships are crucial for our physical and mental wellbeing. But
they are also sources of frustration in their fluid, messy mix of internal inconsis-
tencies: love and hate, inclusion and exclusion, fascination and comfort, challenge
and familiarity. What are some possible consequences, either negative or positive,
of these processes? Does human interaction mediated by technological interfaces
improve our feeling of connectedness? Or perhaps we project our own intentions
onto these interfaces, creating merely the illusion of a connection? Balancing at the
intersection of art and science, our work aims to explore the nature of human con-
nectedness, a topic that lies at the very core of artistic, scientific, and technological
inquiry.

In this chapter, we discuss a series of art/science Brain-Computer Interface (BCI)
works that aim to achieve true, substantive interdisciplinary synergy at the interface
of perception, cognitive neuroscience, social psychology, education, engineering,
and art. Moreover, and crucially, our goal is for the concepts, results, and analytic
methodology to transform ideas in each domain, as summarized in Fig. 6.1.

For example, using art installations to collect neuroscience data provides a host
of unique novel opportunities to the scientific community: through art installations
neuroscience data can be collected from large groups of visitors (crowdsourcing
neuroscience) outside of the laboratory (real-world neuroscience) while partici-
pants engage in direct, naturalistic face-to-face interaction (hyperscanning: record-
ing brain activity from multiple people at the same time). This enables scientists to
investigate the neurobiological basis of dynamic, naturalistic social interactions.

This art/science cross-pollination is designed to be bidirectional. We incorpo-
rate a BCI component into the work not only to test the effects of the BCI on the
experience of human connectedness (synchrony neurofeedback) but we also hope
to enrich the audience experience of the artwork and allow audience members to
shape their own (immersive and interactive) art experience with their brainwaves.
In addition, the works provide a rich opportunity for neuroscience/STEM outreach
and education to people who may not otherwise directly experience the scientific
process. By combining a personally moving aesthetic experience with active neuro-
science research, viewers become participants and hopefully gain an opportunity to
think about the mind and the brain and how to begin to understand the role synchrony
plays in our daily lives. Finally, we will argue that the cross-pollination between art,
neuroscience and education can lead to technological innovation. For example, soft-
ware tools from the interactive arts ‘accidentally’ provided solutions for scientific
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Fig. 6.1 Interdisciplinary synergy. In an effort to understand the functional role of brain-to-brain
synchronization during human interaction, we bring together expertise from science, technology,
education and art in a crowd-sourcing neuroscience approach to advance scientific insights into
group dynamics in real-world environments, such as educational settings. We aim for substantive
interdisciplinary synergy, with ideas at the interface of perception, cognitive neuroscience, social
psychology, education, engineering, and art. Moreover, and crucially, our goal is for the concepts,
results, and novel analytic methodology to transform and enrich ideas in each domain

hyperscanning research that the neuroscience community was struggling with. Each
of these advantages will be discussed in detail in the Discussion.

With the projects discussed below, we hope to illustrate these interdisciplinary
benefits, and show that the art-science interface provides a unique space to explore
ways to capture, with ‘objective’ analytical tools, subjective experiences during
human interactions. All the projects use brain-computer-interface technology to
visualize/sonify the extent to which participants’ biometrics ‘synchronize’ with the
audiovisual environment, each other, or both. In the Discussion we will decompose
and refine the term ‘synchrony’ from an art-science interface perspective, but for
now let’s consider ‘synchrony’ as a process that involves the convergence of two
(or more) entities. In the case of social connectedness, the entities are two or more
human agents, but, as will become clear below, synchrony is also achieved between
humans and their environment, within our bodies, and even within our brains (e.g.,
cross-frequency coupling; Canolty et al. 2006; Lakatos et al. 2005). As is the case
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for most projects discussed in this volume, our works use electroencephalography
(EEG), which allows us to measure brain activity at a millisecond timescale. Measur-
ing brain activity (brainwaves) at the temporal resolution at which the brain operates
permits us to look in a detailed way at the circumstances under which our brainwaves
synchronize with people and stimuli in our environment. Thus, from a neuroscien-
tific analysis perspective, synchrony involves the temporal alignment or (mutual)
adaptation of brain rhythms. From a human experience perspective, temporal cou-
pling as a prerequisite for synchrony need not be immediately obvious, or at least not
experienced as such: being ‘in sync’ or ‘on the same wavelength’ is usually taken to
imply interactive alignment at the level of mental representations (see e.g., Garrod
and Pickering 2009; Pickering and Garrod 2013), often involving more ‘abstract’
constructs such as sharing viewpoints (e.g., Van Berkum et al. 2009) that may or
may not be linked to convergence at the temporal level.

Below, wewill first discuss the different processes of ‘synchrony’ that are relevant
to our work. Then, in the Projects section, we describe how our works use art/BCI
environments to measure synchrony and to probe the conditions under which syn-
chrony might emerge (and may be stimulated) from both an artistic and neurosci-
entific perspective. In the Discussion, we will revisit the ‘collateral benefits’ of an
interdisciplinary structure outlined in Fig. 6.1 in more detail from the perspective of
our artistic and research programs discussed in the Projects section.

6.1.1 Synchrony Within the Brain

The brain is an oscillator. More specifically, each of the brain’s 100 billion neurons is
an individual oscillator. These neuronal oscillators communicate by synchronizing
their individual patterns into coherent rhythms that range in scale from small coalition
“chat groups” to large-scale synchronous activity involving nearly all regions of the
brain (Buzsaki 2006). Neuronal oscillations are believed to play a role in various
perceptual and cognitive tasks, including attention (Lakatos et al. 2008), navigation
(Buzsaki 2006),memory (Gruber et al. 2008),motor planning (Donoghue et al. 1998),
and spoken-language comprehension (Bastiaansen and Hagoort 2006; Schroeder
et al. 2008; Meyer et al. 2016; Peelle and Davis 2012). The modulation of oscillatory
activity during perceptual tasks is typically seen in distinct, “privileged” frequency
bands, including delta (<3 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–14 Hz) beta (15–25 Hz) and
gamma (>30 Hz), all well captured by EEG recordings.
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6.1.2 Synchrony During Perception: Brain-Stimulus
Coupling

Speech and other dynamically changing auditory signals (as well as visual stimuli,
including sign language) contain critical information required for successful decod-
ing that is carried at multiple temporal scales (e.g. intonation-level information at the
scale of 500–2000 ms, syllabic information that is closely correlated to the acoustic
envelope of speech in the ~150–300 ms range, and rapidly changing featural infor-
mation occurring around ~20–80 ms). These different aspects of signals (frequency
spectrum composition combined with slow and fast temporal modulation) must be
analyzed for successful recognition. (E.g., Giraud and Poeppel 2012, Nature Neu-
roscience.) In the laboratory it has been demonstrated that the endogenous rhythms
of the brain can be entrained by visual (Gomez-Ramirez et al. 2011; Mathewson
et al. 2012; de Graaf et al. 2013; Spaak et al. 2014) and auditory stimuli (Jirakit-
tayakorn et al. 2017; Beauchene et al. 2017). Furthermore, exogenous stimuli that
alter the EEG rhythms of the brain have been shown to affect perception, reaction
times, attention, memory and mood (Williams 2001; Mathewson et al. 2012; Spaak
et al. 2014; Jirakittayakorn et al. 2017). This research suggests that brainwaves track
the temporal dynamics of the world around us to permit successful decoding of the
information it contains. Although there remains ongoing work to determine when
rhythmic exogenous stimuli alter EEG oscillations by entraining (i.e. highjacking)
endogenous rhythms through phase synchronization versus just passively reflecting
the stimulus frequency via sensory inputs to the cortex (Keitel et al. 2014), the impact
of exogenous stimuli on both physiology and behavior speaks to the important role
that synchrony with our surroundings likely plays in our everyday lives.

Crucially, sharing the same audio-visual input does not guarantee that we ‘see’
the world the same way: many (top-down) factors are known to affect perceptual
processes. These can stem from individual differences or from contextual or task
demands. For example, musicians show tighter neural entrainment to musical stim-
uli at low beat rates than participants who are not musically trained (Doelling and
Poeppel 2015) and Assaneo and colleagues recently demonstrated that about half
of the population spontaneously synchronizes speech production with the rhythm
of heard speech, a behavioral finding that is correlated with structural differences
in neural pathways between the two groups (Assaneo et al. 2019). From a contex-
tual/task perspective, selective attention is shown to be predictor of brain-stimulus
synchrony. For example, as outlined above, when we listen to a story or conversation,
our brainwaves track the envelope of the speech signal. Now take a situation where
you’re at a party with many ongoing conversations: most of us are perfectly able to
selectively listen to one speaker and ignore all the others in the room, even if they’re
physically closer to us than our conversational partner. This phenomenon, called the
‘cocktail party effect’, has been very nicely demonstrated at the neural level in the lab.
For example, Golumbic and colleagues (Golumbic et al. 2013) played two stories,
one told by a male speaker and one by a female speaker, to their study participants.
Crucially, the two speech streams were played simultaneously, seemingly causing
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a cacophony. Participants were then asked to listen to only the male or the female
speaker. Listeners’ brainwaves followed the speech signal of the person they were
attending to, showing that attention is a strong predictor of entrainment, and that
our brains prioritizes certain auditory input over others. In the project Hive Mind
described below, a biofeedback cocktail party effect is created. The brains rhythms
of two participants generate two distinct visual entrainment patterns and the audi-
ence members’ brainwaves may selectively entrain with one of the patterns or be
a wash in the cacophony of biofeedback conversation. It has been shown that such
‘frequency tagging’ can be used to decode where in a visual scene a participant is
paying attention (e.g., Wu et al. 2011; Zang et al. 2010).

Contextual factors also affect brain responses to our environment in that they
allow us generate predictions about upcoming audio-visual input (e.g., Bar 2007).
For example, a sentence frame like “grass is …” strongly predicts for “green”, but
this is not true for e.g., “my favorite color is …” (e.g., Federmeier 2007; Dikker
et al. 2009, 2010; Van Berkum et al. 2005; Van Berkum 2013, and many others).
However, while there exists consensus that anticipation plays a role in processing,
the extent to which the entrainment patterns observed in our brainwaves prove that
they are either “predictors” or “followers” is a topic of contention (e.g., Haegens and
Golumbic 2017).

In sum, intrinsic brain rhythms, expectations, and external influences can alter
the synchrony of neuronal firing in the brain and create selective perceptual filters
that affect the way we perceive the world around us (e.g. Enns and Lleras 2008;
Desimone and Duncan 1995).

6.1.3 Synchrony During Social Interactions: Joint Action
and Brain-to-Brain Coupling

As already illustrated with the cocktail party effect and linguistic predictions, the
mechanisms described in the previous paragraph also apply to situations that involve
human interaction. Successful social interactions require tight spatio-temporal coor-
dination between their participants at motor, perceptual and cognitive levels. Using
a variety of techniques, around a decade ago several labs began to study human
social dynamic situations (ensembles performing music, multiple people perform-
ing actions together, or carrying on a conversation; e.g. Babiloni et al. 2006; Zamm
et al. 2018; Tognoli et al. 2007;Dumas et al. 2010;Yun 2013; see e.g., Hari et al. 2013;
Babiloni and Astolfi 2014 for review). For example, there exists a growing body of
work measuring pairs of participants interacting while being recorded using fMRI,
EEG and/or eye-tracking. In some of our own work (see Projects) we use hyper-
scanning in EEG while pairs or groups of participants interact directly. We then
quantify the extent to which their brainwaves become ‘synchronized’ in real time.
The moment-to-moment interbrain coupling is then translated into an audio-visual
environment in real time.
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Similar to stimulus-brain coupling, the interactive ‘alignment’ that supports joint
action (doing something together) relies on our ability to anticipate both our own
(linguistic and behavioral) actions and those of others (Pickering and Garrod 2013;
Dikker et al. 2014; Sänger et al. 2011; Sebanz et al. 2006; Konvalinka et al. 2010;
Ramnari andMiall 2003): As already mentioned above, our brains are naturally built
to function as ‘prediction machines’ (Bar 2007). Given the importance of collabora-
tion and social structures to our survival (e.g.,Wilson 2012), it is unsurprising that our
brains are particularly tuned to test expectations against external cues derived from
others during social interaction (Hari and Kujala 2009; Keysers and Gazzola 2009).
Such cues can be subtle (e.g. rhythmic movement or gaze direction) or obvious (e.g.
explicit statements about beliefs/convictions). Crucially, this information feeds back
into our ‘internal’ processing, as such allowing us to adjust our perceptual models of
others and optimize interpersonal synchronization. This process may lead to shared
viewpoints, but also to behavioral synchronization at lower levels such as walking
pace, breath, gestures and facial expressions, and smooth turn-taking behavior dur-
ing conversation (e.g. Sun et al. 2011; Richardson et al. 2008; Stivers et al. 2009;
Paxton and Dale 2012). Even a slight mismatch in timing of audiovisual input, like
a temporal lag in a long-distance phone conversation can lead to a suboptimal social
experience (e.g., Powers et al. 2011).

A number of studies have shown that the mere presence of another person can
alter brain activity (Verbeke et al. 2014). Social presence further triggers individuals
to prioritize stimuli that are thought to be relevant to the social context (Shteyn-
berg 2010; Böckler et al. 2012) as well as inducing adaptive behavior during joint
action. Crucially, such interactive alignment can be either spontaneous or planned
(Richardson et al. 2007; Knoblich et al. 2011;Marsh et al. 2006), and has been shown
to persist when people merely believe that they are performing a joint action (e.g.,
Atmaca et al. 2011).

Interactive alignment between humans at both the behavioral and neural level may
further be modulated by both contextual factors and individual differences (again,
just like stimulus-brain coupling), in linewith the intuition that some people are better
at ‘fitting in’ than others. For example, Basnakova et al. (2013) suggest that listeners
who have a stronger overall empathic disposition are more likely to take speaker
intentions into account during language comprehension (also Van den Brink et al.
2012) and these assumed intentions can alter the predictive process (for example, you
may know that your friend’s favorite color is blue). Further, individual differences
in prosocial versus pro-self orientation have been shown to affect spontaneous inter-
personal coordination (Lumsden et al. 2012), and children with Autism Spectrum
Disorder do not engage in spontaneous rhythmic movement synchronization with
others (Marsh et al. 2013). In our own work, we found that interpersonal synchrony
at the neural level is also predicted by social traits in typically developing children
(Dikker et al. 2017).

Hyperscanning EEG studies comparing neural oscillations between dyads have
shown that brain-to-brain synchrony—quantified in variousways—is correlatedwith
a range of factors, including social closeness (Dikker et al. in revision; Kinreich
et al. 2017), pain perception/touch (Goldstein et al. 2018), eye contact (Dikker
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et al. in revision) and cooperation versus competition (Babiloni et al. 2007); (see
also Sänger, Lindenberger, and Mü̈ller 2011; Hari et al. 2013; Hasson et al. 2012;
Babiloni and Astolfi 2014 for reviews, and Hasson and Frith 2016 for a theoretical
account linking coupled dynamics to social interactions). For example, a number of
scholars have reported alpha/mu coherence during interpersonal coordination tasks
(~10 Hz; e.g., Dumas et al. 2010; Tognoli et al. 2007). Alpha/mu has been associ-
ated with attention (e.g. Anderson and Ding 2011), motor control (Pfurtscheller and
Lopes da Silva 1999; Pfurtscheller and Neuper 1994) as well as motor simulation
(Neuper and Pfurtscheller 1999). Our own research also contributes evidence to the
relationship between interbrain synchrony and (a) individual differences, (b) inter-
personal factors and (c) contextual factors (Dikker et al. 2017; Bevilacqua et al. 2018;
Dikker et al. in revision).

6.1.4 Synchrony and Synchronicity

Whilemost of our works define synchrony along the lines of the social (neuro)science
perspective outlined above, other Arts/BCI installations, like Mariko Mori’s UFO
(2001) work with a different concept of synchronicity, as defined by Jung (see Goede
2017 for a very thoughtful analysis comparing Mariko Mori’s UFO and the Mutual
Wave Machine, discussed in detail below). Jung (2012) defined synchronicity as
“meaningful coincidence”. In his essay “On Synchronicity” (originally titled “Über
Synchronizität” and originally presented as a lecture at an 1951 Eranos conference in
Ascona, Switzerland) hewrites that “Althoughmeaningful coincidences are infinitely
varied in their phenomenology, as acausal events they nevertheless from an element
that is part of the scientific picture of the world. Causality is the way we explain
the link between two successive events. Synchronicity designates the parallelism
of time and meaning between psychic and psychophysical events, which scientific
knowledge so far has been unable to reduce to a common principle. The term explains
nothing, it simply formulates the occurrence of meaningful coincidences which, in
themselves, are chance happenings, but are so improbable that we must assume them
to be based on some kind of principle, or some property of the empirical world. No
reciprocal causal connection can be shown to obtain between parallel events, which is
just what gives them their chance character. The only recognizable and demonstrable
link between them is a common meaning, or equivalence.”

As discussed in more detail below, Harmonic Dissonance is a collaboration with
International Choreographic Arts Centre ICK Amsterdam, who have been thinking
of notions of synchronicity for decades. In the choreographic work of Emio Greco
and Pieter C. Scholten (ICKAmsterdam) the term ‘synchronicity’ indicates a specific
quality of shared intentionality actualized via movement. It is a central notion within
their choreographic signature where an intuitive dancing body is cultivated that com-
municates via a dramaturgy derived from what Greco and Scholten term a “language
of the flesh”. This language articulates itself intuitively, sparked by a polarization
between instinctive movement and movement controlled by the brain—Fra Cervello
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e Movimento—between brain and movement. In this choreographic paradigm, cre-
ativity is taken to be incarnate in the body and movement is taken to be self-sufficient
(not in need of any externally imposed narrative or conceptual structure to generate
meaning) and able to create time and space.

“Synchronicity” in the work of Greco and Scholten is considered as an ever to
be actualized “dual utopia” (“not yet”) as well as a concrete and palpable state and
dimension of danced experience that expands the animated articulation of bodies in
danced motion towards another state of being above and beyond mere movement
in unison. A key working principle that functions as a condition for the actualiza-
tion of “synchronicity” is the notion of being “one body”. To achieve the quality of
motion as “one body” for example in a duet, the cultivation of a double dual aware-
ness is required of both one’s own movements reflected by conscious awareness of
the movements as well as of the movements and their reflections in the conscious
awareness of the other dancer. The strength and the aimed at quality of the movement
is generated by the shared striving towards “synchronicity”, aiming the intentions
towards the same direction and amplifying one’s sense of self with the sense of self
of the other. Something like a complete unity is strived for but not actually occurring.
The individual characteristics of each dancer become even more perceivable through
the individual and shared striving towards synchronicity. In C.G Jung’s definition
of “synchronicity” meaning is the central issue that suggest an “acausal connecting
principle correlating mental and physical events” (Atmanspacher and Fuchs 2014,
p. 5). In the artistic work of Greco and Scholten, “synchronicity” refers to a spe-
cific state and dimension of being in movement related to moving in “synchrony”
but qualitatively above and beyond merely moving at the same time doing the same
movements. In their choreographic practice, aiming at becoming “one body” with
other bodies appears to imply or to be conditioned by an extreme expansion of affec-
tive and empathic capacity while maintaining a coherent and contained sense of
self.

6.1.5 Synchrony Art/Neuroscience BCIs

In sum, our projects draw on the large body of research demonstrating that our brains
are intrinsically rhythmic (Buzsaki 2006), predictive (e.g. Arnal and Giraud 2012;
Friston 2003; Bar 2007), and adaptive, probing the interplay between audio-visual
integration, prediction, and social adaptation during BCI experiences. Some of the
projects described below additionally assign a critical role to ‘interactive alignment’
between individuals in explaining communicative success during (non-)verbal joint
action.

Before diving into the detailed discussions of our projects, it is worth pointing
out that the work discussed here is by no means exhaustive when it comes to art/BCI
work involving multiple agents: for a comprehensive review, see Nijholt 2015 and
Chap. 4 in this book byRosenboom andMullen. In fact, this line ofworkwas initiated
at least four decades ago: In this volume, Flora Lysen discusses pioneering work in
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the field of multi-agent BCIs such as David Rosenboom’s Ecology of the Skin (1970;
a “group encounter brain biofeedback performance system” for ten participants),
and Nina Sobell’s Interactive Brainwave Drawing: EEG Telemetry Environment
(1975; involving the translation of “shared” EEG data between two participants into
line-drawings). Also discussed in this volume is EEG Kiss, where EEG is measured
simultaneously from two participants with the goal to highlight notions of intimacy,
exposure, vulnerability, and surveillance. In another example, Ringing Minds (2014)
creates a music performance based feedback loop with the audience (see Mullen
et al. 2015 for a review of multi-agent BCIs focusing on sound and music). Similar
to these works, we do aim for our work to stand on its own as interactive art, allowing
visitors to gauge and explore their own interactions in a visceral, intuitive way. And
we also wish to raise critical questions: about the technological communication
interfaces in our everyday lives; about our often unsatisfactory quest to understand
ourselves and each other, either through scientific inquiry or through direct face-
to-face communication; about the exclusionary nature of groups. However, in a
slight shift of emphasis from some other hyperscanning BCI work, the biometric
data that we collect does not exclusively serve an artistic, societal, educational, or
self-reflective goal, but mutually serves a (neuro)scientific goal. The data that is
collected with our installations are used to test neuroscientific hypotheses. Any neu-
roscience findings, in turn, inform future iterations of the installations. The research
questions are informed by both neuroscientific and psychological constructs, but
also by humanities and artistic questions (see the discussion on synchrony and
synchronicity above and in the Discussion). As such, much of our work bears
similarity to performance-led research in the wild (e.g., Benford et al. 2013). In
sum, in what follows, we hope to show that through interdisciplinary synergy, both
interactive art and neuroscientific inquiry can be enriched in numerous ways.

6.2 Projects

6.2.1 Produce Consume Robot Projects

Sean Montgomery’s work under the moniker Produce Consume Robot endeavors to
bringdeep synergy into the relationship between art and science.Thework attempts to
make an immersive aesthetic experience based on scientific phenomena and through
the process of engaging viewers in a museum or gallery, generate novel datasets and
ideas that can be used to test further scientific hypotheses. Working in the domain
of neuroscience and affective computing while utilizing BCI technology gives the
viewer the opportunity to ask questions about themselves, their own perception and
memory, subjectivity and objectivity, and at the same time be an active human par-
ticipant in a study in which physiological and behavioral data is gathered to address
new scientific inquiries. The works described here examine the dynamic interplay
between the endogenous rhythms of the body and the external environment to reflect
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on how we engage with the world around us and how that’s likely to change as we
head into the 21st century.

6.2.1.1 Telephone Rewired (2012)

Produce Consume Robot and LoVid (Kyle Lapidus and Tali Hinkis)

Telephone Rewired (Fig. 6.2) is an art installation and active scientific experiment
based on a phenomenon in the neuroscience literature demonstrating that exogenous
pulses of light and sound can entrain the endogenous rhythms of the brain and
alter perception, reaction times, and memory (Williams 2001; Williams et al. 2006;
Gomez-Ramirez et al. 2011; Mathewson et al. 2012; de Graaf et al. 2013; Spaak
et al. 2014; Jirakittayakorn et al. 2017; Beauchene et al. 2017). To generate these
conditions inside the installation, the viewer enters an immersive space in which the
lighting and sound are pulsing at one of five brain relevant frequencies (delta ~2 Hz,
theta ~6 Hz, alpha ~10 Hz, low beta ~15 Hz, high beta ~25 Hz). Even though the
lights simply pulse on and off, viewers often report seeing colors, patterns, and shapes
and having a feeling of being in an altered state of mind as their brain shifts into a
differentmode of operation.While the viewer is cycled through different brain-states,
some sequences create a subjective sense of calm and clearing of the mind, while
others might deliver a heightened sense of focus. During the experience the viewer
may consider the implications for increasing the capacity of human learning and
synchronizing multiple people for greater collaboration and empathy, and generally
askwhat possibilities exist for a future inwhich you can toggle the switches of human
cognition.

Telephone Rewired is also an active scientific experiment in which EEG data,
reaction times, memory scores, and subjective reports have been collected from over
1700 participants at the Science Gallery at Trinity College Dublin and additional
EEG-only datasets at Harvestworks in New York City and the Daejeon Museum of
Art in Daejeon South Korea. The experiment was designed to record continuous
EEG as the installation entrained the participant’s brain and to measure the partici-
pant’s reaction time in response to words presented on-screen or as auditory stimuli.
Figure 6.2 shows a participant in the Science Gallery at Trinity College performing
the psychometric reaction time test while his brainwaves were being entrained by the
strobing of lights and sound in the room. To facilitate the operation of the experiment
with minimal intervention by gallery staff, we collected EEG data from the easy to
use Zeo sleep headband. Although the installation necessarily had warnings about
strobe lights and photo-sensitive epilepsy, by fully automating the reaction time col-
lection and utilizing a unique code to cross reference with participants’ subsequent
memory test and subjective reports, the process was streamlined to allow as many
viewers as possible to experience the work and participate in the study.

As a scientific experiment, Telephone Rewired successfully captured data from
an enormous number of participants to address questions about exogenous synchro-
nization of the brain in “real-life” situations and analysis of the data is ongoing to
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Fig. 6.2 TelephoneRewired. Telephone Rewired at Harvestworks, NewYork City, USA (top left),
Science Gallery at Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland (top right) and in the Daejeon Museum of Art,
Daejeon, South Korea (bottom left). Total number of participants and number of participants that
completed the experiment each week that it was on show at Science Gallery (bottom right). The
Zeo EEG headband can be seen worn by participants in the top two images. All images by Sean
Montgomery Web: http://produceconsumerobot.com/telephonerewired/

identify new patterns of activation. Even though the gallery setting had a relatively
high drop-out rate as participants would walk out half-way through stimulus presen-
tation, in under 3 months 866 participants completed the entire stimulus presentation
and reaction time assessment, which is a very large participant pool for human neu-
roscience studies (Fox et al. 2016; Van Essen et al. 2013). A larger challenge we
faced was getting all the data back from overseas locations when the installation was
broken down and shipped back. We ended up losing most of our memory scores
and written subjective reports, which is a critical consideration to address along with
novel experimental paradigms in future showings of the work.

As an art installation, the neuroscience research-based entrainment utilized in
Telephone Rewired proved to be a powerful aesthetic experience. One participant
remarked that at some times his mind was racing and in other parts felt calm and
relaxed and concluded by saying “similar to if you gave your muscles a vigorous
massage… my own state of being felt massaged… I felt very thoroughly worked,
but more capable for it.” Interestingly, different participants would sometimes report
very different subjective experiences. In response to the strobing white lights, some
reported seeing colors, others only black and white patterns, some fully identifiable
objects and others only abstract shapes. In this context where the objective stimulus
is as bare as a strobing white light, it reveals the locus of the aesthetic experience

http://produceconsumerobot.com/telephonerewired/
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existing fundamentally in inside the participant’s brain/mind. Perhaps works like
Telephone Rewired, where objective measurements including EEG are gathered in
combination with subjective reports, may offer a unique window to dig deeper into
the relationship between objectivity and subjectivity in the context of viewing art.

6.2.1.2 Hive Mind (2017)

Produce Consume Robot and LoVid (Kyle Lapidus and Tali Hinkis)

Hive Mind is a peek into the future of augmented cooperative cognition. Two per-
formers engage the audience in an on-stage discussion in which nowords are spoken.
Instead, the brain rhythms of each performer directly generate pulses of light and
sound that synchronize the brain oscillations of viewers and create an immersive
environment that transports the audience to altered states of consciousness. Based
on neuroscientific research showing that rhythmic stimuli can entrain neuronal oscil-
lations to alter perception, reaction times, andmemory formation, HiveMind uses the
performers’ live EEG and data processing to directly convey the performers’ brain
states. As one performer’s brainwaves become the stimuli that entrains the other per-
former’s brain patterns, a public brainwave-driven conversation unfolds between the
performers. Together the performers and audience go on a journey through different
induced brain states and altered perceptions, ultimately considering broad implica-
tions for the future of human cognition and communication. Future performances
with resources to measure the EEG of the audience as well as the performers may
provide insight into the mechanisms of collective human synchronization via exoge-
nously driven oscillations. As discussed above, this biofeedback cocktail party may
provide a unique window to examine how the audience synchronizes their brain-
waves with one or the other of the competing entrainment signals being delivered
from the two performers (Fig. 6.3).

6.2.1.3 Emergence (2010)

Produce Consume Robot and Diego Rioja and Mustafa Bagdatli

Emergence is an interactive biofeedback art installation that invites the viewer to
examine the relationship between biology and technology. Extending the scope of
BCI beyond direct central nervous system measurement, Emergence (Fig. 6.4) mea-
sures the electrical pulses generated by the beating of the human heart as it acceler-
ates and decelerates with changes in the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous
systems. When a viewer touches the installation, the electrical impulses generated
by each beat of the viewer’s heart propagate throughout the viewer’s body and are
detected and digitized by the installation. During this interaction, Emergence syn-
chronizes its own electrical pulses with the viewer’s heart to create a syncopated
light and sound-scape that reflects its intimate experience with the viewer and also
includes the installation’s “memory” of previous viewers’ heart rhythms. Through
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a single eye, Emergence retains a visual memory of its encounter with the viewer.
With each beat of the viewer’s heart, Emergence captures an image of the interaction
and digitally pulses the memory through the surrounding infrastructure and uploads
it to the internet where it can be seen on flickr or facebook. By drawing parallels
between the human body and the infrastructure of the digital age, Emergence invites
the viewer to think about what fundamentally differentiates the electrical impulses
of the internet from those impulses constantly traveling throughout their own body.

After traveling to countries around the world, the piece has captured over 30,000
digital memories triggered by the beating of viewer’s hearts. Embedded in these data
is the life and emotion of each person in that moment, some with a steady drumbeat
while others with racing heartbeats. It reminds us that we’re all fundamentally con-
nected through the electricity-driven pump in our chests and through the electrical
impulses traveling throughout the internet.

6.2.2 DIKKER + OOSTRIK Projects

DIKKER + OOSTRIK take a slightly different angle when exploring the embodi-
ment of synchrony and human connectedness, to investigate the factors that deter-
mine whether our communicative interactions, in pairs or in groups, are successful.
To do this, we use an EEG hyperscanning approach, measuring the similarities and
differences in real-time between the brain activity of people engaging in dynamic
social interactions: When we feel ‘on the same wavelength’ during a communicative

Fig. 6.3 Hive Mind. Hive Mind at the RIXC Art Science Festival 2017. EEG read via OpenBCI
hardware. Image by Sean Montgomery. Web: http://produceconsumerobot.com/hivemind/. Neural
Issue #59, Winter 2018

http://produceconsumerobot.com/hivemind/
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exchange, are our brains actually ‘in sync’ in a more formal, quantifiable sense?
Which factors affect such hypothesized alignment of brain activity? Does the ability
to successfully tune in with other people’s intentions, expectations, and experience
increase the synchronization of brain activity? And how might art help inform these
neuroscientific questions? Matthias Oostrik’s independent work explores the impact
digital technology has on our society and the influence it has on our relations to
others. His work lies at the interface of computer art, installation art and film and
makes use of experimental man-machine interaction. For example, plplpl.pl is an
ongoing series of interactive video installations by Matthias Oostrik, in collabora-
tion with Pandelis Diamantides and Diederik Schoorl (2016–ongoing; Video: https://
vimeo.com/95962192). The installment plplpl.pl::scrutiny is a tech-noir surveillance
machine made from displays steel and wires. The machine uses technologies from
the surveillance industry to interact with its visitors. It provokes them into weird and
devious behaviour, while analysing, correlating and storing all of their actions. The
installation has been shown, among others, at the V2 Institute for Unstable Media
(NL), TodaysArt Festival (NL), Next Level Festival (DE) and the Dutch parliament.
Suzanne Dikker’s independent research focuses on the neural correlates of top-down
modulations of sensory cortices as a function of linguistic prediction (e.g., Dikker

Fig. 6.4 Emergence. Emergence installation at Open House Gallery, New York City (left) and
digital memories triggered by successive heartbeats and uploaded to Flickr (right). Left image
by Sean Montgomery. Right images by Emergence courtesy of Sean Montgomery. Web: http://
produceconsumerobot.com/emergence/; Leonardo Electronic Almanac Vol 18 No 5 pp 6–9

https://vimeo.com/95962192
http://produceconsumerobot.com/emergence/
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et al. 2010), the role of language prediction in speaker-listener brain-to-brain coupling
(e.g., Dikker et al. 2014) and, most recently, the role of brain-to-brain synchrony as a
possible biomarker for dynamic social interactions and face-to-face communication
in real-world settings (Matusz et al. 2018). For example, in a recent series of studies
(Dikker et al. 2017; Bevilacqua et al. 2018), Dikker and colleagues collected simul-
taneous EEG data from two groups of high school students during their regular class
activities (Dikker et al. 2017; also see video by Micah Shaeffer: https://vimeo.com/
108921898). In collaborative work, we (DIKKER + OOSTRIK) combine our own
approaches and expertise in a series of art/science BCI projects that have developed
as illustrated in Fig. 6.5:

Fig. 6.5 Conceptual workflow of DIKKER+OOSTRIK projects. (1) First, we built hardware
and software solutions that allowed us to record and compare brain activity from two people simul-
taneously (pairwise synchrony), with which we created 4 projects: three immersive installations
(Measuring the Magic of Mutual Gaze, Compatibility Racer, and The Mutual Wave Machine) and
one non-immersive neurofeedback game (Mutual Brainwaves Lab). (2) As a next step, we devel-
oped ‘mirror projects’ for Mutual Brainwaves Lab and the Mutual Wave Machine, expanding from
pairs to groups (group synchrony). SocioPathways is a group synchrony non-immersive neuro-
feedback game and Q-merge will be a 5-person immersive group synchrony installation. (3) We
then added yet another dimension to our projects in the Harmonic Dissonance series: by allowing
participants to interact with the visualizations of their brainwave synchrony, we give them agency.
Harmonic Dissonance: Synchron(icit)y is an immersive pairwise synchrony project, and Harmonic
Dissonance: Act V is an immersive group synchrony project

https://vimeo.com/108921898
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1. First, we built hardware and software solutions that allowed us to record and
compare brain activity from two people simultaneously (pairwise synchrony),
with which we created 4 projects: three immersive installations (Measuring the
Magic of Mutual Gaze, Compatibility Racer, and The Mutual Wave Machine)
and one non-immersive neurofeedback game (Mutual Brainwaves Lab).

2. As a next step, we developed ‘mirror projects’ for Mutual Brainwaves Lab and
the Mutual Wave Machine, expanding from pairs to groups (group synchrony).
SocioPathways is a group synchrony non-immersive neurofeedback game and
Q-merge will be a 5-person immersive group synchrony installation.

3. We then added yet another dimension to our projects in theHarmonic Dissonance
series: by allowing participants to interact with the visualizations of their brain-
wave synchrony, we give them agency. Harmonic Dissonance: Synchron(icit)y
is an immersive pairwise synchrony project, and Harmonic Dissonance: Act V
is an immersive group synchrony project.

6.2.2.1 Pairwise Synchrony

Measuring the Magic of Mutual Gaze (2011)

Suzanne Dikker, Matthias Oostrik, Marina Abramovic, and The Art & Science:
Insights into Consciousness Group

ContinuingMarina Abramović’s interest in the transfer of energy between performer
and public, performer and participant, Measuring the Magic of Mutual Gaze builds
on her durational performance works Nightsea Crossing (1981–1987) and The Artist
is Present (2010). During the latter, which was performed at TheMuseum ofModern
Art (NewYork City; Fig. 6.6), Marina Abramović engaged in silent mutual gaze with
museum visitors over a three-month period. Abramović reported feelings of pain,
happiness and sadness, which resonated with those of the person sitting opposite her
(Abramović 2010).

Measuring the Magic of Mutual Gaze (Fig. 6.6) restages The Artist is Present as
an interactive art installation/neuroscience experiment, with the goal to investigate
the relationship between human connectedness and brainwave synchronization. In
a mix of scientific experiment and performance, participants sign consent forms
and are then led to a stage by two assistants dressed in white lab coats, where they
are fitted with EMOTIV EPOC wireless EEG headsets. Participants sit opposite
each other and engage in eye-contact for 30 min. Meanwhile, two main features
are extracted from the EEG signal in real time, and superimposed onto two rotating
3D brain models, displayed on screens hung directly behind the participants: (a)
each participant’s individual internal mental state and (b) synchronized EEG activity
between the participants’ respective brains (details below). The model brains pulsate
at the frequency that is most prominent at any given moment: slowly pulsating brains
are hypothesized to reflect more relaxed and meditative states of mind, while faster
pulsations reflect agitation, excitement or concentration. Whenever brain synchrony
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Fig. 6.6 Measuring the Magic of Mutual Gaze & The Artist Is Present. Top: Measuring the
Magic ofMutual Gaze at The GarageMuseum for Contemporary Art, Moscow in 2011. Photograph
byMaxim Lubimov©Garage Center for Contemporary Culture. Video: www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Ut9oPo8sLJw&t=73s. Bottom:MarinaAbramović, TheArtist is Present, Performance, 3months,
The Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY (2010), Photography by Marco Anelli. Courtesy of
the Marina Abramović Archives

exceeds a certain threshold, this is shown through a lightning animation connecting
the two model brains.

Using the EMOTIV EPOC device, EEG data was collected from ~150 visitors of
the Garage Museum of Contemporary Art in 2011 and results from 50 participants
can be summarized as follows. First, brain-to-brain synchrony (quantified as Pearson
correlation coefficients over a 3-s sliding windows between amplitude modulations
in delta, theta, alpha and beta [FFT] from each electrode in each headset [14 × 4
comparisons per window]) was significantly greater between participants engaging

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ut9oPo8sLJw&amp;t=73s
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in mutual gaze than between participants who were not in the same room at the
same time (i.e., sitting with someone else). Second, brain-to-brain synchrony was
significantly correlated with pairs’ average scores on the Personal Distress Scale
(PDS) of the Interpersonal Reactivity Index (Davis 1996). These effects were most
prominent in alpha (see Introduction), potentially indicating that people with high
Personal Distress scores are worse at tuning into physical cues in their partners
(e.g. coordinated eye-blinks, breath rate), in turn facilitating mutually adaptive alpha
phase-synchronization. This result was later replicated in Dikker et al. (2017, in
revision) for brain-to-brain synchrony in both groups and pairs of participants.

Measuring theMagic ofMutualGazewas exhibited at theGarageMuseumofCon-
temporary Art (Moscow, 2011) as part of Marina Abramovic’ retrospective exhibit
TheArtist Is Present, and at SOFTCONTROL:Art, Science, and the Technologically
Unconscious (Maribor, 2012).

The Mutual Wave Machine (2013–Ongoing)

DIKKER + OOSTRIK in collaboration with Peter Burr, Diederik Schoorl and Pan-
delis Diamantides

In Measuring the Magic of Mutual Gaze, the BCI component of the installation
is geared toward the audience, not the participants. In the Mutual Wave Machine
(Fig. 6.7; and in the rest of the Projects described here) synchrony neurofeedback
is instead incorporated as an integral part of the experience. Enclosed by an inti-
mate capsule and immersed in an audiovisual environment that responds and reflects
their shared brain activity, two visitors can directly experience and manipulate their
internal efforts to approach or distance themselves from each other. During the expe-
rience, greater brainwave synchronization is reflected in greater vividness and more
coherent and recognizable audiovisual patterns, while lack of synchronization strays
towards dark audio-visual chaos: a faint ringing in the ears and static in the retinas.
Concretely, synchrony (quantified again as moving-window correlations in differ-
ent frequency bands, see also Measuring the Magic of Mutual Gaze) is translated
into expanding and retracting moire patterns. This aesthetic that is inspired by Peter
Burr’s video animation Alone With the Moon (2012) and is aimed at inducing the
feeling of frustration in the absence of connectedness (darkness) and exhilaration
(light) when synchrony is achieved: why is it that we can feel infinitely lonely in the
presence of another human being when we fail to achieve a connection to this other
human being? An additional layer of complexity is added via a real-time video feed:
when there is more synchrony/light, a real-time video image of oneself emerges from
the noisy moire patterns behind the person sitting opposite, alluding to questions of
what itmeans to connect to someone: are we truly ‘seeing’ the other person, or is the
process of synchrony achieved via mirroring our own thoughts and behavior; pro-
jecting them onto the other? The visualization of neural synchrony is supplemented
by a direct audio translation of each participant’s individual brain activity, creating
an evolving composition of volume changes and harmonies that hover at the often
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uncomfortable perceptual boundary between rhythm and pitch. The audience can
hear and observe the internal dance unfold through the semi-translucent shell of the
Machine. Only a distant shadow remains of the participants’ physical presence, their
autonomy replaced by a new, shared identity.

Just likeMeasuring theMagic ofMutual Gaze, participants fill out pre-experiment
and post-experiment questionnaires. These responses are then be correlated with
brain synchrony during subsequent offline analysis. Over 4,000 people so far have
participated in theMutualWaveMachine across more than a dozen sites (see below).
Results from 1,500 participants suggest that empathy, neurofeedback, and connect-
edness are strong predictors of brainwave synchrony. (In this case, the metrics used
to quantify brain synchrony were imaginary coherence, Nolte et al. 2004; and pro-
jected power correlations, Hipp et al. 2012). For example, replicating findings from
Measuring the Magic of Mutual Gaze and Dikker et al. (2017), pairs of participants
with high Personal Distress exhibited less synchrony than those with low Personal
Distress personalities (see also Goldstein et al. 2018 for results showing that empathy
affects brain-to-brain synchrony). Similar effects were observed for social connect-
edness (using the Inclusion of the Other in the Self Scale; Aron et al. 1992), mood,
and focus (Watson and Clark 1994). We also found that the ‘connection strategies’
used by participants influenced their brain synchrony: Pairs who used either eye con-
tact or joint action as a connection strategy (mimicry, laughter, motion coordination)
exhibited an increase in brainwave synchrony over time, in line with previous find-
ings showing that joint action as well as eye contact can synchronize our brainwaves
(see Introduction). Such an increase in synchrony was not observed for pairs who
tried ‘thinking about the same thing’, or when they chose to focus on the audio-
visual environment instead of each other. The latter is perhaps surprising in light of
the brain-stimulus entrainment literature discussed in the introduction, although it is
not clear if participants were also focusing on the same external audiovisuals.

Finally, andmost relevant to the topic of this book, the neurofeedback environment
affected brain synchrony in participant pairs. As discussed in more detail in Dikker
et al. (in revision), those pairs who were explicitly told that the visuals were a direct
reflection of their brainwave synchrony, also showed an increase in brain synchrony
over time. Such differences were not observed when comparing ‘real’ versus ‘sham’
neurofeedback conditions (in the latter case the growing/shrinking of moire patterns
was randomized), suggesting that the neurofeedback environment functions as a
global motivational factor to maintain shared, focused attention on the task, rather
than providing informative cues on a moment-to-moment basis that can be used to
calibrate and improve upon the social interaction.

The Mutual Wave Machine has been exhibited at TodaysArt Festival (The Hague,
2013), Eye Film Institute (Amsterdam, 2013), Lexus Hybrid Art (Moscow, 2014),
Nemo Science Center (Amsterdam, 2014), Lowlands Festival (The Netherlands,
2015), Benaki Museum (Athens Greece, 2016), 3LD Art & Technology Center (New
YorkCity, 2016),FORMSFestival (Toronto, 2016),PioneerWorks (Brooklyn, 2017),
Pioneer Works (Brooklyn, 2017), OPUS 1, Merriweather (Maryland, 2017) and
Espacio Fundación Telefónica (Madrid, 2018), among others. EEG was recorded
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Fig. 6.7 TheMutual WaveMachine. By Suzanne Dikker, Matthias Oostrik, Peter Burr, Diederik
Schoorl and Pandelis Diamantides. Photographs by Sandra Kaas, Talia Hermann, Lexus Hybrid
Art, Video: https://vimeo.com/96287858. Web: http://todaysart.org/project/99/

using the EMOTIV EPOC or the Muse headband (Madrid). Scientific findings are
reported in Dikker et al. (in revision) (Fig. 6.7).

https://vimeo.com/96287858
http://todaysart.org/project/99/
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Mutual Brainwaves Lab (2014–Ongoing)

DIKKER + OOSTRIK

Mutual Brainwaves Lab (Fig. 6.8) is an interactive neurofeedback game that tracks
and visualizes brain-to-brain synchronization as two headsmerging in and out of each
other. Whenever brainwave synchrony (again using the EMOTIV EPOC headset and
quantifying synchrony as moving-window Pearson correlations, see above) meets a
certain threshold, the heads perfectly overlap and participants’ synchrony score goes
up. As such, participants are challenged to get the ‘highest’ synchrony score during
a 3 min period (a clock counts down the seconds on the display).

Just like the Mutual Wave Machine, hundreds of festival and museum visitors
have participated in Mutual Brainwaves Lab, and similar forms were filled out by
participant pairs. Unlike the Mutual Wave Machine, however, the data are not used
for scientific analysis: Mutual Brainwaves lab is implemented as a neuroscience
educational and outreach tool (venues include the American Museum of Natural
History (NewYorkCity, 2013),World Science Festival (NewYorkCity, 2013, 2014);
Basilica Hudson (Hudson, 2014), Pioneer Works (Brooklyn, 2016), among others).

NeuroTangoused theMutualBrainwavesLab interface as a tool during an evening
discussing connectedness in dance, and tango specifically (La Sala, Brooklyn NY,
2014). Two pairs of tango dancers competed against each other for the highest syn-
chrony score during different ‘conditions’: dancing with familiar partners, switching
partners, dancing to music, dancing without music, listening to music without dance,
and perfect silence. While the data was not used for scientific purposes, the neuro-
feedback environment/performance/experiment served as a tangible illustration and
conversation-starter for a discussion surrounding the neuroscientific constructs dis-
cussed in the Introduction and Discussion sections of this chapter: synchrony during
joint action, entrainment, and emotional effects of connectedness during dance, etc.
(see also Ballroom Brainwaves, The Scientist Magazine, 2014).

Compatibility Racer (2012–Ongoing)

Lauren Silbert, Jennifer Silbert, Oliver Hess, Suzanne Dikker, and Matthias Oostrik

Compatibility Racer (Fig. 6.9) is a competitive, interactive brain-robotics installation
in which brainwave synchronization is translated into the speed of a cart: the more
in sync participants’ brains, the faster the cart moves along a track. The project
was conceptualized by Lauren Silbert, following her fMRI research investigating the
relationship between speaker-listener neural synchrony and communicative success
(Stephens, Silbert et al. 2010), and developed in tandem with Measuring the Magic
of Mutual Gaze.

Participants are outfitted with EMOTIV EEG headsets, pair up, and sit facing
each other on the “bull.” The “bull” moves according to an online correlation anal-
ysis between the brain activities of each person (same analyses as the other projects
described in this section). Exploring the underlying brain mechanisms of interper-
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Fig. 6.8 Mutual Brainwaves Lab. Top: View of Mutual Brainwaves Lab display with no syn-
chrony (left) and ‘full’ synchrony (right). See www.youtube.com/watch?v=d64SeneJpgY for ren-
dering.Center: Impressions from the AmericanMuseum of Natural History (2013). Photograph by
Ellen Pearlman artdis.tumblr.com/post/45762224599/on-the-same-wavelength-the-brain-hits-the-
museum. Bottom: NeuroTango (La Sala Brooklyn 2014). Screenshot from youtube.com/watch?v=
d64SeneJpgY/www.the-scientist.com/daily-news/ballroom-brainwaves-37746

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d64SeneJpgY
http://artdis.tumblr.com/post/45762224599/on-the-same-wavelength-the-brain-hits-the-museum
http://youtube.com/watch?v=d64SeneJpgY
http://www.the-scientist.com/daily-news/ballroom-brainwaves-37746
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Fig. 6.9 Compatibility Racer. Top/Center: Compatibility Racer at Kulturpark Berlin. Photog-
raphy Kate Moxham. compatibilityracer.blogspot.com. Bottom left: Marina Abramovic riding the
Compatibility Racer in Rhinebeck, NY (2013) vimeo.com/71165002.Bottom right: Visualizations
of ‘results’ for two sample pais

sonal communication through transportation, each “bull” moves as a direct result of
increasingly shared brain activity. Conversely, movement slows or halts as a function
of participants’ lack of (brainwave) alignment. Thus, the participants’ movement is
literally fueled by successful communication and collaboration. Compatibility Racer
was exhibited at Kulturpark Berlin (2011). Data was not used for scientific analysis.
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6.2.2.2 Group Synchrony

In our scientific research in the classroom (Dikker et al. 2017; Bevilacqua et al. 2018),
we implemented the simultaneous collection and visualization of (EMOTIV EPOC)
EEG data in groups. In SocioPathways and Q-merge, we convert this extension from
pairs to groups into neurofeedback experiences, essentially creating group-based
versions of Mutual Brainwaves Lab and the Mutual Wave Machine.

The projects described below use either the EMOTIV EPOC+ or the Muse head-
set to collect EEG data (can be alternated within a project depending on the con-
text). For Harmonic Dissonance: Synchron(icit)y EEG from audience members was
additionally recorded using Brain Products LiveAmp 32 channel wireless ampli-
fiers with RNet sponge-based electrode caps. We further switched to using Lab
Streaming Layer (github.com/sccn/labstreaminglayer) to synchronize data record-
ings from multiple devices and integrate with our custom openFrameworks (open-
frameworks.cc) BCI environment.

SocioPathways

DIKKER + OOSTRIK

SocioPathways (Fig. 6.10) is a social network brain-computer interface game that
visualizes brainwave synchrony between teams of 2–5 people. It is similar to Mutual
Brainwaves Lab, but Instead of visualizing synchrony between pairs of people,
SocioPathways draws a real-time social network for a team of five people: indi-
viduals are represented as dots that move closer or further away from each other as a
function of their brainwave synchrony. Team members with the strongest synchrony
to the rest of the group are displayed as larger ‘hubs.’ Scores are kept at both the team
level and the individual level. In addition to standing on its own as a neurofeedback
experience to be used in similar contexts as Mutual Brainwaves Lab (both art & edu-
cation/outreach), SocioPathways serves as the ‘drawing board’ for the larger-scale
installations described below: It is the basis installation where we experiment with
neural synchrony at the group level.

Q-merge (in Development)

DIKKER + OOSTRIK in collaboration with Diederik Schoorl and Peter Burr

Q-merge (Fig. 6.11) will be an immersive group synchrony installation that translates
brain synchrony between 5 people into an audiovisual immersive experience. We
will continue our collaborations with Peter Burr and Diederik Schoorl in expanding
the Mutual Wave Machine into a larger-scale installation that can accommodate 5
people. We will also use this opportunity to incorporate our scientific findings into
our analysis algorithms, ensuring that the experiencewe create accurately reflects our
most current understandingof howdifferent types of brainwaves predict interpersonal
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Fig. 6.10 Snapshots of SocioPathways display. Left: start position. Right: snapshot of an inter-
mediate network configuration. Person-to-person synchrony is displayed as the physical distance
between their bubbles; ‘hubs’ are indicated with the size of the bubbles; average ‘hubness’ over
time is displayed through the darker haloes. Video: plplpl.pl/hd

Fig. 6.11 Q-merge render. Q-merge is an immersive art/neuroscience installation that translates
group synchrony into patterns of light along a tangled (social) network of connections

experiences of social connectedness. The installationwill consist of a networkofLED
light cables strung along a dome-like structure to form a tangled network reminiscent
of organic patterns like veins, cerebral arteries, and lightning bolts. Each person sits
at the ‘root’ of one light structure, the source fromwhich light ‘shoots’ along the LED
cables as a function of brainwave synchrony. Like with the Mutual Wave Machine,
more light equals more synchrony. The installation is inspired by Mikey Siegel’s
HeartSync and Sean Montgomery’s Emergence (see above).
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6.2.2.3 Agency: The Harmonic Dissonance Series

In all of the interactive brainwave synchrony installations described above, partici-
pants are seated, their locations fixed. In the Harmonic Dissonance series we con-
join our brainwave synchrony technology with motion tracking. In the two works
described below, participants are allowed tomove freely through spacewhile they are
emerged in reflections of their brainwave synchrony. As such, the opportunity is cre-
ated for participants to ‘disobey’ our installations and experiment, raising questions
about agency in BCI (Brenninkmeijer 2013).

Harmonic Dissonance incorporates features of all the installations described
above, with the use of FlowTools, an open source tool for interactive fluids developed
byMatthias Oostrik in 2013 (github.com/moostrik/ofxFlowTools) Oostrik presented
works made with the tool in e.g., the Eye FilmMuseum and Paradiso in Amsterdam.
FlowTools is incorporated into the Harmonic Dissonance series as a tool to motivate
people to interact freely with the installations.

Harmonic Dissonance: Group Installation (2018–Ongoing)

DIKKER + OOSTRIK with Arnoud Traa, Suzan Tunca, and Dana Bevilacqua

In Harmonic Dissonance (Fig. 6.12), groups of visitors are invited to explore human
connectedness as it is mediated by their bodies, brains, and artificial algorithms. In
interaction with the audience, Harmonic Dissonance investigates the friction—the
harmony and dissonance—between our experience of connectedness and the algo-
rithmic data systems that describe us and our relationships to others.

Harmonic Dissonance is shaped as an interactive, hexagonal playground; it is
designed to be installed in various locations, like museums and festivals. In succes-
sive sessions, four people from the audience are invited to participate and engage
with each other in a visceral, intuitive way. These participants are provided with sen-
sors to measure their brain activity, heart rate, and skin conductance. On the basis of
participants’ biometric data and movements, the installation generates personalized
audiovisual patterns. Combined these patterns reflect the level of biometric syn-
chrony between the participants, as such serving as an impetus for social interaction:
Movements, sounds, visuals, and the pulsating rhythm of continuous interpersonal
attraction and retraction mingle into a thrilling multi-layered performance.

Following the visual SocioPathways structure described above, each participant
is assigned his or her own bubble-shaped avatar that is projected on the floor. These
visuals are able to flow and change shape, yet they remain recognizable via specific
colours and patterns. As described above, the avatars form a liquid social network
graph that maps the connections between the participants. The graph consist of two
parts: the actual location of the participant and the location that most reflects the par-
ticipant’s connection to his companions. Different movements and new correlations
in the streams of biodata shift, distort, and fracture the graph around and in between
the participants.
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Participants are assigned their own signature audiostream. Together, these
adiostreams create a dynamic and rich soundscape that evolves as visitors synchro-
nize their brainwaves, heart rate, and gestures. Each participant’s movement through
space leaves an audio-visual trace, amplifying any disparity between the group and
the individual. The intensity and melody reflect the level of synchrony between par-
ticipants: an increase in synchrony results immediately renders the audiostreammore
harmonious. For example, when participants mimic each other’s gestures, their indi-
vidual sounds become more harmonized and adapt to the same rhythm. Individuals
who are ‘hubs’ attract the traces of the other individuals, as if they were sucking
the others’ energy into their body. Finally, if group synchrony increases, the colors
and sounds merge toward a solemn, pixelated black-and-white pattern, swallowing
the individual voices and colors into ripples on the surface of a still, mesmerizing
lake. Participants can choose to blindly follow the visualizations and sonifications
of synchrony as they lead them through the space or to step out of their ‘bubble’ and
rebel against the algorithms’ interpretation of their connection to others.

Harmonic Dissonance (Fig. 6.12) has so far been executed at Studio Mellius
(Amsterdam, 2018) and the Deutsches Filminstitut in Frankfurt (2019).

Fig. 6.12 Harmonic Dissonance. Harmonic Dissonance at Studio Mellius, Amsterdam (video
stills from: plplpl/hd)
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Harmonic Dissonance: Synchron(icit)y (2018–Ongoing)

DIKKER + OOSTRIK with Suzan Tunca, Sedrig Verwoert and Arad Inbar of ICK
Amsterdam; David Medine of Brain Products, and Arnoud Traa of the Auditieve
Dienst

InHarmonicDissonance: Synchron(icit)y (Fig. 6.13) twodancers perform in a double
duet: as their bodies dance together, so do their brainwaves, projected as FlowTools
animations behind them. They can choose to go with the flow, coming closer—merg-
ing into each other—as their brain synchrony increases, and stepping away from
each other with more dissonant brainwaves. But they can also choose to be their own
agents, to move against the FlowTools tide or stand still in the stream. As such, a
third duet emerges, one between their physical and mental worlds. In contrast to the
other works proposed, Harmonic Dissonance: Synchron(icit)y is not an interactive
installation piece but rather intended to be performed in front of an audience (fol-
lowing in the tradition of Oostrik’s Mirror of Broken Time and Hidden Features; see
www.matthiasoostrik.com).

Thework invites the dancers to explore howmotion synchrony (coordination,mir-
roring, unison, anticipation, resonance, play, etc.)may lead to a sense of togetherness,
to synchronicity of the mind. It is realized as a performative research presentation
based on fragments of repertoire from Emio Greco and P. C. Scholten, artistic direc-
tors of the International Choreographic Arts Center ICK Amsterdam. Two dancers
test and highlight seven variations on Synchrony in dance via choreographed frag-
ments that are intended to be performed aiming at Synchronicity, and via improvi-
sation based on pre-choreographic elements1 derived from dance notation research.
As laid out in the Introduction, in the paradigm of the artistic signature of Emio
Greco | PC, Synchronicity is defined as a “dual utopia”, an aim, an ideal, whereby
a qualitative relation of being “one body” is strived for, in a state and dimension
of being above and beyond dancing merely in synchronized unison. The term “syn-
chron(icit)y” is used here to indicate the emerging transdisciplinary zone between
Dikker and Oostrik’s conceptual decomposition of “synchrony” and the movement
intention and resulting quality aiming at embodying “synchronicity” characteristic
of Greco and Scholten’s choreographic oeuvre, interpreted by two dancers (more on
this in the Discussion). The seven scenes elaborated during a first workshop session
in 2018 that highlight variations on synchron(icit)y are:

I. “Mr. Hide” (from repertoire piece Double Points: Two). The dancers move in
a relation of “sameness” whereby one dancer tries to hide behind the other
by aiming at performing the movements in exact “synchronicity”, as “one
body”. The visualizations respond to the intensity of the movements. Then the

1Pre-choreographic Elements refer to the pre-phase of choreography, where the movement material
is being created, shaped and tested. They are not yet part of the selection and ordering process
of choreography The pre-choreographic elements are the roots of choreographic statements and
constitute the conditions from which the choreographic elements can emerge. A selection of 20
pre-choreographic elements has been identified through dance notation research and is currently
being investigated with regard to their generative potential in movement language creation.

http://www.matthiasoostrik.com
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Fig. 6.13 Harmonic Dissonance: Synchron(icit)y. Top: Stills from performance at Buitenplaats
Doornburgh, the Netherlands (Credit Nina & Nikki Fotografie – Nikki Schuurman). Bottom: The-
ater de Meervaart (bottom, video still from: https://vimeo.com/288711606)

roles reverse: the dancers respond to the visualizations by incorporating their
awareness of these visualizations into the dynamics of acceleration inherent to
the dance phrase.

II. “Around Shoulder” (Pre-choreographic element as departure point for impro-
visation). Synchron(icit)y is established between organic movements initiated
from the idea of transforming the texture of the dancer’s physicality by playing
with the outward and inward rotation of the shoulders, and with the resulting
visualization. It is a relation of synchron(icit)y between one dancer and “the
other world” of the visualization where the dancer both responds to it while at

https://vimeo.com/288711606
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the same time lets his/her movement quality and texture be influenced by the
visualization.

III. “Undulation” (movement materials based on Pre-choreographic element “Un-
dulation” in repertoire piece “Ziel/RUOH”). The dancers play mainly with the
acoustic output generated by the data derived from their motions. A sense of
“dancicality” (musicality embodied in dance) is strived for, where the dancers
begin to extend the impact of their movement and occasional events of syn-
chron(icit)y may occur. The dancers combine choreographed movement mate-
rial with an improvisational approach based on instant movement choices
related to sensing each other’s motions and in creative dialogue with the acous-
tic output generated by their movements. The dance unfolds based on a playful
approach to “dancicality” . A “feedback loop” occurs between the sounds gen-
erated by the dancers and the dance.

IV. “Fire walks with me” (movement material from repertoire piece “Conjunto di
Nero”). The dancers perform the sequence ideally in perfect “synchronicity”,
mirroring each others movements while moving forwards side by side. They
strive towards performing the choreographed movements in “synchronicity”
without being able to see each other. The sequence is performed twice with
increasing scope and intensity. The dancers’ quest for “synchronicity” via
synchronized movement and ideally mutually aligned intention is amplified
by the visuals: The visual echo of each movement pulls the dancers toward
each other, to the one body that lies between them.

V. “Rhythm on 2” with exits into improvised dialogue in “Rhythm on 2” (chore-
ography and improvisation based on Pre-choreographic element). Here the
dancers are in a relation of synchrony between an internal and an external
rhythm. They create a resonance between their internal models of rhythm and
the externalization of rhythm via the visuals and the acoustics.

VI. Improvised dialogue: The synchrony relation between the dancers is here
mainly on the level of coordination, tuning into each other’s presence, dialogu-
ing with each other via freely improvised movements, responding creatively
to each other, to the acoustics and to the visualizations.

VII. Dancing bodies in synchron(icit)y without external technology.

In 2018, Harmonic Dissonance: Synchron(icit)y was performed at Buitenplaats
Doornburgh and Ballet National de Marseille. In the former case, the interactive
FlowTools screen remained on display for the general audience: the performance, in
addition to a public lecture, contextualized the interactive piece. The performance at
the Ballet National De Marseille, in contrast, served as a feasibility/pilot experiment
for a performance EEG research project: EEG was collected from both the dancers
and the audience. There are many challenges to conducting such a project, ranging
from limiting the amount of bluetooth devices in a single space to motion artifacts
in the dancers’ EEG signal. The latter limits the choreographic choices. Specifically,
‘usable’ EEG data will most likely be collected during moments of stillness in the
dancers’ bodies, or at least where head motion is restricted. This need not be a limi-
tation per se: for example, as discussed in the Introduction, synchronous movement
generation (and perception) may be dependent on joint prediction/attention prior to
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the actual movement (Dikker and Pylkkänen 2013; Dikker et al. 2014 among many
others, see also Introduction), which can be measured in a still period leading up to
the initiation of the next movement sequence. Similarly, periods of silence follow-
ing a movement sequence (labeled resonance below), can serve to measure unison
in mental simulations of the completed movement. This illustrates how limitations
and challenges can at times in fact be a benefit to research projects. In sum, the
work not only aims at testing the feasibility a large-scale dance-audience synchrony
experiment, but it also inspires theory formation. To give another example, discussed
in more detail below: a fine-grained taxonomy of synchrony and synchronicity can
serve to inspire hypotheses for neuroscientific exploration. The fact that dancers may
at timesmove in unisonwithout the subjective experience of joint action, for instance,
leads to the question if neural responses that track “togetherness” can be empirically
distinguished from those that track “simultaneity”. Such questions, which are dis-
cussed in more detail in the Discussion, are relevant beyond performative contexts
and can be asked e.g., in laboratory experiments investigating how the brain supports
joint action.

Fig. 6.14 Art + Science Synergy. Multiplicative synergy can be created by taking a transdisci-
plinary approach to art and science. Utilizing scientific data and hypotheses it’s possible to develop
installations that provide immersive aesthetic experiences. These public installations can generate
novel datasets to test hypotheses and generate new ideas as well as engage public discourse. Image
credits: Alexander Gruzdev, Jacopo Bonacci, Asgeir Visir, Pool party, Aiden Icons, from the Noun
Project
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6.3 Discussion

6.3.1 Art + Science Synergy

Art and science fundamentally seek the same truth via different perspectives. While
scientists toil in the laboratory to reduce questions into testable hypotheses and artists
seek to turn questions into experiences that resonate with their audience, at their best
both attempt to peer into essence our brief but spectacular blip of existence. While
each perspective has immense value on its own, we believe that value is multiplied
by taking a transdisciplinary approach to art and science. To take a very simple
metaphor illustrated in Fig. 6.14: Like colors, ideas and information multiplies. If
you start with the colors red and yellow and keep them siloed, you have just 2 colors,
but if you mix them suddenly you have the beautiful palette of a rising sun. And
similarly, by taking a transdisciplinary approach to art and science, we can create
new perspectives and ideas, generate novel datasets and methods to test those ideas,
and engage public discourse in a personally moving way. As we’ve shown with the
works described above, it’s possible to bring questions and hypotheses out of the
lab to create an immersive aesthetic experience that gives the viewer an opportunity
for reflection and at the same time generates novel data to test those hypotheses. We
believe this transdisciplinary approach creates a multiplier effect for art and science
to increase curiosity, ask new questions and develop new approaches to answer those
questions (for similar views, see Kerfeld 2009; Eldred 2016; Prusinkiewicz 1998;
Jeffries 2011; Stevens and O’Connor 2017; Miller 2014).

Our work is closely tied to a large-scale interdisciplinary research program aimed
at understanding the relationship between brainwave synchrony and communica-
tive success. By bringing together experts from science, technology, education and
art in a crowd-sourcing neuroscience approach, our projects aim to advance scien-
tific insights into interpersonal dynamics in real-world environments, while at the
same time providing visitors with both an educational and aesthetic experience. In
these works the audience participates as viewers and experimental subjects at once,
actively contributing to a scientific goal while exploring the intangible notion of
human connectedness through artistic inquiry. Our work contributes to a myriad of
fields, including software engineering, scientific design and analysis techniques, sci-
ence outreach and education, and therapeutic contexts. Below we address in more
detail each of the ‘collateral benefits’ already touched upon in the Introduction (tech-
nological innovation, real-world and ‘crowdsourcing’ neuroscience, neurofeedback,
neuroscience outreach and education), and followwith a section devoted to the (bidi-
rectional) conceptual enrichment enabled by art-science collaborations.
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6.3.2 Technological Innovation—Hardware and Software:
Bridging Commerce, BCI Art, and Science

Technology has become an important mediator between the art and science worlds
in our work. The past decade has seen a sharp increase in the number of DIY and
commercial-grade devices that are capable of measuring EEG and other biomet-
rics. In contrast to standard laboratory equipment, EEG devices like the EMOTIV©
EPOC and EPOC+ are portable and low-maintenance, and yet to date the EMO-
TIV© EEG headset has primarily been used in commercial applications. Similarly,
OpenBCI offers a configurable multi-channel headset that transmits EEG data wire-
lessly to a computer. Data acquired from our projects are proving themselves to
be extremely valuable for neuroscientists to test the applicability of the hardware
and data quality for scientific purposes. The successful implementation of wearable
mobile EEG recording headsets in scientific research can have significant impact on
future neuroscience research. For example, they may provide a valuable tool for sci-
entific research outside of the lab (e.g. theatres, schools, and navigating traffic; e.g.,
Debener et al. 2012; Zink et al. 2016) with populations that are otherwise difficult to
reach (e.g. children, patients, the elderly). For applications where fewer channels are
needed, the Muse and Neurosky (and formerly Zeo) devices offer a simpler process
to take the headsets on and off, which can be advantageous for exhibits with lots of
participants.

In addition to EEG, there are a number of additional biometrics that can poten-
tially serve to create a brain-computer interface (Montgomery and Laefsky 2011).
Tapping into the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems, heart rate and
other biometrics can reveal aspects of a person’s psycho-physiological state (see
Emergence above; Cacioppo et al. 2000; Lisetti and Nasoz 2004; Cai and Lin 2011).
Termed “affective computing” (Picard 1995), by reading a constellation of biometrics
including heart rate, blood pressure, electro-dermal activity, local body temperature,
etc., it’s possible to reliably predict changes in emotions with 60–80% accuracy
(Healey and Picard 2005; Rigas et al. 2012; Collet et al. 2009; Mehler et al. 2012;
Baek et al. 2009; Akbas 2011). In the last decade there has been an explosion of
wearable devices on the market that measure one or more biometrics that tap into
the sympathetic/parasympathetic nervous system.

The rise of wearable commercial devices that capture EEG and other biometrics
has substantially lowered the barrier to entry for use in both artistic and scientific
contexts. Being able to easily put on and take off wearable biometric sensors allows
people to participate in BCI art works without requiring lengthy a sensor applica-
tion process. Furthermore, having sensors that can communicate wirelessly with a
local computer or mobile device enables novel experimental paradigms and aesthetic
experiences that were previously unthinkable. While there remain challenges includ-
ing obtaining open access to device data, accurately synchronizing the data across
devices, scientifically validating the data with known gold standards, and the here-
today/gone-tomorrow startup world (Lisetti and Nasoz 2004), the growing number
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of commercial-grade options continues to open up more possibilities for synergy in
science and art.

Developments in open-source software and data infrastructure are also fueling
greater synergy at the intersection of art and science. The custom software devel-
oped by Matthias Oostrik for the projects described above, for example, records
brain activity (EEG) from multiple people simultaneously, analyzes and compares
these data between individuals, and translates it into an audio-visual output in real
time. This software, built on the open-source project openFrameworks (OF, https://
openframeworks.cc/) and shared via github (https://github.com/), is continuously
evolving and easily adaptable for different contextual uses and has proven extremely
valuably in our scientific research experiments (Dikker et al. 2017; Bevilacqua et al.
2018), in addition to real-time art installations. Similarly, tools that were originally
developed for the laboratory, like Lab Streaming Layer (LSL, https://github.com/
sccn/labstreaminglayer) have become invaluable tools for aggregating diverse data
streams in artistic contexts. As we look forward, platforms to collaboratively share
data, methods and tools like Open Science Framework (OSF, https://osf.io/) may
generate additional synergy at the intersection of art and science.

6.3.3 Real-World and ‘Crowd’ Neuroscience

To date, the study of the human brain has relied on one very fundamental assump-
tion: laboratory-based research findings can be extrapolated to real world situations.
Although this approach has proven invaluable in advancing our understanding of
the human mind, researchers do at times hit a wall: realistic human interactions are
much more complex and richer than can be captured in canonical laboratory exper-
iments. By collecting data in non-laboratory settings, and by focusing on real-time
and real-life dynamic social interactions, we aim to capture the brain basis of real-
world everyday social interactions. This is made possible by a unique combination of
recent developments: the technological innovations discussed in the previous section,
the rise of hyperscanning approaches (see Introduction), and the growing interest in
cross-disciplinary collaborations, which has enabled us to form partnerships with
art and science institutions. This allows us to collect neuroscientific data from vast
numbers of participants under circumstances that much closer resemble naturalis-
tic human communication than could ever be achieved in a laboratory environment
(Bhattacharya 2017; Parada and Rossi 2017 for short opinion pieces).

We have collected biometrics from tens of thousands of participants across the
art installations described here (by comparison: most laboratory neuroscience exper-
iments do not exceed 20 participants). These large datasets massively increase the
statistical power bywhich to extract novel relationships in biometric data. In addition,
by sampling from amore diverse group than a typical undergraduate participant pool,
the effects under study are more likely to apply to the populace at large. And further-
more, combined with participant demographic data it may be possible to account for
differences across the population that could lead to disparate conclusions in more

https://openframeworks.cc/
https://github.com/
https://github.com/sccn/labstreaminglayer
https://osf.io/
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traditional research settings (see e.g., Gandomi and Haider 2015 for a discussion on
‘big data’).

6.3.4 Improving Communication via Neurofeedback

While most existing neurofeedback applications are designed for the interaction of
single individuals with technology, our projects add a dimension of human inter-
action to BCI applications. As discussed above, findings from the Mutual Wave
Machine suggest that explicitly providing people with neurofeedback about their
brain synchrony enhances the sense of connectedness (Dikker et al. in revision).
A neurofeedback tool that tracks human interaction at the neural level has multi-
ple practical applications, including potential clinical applications in the diagnosis
and treatment of social cognition disorders. For example, persons with autism may
respond better to explicit cues via technological interfaces than to human cues. An
easy-to-use neurofeedback application that tracks communicative success may also
be useful in therapy and conflict management. For example, we are collaborating
with autism researchers to develop a neurofeedback tool that can be used as a possi-
ble social training tool in high-functioning autism (see also Pineda et al. 2008), and
in programs aimed at bridging intergroup conflict (e.g., involving Palestinian and
Israeli youth; Levy et al. 2016).

6.3.5 Science Outreach and Education

The technology described above makes it possible create environments where issues
relating to interpersonal communication are put under the looking glass in a unique,
reciprocal collaboration between art, science and education. In addition to being
art/science works, our projects have a clear educational mission: Scientific research
findings can be ambiguous and in many cases generate more questions than they
answer, even if the contrary is often suggested in media outlets. In a similar vein, the
caution expressed by scientists in interpreting their findings is often misunderstood
to indicate that their results don’t mean anything (the discussion on human influences
on climate change is one example of the kinds of misunderstandings that can arise
between the general public and scientists). First-hand experience with the scientific
process may help the audience better understand and reflect on research findings as
they are presented to them in popular media. As such, our projects emphasize their
status as research in progress instead of demonstrations of well-established scientific
findings. For example, people often ask “how well they did” after participating, to
which the researchers will respond in a manner that at first seems unsatisfactory:
that it is currently still an open scientific question whether “more” brainwave syn-
chronization means “better”, and if so, better in what way? Additionally, during the
setup phase in each project, participants can look at their own brainwaves presented
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Fig. 6.15 Synchrony and Synchronicity. Conceptual ‘cloud’ of synchron(icit)y, derived from
interdisciplinary art/science discussions, that can be used as a future tool for (neuro)scientific study
as well as choreography

in real time on a computer screen and ask questions about their own brains and neu-
roscience in general. The operators can explain how EEG works and what you can
and cannot tell from the ongoing EEG signal about what’s going on inside people’s
heads (i.e. that this isn’t a “mind-reading device”). We are developing a hands-on
neuroscience curriculum (BrainWaves) for high school students, specifically aimed
to increase the participation of underserved students in professions of science, tech-
nology, engineering, and math.

6.3.6 Conceptual Enrichment at the Art-Science Interface

In addition to the interdisciplinary transfer of ‘tools’ and methods between science,
art, and education, we hope to show that the interdisciplinary collaboration can also
lead to conceptual enrichment in each field. For example, Measuring the Magic
of Mutual Gaze stemmed from a convergence of interests between artists (Marina
Abramovic was interested in exploring the brain basis of the “receptive meditative
mental state” that allowed her to connect to her audience), psychotherapists (e.g.,
Daniel Stern, co-author of the work, focused on intersubjectivity from a psychoana-
lytic perspective; e.g., Stern 1985), and neuroscientists, which led to one of the first
studies to directly investigate the relationship between mutual gaze, social connect-
edness, and brain-to-brain synchrony during face-to-face social interaction.
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As already briefly discussed above, Harmonic Dissonance can be considered as
an other example to illustrate the conceptual enrichment that can be achieved by
art-science collaborations. As discussed above, in the summer of 2018, we held a
three-day workshop at ICK Amsterdam (dance researcher Guido Orgs was also a
participant of this workshop). One of the workshop goals was to define synchrony
during joint action and action observation, and decompose it into its primary parts.
These notions will then be used for further explorations into the “dual utopia” of
synchronicity. Our discussions led to a ‘word cloud’ of synchron(icit)y, illustrated
Fig. 6.15, which includes a non-exhaustive list of notions, intentions, movements and
other synchrony tools: (a) physical units/objects of synchrony (e.g., synchronizing
the body to sound [Howlin et al. 2017], synchronizing the body to the mind, the body
to another body [e.g., von Zimmermann et al. 2018 found that coupled movement but
not simultaneous movement predicted pro-social behavior, emphasizing the impor-
tance of synchrony in group affiliation], the audience to the performer [Bachrarch
et al. 2015; Orgs et al. 2016], etc.); (b)mental/physical realizations/forms of syn-
chrony (e.g., leader-follower [Konvalinka et al. 2010]; together-simultaneous, etc.);
(c) mental/physical tools that are used to achieve synchrony (mental/physical
closeness vs. distance [Dikker et al. under review], anticipation of movement vs. res-
onance, etc.). While there are no breakthrough ‘discoveries’ to be found in this cloud
(many scholars before us in both the sciences and the arts have used these terms, and
others, to describe synchrony and synchronicity), it has been tremendously useful for
both the researchers and the dancers, as it crystallizes the research goals and leads to
novel research questions. For example, take the notions of “anticipation | resonance”:
Does synchrony during the silence leading up to a movement sequence (anticipation)
predict the extent towhich themovement sequence is completed?Andwhat about the
‘resonance’ stage, after the movement sequence is completed? Can we distinguish
the neural processes underlying movement sequences that are performed simulta-
neously versus those that are performed together, with the intention to share an
experience? These questions do not apply solely to performance research, but extend
to joint action more broadly. Working with a performance ensemble such as ICK
Amsterdam, who think about joint action, synchronicity and (in)visible movement
at a professional level, provides alternative, and more refined, angles to address-
ing questions that are not directly related to dance. For example, in Dikker et al.
(2017), we found higher interbrain synchrony during class for those students who
had engaged in silent eye contact prior to class. Is this effect due to ‘cued attention’
or to ‘resonance’?

6.3.7 Artistic Interpretation: Objectivity Versus Subjectivity

At the crux of the intersection between art and science lies the duality between
subjectivity and objectivity. While science strives toward observations that can be
repeated without influence from experimenter desires, the experience of art funda-
mentally lives inside the viewer’s own mind. Telephone Rewired pushes this duality
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to an extreme, revealing a broad divergence in the viewer’s subjective descriptions
in response to a simple flashing light. Interestingly, the works described here could
help to narrow the gap between subjective and objective to explore the meaning
of real time biometric data streams captured in the context of audience subjective
experience. We ask ourselves to what extent these streams (brainwaves, heart rate,
movement) tell us something about how connected we feel to each other (“when we
feel in sync with someone, are our brainwaves literally on the same wavelength?”).
With this information, we first and foremost want to create work that stands on its
own as an immersive, interactive aesthetic experience, allowing visitors to gauge and
explore their own interactions in a visceral, intuitive way. But we also want to raise
critical questions about our often unsatisfactory quest to connect to ourselves and
each other: via face-to-face interactions, scientific inquiry, tech-based communica-
tion tools, big data; about the exclusionary nature of groups, both in the real and
virtual world. By challenging its audience to either obey or disregard the patterns of
light flowing through space, our projects explore the clash and merger of multiple
systems.

Harmonic Dissonance seeks out the friction between social interdependence
and individual agency. This is achieved via multiple dimensions. Naturally, the
social network structure inherently emphasizes this dichotomy: some individuals are
strongly connected to all the others, while some remain on the outside of the cir-
cle. This is further emphasized by a careful hovering between individualized color-
and soundscapes and joint A/V landscapes. Further, the BCI environments present
participants with a constant internal conflict between human-human and human-
computer interaction: The computer-generated audio-visual feedback provides a
persistent distractor from face-to-face interpersonal contact, just like our everyday
devices and social media platforms. Further, while the works are incomplete with-
out collaborative effort, participants will inherently be drawn instead to focus on
themselves and their sonification/visual reflection. Third, the projects explore the
relationship between themind and the body: Our psyche feeds on a constant battle
between intuition and rationality. But is there a true dichotomy between feelings and
thought, between the mind and the body? Or is this a false premise? In fact, neu-
ropsychological evidence suggests that the body-mind dichotomy is perhaps not a
biologically valid concept. The notion of ‘free will’ is also under attack frommultiple
directions, including computer science and neuroscience. In many of our projects,
participants freely interact with the algorithmic interpretation/visualization of their
interconnectedness, and their choices have consequences for visualizations and soni-
fications. In Harmonic Dissonance, participants are allowed to physically distance
themselves from the social network that is drawn by their brain data, they are seduced
into asking themselves questions about free will, and about the dichotomy between
their brain and their body. In Telephone Rewired and Hive Mind participants’ brain-
waves are hijacked by the flashing lights of the installation in a manner that alters
cognitive processing and subjective experience, leading to questions about the limits
of free will and relationship between mind and body. Broadly speaking, our work
invites the viewer to ask questions about how we’re connected to one another and
the world around us. How are the electrical impulses reflecting our thoughts and
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emotions throughout our brains and bodies fundamentally different from the elec-
trical impulses that course through the internet? As we learn more about the brain
computer interface, how can that change the way we think, learn, communicate, col-
laborate, and empathize? And as our biometric signals are increasingly uploaded to
the cloud and artificial intelligence algorithms grow in complexity and sophistica-
tion, what possibilities exist for a world in which we can use neurofeedback to toggle
the switches of our own—or other people’s (Jiang et al. 2018)—cognition?

6.4 Conclusion

In sum, we aim for our work to stand on its own as interactive art, allowing visitors
to gauge and explore their own interactions in a visceral, intuitive way. But we also
want to raise critical questions: about the technological communication interfaces in
our everyday lives; about our often unsatisfactory quest to understand ourselves and
each other, either through scientific inquiry or through direct face-to-face communi-
cation; and about the exclusionary nature of groups. Our projects are situated at the
intersection of immersive art and neuroscience at both the conceptual and logistic
level. All the EEG data that is collected with our installations are used for scientific
analysis, which in turn feeds back into the design of our installations, and further
informs our research questions that derive from conversations at the art/science inter-
section. In communicating our work to the general public, we hope to demonstrate
the richness that can result from this cross-disciplinary dialogue, and that scientific
progress, like artistic expression, is often driven not by answers, but by finding the
right questions to ask.
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Chapter 7
EEG KISS: Shared Multi-modal, Multi
Brain Computer Interface Experience,
in Public Space

Karen Lancel, Hermen Maat and Frances Brazier

Abstract Can shared intimate experience of social touch bemediated throughmulti-
brain-computer interface (Multi-brain BCI) interaction in public space? Two artistic
EEG KISS orchestrations, both multi-modal, multi-brain BCIs, are shown to create
novel shared experiences of social touch in public space. These orchestrations pur-
posefully disrupt and translate known forms of face-to-face connection and sound,
to re-orchestrate unfamiliar sensory syntheses of seeing, hearing, touching and mov-
ing, connected to data-visualization and audification of brain activity. The familiar
sensory relations between ‘who you kiss and who is being kissed, what you see
and what you hear’ are captured in a model of digital synaesthetics in multi-modal
multi brain BCI interaction for social touch. This model links hosted self-disclosure,
witnessing, dialogue and reflection to intimate experience in public space through
syntheses of the senses. As such, this model facilitates the design of new shared inti-
mate experiences of multi modal multi brain BCI interaction through social touch in
public space.

Keywords Social engagement · Interactive digital art · Shared experience ·
Intimate touch ·Multi-modal multi-brain computer interface · Public space

7.1 Introduction

Can shared intimate experience of multi-brain-computer interface interaction be
mediated through social touch? Artistic orchestrations of multi-modal BCI mediated
interaction have been shown to create novel shared experiences (Abramovic et al.
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Fig. 7.1 EEG KISS (EEG KISS. Promotion Photo. © Lancel/Maat 2014)

2014; Dikker et al. 2016; Mori 2005; Novello 2016; Sobell 1974, 2001). They pur-
posefully disrupt and translate known forms of face-to-face connection and sound, to
re-orchestrate unfamiliar sensory syntheses of seeing, hearing andmoving, connected
to data visualization and audification of brain activity, often in playful exploration
(Lysen 2019; Prpa and Pasquier 2019). This paper extends insights gained in such
multi-modal BCI mediated orchestrations focusing explicitly on the effects of design
choices for shared intimate experience of multi-brain multi-modal BCI interaction
through social touch. Digital synaesthetic (Gsöllpointner et al. 2016), shared inti-
mate social touch experience is explored and an integrated model of multi-modal,
multi-brain BCI interaction for social touch is proposed. Two BCI mediated artistic
orchestrations performed internationally by Lancel/Maat1 are analysed to this pur-
pose. In these artistic orchestrations, participants are invited to feel, see, touch and
share an intimate kiss experience. The familiar relation between ‘who you kiss and
who is being kissed, what you see and what you hear’ is purposefully disrupted and
explored for a new, shared sensory synthesis (Fig. 7.1).

1Lancel/Maat are artistic partners whom have been working together since 1998. Their works
include the artistic performance installation EEG KISS discussed in this paper. Their works have
been presented in Venice Biennial 2015—China Pavilion; Ars Electronica Linz 2018; ZKM Karl-
sruhe; Transmediale Berlin; StedelijkMuseumAmsterdam; RijksmuseumAmsterdam;World Expo
Shanghai 2010; HeK Haus for Electronic Art Basel; ISEA2016 Hongkong; ISEA2011 Istanbul;
Banff Center Canada; RIXC Riga; V2-Institute Rotterdam; Beall Center for Art + Technology
USA; BCAC Beijing; 2nd TASIE Art Science exhibition at Millenium Museum Beijing; Third
TASIE Art Science exhibition at Science & Technology Museum Beijing; Public Art Lab Berlin.
http://www.lancelmaat.nl/work/e.e.g.-kiss/.

http://www.lancelmaat.nl/work/e.e.g.-kiss/
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7.2 Related Work

Brain Computer Interfaces are being explored by a growing community of inter-
national artists (Lysen 2019; Prpa and Pasquier 2019). In interactive performances,
installations, cinema, multi-user game and theatre, artists are exploring new types of
BCI interaction that are often not primarily anchored in scientific understanding of
physiological data (Delft University of Technology 2015). These installations often
focus on aesthetics, ethics and affective experience (Gürkök andNijholt 2013; Roeser
et al. 2018).

Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI) enable direct communication between brain
activity (the input) and control of (internal or external) devices (the output). Often,
BCIs process and combine representations of brain activity with other audio, visual
and haptic information. BCI interfaces combined with virtual reality (VR) and aug-
mented reality (AR) technologies have, for example, been designed to enhance real-
istic, immersive experiences, using haptic sensors, motor imagination and feedback
based on action visualization, for art, entertainment, training, therapy, sex, gaming,
robotics (Gomes and Wu 2017; Lupu et al. 2018; Nijholt and Nam 2015; Ramchurn
et al. 2019). In other works, functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) has been
used in BCI Interfaces to explore arousal of shared engagement (Bennett et al. 2013;
Lancel/Maat and Luehmann 2017).

Research of direct brain-to-brain communication between humans, or between
humans and robots enhanced with Artificial Intelligence technologies, using EEG to
record electrical activity in the brain and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS),
is still in an early stage, but is promising (MIT 2018).

BCIs are designed for single users, or for multiple users in multi-brain interfaces
(Multi-brain BCI) (Nijholt 2015). Multi-brain BCIs process brain activity of two or
more participants as input for shared experience of joint (parallel or sequential) brain
activity.

In some cases, output is based on ‘spontaneous’ (Gürkök and Nijholt 2013) par-
ticipant input (Sobell 1974; De Boeck 2009; Casey 2010). In other cases, output
is based on ‘controlled’ (Pike et al. 2016) or ‘directed’ input (Mori 2005; SPECS
2009). Sobell (1974) for example, explores the influence of different augmented
representations of joint brain activity as output, predominantly based on ‘sponta-
neous’ participant input. In contrast, Dikker et al. (2016) and Gabriel (1993) have
designed systems in which individual participants purposively influence their indi-
vidual input (e.g. altering between level of arousal) to collectively ‘direct’ the output
of the multi-brain BCI. In other systems, the threshold between ‘spontaneous’ and
‘directed’ is mixed (Novello 2016; Rosenboom 1990; Sobell 2001). In other artistic
orchestrations, multi-brain BCIs have been used to direct brain activity synchrony in
coordinated social interaction to explore empathy and connectedness (Dikker et al.
2016).2

2Note, that although many of these orchestrations combine co-located forms of interaction some-
times these are networked from different locations (Casey 2010). Multi-user game orchestrations,
which are not subject to this chapter, are, for example, often networked from different locations.
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Fig. 7.2 EEGKISSOrchestration 2 at StedelijkMuseumAmsterdam, ‘Stedelijk Statements’ Series
2017 and UvA University of Amsterdam ‘Worlding the Brain Conference’ 2017. © Lancel/Maat

However, although current BCI research includes hedonic and affective touch
experience, intimate touch communication is not yet well understood (Björnsdotter
et al. 2014). fMRI research shows that tactile experiences of slow (1–10 cm/s),
gentle stroking (caressing) of the skin and the system is associated by participants
with affection. This is in line with research that shows that intimate touch provides
a means to share empathic, intimate emotions (Van Erp and Toet 2015), for which
(a) vulnerability and self-disclosure, (b) physical proximity and (c) witnessing and
responsibility are essential (Lomanowska and Guitton 2016) (Fig. 7.2).

Designing for witnessing (Nevejan 2007) and embodied vulnerability as an ‘inti-
mate aesthetic’ (Loke andKhut 2014) through touch, is better understoodwith respect
to shared experiences in hosted performance art with participants and spectators
(Benford et al. 2012; Cillari 2006–2009; Clark 1963–1988; CREW 2016; Lancel
et al. 2018; Osthoff 1997; Vlugt 2015).3 In such artistic orchestrations, intimate
touch is used to evoke embodied and cognitive reflection (Kwastek 2013).

In interactive digital art, components of intimate experience have been orches-
trated based on aesthetic principles of disruption, unfamiliarity, risk and unpre-
dictability in digital synaesthetic (Gsöllpointner et al. 2016) orchestrations. These
aesthetic principles incite ambivalence and immersion, as essential conditions for
engagement and reflection to emerge (Benford and Giannachi 2012; Kwastek 2013).
Such orchestrations explore relations between brains, bodies, personal embodied

3Live Art, http://www.thisisliveart.co.uk/, last accessed 2018/10/20.

http://www.thisisliveart.co.uk/
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knowledge andperception, technologies and the surrounding environment (Gill 2015;
Lysen 2019).

However, multi-modal, multi-brain orchestrations, for shared intimate experi-
ences, through orchestration of social touch, are, to the authors’ knowledge, not yet
explored.

7.3 Artistic Motivation

This chapter explores the effects of multi-modal, multi-brain BCI designs of two
artistic orchestrations on shared engagement through intimate touch. This section
describes these two artistic orchestrations of the multi-modal multi-brain BCI inter-
face EEG KISS (Lancel/Maat 2014–2018) from the perspective of the artists Lancel
and Maat.

7.3.1 Introduction to the Artists’ Research on Mediated
Touch

Lancel and Maat have explored new approaches to interfacing mirroring affective
touch. In their artworks, the person touching and being touched does not have to be
the same (telematically present) person to whom the haptic connection is attributed
(Lancel et al. 2018). Paradoxically, in these orchestrations, participants are requested
to touch or caress themselves to haptically relate with other participants. For exam-
ple, in the artwork Saving Face (Lancel/Maat 2012), based on use of face recognition
technologies, participants are invited to caress their own faces to visually connectwith
others on an electronic screen. In the artwork Tele_Trust (Lancel/Maat 2009), partic-
ipants wear a smart textile, full body covering ‘data-veil’. Participants are invited to
caress their bodies to connect with others through smart phones. In both artworks par-
ticipants experience novel haptic connections from an individual to others in public,
digitally distributed environments.

This chapter describes two artistic orchestrations that explore new ways to simi-
larly create a unique sense of communal haptic connections with others in the net-
work. These two orchestrations have been designed by the artists to be both ‘expres-
sive’ and ‘magical’, as defined by Reeves et al. (2005). As an ‘expressive’ interface,
it has been designed to attract people, inviting them to participate, when encountered
with its ‘magical’ and secretive nature. ‘Spontaneous’ EEG interaction between par-
ticipants is part of the design. Brain signals during intimate interaction of kissing are
made explicit to facilitate a shared experience of social touch through reflection and
dialogue.
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7.3.2 EEG KISS: Short Description of Two Artistic
Orchestrations

In two EEGKISS, multi-modal, multi-brain BCI orchestrations (performance instal-
lations), shared intimate experience of social touch is explored. Participants are
invited to feel, see, touch and share an intimate kiss to incite both an aesthetic and a
sensory experience.

Both orchestrations combine one-to-one and multi-user participation. Members
of the public are invited to kiss while wearing EEG headsets, as Actors in the orches-
tration. The ‘kissing’ brainwaves of the Actors, are measured and are made visible
as EEG data, shared with surrounding Spectators. Spectators, in turn, are invited to
watch the kiss. In the second orchestration, the EEG data of the kiss are translated
real-time to a floor projection that encircles the kissers with their real-time streaming
EEG data. The same data are ‘translated’ into a music score generated by the brain
computer interface (based on a novel algorithm design to this purpose).

These artistic orchestrations have been designed to provide an immersive, engag-
ing environment for intimate experiences in shared multi-modal, multi-brain com-
puter interaction through social touch. A Host facilitates this process.

7.3.3 Design of Two EEG KISS Orchestrations

This section describes the technical, spatial and social design of two EEG KISS
orchestrations, depicted in Fig. 7.3. The visual familiarity with aesthetics of medical
BCI representations is purposefully deployed by the artists to evoke reflection, on
current expectations towards scientific validations of intimate interaction.

Fig. 7.3 Spatial model of digital synaesthetics inmulti-modalmulti brain BCI interaction for social
touch: Artistic Orchestration 1 © Lancel/Maat and Studio Matusiak (2015)
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Technically, the orchestrations consist of 2 EEGheadsets4 with four contact points
on the skull (A) of which three positioned in the motor cortex. The brain activity is
translated to a multi-modal, data visualization on two individual screens (2b) or as a
floor projection that encircles the kissers in Orchestration 2 (2b in Fig. 7.9).

Spatially, two chairs are positioned across from each other, central stage, together
forming ‘a love seat’, for Actors to take place and for Spectators to gather around.

Socially, people are invited to participate in various roles: that of Actor or Specta-
tor. The staged acts of Actors kissing (1), have been designed to be ‘performative’.5

Spectators (3) view from a distance (and can becomeActors themselves). Theywatch
the kissing and the EEG data.6 In Orchestration 2, they data audification is added.
Aspects of Hosting, data visualization and data audification are described in the
sections below.

7.3.3.1 Host

A Host (C), performed by the artists or by volunteers, is part of the interface design.
The performance procedure is depicted in Fig. 7.4.

In Phase 1Actors interact with the Host. TheHost explains that the artistic orches-
tration explores and studies social engagement through mediated touch and perfor-
mative interaction, using words such as ‘online kissing’, ‘digital touch’, ‘kissing
online’, ‘brain technology’, ‘share’, ‘privacy’ that are internationally understood.
Body language is used to visualize ‘kissing’ and ‘being close’. The explanation
serves both as a spoken manual and as contextualization indicating that EEG data
primarily measure muscle tension and that scientific interpretation of EEG data from
intimate kissing is not possible in this artistic orchestration.

Actors are asked to firstly close their eyes before kissing, secondly take all the
time they need to kiss and thirdly, to keep their eyes closed when they feel the kiss
is ending and to remember how the kiss felt. The Host then places EEG headsets on
the Actors’ heads and asks them to close their eyes, to concentrate and to reflect on
the experience to come.

In Phase 2, the Host determines when to proceed, based on observations of
the Actors’ embodied behaviour and movements as well as the visual EEG data

4The wireless EEG headsets (IMEC 2014) are instrumented with dry electrodes. They measure at
four contacts points on the skull [cz, pz, c3, c4 (Teplan 2002)].Measuring emotional arousal is not the
focus of these headsets, as the locations primarily associated with emotions [(pre)frontal cortex] are
not measured. https://www.elektormagazine.com/news/wireless-activeelectrode-eeg-headset, last
accessed 2018/12/17.
5Instead of referring to the notion of performance as a form of ‘role-playing’, performativity (Butler
1990) is, in this context, considered to be a repetitive act designed for public spaces, to share
reflection on social engagement.
6Spectators can only participate as Actors by giving verbal consent for recording all EEG data
non-anonymously, by adding their first names. Adding their names also serves a second purpose,
namely to identify their own contribution, to be able to engage with their replayed data visualization
at a later date.

https://www.elektormagazine.com/news/wireless-activeelectrode-eeg-headset
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Fig. 7.4 Performative actions in both artistic EEG KISS orchestrations of Actors and Host
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sequences. Once the Host observes that the participants are sitting quietly and the
EEG data sequences depict low frequencies, the Host softly tells them they can start
kissing.

In Phase 3, the Host then witnesses the Actors’ performativity of kissing from a
short distance, ensuring a feeling of safety.

In Phase 4, after kissing, the Actors keep their eyes closed to remember how the
kiss felt. When necessary, the Host reminds Actors to keep their eyes closed and
remember what they have experienced.

In Phase 5, the Actors again interact with the Host. Once the Host observes that
Actors have started to talk and look around, their headsets are removed. The Host
then mediates reflection through an open-ended dialogue, with questions such as:
(1) How did your kiss feel and how did your kiss feel in EEG data? (2) Did you hear
the sound during kissing and did it affect your kiss? (3) Did you feel the audience
around? (4) How is this kiss different from your other kisses? (5) How intense did you
experience the presence of Spectators, artificial system and data audification while
kissing? (6) Can your kiss be measured? On a scale of 1–10: how intimate was this
kiss? (7)Would you agree to save your kisses in a database to be used by others?7 The
Host, in fact, mediates between physical and virtual presence, between experience of
kissing and representing datafication, between public space and intimate space. The
Host mediates the multi-modal and multi-brain feedback processes between Actors,
Spectators, data visualization and data audification.

7.3.3.2 Data Visualization

The EEG data visualization (2b in Fig. 7.3) emerges real-time from acts of kissing,
in two different orchestrations. The first orchestration shows individual data of two
kissing persons on separate screens.8

In the second orchestration (2b in Fig. 7.9), both data sequences are integrated
into one visualization. The separate data sequences are visually placed on top of each
other9 in different colours, to both compare individually and merge. Spatially, the
combined data sequences are projected real-time around the Actors kissing as ‘Danc-
ing Data’, as a floor-projection designed to function as a dynamic stage, bridging
and isolating Spectators and Actors in communal patterns and flow.10

The data sequences in both orchestrations are derived directly from the four elec-
trodes and are shown as separate ‘lines’ on the screen. Top-down, the first three ‘lines’

7Note that these conversations are an essential part of the artwork and are not recorded.
8In this visualization, the feedback of starting and ending of kisses enable Spectators to synchronize
the Actors kissing to the visualization of EEG data. The markers are activated by the Host, based
on observing participants starting and ending their acts of kissing.
9The data-sequences are visually placed on top of each other without fusing them previously.
10In both orchestrations, data sequences differ in each performative phase (Fig. 7.4).

When Actors close their eyes from Phase 1 to Phase 2, waves become smaller. However, some-
times, interestingly, they seem to synchronize and ‘flow.’ In those cases, visual sequences move
like waves that cross each other rhythmically.
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are the data from the channels C3, Cz and C4, showingmeasurements from themotor
cortex, includingmeasurements of sensory andmotor functions (Teplan 2002),11 and
weak motory intention (mu rhythms) (although more activities are reflected in C3
and C4 in comparison to Cz). In measurements of all positions (including Pz), motor
artefacts (such as of neck, face and tonguemuscles)measurements and alpha rhythms
(due to the participants having their eyes closedwhile kissing and reflecting) and cog-
nitive relaxation are measured. In the visual feedback, the measured arousal activity
is not separated from the measured motor cortex activity. As a consequence, the data
visualization predominantly shows motor intention and body movement of kissing.

7.3.3.3 Data Audification

In the second orchestration, a sound based sensory feedbackmodule has been added12

to enable Actors and Spectators to share multi-modal neurofeedback of the act of
kissing ‘digital synaesthesia’. The sound of each kiss is unique.

Technically, the algorithm on which the sound is based makes use of pre-defined
combinations and averages of both of the participants’ EEG data signals, to generate
sound patterns.13 The algorithm adapts to the various performative phases (Fig. 7.4),
with different sound patterns, separated manually by the Host.

A ‘sound flow’ is acquired by crossfading separate sound patterns, as ‘spheres’,
based on artistic choices.14 In phases 1 and 5, the algorithm generates soft, ‘ticking
and crackling’ sound patterns (by electric disturbances of the 50 Hz system). In
phases 2 and 4, ‘water bubbles tickling’ sound patterns are dominant (based on low
tones). In phase 3 (during kissing), the sound of phase 2 is combined with sparks of
bells tingling (achieved through soft high tones).

7.4 Disruption for Engagement

These two multi-modal, multi-brain orchestrations focus on intimate touching, of
kissing in public. Design of engagement for participants is based on disruption, as an
aesthetic principle to orchestrate experiences of unfamiliarity, unpredictability and
risk, to evoke ambivalence, immersion and reflection. Sensory perception of seeing
and touching while ‘intimately kissing in public’ is disrupted. A new interaction
between Spectators, Actors and EEG data is re-orchestrated, in three interdependent

11These functions relate to processing touch and sensation as well as keeping track of the location
of body parts (proprioception).
12The algorithm and sound were designed in collaboration with Tijs Ham (STEIM Amsterdam). In
his artworks he applies programming, live-electronics techniques and system design. https://www.
soundlings.com/staff/tijs-ham/, last accessed 2019/1/30.
13In the data processing, EEG signals are translated via OSC to Super Collider.
14This research does not focus on soundtrack valences in relation to emotion elicitation.

https://www.soundlings.com/staff/tijs-ham/
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forms of digital synaesthetics, starting from the kiss as source, in which feedback is
defined, as depicted in Fig. 7.5.

The threemodels inFig. 7.5 show interdependent, cross-modal feedbackprocesses
in both orchestrations. The first shows audification feedback, the second visualization
feedback and the third model shows social feedback.

(1) In the audio-feedback, the direct sensory intimate connection between Actors
is disrupted through amplified, EEG data audification, for kissing Actors and
Spectators to share. The Actors’ brain activity affects the BCI input and the
brain activity itself is affected by the BCI output, and as a consequence, in fact
input and output inform a loop (Gürkök and Nijholt 2013).

(2) The visual connection Actors and Spectators is disrupted when Actors close
their eyes to kiss. The kissing Actors’ brainwaves are translated to a EEG data
visualization for Spectators to watch. They watch and compare an aesthetic,
ambivalent orchestration, of both physical acts of kissing and an abstract, digital
data visualization that represents the kiss.

(3) Social feedback builds on the witnessing Spectators in relation to the self-
disclosure ofActors and discussionswith theHost on embodiment and cognitive
reflection with both Actors and Spectators.

The fourth model (Fig. 7.6) combines all models in an integrated model of digital
synaesthetics inmulti-modal, multi brain BCI feedback processes for shared intimate
experience of social touch.

7.5 EEG KISS: Two Artistic Orchestrations

This section analyses the two artistic orchestrations described above to answer the
question: Can shared intimate experience of social touch be mediated through multi-
brain-computer interface (multi-brain BCI) interaction? These orchestrations are
evaluated based on interaction between the components described above and depicted
in Figs. 7.5 and 7.6.

7.5.1 Research Method

The effects of the artistic design choices behind these two artistic orchestrations
are analysed on the basis of (1) observations (by the Host) of Actors and Spectators’
actions and reactions; (2) thick descriptions of open ended interviewswithActors and
Spectators. The analysis is further based on (3) photo and short video documentations
that support these observations, when available.
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Fig. 7.5 Threemodels of digital synaesthetics inmulti-modal, multi-brain BCI interaction of social
touch
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Fig. 7.6 Integrated model of digital synaesthetics in multi-modal, multi-brain BCI interaction of
social touch (based on the three models depicted in Fig. 7.5)

7.5.2 EEG KISS: Artistic Orchestration 1

Orchestration 1 was held during the exhibition Reality Shift, during the Discovery
Festival at Tolhuistuin in Amsterdam in 2014.15 14 Couples and 300 Spectators
participated. This orchestration explores the reactions of the public to disrupted
connections, and new sensory and social connections and data visualization.

7.5.2.1 Results

Many Spectators stop to see the orchestration, seemingly attracted by people kissing.
The Host observes that many Spectators become immersed in the orchestration once
they are told that they too can become participants and see that others are also partic-
ipating. While Actors are kissing, the Host almost always observes that Spectators

15Orchestration 1 at Tolhuistuin Amsterdam. Discovery and Transnatural Festival 2014: Beyond
Biennial Exhibition 2014 © Lancel/Maat.
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Fig. 7.7 EEG KISS Orchestration 1 at Tolhuistuin Amsterdam. Discovery Festival/Transnatural
and Beyond Biennial Exhibition. 2014 © Lancel/Maat

are immersed in a disrupted, twofold gaze, shifting between kissing acts and data
representations on the screens. They turn to the data on the screens, look back at the
kissing act and back to the screens again, seemingly linking the kissing gestures and
the emerging data traces. Their focus remains on the Actors after the act of kissing,
when the Actors eyes are still closed, even if this phase takes up to 5 min.

Couples, friends and strangers, people of all ages, kiss. Initial reactions expressed
to the Host such as: “All of those people who are watching!” often include indications
of shyness, nervousness and discomfort, but also enthusiasm.

As indicated in Fig. 7.7, Actors are asked to firstly close their eyes before kissing,
secondly take all the time they need to kiss and thirdly, to keep their eyes closed when
they feel the kiss is ending and to remember how the kiss felt. Some couples start
kissing right away while others wait a few minutes to seemingly overcome shyness.
The duration of kissing is between 20 s and 2 min. Different ways of kissing are
observed and interpreted by the Host to vary between still, silent, tender, dynamic
and expressive. Giggling a little before or during the kiss is not unusual. The Host
observes that if Actors do not close their eyes and reflect on their kiss, both Actors
and Spectators do not concentrate on the act of kissing.

When Actors open their eyes after the kiss, different reactions are perceived by
the Host: some Actors express exaltation, others express tension, others are silent,
perceived by the Host to be opening their eyes as if awakening, needing time to find
words and staring in mid-space. Expressions include “I feel disoriented” or “I forgot
where I was”.

Not all but many Actors state that while kissing, they are first aware of the sur-
rounding Spectators, but that after some time they lose touch with the Spectators,
expressed e.g. as “I felt fear at the beginning but soon forgot all around us. Our kiss
was all that mattered”. Nevertheless, during some performances, the Host observes
that the Actors’ hands dwell towards sexually arousing parts of the body but stop at
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that.16 One Actor expressed the role of Spectators as that they “come and go” in his
mind “like waves”.

Comparably, in most cases, Actors state that they ‘forget about visualization of
the data’. However, ambivalently, the Host observes that Actors only start kissing
if they have seen the data visualization before kissing. In the few cases that Actors
started kissing without Spectators being present, they indicated to the Host that
they experienced their act of kissing as instrumental to digital data production and
interpretation, and not as an intimate act. A few of these Actors also expressed
concern about what data visualisation of their kiss may be “giving away”. One these
Actors stated “I am concerned that these data are judged by others.”

Actors are always interested in the data visualisation of their kiss. Although at
forehand Actors have been told that scientific interpretation of EEG data from inti-
mate kissing is not possible in this artistic orchestration, and not the focus of this
research, almost all participants seem to be convinced that the artistic orchestra-
tion reveals information about their kiss, their ‘kiss-qualities’, and the quality of the
Actors’ relationships (as expressed to the Host).

Although the individual data sequences are visible on twodifferent screens,Actors
often talk about both sequences as a composed representation of the kiss and often
refer to the combination of sequences as “the portrait of our kiss”, as an act of co-
creation. When discussing the data in dialogue with the Host, Actors’ expressions
include ‘an enigmatic mirror of their kisses’: “It leaves sense making to ourselves”
and “Only we know what these traces mean”, interpreting data as depicting their
experience of intenseness (‘on fire’), concentration (‘like waves of a river”), or the
feeling of togetherness during their kiss (“This reminds me of the intimate moment
we just had together.”). In some cases, Actors are observed to silently gaze at the
data, smile and seem to lose all sense of time with expressions interpreted by the
Host to indicate tenderness, disbelief and curiosity.

Spectators express attribution of meaning to the data sequences. Example of such
attributions are: “I can clearly see from the data sequences that one of the persons
kissing was more passionate than the other.” Or “I love how these data-lines move
together and many times I could see whose line belongs to who from the way they
kiss.” One of the Spectators stated “I could see the kiss being mirrored in the data
visualization. Although in fact I don’t know what I was seeing, I felt I could see
it.” Others expressed other experiences related to emergence: “I could see they were
passionate and I could see that feeling in the data too.”, “You really see them going
in the data”, and “I love the data emerging. Of course, I knew they were emerging
from kissing.” Some Spectators indicate the importance of synchronization between
the beginning and end of physical kissing and its visualization of EEG data, for
their experience. Often lively discussions start about data interpretation, intimacy in
public and issues of privacy, in relation to the information value of EEG data.

16Visible in video documentation.
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7.5.2.2 Discussion

Couples, friends and strangers of various ages and diverse cultural backgrounds have
participated in these experiments, some for hours. Ambivalence, both purposefully
designed and emergent, is shown to be essential to evoke engagement and immersion
of Actors and Spectators in the shared orchestration.

Firstly, Kissing Actors need to ambivalently trust the Host while simultaneously
risking judgement of their vulnerable act of kissing and the resulting data by Specta-
tors. For immersion in intimate experience, it has shown to be important for Actors to
‘semi-lose touch’ with Spectators. However, ambivalently, they also have expressed
the need to have confirmation that Spectators are present.

Secondly, ambivalently, individual Spectators have expressed the need to witness
the Actors’ physical (intimate kissing) gestures and simultaneously give meaning to
the emerging abstract data visualization. In this process, seeing the Actors kissing
gestures is shown to be needed to ‘feel’ the data visualization as being intimate.

Thirdly, to individually interpret the EEG data visualization as an expression of
intimacy, Spectators and Actors have indicated the need to be confirmed of each
other’s presence during the kiss. Ambivalently, they express the need of a shared
experience to interpret individually. Spectators also express the need to be able to
witness other Spectators. Actors have shown the need the presence of Spectators
witnessing their emergingBCI data, to appropriate the data visualization in retrospect
as ‘their portrait’ of shared intimacy.

Importantly, shared intimate experience is only reported if reflection is facilitated,
for all to share and co-experience.

7.5.3 EEG KISS: Artistic Orchestration 2

Orchestration 2 took place at the Frascati Theaters Amsterdam, 2016. 11 Couples
and 43 Spectators participated. In this adapted orchestration Actors are surrounded
by sound and by a visual, abstract, streaming EEG data floor projection witnessed
by Spectators, depicted in Fig. 7.9. This orchestration explores whether spatial data
visualization and data audification enhance shared engagement for BCI mediated
intimate connections, as described above. Note, that in this second orchestration,
Actors and Spectators behaviour observed by the Host was comparable to Orches-
tration 1. Only new aspects are described Fig. 7.8.

7.5.3.1 Results

When asked by theHost, Actors indicate that they experience kissing the other person
as both familiar and unfamiliar. Actors follow theHost’s invitation to close their eyes,
to listen to the sound, and to immerse in each other’s kiss.
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Fig. 7.8 EEG KISS Orchestration 2 at Frascati Theaters, Amsterdam. 2016. © Lancel/Maat

As in the previous orchestration, in phase 5, Actors are asked to reflect about the
kiss in dialoguewith theHost. Actors refer to the impact of soundwithwords such as:
“The sound made my kiss more intense and more focused. The tickling sound, that
emerged from my brain activity, made me imagine electric rain drops that enhanced
and merged with my experience of electrified kissing.” and “It felt like our kiss was
being borne by the music”. A few Actors, who indicated that they tried to control the
sound through different ways of kissing, referred to their kiss as ‘fun’ rather than as
intimate.

Spectators are observed by the Host to be more concentrated and immersed in the
circular data environment and data audification, in comparison to Orchestration 1.
Both Actors and Spectators express for example: “This situation is weird but feels
strangely safe.”, “The sound makes the space reflective”, “This feels like a kind of
trance” or “I could stay here forever.” Some stay for hours, talking quietly with each
other.More often than inOrchestration 1, theHost observes that Spectators encourage
each other to become Actors and kiss. Even strangers kiss. While the average time
for Actors to start to kiss is between 1 and 30 s, strangers starting to kiss can take up
to 5 min. These 5 min are reported by all Actors and Spectators to be experienced as
being very intense. Furthermore, in this second orchestration, the duration of kissing
is longer (between 20 s and 10 min) in comparison to orchestration 1.

The circular data visualization is designed for Spectators to stand around the
Actors. A few Actors indicate that they experience the circular, emerging data visu-
alization as ‘a radar.’ Spectators are observed to never enter the floor projection while
Actors kiss. Most Actors and Spectators describe their experience of the data visual-
ization as immersive, indicated by for example “Can I step into it?”, “Is this a sort of
brain data space?”, “These lines here are moving more wildly than those lines over
there” (while observed to be pointing at the projection on the ground proximate to
their bodies)”, or “Am I staying in their brain activity?”.
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Fig. 7.9 Spatial model of digital synaesthetics inmulti-modalmulti brain BCI interaction for social
touch: Artistic orchestration 2. © Lancel/Maat and Studio Matusiak (2016) (Lancel et al. 2018)

The Host observes that Actors seem more comfortable entering the staged space
and to being exposed, in comparison to Orchestration 1. Furthermore, after kissing,
Actors take more time to talk about their kisses with the Host, to explore their
memories of kissing. They are, in general, seen to be more comfortable, talking
while watching the streaming data around them, indicated by one Actor to be both
‘beautiful and strange’.

7.5.3.2 Discussion

Orchestration 2 shows that circular, streaming visual data and data audification, of the
multi-brain BCI enhances focus and immersion for all participants. Ambivalently,
spatially, the data visualization distances Actors from the Spectators, while at the
same time bridging them. Furthermore, ambivalently, Actors have shown to need
the data visualization to experience and remember an intimate kiss, but most Actors
express forgetting the data visualization while kissing. For Actors, the shared data
audification is perceived by many to be shared feedback of their performativity,
merging with their kissing experience. The combination of shared sound and spatial
data visualization has been observed to increase embodied, immersive experience
of the BCI data for Spectators. This multi-modal BCI orchestration with spatial
visualization and shared sound has shown to increase participants’ feeling of safety
and involvement, both in time and in intimate connection with each other.

7.6 Conclusion and Future Research

This chapter explores design syntheses for artistic orchestrations of shared intimate
experiences, of multi-brain, multi-modal BCI interaction, through touch. Digital
synaesthetic, shared intimate social touch experience is explored through disruption
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of familiar relations between ‘who you kiss and who is being kissed, what you see
and what you hear’. A model of digital synaesthetics in multi-modal, multi-brain
BCI interaction for social touch is proposed.

Two orchestrations show that for engagement in shared, intimate experiences
mediated by multi-brain BCI, sensory connections and feedback processes through
seeing, hearing, and touching need to be disrupted. They need re-orchestration into
multiple ambivalent connections, such as connections between participants (Actors
and Spectators), senses, actions and connections between physical presence and vir-
tual, spontaneously emergingBCI representations. Audification of BCI data of touch,
enhances the Actors and Spectators’ experience of feedback. Spatial data visualiza-
tion provides an embodied, immersive relation to the BCI data, both isolating and
bridging Actors and Spectators. The combination of spatial BCI data visualization
and audification increases focus, concentration, immersion and feelings of safety.
Central stage intimate touch is essential to shared experience and reflection.

Meaningful shared intimate experience mandates an orchestration that includes
vulnerable self-disclosure, witnessing, dialogue and reflection, embedded in individ-
ual and shared interpretation, in co-presence with all participants. Themediating role
of the Host is a crucial element of the design. The proposed model in which the role
of Hosting is defined, is based on shared perception of a social, sensory synthesis.

This model of digital synaesthetics facilitates the design of new shared intimate
experiences of social touch mediated by multi modal multi brain BCI interaction in
public spaces.

Current and future research extends the BCI interface to include brain activity
of both Actors (touching) and Spectators (mirror-touching) for a Multi Brain BCI
visualization (Lancel/Maat 2018).

The correlation of EEG and fNIRS data visualization to experiences of connect-
edness (synchronization), in a social-technical performative synthesis, is currently
being explored. These data visualizations are studied from an aesthetic perspective,
for a new approach to understanding data patterns. This approach is explored in dia-
logue with participants in the artistic orchestrations, for an emotionally intelligent
machine learning system for intimate experience (Figs. 7.10 and 7.11).
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Fig. 7.10 EEG KISS Orchestration 2 at HeK, Haus for Electronic Art, Basel, 2018 (EEG KISS
Orchestration 2, HeK Haus for Electronic Art, Basel, 2018 © Lancel/Maat 2018.)

Fig. 7.11 Kissing Data, Ars Electronica Linz, 2018 (Kissing Data, Ars Electronica Linz, 2018 ©
Lancel/Maat 2018.)
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Chapter 8
New Ways of Knowing Ourselves. BCI
Facilitating Artistic Exploration of Our
Biology

Laura Jade and Sam Gentle

Abstract As rapidly advancing technologies become more widely available, hav-
ing access to tools that collect biometric data and in particular BCI technology, is
providing artists with new ways of exploring our biological selves as well as creating
newmodes of audience interaction. Brainlight is a large illuminated interactive sculp-
ture that integrates biology, lighting design and BCI technology to explore the hidden
aspects of our minds. The installation is controlled with a wireless EMOTIVEPOC+
EEG headset that detects live neural activity which is translated into a light display
within the brain sculpture. In real time it visualises the brain frequencies of Theta
(3.5–7.5 Hz) as green light, Alpha (7.5–13 Hz) as blue light, and Beta (16–32 Hz)
as red light. Previously, in more traditional art, when an audience views an artwork
their own psychological process would be a passive, hidden, private experience. The
aim of Brainlight is to harness the brain as the creator of an interactive art experience
where no physical interplay is required except for the electrical activity of the mind.
The project exposes some key developments in the use of BCI technology for artis-
tic purposes, such as how to accurately collect and process EEG data aesthetically,
and what license the artist can take with this data in order to facilitate meaning or
allow space for the audience to bring their own meaning to the work. This chapter
will explore these developments and outline the collaborative process behind the
research and development of the work and the contexts in which it has subsequently
been exhibited and used by the public.
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8.1 Introduction

8.1.1 Technology: An Artist’s Tool

Technology and art have always been bound. Art, like technology, shapes and is
shaped by the social and cultural environment in which it is created. In recent years,
as rapidly advancing technologies become democratised, access to tools that collect
biometric data and in particular brain-computer interface (BCI) technology, have
expanded the boundaries of what are considered artists’ tools. When methods are
appropriated from other disciplines (such as science), new artistic mediums are gen-
erated. Biosensors that collect heart rate, breath or skin conductance are turning our
biological data into mediums for artistic exploration. When brain-computer inter-
faces (BCI) become the tool, the brain and consciousness itself become the medium
for inquiry.

8.1.2 Hybrid Artists and Biologically-Driven Interactive
Artworks

In our globalised world, contemporary artists increasingly have access to research
outside their field, which is facilitating cross-disciplinary and interdisciplinary prac-
tice. This is creating a new ecology of hybrid artists, who use scientific tools to
harness the body’s bio-rhythms and generate live artistic interactions. Artists cre-
ating mind-driven interactive artworks are exploring the capabilities of augmented
BCI technologies to interface directly with the brain. The most common technique
applied in these devices, is Electroencephalography (EEG)—a recording of small
electrical currents along the scalp generated by the synchronous activity of neurons
in the cortex—the outer layer of the brain.

One of the earliest and most well-known examples of sonifying brain activity,
was conducted by Adrian and Matthews (1934), who listened to human brain alpha
oscillations; the sound ofwhich they dubbed the “Berger Rhythm” (after HansBerger
who invented electroencephalography and discovered the Alpha wave in 1924). Sub-
sequently, artists have been among the pioneers of EEG use outside clinical settings,
designing situations and applications for EEG use in “real-life contexts” since the
1960s. The composer Alvin Lucier applied Adrian and Matthew’s idea in his 1965
workMusic For Solo Performer, where he amplified his alpha rhythms through per-
cussive instruments for a live audience (Lucier 1976).

Fifty years later, the creative potential of BCI in contemporary art practices has
only increased due to the availability of affordable, easy to use EEG technologies.
In the last decade in particular, BCI has proliferated across a wide variety of artistic
practices. Many artists using BCI are curious to see how their inner mental states can
inform their art practice and offer new forms of expression. Sculptural work such as
Ian Popian’s Mental Fabrications (2014) translates EEG data into 3D printed topo-
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graphical sculptures, exploring how our emotional responses could inform archi-
tectural design practices. Random Quark’s The Art Of Feeling turns the collected
EEG data of a person’s emotional memory, (such as “the birth of my son”), into
digital paintings (Papatheodorou and Chambers 2018). Neuro-knitting is a project
which translates EEG activity into textiles (Guljajeva et al. 2018). Media artist Refik
Anadol’sMelting Memories (2017) turns EEG recordings focused on long and short
term memory into mesmerising large-scale projections and animations. Lisa Park
gives the invisible energies of her brain an auditory and visible form in her work
Eunoia II (2014) where real-time EEG signals translate Park’s changing brain activ-
ity into sound vibrations that manipulate 48 pools of water. When describing her
work, Park says “I wanted to make a connection that our brainwaves, feelings and
sound waves are all frequencies of energies…my work attempts to embody this idea
of giving the invisible a physical form to create an external representation of myself”
(2014).

These artists are demonstrating how electrical data generated by the brain can
be transformed artistically into a wide variety of cross-modal sensory experiences.
According to Gsöllpointner, experiencing your brain’s electrical activity modified
into an artwork can result in an altered perception of the self by inducing “digital
synesthesia” (2016). Synesthesia is a phenomenon of perception where sensations
experienced in one sensory domain are translated and expressed in another, such
as sounds experienced as colours. Digital synesthesia is produced when a sensory
stimulus is transferred across other sensory domains by way of a digital interaction.
For instance, brain data collected from an EEG can be translated via software into
visual images or sounds allowing you to experience the activity of your mind through
visual or auditory sensory channelswhich alters theway you naturally sense yourself.

The virtue of this practice in art lies in its capacity to reveal biological systems
that are otherwise imperceptible, offering revelations on aspects of humanness that
come from the extension or alteration of the self through technology. Artists working
with BCI are contributing to the convergent field of practice that seeks to explore the
juncture between art, technology and the mind; a framework that has been defined
by Roy Ascott as the “technoetic arts”. Ascott says that “the body is no longer a
solid biological entity but a technologically connected or enhanced cyborg”. Ascott
calls “cyberception”, “the emergent human faculty of technologically augmented
cognition and perception,” which acts not only as an extension or enhancement of
the senses, but as a unification and distribution of the mind, producing new human
faculties (Ascott 1999). Artistic research of this nature may offer new pathways
within the field of human computer interaction by introducing novel sensorymethods
of interfacing with computer systems that aim to amplify human qualities (Vygandas
2018).
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8.2 Brainlight

8.2.1 Introduction to Brainlight

Brainlight is an artwork that explores how technology can aesthetically interfacewith
themind. It integrates biology, lighting design and BCI technology into an interactive
brain sculpture, lasercut from transparent perspex and engravedwith neural networks.
The installation is controlled with a wireless EMOTIV EPOC+ EEG headset which
detects and outputs live neural activity, translating electrical signals from the user’s
brain, into a vivid and dynamic light display within the brain sculpture. In real-time
Brainlight visualises the brain frequencies of theta (3.5–7.5 Hz) as green light, alpha
(7.5–13 Hz), as blue light and beta (16–32 Hz) as red light (Fig. 8.1).

The project highlights some key developments in the use of BCI technology for
artistic purposes, such as how to collect and process EEG data in an artistic context,
how to translate it into a live interaction that communicates the data aesthetically
(explored in Sect. 8.3), how the work has been experienced in various contexts
(Sect. 8.4), and what license the artist can take with this data in order to allow
space for the audience to bring their own meaning to the work (Sect. 8.5). Further
developments of the work are explored in Sect. 8.6, and evaluation methods and
future directions are explored in Sect. 8.7.

8.2.2 Artist Aims

Various methods for exploring the mind have been used throughout human history.
Yet most of us live with very little understanding of the underlying processes within
our own minds. Consciousness continues to be one of the more enigmatic problems
for both the natural sciences and philosophy. One of its most perplexing properties is
that it materialises as an intimate, subjective, experiential sense of self (Menon et al.
2014).

Fig. 8.1 Brainlight and the illuminated colours that represent each brain frequency
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What can interactive art tell us about the self?According toRokeby, the interactive
artist holds up a mirror to the spectator, resulting in a shifting reflection. These
“transformed reflections are a dialogue between the self and the world beyond. The
echo operates like a wayward loop of consciousness through which one’s image
of one’s self and one’s relationship to the world can be examined, questioned and
transformed” (Rokeby 1995).

While all art engenders a relationship between the audience and the work, in
Brainlight’s case, the audience also enters a relationship directly with the self. The
artwork transfers neuro-feedback therapy, a technique used to teach self-regulation
of brain activity (e.g. Hammond 2007; Peper et al. 1979), from a clinical setting to
an artistic one by creating a sculpture that aesthetically embodies a live visualisation
of brain activity, allowing a participant to have an intimate and unique interaction
with their inner selves—to “meet their own mind”—externally. The work aims to
facilitate a curiosity to know and sense oneself more intimately, while at the same
time explores the creative potential of BCI technologies.

Wadeson et al. (2015) identifies four types of user control of artistic BCI’s: passive
control, selective control, direct control and collaborative control. Brainlight can be
classified as a ‘selective control’ BCI as users can intentionally control their brain
activity through emotion, relaxation or excitement etc. in order to influence the
artworks pre-determined parameters. The artwork is partly an extension of the user,
however the relationship between the user and the work is externally defined by
myself the artist.

Experiencing Brainlight as an audience member invites not just a dialogue with
their own mind, but also invites them to question and engage with their experience of
BCI technology. Brainlight’s visual simplification of the brains complexity through
coloured light, makes tangible only a small glimpse of the true reality of the brain’s
electrochemical processes. The work inevitably reveals a tension between our desire
for self-reflection and the inexplicable gap between the physical brain and the ethereal
mind.

8.2.3 Communicating Emotion

There is considerable neuroscience research into understanding how humans best
communicate with one another (e.g. Sherry 2015). Particularly important appears
to be empathetic communication and the transfer of feelings and emotions. The
field of affective computing aims to bridge the gap between human emotions and
computational technology (Heanue 2018). One approach to communicating emotion
via a computer, without using language, is by using pattern recognition algorithms to
pick up facial expressions (Ekman 1994) or body gestures (Kleinsmith and Bianchi-
Berthouze 2013). Other techniques for non-verbal emotional measurement include,
heart rate, blood pressure, temperature, electro-dermal responses and respiration
(Molina et al. 2009).
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Since the early experiments with EEG on humans in the 1920s, the use of EEG
in the study of the brain has been mainly focused on clinical diagnostics and trying
to understand neurological processes and functions in a research laboratory environ-
ment (Maskeliunas et al. 2016). Only recently has EEG received specific interest for
its potential to be harnessed as a communication channel for BCI. The advantage
of having access to real-time brain activity with EEG means that a person’s current
emotional state can become a passive or active method for BCI control (Molina et al.
2009; Mühl et al. 2014). As Gürkök and Nijholt suggest, if art is a way to express
emotion (emotions we might not yet understand), then BCI generated art could even
help us understand the emotions we are experiencing (2013).

The universal struggle to express our innermost feelings led me to the question of
what it might be like to be able to transfer internal states and emotions to one another
through BCI communication. As an artistic exploration, Brainlight uses BCI tech-
nology to tune in as best as possible to the unspoken, subtle forms of communication
of the electrical activity that produces our thoughts and emotions. Despite the com-
plexity of emotions and the limitations of EEG, I was curious to see if a simplification
of live brain activity, symbolically visualised through colour, could communicate a
sense of a person’s inner reality to an audience and generate ameaningful experience.
In doing so, the artwork asks the audience to imagine a future where technology may
be able to enhance our ability to capture and share inner qualities that are innately
human, and inevitably ask themselves whether or not this would be desirable.

8.2.4 Light, Art and the Brain

One of the most fascinating biological relationships is between our bodies and light.
We depend on light for all kinds of important metabolic functions, such as vitamin D
and melatonin production and maintaining healthy circadian rhythms. Beyond this,
light is also our connection to the universe. Through light we can observe distant
galaxies, nebulas and look back at the beginning of existence itself.

There is also an interesting connection between light frequencies and brain fre-
quencies. Light is a photon travelling through space in an electromagnetic wave.
The visible light spectrum is the particular electromagnetic frequencies that interact
with our visual system in order to stimulate the perception of colour. Because colour
does not actually exist in nature—it is all generated in our mind—our own brain is
essentially collaborating with light in order to perceive the world around us.

Brainlight takes this idea a step further by harnessing BCI interaction to create a
neuro-feedback loop of this process of perception. The artwork is activated by your
brain’s electrical activity; it transforms these electrical frequencies into light waves,
which are then re-translated by your brain into colour. The colour which your brain is
now seeing, is a visual representation of this very perceptual process, meaning you as
viewer bear witness to a real-time loop of your brain transforming the image of your
brain transforming the image etc. This is no different to the constant input-output
mechanism performed by the visual cortex, with the exception that the input is now
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also the output. The recursive nature of the feedback demonstrates the potential of
artistically devised interactive technologies to bring us closer to the pure process of
perception itself.

8.2.5 Communicating with Colour

Brainlight displays, as coloured light, a live stream of dominant brain frequencies,
creating a neuro-feedback loop between the artwork and the viewer. Red, blue and
green (RGB) light was chosen to represent the brain states beta, alpha and theta
respectively, in order to make use of the artistic symbolism associated with each
colour.

Because of connotations with speed, fire, heat and intensity, the colour red was
used to represent beta (16–32 Hz) frequencies, which have a higher energy and
can signify states of alertness and intense emotions such as excitement and stress
(Alonso et al. 2015; Ray and Cole 1985). Dominant alpha oscillations (7.5–13 Hz)
have been correlated with calm, meditative and relaxed states, particularly in the
occipital channels when the eyes are closed (Ahani et al. 2014; Chiesa and Serretti
2009; Khare and Nigam 2000; Lutz et al. 2007), and so the colour blue was chosen
due to its association with peace, introspection and tranquility. Green, symbolic of
nature, was used to represent Theta (3.5–7.5 Hz) which has been linked to a large
number of cognitive processes, such as integrating affective and cognitive sources of
information in working memory tasks and action monitoring (Cavanagh et al. 2011;
Kawasaki et al. 2010; Klimesch 1999), heightened expressiveness and creativity
(Gruzelier 2008; Gruzelier et al. 2014) and deep meditation and present-moment
awareness (Cahn and Polich 2006) to name just a few.

AsRGB are the three primary colours of light, they have the added benefit of being
visually distinct, allowing each dominant brain state to be communicated clearly.

The electrode positions on the EEG headset were mapped to corresponding posi-
tions on the brain sculpture via the projected light. The dominant frequencies in each
electrode could then be individually visualised, creating a dynamic multi-coloured
array of light displaying the rhythm andmovement of the dominant electrical activity
emanating from the brain.

Although the software doesn’t explicitly mix the colours in the sculpture, early in
the process we were surprised to notice additive secondary colours emerging when
neighbouring regions of the brain were displaying different dominant frequencies.
This allowed for interesting subjective meanings to be created by audience members.
One example, at Illuminate, a light festival in Wagga Wagga, Australia, an 8-year-
old girl was asked to imagine what made her most happy, after which the entire
brain sculpture radiated a warm magenta light. She told us she was thinking about
her guinea pig, which she loved very much. The magenta was created because her
brain produced equal amounts of calm alpha frequencies (blue light) and excited
beta frequencies (red light), and the coincidental mixing of the two states appeared
to communicate a “loving” state of mind to the audience.
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The nature of this subjective interpretation opened up interesting questions in
relation to public interpretation of the data and my role as an artist facilitator in
allowing subjectivemeaning to be created during an individual’s personal experience
with the Brainlight. (This is explored in more depth in Sect. 8.5.)

8.2.6 Limitations of EEG

It should be mentioned that analysis and interpretation methods for EEG are still
limited and a consensus on the relationships between complex cortical dynamics
sensed through an EEG is not apparent in the literature. It is well established that
EEG is best suited for sensing fast temporal dynamics, which makes it ideal for
interactive artworks which rely on fast and responsive feedback in order to facilitate
a perceivable interaction with an audience. In this respect, EEG works well for
studying responses to stimuli by showing real-time changes in regular brain activity
(Zioga et al. 2014).

In contrast to high temporal resolution, a significant limitation of EEG is poor
spatial resolution. EEG is most sensitive to the electrical activity produced in the
outer layers of the cortex whichmeans that the activity produced by deeper structures
inside the brain contribute far less to the EEG signal. Because of this we can only
observe how the outer brain signals change in response to various types of activities
or stimuli and then make inferences about the brain processes involved in such
situations. Indeed, it is very unlikely that a single cerebral rhythm is associated with
a specific cerebral function, particularly when it has been shown that even single
neurons have the ability to oscillate at multiple frequencies (Mantini et al. 2007).

In an article by Herrmann et al. (2016) the authors state that “almost every cogni-
tive process has been associated with an event-related EEG oscillation. However,
there are many more different cognitive processes than the five different well-
established frequency bands (delta, theta, alpha, beta, and gamma). Therefore, it
is obvious that one cannot establish a 1:1 mapping between cognitive processes on
the one side and EEG oscillations on the other side. It is more likely that EEG oscil-
lations contribute to different cognitive functions depending on where in the brain
and with what parameters (amplitude, frequency, phase, coherence) they occur.”

In light of this, Brainlight’s visualisation of theta, alpha and beta frequencies and
the associations with particular conscious states referred to throughout this chapter,
are based on the most frequently replicated and widely accepted findings within the
literature.

Another limitation that should bementioned is that EEG recordings can easily pick
up noise and non-brain artifacts such as signals produced by muscular movement,
heart activity or other exterior disturbances that interfere with the purity of the signal.
Commercial grade EEG headsets are particularly prone to this and therefore offer
only a rudimentary accuracy. According to Stamps and Hamam (2010) the EMOTIV
EPOC+ is the most usable low cost EEG device and Maskeliunas et al. (2016)
show that it performed better in attention/meditation tasks than other devices of
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similar value on the market. Duvinage et al. (2013) demonstrated that the EPOC’s
performance is above random and is therefore suitable be used for gaming or for
communication for the disabled. It is for these reasons that we chose to use EMOTIV.

It is also worth noting that EEG frequencies in humans vary widely according to
the brain anatomy of the person, stress, mood, age, neurological diseases, memory
performance, therefore any specific analysis of EEGmust be interpreted with caution
(Klimesch 1999).

It seems unavoidable that BCI technologies will continually need a high level
of processing and human decision making in order to interpret the raw data and
extract meaning from it. Unlike heart monitors (ECG) or electrodermal sensors,
which access amore direct expression of a person’s biological inner life, EEGdevices
may never accurately “read our minds” in a pure sense due to the distortion inherent
in interpreting EEG signals. Despite this, it seems likely that future advances in our
interactions with computers through BCI will become ever richer as we increase our
understanding of the brain’s inner states (Mühl et al. 2014).

8.3 Context and Collaboration

8.3.1 University of Technology, Sydney and Culture at Work

Brainlight was created as a research project for a Masters of Design in Lighting
at the University of Technology, Sydney (UTS). Two professors were of particular
influence in their unique approach to technology and lighting design, Michael Day,
head of the Lighting Studio, and Bert Bongers, leader of the Interactivation Lab, both
in the faculty of Design, Architecture and Building.

Alongside UTS, Brainlight was created through Culture at Work’s (CAW) 2015
art+ science residency program. CAW is a non-for-profit organisation that connects
art and science through artist residencies, educational programs and exhibitions.
The residency provided mentorship, curatorship, and a studio space for four weeks,
followed by a two-week exhibition at CAW’s Accelerator Gallery.

The values of both these institutions, in terms of encouraging experimental cross-
disciplinary practice as well as the conditions they provided, such as access to new
research, were highly influential in Brainlight’s creation. It is important that envi-
ronments such as these continue to encourage and engage in innovative methods of
working, where experimental, cross-disciplinary collaborative projects can be nur-
tured and explored.
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8.3.2 The Collaborative Process

An interdisciplinary approach was important in the research and development of
Brainlight. The team included software engineer SamGentle, neuroscience andmedi-
cal innovation researcher Peter SimpsonYoung, industrial designerNeillWainwright
and electronics engineer Sami Sabik.

One of the most important aspects of collaborating with an interdisciplinary team
is learning how to communicate. In order to understand each other we needed to
spend time learning each other’s disciplinary approach; grasping new vocabulary,
language and terminologies in the process. As the artist, being able to communicate
aesthetic ideas and conduct experiments with the lighting visualisations required
grasping the possibilities and limitations of the software architecture that Sam was
designing. In turn, he had to learn to work within an iterative artistic framework by
designing software that allowed for versatility.

A large part of my role was synthesising everyone’s input in order to realise an
over-all creative vision, balancing what was inherently important to each discipline
and cultivating alternative directions to tackle obstacles. Different components of
the project also moved at different speeds and here communication was particularly
important for remaining on schedule and maintaining momentum.

Brainlight required three key components to come together:

1. The design of the physical artwork, including a brain sculpture, portable base
and lighting system.

2. The science of electroencephalography (EEG), data collection and processing.
3. A soft and hardware architecture to transform EEG data into a light display.

Neill Wainwright assisted with the 3D development and design of the physi-
cal sculpture. Using an MRI scan of a 35-year-old healthy male we translated the
3D model into a slice-form which was laser cut out of clear 5 mm perspex (see
Fig. 8.2). The brain sculpture consists of 25 vertical slices that slide into a central

Fig. 8.2 Slice-formbrain sculpture (left) created fromanMRI brain scan and neural network design
(right) laser etched into each brain slice
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spine which delineates the right and left hemispheres. Each slice is etched with neu-
ral pathways creating the illusion of a three-dimensional neural network within the
sculpture (Fig. 8.2).

Peter-Simpson Young guided us on the anatomical and neuronal organisational
structure of the cerebral cortex (and its various sensory, motor and cognitive func-
tions) and then advised us on current neuroscience research into EEG technology
and its capacity for capturing the electrical activity associated with different brain
states. We tested several low-cost commercial EEG headsets, which had between
one and four channels but decided that their resolution and feedback potential was
too limited, instead choosing to work with an EMOTIV EPOC+ which provided a
better EEG resolution via its 14 channels.

Sam Gentle developed the custom software and hardware architecture (detailed
in Sect. 8.3.3). A Raspberry Pi was used to run the software which processed the
raw EEG data received wirelessly through a USB. The visual output was sent over
HDMI to a 5000 lm data projector which was positioned above the brain sculpture.

An important quality of the collaboration was the mutual gain that emerged from
learning about each other’s disciplines, as well as extending our skills in our own
practices. Seeing one discipline through the lens of another can offer valuable per-
spectives and new insights.

After our collaboration it is interesting to note how the payoffs for each collabora-
tor varied.AsBrainlight is primarily an artwork originally designed to be experienced
in an art gallery, the recompense for myself as the artist are the rewards of the art
industry; exhibitions, invitations for artistic performances and conferences within
that field. While these were valuable to myself as an artist by way of career develop-
ment, these rewards were less valuable to the other collaborators. However, indirect
benefits for the team emerged later in the form of further collaborations and career
opportunities. Sam became creative technologist in residence at CAW, moving away
from commercial software development to develop his own artworks. Peter and Sam
worked together on a BCI sound project titled “Mind Music” for Spotify, and Neill
and Peter are currently developing a non-invasive brain stimulation device within the
Science Of Innovation Lab at UNSW, Sydney.

8.3.3 EEG Processing

EEG signals were acquired from the 14 channels of the EMOTIV EPOC+ at 128 Hz,
14-bit resolution.We used a 5th-order Butterworth filter to remove frequencies below
3 Hz which are more vulnerable to noise and artifacts. We further improved signal
clarity by applying a Blackman-Harris window function and a fast Fourier transform
at 0.5 Hz resolution to deconstruct the time domain of the EEG signals into the
frequency domains of Theta (3.5–7.5 Hz), Alpha (7.5–13 Hz), Beta (16–32 Hz).
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8.3.4 Software Architecture

Creating software and hardware systems for artworks requires flexibility and stability.
To support creativity, a system must be able to respond to its artist, to iterate and
improve as the work takes shape. However, an exhibition demands a system that is
reliable and predictable. Neither audiences nor artists want a canvas that reboots to
apply updates, or suddenly fails during a show and cannot be replaced.

Achieving both stability and flexibility in a single system is difficult: if it is easy
to change on purpose, it also tends to be easy to change accidentally. It is possible
to overcome this problem by creating one larger system out of a number of smaller
systems, known as modules.

In our system, the modules were completely independent, so that editing one
component of the software did not require a complete overhaul of the entire code. For
example, the “epoc”module, responsible for acquiring the EEG data, hardly changed
at all during the design process. The “freqs” module, which did the bulk of the data
processing, changed more often as we experimented with time-delays and neuro-
feedback potentials. While the “vis” module, which displayed the visualisation, was
in a state of constant flux until the final artistic output was chosen. This independence
allowed each individual module to have its own trade-off between flexibility and
stability. Key to this was the knowledge that changes in one module could not cause
problems in another.

Despite changes and tweaks to the system right up until opening night, it worked
without failure or further modification, not just during that exhibition, but through
years of subsequent exhibitions both locally and internationally.

8.3.5 Visualisation

The visualisation needed to achieve the aesthetic goals of the artwork, while com-
municating the brain’s activity as accurately as possible, while working within the
limitations of the hardware.

To make the visualisation fast and responsive, we tuned our signal processing to
achieve a compromise between accuracy and speed, but even so it took 2 s of EEG
data to produce 1 frame of visual output, an unavoidable limitation of the Fourier
transform. To work around this, we used pipelining: multiple overlapping transforms
running simultaneously. For example, one transform could run from 0:00 to 0:02,
another from 0:01 to 0:03, 0:02 to 0:04, and so on. The processing still takes 2 s,
but because of the overlap there is an update every second. In fact, we overlapped 8
transforms so the data would update 4 times per second.

Although 4 updates per second is quite fast by EEG standards, it is slow for
animation, where rates of 25, 30 or even 60 frames per second are common. It
became clear as we worked with the perspex sculpture, that it looked best having
rapid changes in brightness, colour and movement which caused the light to twinkle
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Fig. 8.3 Still images of cellular automaton patterns used to animate Brainlight’s visualisation of
EEG data

and reflect between its interior surfaces. To bridge this gap, we added an additional
layer of animation based on cellular automata.

A cellular automaton is a grid of cells, where each cell obeys rules governing its
interactions with its neighbours. By carefully tuning the rules, it is possible to achieve
a variety of organic patterns. In our case, the grid nature of cellular automata matched
quite naturally to pixels on a projector, and the organic movement complemented the
behaviour of the EEG data.

The final visualisation consisted of a cellular automaton animation layer (Fig. 8.3),
which created organic patterns of light and dark using colours derived from the
EEG frequency bands layered on top. This layering technique allowed the animated
visuals to make the best aesthetic use of the perspex brain while still providing a
clear representation of the underlying EEG data.

8.3.6 Visual Experimentation

During the four-week residency at CAW we developed interactive interfaces which
translated the electrical data from the EEG headset into various forms of visual
communication, including projections (Fig. 8.4), prototype brainmaquettes (Fig. 8.5)
and the final Brainlight sculpture (Fig. 8.6).

8.3.7 Testing Prototypes

During the CAW residency we had several opportunities to engage with the public
and test the prototypes we had created for visualising brain activity. In May 2015,
during Pyrmont festival, we presented Cerebral Orb (see Fig. 8.4), a circular light
projection that allowed participants wearing the EEG headset to observe their dom-
inant brain frequencies (mapped to corresponding locations within a circular light
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Fig. 8.4 Cerebral Orb, interactive light projection and EEG frequency graph

Fig. 8.5 Cerebral Nebula, laser-cut and hand-etched perspex

display) change colour depending on their state of mind. A second projection dis-
played a graph showing the frequency ranges as well as the connectivity level of the
EEG electrodes to the scalp in order to present a measure of the connectivity of each
electrode and the purity of the signal.

As interactive artworks invite audience participation there is a level of unpre-
dictability in how they will be used. In the case of Brainlight, in order to observe
as wide a range of natural interactions as possible, I gave very little guidance to
the public other than a basic understanding of what the headset was capturing and
which colours correspond to which frequencies. There was substantial variation in
how the public approached the artwork. Some were nervous about what might be
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Fig. 8.6 Brainlight, laser-cut perspex, 120 cm × 120 cm × 110 cm

revealed, leading to cautious interactions, others were more outgoing and curious,
eager to experiment and stimulate their own brain in order to activate colour changes.
Some gained a level of control over their mind by using the visual neurofeedback
to practice retaining particular states, while others found it challenging to gain any
sense of control over the work.

This test period was useful for two reasons. First, it enabled us to see amuchwider
spectrum of brain activity with noticeable variation from person to person in terms of
rhythm and frequency dominance. Second, it gave me a chance to observe audience
behaviour, which informed the way I facilitated future interactions with the work.
It allowed me to develop a sensitivity towards different participant’s temperaments
and to test a range of emotion or memory based “triggers” in the form of questions
that stimulated people to access different brain states in order to more easily see the
resulting colour change (discussed in Sect. 8.5).

8.4 Exhibition Journey

Since the launch in 2015, Brainlight has been experienced in a wide range of con-
texts; from science museums, art galleries, festivals and conferences, to universities,
schools, corporate offices and private homes. Each of these settings have their own
cultural codes and conventions which influence the interaction, interpretation and
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response to Brainlight, affecting the aesthetic impact of the work and its subjective
meaning and significance.

InAustralia, Brainlight has exhibited at a number of Sydney’s cultural institutions,
including The Museum of Contemporary Art, The Museum of Applied Arts and
Sciences (an institute focused on the impact of technology, engineering, science
and design), The Australian Museum (the oldest museum in Australia dedicated
to anthropology and natural history) and Vivid Light Festival Ideas Conference on
neuroscience and creativity.

Internationally there have been further opportunities to exhibit Brainlight in con-
texts that specifically celebrate the nexus of art, science and technology, including
Hoy Es Diseno (Design of the Future) in Cali, Colombia, Ars Electronica Festival,
Austria, Athens Digital Art Festival, Greece, Starmus festival, Canary Islands and
GOGBOT (AI and Robotics festival), Netherlands.

An important characteristic of Brainlight has been its ability to create links from
one disciplinary context into another by generating integrative dialogues with the
public. Within the domain of art, audience members have often asked me more
questions about the scientific or technological aspect of the work than the artistic.
Surprisingly, I have found the converse to also be true and have ended up in numerous
discussions about art history, the nature of beauty and aesthetic sensibilities with
neuroscientists and computer programmers.

8.4.1 Brainlight and the Sydney Art Quartet

Playing and listening to music is a multi-sensual experience involving numerous
higher order, motor and sensory areas of the brain which stimulates emotions, mem-
ories, and drives reward centers (Chanda andLevitin 2013). There is even neurochem-
ical and physiological evidence to suggest music may have played a central role in
the evolution of the modern human mind (Cross 2006; Harvey 2018). In light of this,
collaborations between BCI and musical performers have provided opportunities to
explore the links between music and the brain.

Since Lucier’s sonification of brain signals in 1965, a wide variety of experimen-
tal brain-driven interfaces for musical expression have been created. Among these,
many use EEG signals as a trigger for music generation, such as the MoodMixer by
Leslie and Mullen which composes new music based on the combined EEG signals
of multiple participants (2011). To a lesser extent, brain-driven interfaces have been
created in order to show or study music’s effect on the brain (Mullen et al. 2015).
One example is Ringing Minds (2014), a collaborative installation by David Rosen-
boom, TimMullen andAlexander Khalil which uses the collective brain responses of
multiple audience members listening to music to influence a live music composition.

In 2017, Brainlight was invited to perform with the Sydney Art Quartet (SAQ)
in a series of three evening concerts titled Light Fantastic: Music + Neuroscience
+ Light (see Fig. 8.7). The performances focused on the concept of “genius” in
music; bringing to life five to five-hundred-year-old compositions, from Beethoven
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Fig. 8.7 Light Fantastic: Music+ Neuroscience+ Light, Brainlight performance with Sydney Art
Quartet

to Bach, Dvorak to Tool. The music was chosen to contrast the historical with the
contemporary as well as the technical with the emotive. The role of Brainlight was
to visualise the brain activity of the musicians performing in order to compare it to
the brain activity of the audience listening.

Across three evenings, Brainlight exposed some remarkable differences between
the brain patterns of the musicians and the audience. Lead cellist (and SAQ director)
James Beck wore the EEG headset for the first two compositions. His performance
was both technically complex and highly emotive, yet rarely did Brainlight flicker
into the upper frequencies of beta or alpha (associated with highly analytical and
calm states of mind respectively) remaining instead in a dominant state of theta.

Similarly, when the headset was placed on violinists Anna Albert and Thibaud
Pavlovic-Hobba, their brain activity remained in a steady state of theta throughout
their performance with very little dynamic fluctuation (Fig. 8.8).

The audience members who subsequently wore the EEG headset displayed a
remarkable contrast; exhibiting unstable fluctuations of predominately higher fre-
quencies (alpha and beta) suggesting a larger, more constantly changing range of
brain activity and emotions. Visually this contrast was obvious, having remained
bright green while worn by the musicians, when the headset was passed to the audi-
ence Brainlight began cycling quickly through red and blue, often displaying all
three colours simultaneously, visualising the varying emotional and physiological
reactions to the music’s own fluctuations in mood and rhythm.
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Fig. 8.8 SAQ and Brainlight performance featuring violinists Anna Albert (wearing the EEG) and
Thibaud Pavlovic-Hobba

The collaboration between SAQ and Brainlight demonstrated how BCI tech-
nologies can visualise underlying neurological phenomena in musical performance,
adding a new layer of interest for the audience by revealing the hidden differences
between performing and listening to music.

8.4.2 Brainlight and Science Communication

Science exhibitions and museums are increasingly employing tangible interactive
technologies in order to provide a higher engagement with information. As Welling-
ton has previously illustrated, “one of the achievements of hands-on science centres
has been to relate science and technology to the things that most people see and use”
(1990).

In 2018, the University of Nottingham’s “Quantum Sensing the Brain” exhibit at
the Royal Society’s Summer Science Exhibition in London included an immersive
“brain room” where visitors could wear an EEG headset and perform some basic
actions to influence an illuminated installation to learn how the brain works (Brookes
2018). Exhibitions such as this demonstrate how interactive models are playing an
important role in a learners’ investigation of complex phenomena (Fleck and Simon
2013).

Brainlight has proven to be a captivating medium for science communication
and public engagement with neuroscience. ABC’s Catalyst (an Australian national
science communication television series) used Brainlight in an episode titled “Brain
Stimulation” featuring scientists (including Brainlight collaborator Peter Simpson
Young) discussing brain-enhancing devices. In a follow up episode titled “Sleep
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Matters” they used Brainlight’s colour coded light display to communicate brain
activity cycling through the stages of sleep.

The work has also acted as a creative stimulus in more unusual scientific encoun-
ters. In 2017, I was invited by Professor Avi Schroeder to the Technion, Israeli Insti-
tute of Technology, to present Brainlight to his research team. Schroeder’s research
lab is focused on nanotechnology for targeted medicine, creating miniature medi-
cal devices that can couple diagnosis and therapy, called theranostic devices. These
drug-loaded nanoparticles can be remotely triggered with ultrasound to release an
anti-cancer chemotherapeutic inside tumours (Schroeder 2018). Schroeder’s interest
in Brainlight was to take his researchers out of the traditional scientific realm in
order to encourage them to think laterally and creatively about the brain’s natural
frequencies and how theymight be harnessed for nanomedicine. Utilising Brainlight,
Schroeder asked his lab researchers to consider the possibility of using neurofeed-
back training to trigger a medical therapeutic device targeted to a tumour site within
the brain.

Brainlight has also recently been commission by Dr. Adrian Ivanescu, assistant
professor of Anatomy and Embryology at the University of Medicine and Pharmacy
in Târgu Mureş Romania. Ivanescu is planning to use the artwork as an educational
tool for his students and has since presented it at their annual NEURON conference
(Neuron 2018).

8.4.3 Experiential Learning and Education

Brain activity is hard to understand because it cannot be sensed like other bodily
systems, for instance respiration, therefore it needs to be conceptualised (Frey et al.
2014). BCI technologies are creating interesting opportunities for experiential learn-
ing and education by creating new methods of conceptualising the brain.

Teegi (Tangible EEG Interface), for example, is a project that uses a tangible
character to visualise and analyse a user’s brain activity in real-time through various
EEG filters, such as motor, vision and mediation (Frey et al. 2014). The project also
enables users to better understand the kinds of brain activity that can be detected in
EEG signals in order to demystify BCI technologies.

Brainlight provides a similar interactive educational experience and has been
developed into a workshop for primary and secondary students. In the Brainlight
workshop, students are invited to interact with the artwork and partake in stimulus
activities such as puzzles, maths problems, memory games, and emotive role play in
order to predict and observe the changes in brain activity. In the process, students are
introduced to the concepts of neuroscience, brain anatomy, emotional intelligence,
mindfulness, data visualisation and BCI technologies.

Both Teegi and the Brainlight workshop demonstrates how biologically-driven
interactive models can offer students tangible, memorable and novel opportunities
for self-discovery by stimulating a unique engagement with their own bodies and
minds.
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8.5 Brainlight and the Audience

Brainlight’s interactive method of using a person’s mind to co-create the work, chal-
lenges the traditional role of an audience member. Typically, the viewer’s psycholog-
ical process is a private experience, hidden from the rest of the audience. Brainlight
harnesses this passive experience, transforming the electrical activity that defines it,
into the artwork itself, on display for all to see.

Since 2015, approximately 3200 people have used the artwork as a participant
and an estimated 20,000 people have viewed it in exhibitions around the globe. On
average, people tend to spend about 10 min with Brainlight, but in settings outside
the gallery, away from crowds, it’s not uncommon for people to spend an hour or
more with the work.

During public showings of Brainlight, I often experiment with emotional cues by
asking the participant to imagine scenarios relating to their lives, or to relive a mem-
ory. For instance, getting the participant to re-imagine the feelings they experienced
during the birth of their first child; thinking of something that brings them a sense
of peace; imagining a stressful scenario. As they settle into the feeling associated
with the memory, the brain activity associated with that feeling affects the colour
of the sculpture, allowing onlookers to witness an externalized embodiment of the
participant’s emotional state.

On many occasions participants have been able to identify emotional states that
emit strong dominant frequencies permitting them to cycle through the different
colours at will. Typically, this is achieved when the participant spends a few minutes
experimenting with thoughts, memories or mental challenges until they find one
that stimulates the desired colour. With practice, some people are able to hold on
to that particular brain state and maintain the brain sculpture in the desired colour.
Perhaps the most common state I’ve found people—(including children)—are able
to maintain, are Beta waves (the highest level of active cognition, shown as red light)
when attempting to solve a challenging mathematical problem.

Because interactivity in art, particularly with works that employ EEG, is a rel-
atively new concept for some people, some approach the work with skepticism,
requiring proof of its interactivity. As Rokeby suggested, the proof that will most
easily satisfy the audience is ‘predictability’ (i.e. if one makes the same action twice,
the work will respond identically each time) (1995). This test only works with Brain-
light if a person’s brain produces the same signal on their command, which is not a
straightforward task. As Rokeby further observes, “the complexity of this relation-
ship is, in this case, not so much a function of the complexity of the system, but of
the complexity of the participants themselves” (1995). Whether Brainlight is seen
as interactive or not is therefore highly dependent on the quality of the behaviour of
the audience.
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8.5.1 Emotion and Cognition

Emotion is core to the appreciation of art, “from ancient to modern times, theories
of aesthetics have emphasized the role of art in evoking, shaping, and modifying
human feelings” (Silvia 2005). The field of neuroaesthetics has shown complemen-
tary neurological pathways work in tandem to create both conscious and unconscious
aesthetic response; “the cortical pathway, which leads to recognition and conscious
thought; and the thalamo–amygdala pathway, which gives emotional colour and
meaning to all information that passes through our senses” (Barry 2006).

Experiencing art nourishes our psychological needswhich elicits a certain intrinsic
pleasure. It provides a “sensory anchor” for our thoughts and emotions by inviting
personal involvementwith its affective impact (Perkins 1994). In artistic applications,
BCIs can satisfy our psychological needs by having ‘influence’ over our affective
state as well as giving users new creative abilities to express emotions (Gürkök and
Nijholt 2013).

Brainlight’s interactive BCI creates a relationship between a viewer’s inner state
and their influence on the artwork. Placing the audience at the center of a live neuro-
feedback interaction not only challenges the participant to witness and confront their
own emotional state and aesthetic response, more interestingly, it challenges their
ability to have agency over it, inviting them to experiment with methods of emotional
regulation and control.

While the idea of control was not the initial intention of Brainlight (rather the
intention was to have an encounter, whatever that encounter may be for one person
or another) I have noticed that the artwork can provide a person with a sense of power
when they gain control over the interaction. The opposite is also true, when someone
does not gain control of the work, it can elicit a feeling of being powerless or out of
control.

Our aesthetic response is deeply connected to the universal drive for pattern recog-
nition. As Barry explains, “the brain is a meaning-seeking mechanism, and this sug-
gests that recognition of pattern is at the heart of all perception, the process by which
wemakemeaning from both stimuli from the outer world and prior experience stored
in memory” (2006).

Our innate search for synthesis seeks to reduce complexity into its simplest form
in order to understand it. In the same way, Brainlight simplifies the electro-chemical
activity of the brain into a colour coded visual experience. The audience then attempts
tomake sense of patterns generated by a complexmix of brain activitywhich includes
perceptual responses, memory and emotion. What becomes interesting is how audi-
ences attempt to create a narrative and recognise a pattern that signifies personal
meaning for them. Their desire for pattern recognition happens at the same time as
their mind, emotions and subjective interpretation continually influence the artwork.
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8.5.2 Games and Competition

For many participants, once they realise they can affect change within the artwork,
the ability to control the colours on display quickly becomes the focus of the experi-
ence, rather than to explicitly attain awareness and control over their thoughts. Often
audience members become competitive, trying to see how quickly they can get the
artwork to respond, how long they can retain a colour and how easily they can go
back and forwards between colours at will. This focus on controlling the colours may
be partly due to the expectations I set up when explaining the artwork to participants,
or it may be because controlling the colours is the most obvious, novel and satisfying
outlet for creative interaction with the work.

Amusingly, audience interaction tends to become most gamified around the calm
and meditative blue alpha state, which in a busy gallery, is usually the most difficult
to accomplish. In order to experience this state, users need to contend with the
many obstacles within the exhibition environment: eager onlookers, the brightly
illuminated sculpture, the novelty of the situation, exposure to other sensory stimuli
(such as noise), as well as their own state of mind and how comfortable they are
being the spectacle in the room. Interestingly, when a participant does manage to
attain the blue state, they must master their excitement in order to prevent the brain
from switching immediately to red. This effect happens the other way around as
well, and it is perhaps one of the most interesting manifestations of the feedback
loop. Witnessing one’s current state of mind, so often changes it.

This scenario is the focus in Hjelm and Browall’s Brainball project (2000) where
two players wearing EEG’s must remain calm in order to win a competitive game.
The tricky part of the game is that the players must master their ability to relax at the
same time as competing. When a player gets close to winning they get excited and
so a considerably excited player will be at a disadvantage.

Alongside competition, one of the reasons Brainlight has been so popular with the
public may be attributed to our natural curiosity for self-knowing. I have observed
that most viewers want to learn if they have “good” brains, they want to test their
level of self-control; many seem to use it to demonstrate their “meditation prowess”
to their peers. I have noticed though, that the more time someone spends with the
work, the more they move beyond a superficial appreciation, to genuine curiosity
about the inner workings of their mind.

8.5.3 Spectatorship and Surveillance

Trust is a central dimension in the relationship between human beings and technolo-
gies (Moritz 2017). Many of us have concerns about how we actively share our data
and our ability to retain a level of control over what we choose to share. When people
are faced with an interactive artwork, in the process of interacting they reveal some-
thing about themselves (Rokeby 1995). Brainlight is an example of a technology that
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“quantifies the self” by providing a level of self-reflection in exchange for participa-
tory public surveillance in an exhibition context. During a Brainlight interaction an
observer wearing the EEG becomes a “performer” and their mind becomes a public
spectacle.

The spectatorship dynamic between audience and user means that some people
feel a need to self-regulate their behaviour in order to try and retain a level of privacy.
They do this by attempting to regulate their thoughts and emotions, as well as by lim-
iting how much they verbally share about themselves to myself and the surrounding
public. For an audience member to agree to participate in the experience they need
to have a level of trust in the process of the collection, and display, of their personal
data and how that data is situated in the view of the crowd’s subjective gaze.

I have noticed a participant’s level of trust is usually proportionate to their under-
standing of what EEG technology is capable of detecting and displaying about them.
People who are not familiar with the limitations of EEG often believe that the artwork
is revealing more about their inner self than it actually is. Because of this, people’s
fears and anxieties occasionally come to the fore—perhaps their mind would appear
“abnormal” and embarrassing, perhaps intimate details about their emotional state
or the type of person they are would be revealed to strangers. On many occasions
these people have displayed a greater sense of awe towards the experience, view-
ing the artworks ability to “read one’s mind” as an almost “mystical” quality of the
technology.

Research has shown differences in art appreciation among those with artistic
training and expertise compared to those with no expertise, revealing its influence
on aesthetic engagement, interpretation and judgment (Else et al. 2015). In the case
of Brainlight, I noticed that the viewers level of scientific expertise played a key
role in influencing their response in relation to fears of surveillance. People who
had neuroscience expertise, an understanding of EEG technologies or a higher level
of scientific literacy, could appreciate the work for its novel visualisation of brain
activity, tempered by an understanding of the current limitations of the technology.

While the inherent limitations of EEG mean we can’t yet decode complex
thoughts, we can already make assumptions about a person’s mood, and it’s pos-
sible that we may succeed in understanding more of the brain’s complexity over
time. An emerging neuroethical debate is starting to permeate the BCI research com-
munity about the possible misuse of BCIs in the future (Tamburrini 2009). Much of
the debate is focused on ethical concerns regarding BCI as a medical intervention
for locked-in patients, assistive therapies or BCI controlled prosthesis. However, as
BCI is becoming more prevalent in popular culture, the perceived risks that relate
more to the general public are also being explored (Nijboer et al. 2011). Social issues
such as mind-reading and privacy, mind control, selective enhancement and social
stratification are just a few examples.

An interactive theatre performance titled Noor: A Brain Opera addresses these
ideas more directly by asking the question “is there a place in human consciousness
where surveillance cannot go?” (Pearlman 2017). Similar to Brainlight’s setup, a
performer wears an EMOTIV EEG and as their brain state changes so does abstract
video footage. The changing colours signify different emotions: yellow for excite-
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ment, pink for interest, turquoise for meditation, and red for frustration. The per-
formance encourages the audience to consider a future where mental surveillance is
possible.

Dunn states that “art can open us up to new ideas and beliefs, and artists can
make a massive impact as role models, either in a positive or a negative manner.
Because art communicates with us on so many different levels, and appeals to our
senses, emotion, reason, language and imagination it inevitably affects us more than
other areas of knowledge” (2013). The value and impact of art is highly determined
by what the public bring to it with their prior knowledge in combination with the
subjective meaning they generate from it. Works such as Noor and Brainlight do not
provide concrete answers or positions, rather they provide space for audiences to
formulate their own questions.

Interactive artworks that are highly engaged with by an audience, like Brainlight,
are facilitating “interactive literacy”, allowing the public to experiment with pos-
sible future relationships with technology. Having interacted with technologies at
the experiential level, audiences may then have a better understanding and a deeper
engagement with global issues around emerging technologies. Because these issues
are likely to become more complex in the future, “understanding autonomy and
feedback and permeability and transparency and internalization of tech and exter-
nalization of self are all things we need to become literate in if we are to make good
decisions” (Ekman and Rokeby 2014).

8.5.4 Metacognition, Subjectivity and Intimacy

An encounter with Brainlight permits people to have a moment of self-reflection,
occasionally providing a level of higher self-analysis that results from seeing their
“mind” as an entity outside their heads. This third person perspective stimulates
people to have a conversation with their own mind, whereby Brainlight acts as a
symbolic “oracle” that embodies their own process of metacognition. This process
has often stimulated personal insights or created new meaning around a participant’s
own thoughts and memories.

Indeed, in this context, the subjectivity of a person’s interpretation becomes the
work itself. Time spentwithBrainlight allows a person to establish a personal identity
with the work which becomes a reflection of their thoughts, feelings and presence.

The ambiguity involved in the audience’s interpretation of their own brain data
through the artwork raises interesting questions about accuracy versus subjectivity in
“science inspired” art, and how bio-sensing technologies can mediate our subjective
identities (Moritz 2017).

I realised early on that this blurring of personal interpretation and scientific accu-
racy would become a feature of Brainlight when I noticed participants were often
eager to furnish the interpretations of their brain signals with their own subjective
speculation about what might be driving their mind’s behaviour.
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Audiencemembers revealed stresses theywere under atwork, stories of heartbreak
and grief, aspirations and fantasies; stories unique to each person, but common to the
human condition. Many of the interpretations participants brought to the work were
deeply personal and unlikely to have been volunteered to a room full of strangers
under ordinary circumstances. The nature of these intimate exchanges demonstrates
how art and art spaces allow people to explore vulnerabilities that might remain
concealed in other public social settings (Khut 2006).

This vulnerability raised further questions about my role as an artist in facilitating
the interpretation of the artwork: how much should be explained and how much
space should remain for people to generate their ownmeaning?While Brainlight uses
traditional scientific tools to explore the mind, the artistic and aesthetic framework
attempts to strike balance between providing a level of scientific validity and leaving
room for ambiguity, uncertainty, subjectivity, imagination and emotional response.

8.6 Further Evolutions of Brainlight

Two further iterations of the original Brainlight have been created since 2015, which
I’ll briefly describe here.

8.6.1 Mini Brainlight

As the large perspex sculpture is cumbersome to transport I decided to create a
miniature version of Brainlight (see Fig. 8.9) that packs down into a briefcase for
easy portability. The “mini” sculpture is the size of a human brain and is illuminated
by 190 individually programmed LEDsmapped to corresponding electrode positions
and illuminated according to the EEG data received from the headset. The work was
developed in collaboration with creative technologist and electronics engineer, Sami
Sabik, who designed the custom printed circuit board, SamGentle, who programmed
the software to interact with the LEDs and Neill Wainwright, who assisted in the
design of the customised base.

8.6.2 Projection Mapping the Mind

Brainlight has also been re-configured as a projection mapping system, allowing
any object, room or building to be illuminated with an interactive live visualisation
of brain activity (Fig. 8.10). Created in collaboration with Sam Gentle, the origi-
nal EEG processing software was adjusted to run on a “master” Raspberry Pi which
communicates data to four secondary Raspberry Pi’s over a network. Each secondary
Raspberry Pi can be connected to a data projector which displays the correspond-
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Fig. 8.9 “Mini” Brainlight, perspex sculpture with custom base and LEDs

Fig. 8.10 Projection mapped car using live audience brain activity for the launch event of MG3×
ELLE 2018
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ing visualisation of the associated region of the brain. When the four projections
are unified it creates a “complete brain” (frontal lobe, left and right hemispheres and
occipital lobe). The animated visualisation was created through the cellular automata
program used in the original Brainlight, with some adjustments to the size and move-
ment of individual pixels, creating the impression of an electrically charged web of
vibrant neural networks.

8.7 Discussion

As I have illustrated in this chapter,Brainlight unites art, BCI technology and the audi-
ence to realise new ways of exploring our biological selves, as well as creating new
modes of audience interaction. The work contributes to an international community
of artists, designers and technologists who have been utilising BCI technologies for
artistic expression during the last 50 years. These artistic BCI projects are important
to both research communities as well as the public because they explore, question
and reveal new relationships with technologies and facilitate creative methods of
connecting to each other and to ourselves. This discussion examines other artworks
which utilise BCI technology in a similar way to Brainlight to explore our specific
contributions to the artistic BCI field. I also discuss further methods of evaluating
Brainlight and outline potential creative directions for the future.

Artists have been among the pioneers of EEG use outside clinical settings, design-
ing situations and applications for EEG use in “real-life contexts” since the 1960s.
One of the earliest interactive works was Nina Sobell’s 1973 BrainWave Drawings,
which paved the way for audience involvement in EEG generated biofeedback loops.

Akin to Brainlight’s aim of exploring and sharing subtle non-verbal forms of com-
munication, Sobell is interested in revealing a “universal mental language” (Sobell
2019). During a BrainWave Drawing session, two participants watch their brain
activity changing in real time displayed over a closed-circuit video of themselves,
creating a joint visual “drawing” of their silent communication. When describing her
work, Sobell says, “in these projects I see myself as a facilitator or vehicle” (2019).
As with Brainlight, Sobell facilitates the audience’s experience and observes how
people interact and improvise with the work in the moment. As with Brainlight, the
social dynamics between participants, and the relationship between audience and
artist become equally as important as the installation.

Another work with objectives and outcomes comparable to Brainlight in terms of
“mirroring the self” for neurofeedback, educational, and entertainment purposes is
the Mind-Mirror (Mercier-Ganady et al. 2014). This work enables the experience of
seeing “inside your own head”. The system uses a semi-transparent mirror positioned
in front of a screen, allowing users to see a virtual display of their brain activity
in different colours superimposed on their own reflection. Both Mind-Mirror and
Brainlight facilitate an audience to “meet their ownmind” externally byusing realism.
Brainlight uses an anatomically inspired brain sculpture and Mind-Mirror uses a
literal mirror to visualise brain activity inside the skull.
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While Mind-Mirror’s technology is certainly advanced in terms of computer
graphic capabilities, the work remains similar to classical 2D, screen-based, visual
feedback, providing a single viewpoint for a single user which they must navigate
by rotating their head while keeping their eyes on the mirror. Sobell’s work is also
largely screen based, using oscilloscopes and closed-circuit video. One clear distinc-
tion between these works is that Brainlight is a sculptural model with no screens or
monitors involved. The advantage of Brainlight’s three dimensional design is that the
work can be experienced spatially, allowing large groups of people to view it from
multiple angles. In combination with a wireless EEG headset, the participant is able
to walk around the brain sculpture freely, allowing them to experience a tangible,
360° view of their changing brain activity.

In addition to creating live feedback loops, some artists are also documenting or
recording audience experience in ways which can be later used to evaluate the work.

In George Khut’s “Behind Your Eyes, Between Your Ears: Neurofeedback por-
trait project” the artist is able to capture and record an audiences subjective experience
more tangibly through a series of brain-wave controlled video portraits (Khut 2015).
A participant’s face is overlaid with a colour projection and an electronic soundscape
that is controlled via their alpha brainwave patterns. A voiceover of the participant’s
retrospective recollection of their experience during the EEG recording plays over the
top. The artwork demonstrates a method of collecting and recording the experience
of audience while using it as part of the work itself.

There are conflicting motivations when using audience experience to evaluate a
work within an interdisciplinary space. Traditional methods for evaluation are very
different for the fields of art, science or human computer interaction. Approaching
Brainlight from a scientific standpoint, the inclination might be to rigorously test and
measure its effectiveness in neurofeedback training. A study such as The Sensorium:
Psychophysiological Evaluation of Responses to aMultimodal Neurofeedback Envi-
ronment, which uses an immersive sound and light environment influenced by EEG
and ECG signals, could be a possible model to replicate (Hinterberger and Fürnrohr
2016). The study used three phases, a mindfulness meditation, a guided body scan
exercise, and a “Pseudo-Sensorium” using pre-recorded data that did not reflect the
subject’s own physiology, followed by a feedback questionnaire, in order to test its
neurofeedback performance.

Alternatively, new research methods of evaluation may be necessary for more
nuanced assessments of artworks that unify disciplines. Muller et al. describes the
locus of encounter between art, science and the public as a “third space”, a civic
space of “trans disciplinary knowledge production, requiring new research methods
that capture emergent knowledge”. Evaluating an EEG sound installation of amnesic
memory by artist Shona Illingworth in the Amnesia Lab exhibition in Sydney 2014,
Muller et al. conducted a group-based psychosocial method of analysis—the visual
matrix—designed to evaluate the transformative effects of aesthetic practice and
interdisciplinary arts-science projects. The matrix allows participants to stay with
the lived experience of the exhibition which enables researchers to “capture and
characterize knowledge emerging in third space, where disciplinary boundaries are
fluid and there is no settled discourse” (Muller et al. 2018). The visual matrix fosters
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a space of dialogue between scientific and artisticmodes of thought without orienting
to the established goals of either discipline. It also provides a way of capturing the
“shared, complex, emergent and transformative aspects” of art-science exhibitions by
illuminating how artistic intention is transformed into audience experience (Muller
et al. 2015).

Most artists have limited ability to capture audiences affective and sensory
responses to their work. Conventional studies that evaluate audience experience have
the audience report on its impact after their experience. One benefit of artworks such
as BrainWave Drawings, Behind Your Eyes, Between Your Ears: Neurofeedback
portrait project and Brainlight, which all foster a real-time sharing of a participant’s
inner experience with the artist, is that by its very nature they provide a deeper
insight into how the work is experienced by the audience during the moment of
impact. Emulating the evaluation method outlined by Muller et al. could be a unique
way to further investigate and document this process.

While it is interesting exploring ways in which technology can sense and commu-
nicate hidden inner biological states, it remains true that even the subtlest and most
precise technological biosensors (both current and future) will nevertheless require
a level of human processing, interpretation and analysis, as well as being subject
to a decision making process of how to communicate the analysed data. Each one
of these steps removes us further from the original source; thus “pure” unadulter-
ated communication and a transferal of feelings through technology may never be
possible, as it will always require a level of external human mediation.

Despite this, it remains interesting to imagine the future of these mediations and
what scenario’s might arise through further experimentation with technologies that
are ever more sensate.

Appealing to the idea of digital synesthesia, future directions for Brainlight could
be to expand brain activity from being translated through visual and auditory domain
to include other senses, such as the transferal of the mind to other people’s bodies
through touch, vibration, or smell.

Another possibilitywould be to connect audiences in increasingly playful ways by
further exploring the performative “spectacle” aspect of Brainlight for experiential
entertainment. Audiences could be given more spectacular rewards for their ability
to maintain a state of calmness. A great example is The Ascent, a “mind controlled
levitation ride” which pairs an EEG headset with a 3-D theatrical flying harness,
allowing users to “fly” by retaining ameditative state (Duenyas 2011). If theymanage
to levitate all the way to the top they trigger an explosive light and sound experience
as a reward.

Multi-brain interactions are increasingly common in BCI art applications. Cur-
rently Brainlight allows a single person to explore their own mind in a general way,
so there is fertile ground for expanding the work to include multiple users and to
focus on more specific intimate interactions. A work such as EEGKiss, for example,
focuses on a singular intimate exchange, exploring how a kiss can be translated into
data (Lancel andMaat 2014). The value of this would be to translate and share joyful
human connections in new ways.
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As this discussion has outlined, Brainlight has expanded on past similar work,
while simultaneously there remains room for further evaluation of audience experi-
ences and to further develop the work in new creative directions. This leaves exciting
potential for Brainlight to collaborate with both the artistic and scientific communi-
ties on future research projects.

8.8 Conclusion

The Brainlight artwork, public exhibitions and audience interactions described in
this chapter demonstrate how BCI technology is providing new sensory connections
to our own hidden and immaterial neurobiological processes. Brainlight uses neuro-
scientific tools as a vehicle to explore the mind and our subjective responses in
intimate, but public environments, beyond the usual clinical settings and laboratories
where these technologies usually reside.

Interactive artworks such as Brainlight can encourage an increased self-awareness
and self-mastery by offering new possibilities for extending or enhancing our senses
through the technological augmentation of cognition. Brainlight does this through a
visual display of an audience’s metacognitive process, which includes the perception
of cognition as well as its regulation.

In the three years of facilitating Brainlight interactions, the discussions that
emerged between myself and the audience and among audience members extended
to topics far beyond those directly relevant to the work and continued long after direct
engagement with the work had ended. They ranged from philosophical debates about
the phenomenology of themind and the nature of consciousness to future speculation
about post-humanism and how technology is redefining what it means to be human.
While Brainlight uses a removable EEG device and is only a temporary experience, it
stimulates discussions about humanity’s relationship with technology and provides
a glimpse into an imagined future where we might have more permanently inte-
grated technological sensors, in the form of biological implants, finely calibrated to
our individual bio-rhythms, which may one-day facilitate more precise non-verbal
communication.
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Part III
Your Brain on Art: Perceiving,
Understanding, and Creating



Chapter 9
Understanding Perceptual Experience
of Art Using Mobile Brain/Body Imaging

Zakaria Djebbara, Lars Brorson Fich and Klaus Gramann

Abstract This chapter draws on the importance of movement for human percep-
tual experience and how it influences brain dynamics. By use of Mobil Brain/Body
Imaging (MoBI), artists with interest in the experience of art can get insights into
human cortical activity during artworks. Specifically, art that depends on action faces
challenges regarding the exploration of human brain activity during their artistic acts
or performances. We give an account of how architectural experience, which essen-
tially rests on perception and movement, can be investigated using a MoBI method.
We present results from studies that indicate fundamental differences in cognitive
and behavioural responses when comparing active behaviour compared to passive
perception. Consideration of the processes underlying movement and cognition sug-
gests that action alters perception, which in turn alters experience. MoBI is therefore
able to reveal aspects of natural cognition, which would otherwise go unnoticed
highlighting the advantage of using MoBI in animate forms of art.

Keywords Mobile brain body imaging ·Mobile EEG · Architectural cognition ·
Enactivism · Active inference

9.1 Introduction: Experience and Cognition

A plethora of philosophers have written on aesthetics and the appreciation of art
(Dickie 1997). Both art and philosophy focus on a common facet shared by all forms
of art: the perceptual aspect. In order to experience art, it needs to be perceivable.
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Studies by pioneers in brain imaging and visual processing gave rise to an interdis-
ciplinary movement, namely neuroaesthetics (Kawabata and Zeki 2004; Zeki 1998),
proposing that perceptual processes of art as realized through the human brain, and
the visual cortex in particular, can inform our knowledge of human judgment of
beauty. By this conception, it is assumed the human brain holds a common organi-
zational principle enabling communication through and about art (Zeki 2002). The
approach has often been that of treating art comparable to the treatment of a stim-
ulus in any neuroscientific or psychological experiment. Often fMRI has been the
experimental method used, staging both the context in which art has been presented
to the participants, but also the time-frame, which is often limited to only seconds.
Furthermore, established experimental approaches that measure the reaction of per-
son to the presentation of visual stimuli leaves the test-person as a passive receiver.
However, from presenting a stimulus to arriving at a judgment of beauty about the
very same is a complex process, moving from physical characteristics of an object to
a reflected subjective judgement. The limitations of this perspective as derived from
the neuroaesthetics approach lie in the assumptions that beauty, if materialized in the
brain through neural activation, must be traceable through brain imaging techniques
during the experience of beauty, and that beauty is a fixed reproducible phenomenon.
In this chapter, instead of setting out to resolve the general puzzle of judging beauty,
we take one step back, and aim at providing an account on the nature of perception
and the emergence of experience of artistic expression.

The nature of experience itself reaches a level of complexity beyond the capa-
bilities of a single field of study. This belief is shared with cognitive science, which
seeks to include the perspectives offered in philosophy, experimental approaches of
psychology, empirical studies by neuroscience and other fields (Miller 2003; Tha-
gard 2009). Particularly, phenomenology—the philosophical study of underlying
structures of human experience—demonstrates the wide-ranging features of expe-
rience through reflections on the experience itself, by not restricting experience to
representation and perception. In fact, phenomenology teaches an important lesson
on human experience by emphasizing time as a necessity for experience (Gallagher
and Zahavi 2012, Chap. 4). Merleau-Ponty et al. (1968, p. 29) underlines that from
feeling and vision will be retained only what animates and sustains them, meaning
that perceptual experience is what enables a continuity, a passage from one moment
to another. Experience as such does not become amatter of “knowing” and rationally
untangling the depth of perception. Rather, experience develops from perception as
“in action” and thereby, attributing perception a primacy due to its bodily relation
(Merleau-Ponty and Edie 1964, pp. 12–13). Experiencing art is not a static ratio-
nal process of information processing, instead it is active, embodied and temporally
continuous—a property essential for any kind of experience, and thus underlying the
majority of arts.

Perceptual processes, positioned at the transition from the objective physical to
the subjective perceptual world, can be conceived as the preceding stepping-stone to
human experience. The perceptual process then precedes the experience as percep-
tual experience, that is, the epistemic content about the world. Perceptual processes
have been extensively investigated in neuroscience through various methodologies,
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and due to the fast temporal scale of these processes, electroencephalography (EEG)
with its high temporal resolution of the recorded brain electrical signal has proven
important in such investigations. Considering sensory evoked potentials, it is possi-
ble to trace the advancement from sensory to perceptual experience through cortical
activation patterns (Luck and Kappenman 2011, Chap. 4). The EEG enables us to
investigate perceptual and cognitive processes through carefully designed experi-
ments. Furthermore, mobile EEG allows the subjects to move in space during exper-
imentation, which of course is a great advantage when the experiments concerns
three dimensional objects or spatial structures like architecture.

Perception and perceptual experience has lately been rediscovered in philosophy
of perception, e.g. (Macpherson 2014). In cognitive science, perceptual experience
has been suggested to be best understood through skilled sensorimotor behaviour
(Noë 2004; Thompson 2007; Varela et al. 1991). The nature of perception is argued
to be active, in the sense that it is not passively collected from the environment, but
rather actively entangled with bodily action. Perception is thus driven by interaction
of informed movement and sensory feedback. Essentially, proprioception stemming
from movements including eye saccades, head movements, reaching, moving back
and forth and other gestures, inform the cognitive system about the state of our
physical structure with respect to a cognitive goal. The brain generates predictions
of sensory input, via a deep multilevel cascade based on prior experiences, to infer
incoming sensory data (Friston 2005). The general idea of aBayes-optimal account of
the brain, is referred to as predictive processing (Clark 2015). Eventually, perception
is the process of a mismatch between multilevel bidirectional flows in a probabilistic
model, continuouslymatching top-down predictions with bottom-up sensory signals.
Movement thus initiates bottom-up sensory signals, which then are cancelled out if
correctly predicted (Clark 2015; Hohwy 2013). According to active inferences, the
perception and action cycle is explained as minimizing prediction-errors by either
changing the predictions to explain the incoming sensory signal or by actively chang-
ing sensory signals through movement to fulfil the prediction (Brown et al. 2013).
Both action and perception thus contribute to cortical responses, altering one another
through active inferences. Such an account ultimately indicates the importance of
action for a holistic experience.

In dealing with brain and art, cognitive neuroscience and phenomenology indicate
that movement and immersion with the environment play a significant role in the
reported experience and measured brain responses. Architecture and movement in
particular serve as an excellent example of how neuroscience can inform architects
about the experience of their designs, and in turn inform cognitive neuroscientists
on the nature of cortical functioning. Here, we pave the way for a neuroscientific
approach to investigate architecture as the art of communicating designed experience
that necessitates active movement over time.
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9.2 Architecture and Movement

Essentially, art communicates a sense, and perhaps a logic, through amedium suitable
for the message, e.g. music through instruments, dance throughmovement, paintings
through paint on canvas etc. Architecture, containing many art forms in itself, com-
municates at least also through the medium of movement (Vesely 2004, pp. 74–86).
It is a complex, dynamic, and heterogeneous art form, which releases and restricts
the body through space and time to make sense of an animate and moving world.
Ancient architectural gems indicate early awareness of the body and its movement
in architecture. Egyptians illustrated such awareness by differing spatial dimensions
of their temples in a systematic manner, while Greeks introduced natural relations
to their facades, and Romans, during the renaissance, reintroduced mathematical
relations between spaces (see e.g., Alberti et al. 1986; Fazio et al. 2008, Chaps. 1,
2, 5; Vitruvius and Morgan 1960). Common to these examples is the necessity of
movement to experience the intentions of the architect. The reason for this early
awareness, according to Robinson (2011) and Pallasmaa (Holl et al. 2006, Chap. 3),
is that traditional builders shaped their buildings with their own bodies, similar to
how a bird shapes its nest by its body. Their design was informed by how they would
approach or confront the building, how the body weight meets the weight of the door,
the eyes measure the distances, the feet measure the height of the steps etc. (Holl
et al. 2006, p. 35). Similar traces are emphasized by Bachelard (1969) through a phe-
nomenological account of the peculiar qualities of houses. This branch of philosophy
is suitable for architects as it focuses on the embodied and holistic experience of the
body being situated in space, and understands the human being through descriptions
of the perceptual experience itself (Gallagher and Zahavi 2012). This approach has
given rise to numerous concepts developed from observations of architectural expe-
riences, e.g., atmospheres and genius loci (Böhme and Engels-Schwarzpaul 2017;
Norberg-Schulz 1997; Zumthor 2006).

Steen Eiler Rasmussen is considered an architectural phenomenologist. In partic-
ular his writingOn Experiencing Architecture, made an immense impact on architec-
tural theory. Rasmussen introduced the idea of time into architectural experiencewith
an approach that is strikingly similar to contemporary cognitive science. Although he
evidently appreciated Gestalt theory of perception, Rasmussen (2012/1957) aban-
doned the pictorial approach to architecture and experience, referring to the non-
temporal issue (2012, pp. 41–42). Instead, Rasmussen insisted on the importance of
movement, perspective and the active perception of an environment (2012, p. 35).
We actively move about and construct our impression of the architectural character,
which means the disembodied idea of forms, such as Gestalt and other abstract ratio-
nales, becomes obsolete in architecture. The fact that Rasmussen sought to include
perspectival deformation during movement into architectural experience, indicates
an awareness of the structure of experience. A scene is experienced from a per-
spective, with the prior scenery in retention, and the immediate impression actively
constructed. An enduring temporal continuity is essential for any particular experi-
ence (Gallagher and Zahavi 2012, Chap. 4). However, the cadence of succession in
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temporal experience is not fixed (Rasmussen 1959, p. 137). Architecture itself con-
tains no rhythm nor frequency, yet the architecture is experienced depending on how
it may afford fast or slow movements e.g. in a curvy or perpendicular corner, a steep
staircase or soft ramp. Here, architecture induces a certain velocity and complex-
ity of movement, which comes at different energetic costs. Besides including active
perception, movement, and time into architecture, his descriptions also approach
cognitive science ideas on a neural level. Predictive-errors as neural currency, in
terms of invested energy of the body, seems mysteriously obscure in Rasmussen’s
account of experience, as he states that impressions are best made by unpredictable
features in architecture “demanding an energetic effort of the viewer, in a continu-
ously shifting perception” (own translation) (2012, p. 61). The surprising resonance
between phenomenology of Rasmussen, amongst other phenomenologists, and pre-
dictive processing presupposes a common acknowledgeable approach, appropriate
for mutual discourse on perceptual experience. As illustrated, movement plays a
central role in phenomenology and in predictive processing.

Phenomenology gives us a structure for understanding architectural experience,
which links with cognitive science in terms of an active perceptual experience. The
designed movement becomes a form of artistic communication between the body
of an experienced architect and the body of the experiencer. The poetry and art
of architecture thus evidently describes how an architect propels the experiencer’s
body through space and spatial events. The non-radical claim is that investigations
in action-perception are able to provide a better understanding of how architecture
affects and shapes our experiences. We thus set out to understand the advancement
of movements, through active inferences and affordances.

9.3 Active Inferences and Affordances

The concept of affordances was introduced by Gibson (1979) as action possibilities.
Considering the traditional cognitive conception of action, as nicely summarized by
Cisek (2007), the perceptual system builds a representation of the external world by
collecting sensory information (Marr 1982), which then is used, together with current
needs and prior experience, to judge a course of action (Johnson-Laird 1988). From
this, a plan is generated and realized through action (Keele 1968), which means the
brain operates sequentially by first building knowledge about the world, utilizing that
knowledge to make a decision and finally compute an action plan, realized through
action.Clark (2015) argues that such amodel cannot account for the fluent and rapidly
changing situations, which the human nature ecologically must be inclined towards.
Instead, the rolling cycle suggested by active inferences, seems much stronger, more
thorough and steady.

ABayes-optimal perspective of the brain (Friston 2003; Friston et al. 2006), infers
mainly two properties; the current state of the world and the uncertainty of that
state. These active inferences are constructed through an embodied (enacted) form
of a continuous action-perception cycle, where perception minimizes exteroceptive
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Fig. 9.1 Active inference conceptually illustrated as a self-sufficient principle. The free energy
principle reduces entropy by either changing the prediction to explain the sensory signal, or by
improving the signal due to action. In this sense, prediction-error are minimized in both action and
perception. Figure inspired from Friston (2013)

prediction-errors and action minimizes proprioceptive prediction-errors (Fig. 9.1).
This link between the world and a systematic change of sensory stimuli, positions
action in a decisive seat that has direct implications for the outcome of the future
state of the world. Being proactive in nature, the brain thus computes multiple action
possibilities, each with different cost of energy, and partially projects information
to the motor system to prepare for a probable action (Cisek 2007). Such an account
finally means the brain seeks to be as ready as possible to unfold the appropriate
response as the evidence of the world evolves and improves. These affordances
compete against each otherwhileminimizing prediction-error to bias the competition
towards a single action possibility (Cisek 2007, p. 1585). Note that movement is
not necessarily intended, however, action is. For instance being pushed, riding the
train or driving a car moves the body, but one does not act (Gallagher and Zahavi
2012, pp. 171–174). We are only concerned here with intentional action, which,
in this sense, is selected through a process of minimizing prediction-error of the
systematically changing patterns of sensory input (or optimizing uncertainty of the
state).

Affordances, the possible actions, compete against each other beyond the ini-
tiation of an action, as the action-perception cycle is an ongoing continuous flow
of prediction-error minimizing. According to Cisek’s (2007, p. 1586) affordance
competition hypothesis, one can thus expect the affordance competition to be an
ongoing process even as certain actions are continuously selected while unfolding.
The selected action arguably depends on the affordances of the environment and
the bodily proficiency of a given agent. In other words, action selection depends
on affordances. Perhaps due to the debate on free will (Bergson and Pogson 1960;
Libet et al. 1983), affordances came to play a major role in brain science, leading
to investigations of movement and brain components measured with EEG (Brunia
2003; van Boxtel and Böcker 2004; Walter et al. 1967). It lead to an understanding
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of actions as an embodied decision-making process. According to active inference,
what is perceived is conditioned bywhat is done, andwhat is done depends uponwhat
is perceived (Clark 2015, p. 176), which ultimately places affordances in the cen-
tre of the continuous perceptual and motor-related processes in the brain. Decisions
on body trajectory are complex processes, specified by spatio-temporal informa-
tion dependent on the geometry of the environment that will overwhelm the brain
if not attended dynamically. In this sense, relevant variables such as outcome val-
ues, success probability, action costs, must be in constant bidirectional flux (Cisek
and Pastor-Bernier 2014). The suggested temporally organized hierarchical model of
decision and action offers that various brain areas are processing in parallel various
aspects of decisions (Pezzulo and Cisek 2016, p. 421).

The main argument here is that decisions regarding action possibilities are much
faster than hitherto thought. In fact, affordances, in terms of action selection, are an
intrinsic part of cognition, necessarily positioned in relation to perception, as sug-
gested by active inferences. The implications are then, firstly, that the brain processes
(cognitive and sensory) and body trajectories (actions) are much closer related than
previously thought. Secondly, that affordances, being attributes of a cue (Friston
et al. 2012), are actively inferred by way of an action-perception cycle, meaning
affordances play a key role in a continuous perceptual experience. Thirdly, that
one must be able to measure different cortical responses associated with perceptual
stages by systematically varying action possibilities (affordances) in the environ-
ment. According to active inferences, action potentials are attended to as they occur
as fast sensorimotor inference, thus being hierarchically low level in the generative
model (Kiebel et al. 2008). Finally, that prior to movement onset, one must be able to
measure a difference in cortical activity due to immediate affordance competition—if
affordances are a rolling cycle. Essentially, affordances emerges as a pragmatic and
natural outcome of action-oriented predictions (Clark 2015, p. 184). To return to
the initial departure, experiencing art, we argue that perceptual experience is con-
structed through a rolling cycle of action and perception, ranging from eye saccades
and subtle head movements to full body actions.

9.4 An Obstacle of Heterogeneous Environment

Investigating architecture statically (e.g., Ma et al. 2015; Vartanian et al. 2015, 2013)
has been criticized for not sufficiently corresponding to natural architectural expe-
riences. Precisely because during action, experience is shaped by a heterogeneous
environment, as a perspectival deformation that is continuously synthesized in tem-
poral transitions—the fundament of architectural experience is that of a continuously
heterogeneous environment. This is a central empirical obstacle of investigating per-
ceptual experience: linking body trajectory with meaningful events in time. Such
an insight would arguably lead to an improved understanding of active inferences,
cortical responses and perceptual experiences. Inferences about the state of the world
are continuous over time, constantly struggling to improve the uncertainty of that
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state. In this respect, an art investigation must necessarily be reduced to the absolute
minimum, to faithfully understand the influence and relation of action, perception
and cognition. The necessary requirement of any reductionism is that the reduced
entity is properly understood (Gallagher and Zahavi 2012, p. 10, following Nagel
1974). With this idea, one can limit actions and events by systematically varying
the art, which in the case of architecture, as argued, is the landscape of affordances
inducing a narration of actions. For dance, the velocity and configuration of body
parts during the movement perhaps characterize meaningful events. For paintings,
it is perhaps eye saccades or subtle head movements, while for sculptures it is full
body movements. Actions interacts with perception, which in turn forms perceptual
experience, and are therefore exceptionally important to control.

Active inference illustrates a sense of effective use of time, by allowing multiple
processes to predict already at the level of partial sensory information, embedding the
agent acutely. Walking, talking, listening, and watching etc. are dynamic processes
continuously active in the body and brain, handled at the same time. Technologi-
cally, this requires a high and continuous temporal resolution of brain activity. The
emerging obstacle, rightfully highlighted, relates to the investigation of experience
due to technological limitations. In terms of a predictive and embodied theory, the
architectural investigation shows how the world we shape shapes our thoughts and
experiences through affordances. Perhaps the most radical notion presented is that
actionmodulates perceptual processes throughout the brain, and vice versa. To inves-
tigate this, human brain activity has to be recorded in synchrony with action while
human observers perceive and act according to the affordance of a given environment.
This however, is not the established approach in human neuroscience that aims at
restricting active behaviour as far as possible as it is considered a source of artefact
for recordings of brain activity (Makeig et al. 2009). Using a Mobile Brain/Body
Imaging (MoBI) approach, however, allows for investigating differences in cortical
responses whenmodulating apparent affordances and thus allows for illustrating how
the continuous action selection similarly differs according to affordances.

9.5 Mobile Brain/Body Imaging Approach

The MoBI approach (Gramann et al. 2014, 2011; Makeig et al. 2009) allows to
record activity of the human brain in actively moving participants using mobile brain
imaging devices like electroencephalography (EEG) or functional near-infrared spec-
troscopy (fNIRS) synchronized tomotion capture and other data streams. Optionally,
head mounted virtual reality (VR) systems can be coupled to the setup to allow full
control over visual and auditory stimulation while human participants move through
and interact with virtual worlds. The method was developed to allow investigation of
the relationship of action, cognition, and brain activity and aims at overcoming the
limitations of traditional brain imaging modalities that restrict active movement of
participants to avoid artefacts originating frommovement. By synchronizing record-
ings of brain activity withmotion capture,MoBI allows us to investigate the interplay
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of sensation, perceptual experiences, and action, while recording the accompanying
brain dynamics. This contrasts MoBI studies from mobile EEG studies that do not
record specific aspects of participants’ behaviour but rather compare brain activity in
different movement conditions like sitting as compared to walking (Jungnickel and
Gramann 2018). Using data driven analyses approaches with the help of informa-
tion from movement recordings to advance the signal decomposition, MoBI allows
separation of brain and non-brain activity for further analyses. This way, MoBI is
the method of choice to investigate the brain dynamics underlying the impact of
architecture on perception and action in freely behaving humans.

Early MoBI studies mainly focused on demonstrating the feasibility of the
approach using treadmills that allowed movement of participants without necessitat-
ing large physical spaces. These studies demonstrated that it is possible to investigate
human brain dynamics accompanying cognitive processes including attention to rel-
evant rare stimuli during active behaviours like walking (Gramann et al. 2010). In the
study byGramann and colleagues (2010), participants were standing or walking with
different speed on a treadmill while, at the same time, responding to rare target stim-
uli in a visual oddball task presented on a screen in front of them. Using independent
component analysis (ICA) and subsequent clustering of independent components
(ICs), the authors demonstrated that the P300 component, a positive deflection in the
event-related potential (ERP), could be reconstructed for target stimuli irrespective
of the behavioural state (standing or walking; see Fig. 9.2).

Fig. 9.2 Grand-average ERPs following ICA-based artifact removal in a standing, slow walking,
and fast walking condition. Middle-row traces show ERP time courses at electrode Pz (red, target
ERPs; blue, non-target ERPs). Scalp maps show the grand-average ERP scalp distributions at 100,
150, and 400 ms after onsets of target stimuli (upper row) and non-target stimuli (lower row).
White dots indicate the location of electrode Pz. Note the scalp map similarities across movement
conditions. Figure from Gramann et al. (2010) Frontiers in Human Neuroscience
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Later studies using MoBI in participants walking on a treadmill further shed
light on the supraspinal control of locomotion and providing new insights into the
modulation of different frequency bands involved in gait (Gwin et al. 2010, 2011).

Recent studies started to investigate different kinds of movement and explored
human brain dynamics during upper and full body actions. The first MoBI study
investigating human brain dynamics during pointing responses in a dynamically
changing environment (Jungnickel and Gramann 2016), demonstrating significantly
increased activity in brain regions underlying the integration of multi-modal infor-
mation supporting active pointing behaviours as compared to simple button press
responses reflecting established minimal experimental behaviours (Fig. 9.3).

In this experiment, participants stood in front of a large projection screen and fol-
lowed themovement of a sphere bouncing of the borders of the screen. Unpredictable

Fig. 9.3 Contribution of two parietal IC-clusters back-projected to the sensor level ERPs. Bigger
spheres represent cluster centroids and smaller spheres individual ICs with cluster centroids located
in or near the parietal cortex.One clusterwas located to the left parietal cortex (Talairach coordinates:
x = −19, y = −42, z = 39, corresponding to Brodmann area 31) including eleven ICs and one
cluster located to the posterior parietal cortex (Talairach coordinates: x = 11, y = −66, z = 38,
corresponding to Brodmann area 7) comprising seven ICs. Middle and lower row present ERP
contributions of the clusters located in or near parietal cortex to the back-projected sensor ERP
computed by back-projecting all clusters located in the grey matter of the brain model. The dark
grey area displays the latency rangeof theP3 component from400 to 800ms after a color change.The
left and right columns display envelopes for the button press condition and the physical pointing
condition, respectively, with the upper row displaying standard stimuli and the lower row target
stimuli. Adapted from Jungnickel and Gramann (2016) Frontiers in Human Neuroscience
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on a trial, the sphere could change its colour to either a target, a distractor, or a standard
colour and participants were instructed to respond to a target colour change only. In a
first condition, participants simply responded by pressing a button on a remotemouse
they held in their hand. This response requirement replicated traditional brain imag-
ing setups with a simple button press. In a second condition, participants had to point
at the moving target sphere and motion capture was used online to track the position
of the participants’ finger and to stop the trial when the target sphere was touched.
Response times in this experiment revealed faster responses in the pointing condition
as compared to the button press condition, revealing faster motivated actions. Impor-
tantly, the parietal cortex revealed increased activity for target trials as compared to
standard trials reflecting higher computational demands when humans have to con-
tinuously update action-relevant information to allow time-sensitive interaction with
the environment. In the experiment Jungnickel and Gramann (2016), this included
the continuous computation of a motor command for a complex pointing movement
that had to be adapted to the dynamically changing position of the stimulus. Thus,
the affordance of the environment significantly influenced brain dynamics.

More recent MoBI studies provided new insights into multi-modal sensory inte-
gration during full body rotations (Gramann et al. 2018) and conflict processing
during active reaching. The latter studies demonstrating that active behaviour signif-
icantly modulates brain dynamics and that proprioception resulting from movement
execution plays a central role in the subjective experience of the environment and
conflict resolution to solve ongoing tasks (Singh et al. 2018; Töllner et al. 2017).
Importantly, all results from the above reported studies demonstrate an impact of the
behavioural state on the brain dynamic state of the participant and an impact of the
affordance of the environment.

Only very recently, studies started directly addressing architectural questions with
the use of MoBI. The first study by Banaei and colleagues (2017) investigated the
impact of different architectural forms on human brain activity during exploration of
different virtual spaces. The results replicated previous findings from fMRI studies
revealing increased anterior cingulate cortex activity for architectural spaceswith cur-
vature geometries. More specifically, theta band activity in anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC) co-varied with specific features and the geometry immediately upon entering
the environment. While these results were promising in showing the advantage of
MoBI to better understand the brain dynamics underlying perception of and action
in architectural spaces, the study did not however, address different affordances of
architecture.

This was done in a study by Djebbara and colleagues (under review), specifically
testing the assumption that the affordance of a given environment affects perceptual
and motor processes. In this experiment, participants explored virtual environments
with the task to move between different rooms passing through doors of different
width, reflecting different affordances of the environment. Assuming the presented
enactive account on the nature of action, perception and cognition is correct; the
affordances of a given environment should directly relate to perceptual processes.
In fact, as depicted by active inferences, action and perception become a looped
cycle, substantiating one another. The study by Djebbara and colleagues aimed at
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investigating whether brain activity changes according to the affordances of the
environment. The authors hypothesized the emotional evaluation to correlate with
reaction times as well as early cortical potentials to co-vary with the environmen-
tal affordances. Furthermore, motor-related cortical potentials were also expected
to co-vary with environmental affordances, with onset of an imperative stimulus
(Go/NoGo) indicating to move through the environment. EEG data was acquired
continuously using a 64 channels EEG system (eegoSports, ANT Neuro, Enschede,
Netherlands) and data were analysed using adaptive mixture independent component
analysis (AMICA; Palmer et al. 2011) and subsequent computation of time-domain
activity of sensor data (Fig. 9.4a).

The experiment used a Go/No-Go paradigm that required the participants to walk
from one room to a second room to find a goal object (red circle) in the second room
to receive a monetary reward. To transit into the second room, participants had to
pass through doors of differentwidths, ranging fromunpassable (Narrow) to passable
(Mid) to easily passible (Wide) (Fig. 9.4b). This was the critical manipulation of the

Fig. 9.4 a An illustration of the MoBI setup. The participants wore a backpack, holding a high-
performance gaming computer, powering the VR head-mounted displays. The computer was
attached to two batteries, making it completely wireless and mobile. Additionally, we attached
a wireless EEG amplifier using 64-channels cap. All necessary events and time synchronization
were assembled through LabStreamingLayer (Kothe 2014). b Three conceptual diagrams of the
three possible doors. The Narrow door (yellow) measured 20 cm and was impossible to pass. The
Mid door (cyan) measured 1 m and was difficult but passable. The Wide door (red) measured 1.5
m and was easily passable
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Fig. 9.5 The participantsweremaskedwith a black sphere around their head, restricting their visual
perception to pitch black. After 3 s, the sphere would disappear (“lights on”), and the participant
would be able to perceive the pseudo-randomly selected door. The participant was instructed to
wait until the door would change colour. If the door changed to green (Go-trial), the participant was
instructed to transit and virtually touch the red circle, return to start and answer the self-assessment
questionnaire. If the door turned red (NoGo-trial), the participants were instructed to directly fill in
the self-assessment questionnaire and restart

affordance of the environment reflecting different potentials to walk from one into
the next room. One trial consisted of a participant starting in a dark environment on
a predefined starting square (see Fig. 9.5). The participants would then face a room
with a closed door and were instructed to wait for a colour change of the door. If
the door changed to green (Go-trial), participants were instructed to walk towards
the door, which would slide aside. Upon entering the second space, participants
walked towards and picked up the red rotating circle to receive theirmonetary reward.
Afterwards, they went back to the starting square, and filled in the virtual Self-
Assessment Manikin (SAM) questionnaire. If the door changed to red (NoGo-trial),
participants were instructed to directly answer the SAM questionnaire (Bradley and
Lang 1994).

In the Go-condition with the unpassable door, participants were instructed to walk
towards the door and into the second room even in the case that the door was too
narrow to pass. This was done to control for motor execution in the Go-condition
and to allow movement towards the goal irrespective of the affordance (passable vs.
unpassable). If the participants touched the surrounding walls, the walls would turn
red and inform the participants they have failed to pass, and thus must return to the
start square. Participants would quickly notice that the narrow door (20 cm) was
impossible to pass without producing the warning feedback that they have failed to
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pass. All subjects had a training phase to get accustomed to the VR environment and
the different conditions. After each trial, participants had to give an emotional rating
for the environment irrespective of whether they transitioned through the door (Go
condition) or whether they remained in the same room (NoGo condition) without
transition.

The acquired results demonstrate how affordances modulate perceptual processes
as early as 200 ms after perception of the environment. Specifically, the event-related
data showed significant differences in amplitudes of the visual evoked P100 com-
ponent over the occipital sites dependent on the affordance of the door. The P100
component is a positive peak in the ERP approximately 100 ms post stimulus, which
reflects early perceptual processes. In line with the affordance competition hypothe-
sis, difference over fronto-central sites were observed starting approximately 50 ms
until 200 ms after onset of the doors display. The findings indicate fast, lower sen-
sorimotor active inferences, as explained in hierarchical and dynamic models of the
world. The differences found after 200 ms indicate that action modulated percep-
tion, and therefore, similar to Cisek (2007) the results point towards active inference
(Friston 2013; Kiebel et al. 2008). The findings support the assumption that action
is processed in parallel to processes of sensory information, which ultimately sit-
uates action in an intimate position with perception. As these early processes may
be involved in the impression of the environment, one may speculate whether the
impression of an environment compose the immediate experience. Such an account
for instance fits with the developed architectural concept atmospheres as defined by
Zumthor (2006) and Böhme (2017).

Recall that affordances are a rolling cycle, meaning that prior to movement onset,
one must be able to measure a difference in cortical activity due to immediate affor-
dance competition. The results of Go-trials showed that the post-imperative negative
variation (PINV) was modulated depending on the affordances starting 600 ms after
Go-display until 800 ms (see Fig. 9.6). No such differences could be found for
NoGo-trials. Narrow was significantly different fromMid andWide, while the pass-
able conditions did not differ from one another. Further, there were no significant
differences in the PINV component in cases of NoGo instructions, emphasizing the
importance of the motor execution itself to evoke the PINV component. The results
indicate that the PINV component is an expression of the embodied willingness to
execute an act that is restricted by affordances, and there might be a reflection of the
continuous action selection. Such an account fits with the affordance competition
hypothesis and active inferences.

Summarizing the finding by Djebbara et al. (under review), the early perceptual
cortical responses varied according to affordances of the environment, relating the
perceptual processes to action potentials as suggested through active inferences.
Moreover, prior to approaching the door opening, a differencewas also found varying
according to the affordances, corresponding to the immediate rolling processing of
the affordances, as described in Cisek’s affordance competition hypothesis (Cisek
2007). The findings in general indicate that brain and body responds differently
depending on the offered affordances in the environment, which in turn mean, in
light of embodied theories, the spaces were experienced differently.
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Fig. 9.6 a Two event-related potential plots (FCz and Oz) depicting the cortical response at the
“lights on” event described in Fig. 9.5. b Two event-related potential plots (FCz and Oz) depicting
the cortical response after the Go-display. Note the difference between 600 and 800 ms

9.6 Conclusion

This chapter set out to highlight the importance of action in the experience of art
by investigating the art of architecture, namely action. We have given an embod-
ied account of cognition, action and perception, which form the perceptual experi-
ence. By investigating architecture using a MoBI approach, it is argued that MoBI
serves as a suitable approach for artists evaluating their specific art, and for cogni-
tive neuroscientists to investigate the nature of an enacted brain. We conclude that
action alters perceptual processes in the brain, and vice versa, calling attention to
the importance of movement and affordances for perceptual experiences. Even small
informed movement of the head and eye saccades while perceiving a painting or
digital media, might have an impact of the total experience. Such an account of the
relation between action and perception also fits with an ecological perspective of the
perceptual system, which is to keep the organism in constant contact with its current
affordances, and thus, actions (Rietveld and Kiverstein 2014).

In terms of active inferences, our results indicate that the brain is not solely
addressing what the world state is, but it seeks to decrease the uncertainty of that
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world state by acting upon it. In other words, the brain and body does not merely ask
“what do I perceive”, they also ask “how can I act”. It can be argued that affordances
are omnipresent, because affordances are attributes of a cue (Friston et al. 2012),
they must be actively inferred everywhere. Thus, the experience of art might not be
solely rooted in perception itself, but in action as well. As an outlook of this chapter,
we ask whether art, in any given form, is at all experienced if not actively explored.

Embodied cognition and architecture, as a field of research, offers insights to
the dynamic nature of the human body-brain-environment interaction, creating a
novel fundament for architectural experience. Architectural experience has been a
matter of interest for philosophers and architects for centuries and we here offer
a novel approach, using cutting-edge methods and models of embodied cognition
to systematically investigate the underlying impact of architecture on the human
experience.
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Chapter 10
Your Brain on Art: A New Paradigm
to Study Artistic Creativity Based
on the ‘Exquisite Corpse’ Using Mobile
Brain-Body Imaging

Jesus G. Cruz-Garza , Girija Chatufale, Dario Robleto
and Jose L. Contreras-Vidal

Abstract We propose a novel experimental paradigm to investigate the human cre-
ative process in artistic expression using mobile brain-body imaging (MoBI) tech-
nology, which allows the study of brain dynamics in freely behaving individuals per-
forming in natural settings that promote authentic artistic experiences. Our proposed
multimodal experimental protocol is based on the ‘Exquisite Corpse’—a collabora-
tive, chance-based game created by the Surrealists in the 1920s. In this protocol, three
artists collaborate to create the start, middle, and end of an improvisational piece of
artwork, which can be implemented across artistic domains, including the visual
arts, dance, music, creative writing, acting and even gastronomic art. Performers
are instrumented with wireless scalp electroencephalography (EEG) to record brain
activity and inertial measurement units (IMUs) to capture body movement, while
video cameras capture the evolving gestures of the participants and the art pieces.
Sample adaptive denoising algorithms, computer vision, visualization, sonification
and machine learning methods allow for the pre-processing, tagging, parsing, stor-
ing, aggregating, analyzing, and sharing of complex containerized multimodal data.
These MoBI data and associated behavioral, cultural, demographic, and situational
data collected under the Exquisite Corpse paradigm holds the promise of a better
understanding of functional (affective, cognitive and motor) and dynamic brain pro-
cesses, the study of the neuroscience of individuality and group behavior, and the
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design of robust affective and artistic brain-computer interfaces (BCI) and other
diagnostic and therapeutical devices.

Keywords Creativity · EEG · MoBI · Creative process · Neuroscience · Neural
interfaces · BCI

10.1 Introduction

The nature of the human creative process, both in the production and contemplation
of art has been extensively debated among philosophers, historians, anthropolo-
gists, artists, and more recently neuroscientists. The inclusion of the latter has been
not without controversy and skepticism from established schools of thought (Noë
2011; Holt 2013), but nevertheless, neuroscience studies have provided alternative
and often competing approaches and tools for understanding the neural underpin-
nings of the human creative process with empirical neuroscience data and methods.
More recently, computational neuroscience and advanced mobile brain-body imag-
ing (MoBI) technology to record the brain and the body “in action and in context”
have allowed researchers to study the dynamic brain of freely behaving individuals
in complex natural and creative settings (Kontson et al. 2015; Contreras-Vidal et al.
2017b). The underlying framework is that by engaging in meaningful collaborations
at the nexus of the arts, science and engineering, emergent bottom-up (data-driven)
and top-down (e.g., from first principles) analyses, complemented by input from
artists and philosophers, can lead to reconciliation of high-level personal perspec-
tives, and a balanced body of fundamental knowledge from which to build models
and hypotheses for further study.

The development of MoBI technology, typically comprised of mobile scalp elec-
troencephalography (EEG) and/or functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS)
and motion sensors in its simple technical instantiation, has made it possible to study
directly human brain activity (or indirectly via measurement of blood oxygenation
profiles from the surface of the scalp with fNIRS) in unconstrained and freely behav-
ing individuals acting in real world settings (Cruz-Garza et al. 2017a, b). MoBI
experiments require the integration of synchronized mobile bio-sensor technology
for brain and body data collection, and context monitoring devices such as video and
event tagging.

Along with the capability of studying freely behaving participants in complex
settings over short or long periods of time, MoBI technology provides the means to
study brain responses in a wide range of subject populations encompassing healthy
participants, people with a history of neurological disease, children, older adults, and
it allows for the participation of spontaneous volunteers in public spaces (Kontson
et al. 2015; Cruz-Garza et al. 2017a, b; Herrera-Arcos et al. 2017). IMUs on the
headset itself and on the participants’ bodies enable for acceleration, magnetome-
ter, and gyroscope data to be collected to understand both how users move through
and navigate space, and to help identify potential motion induced artifacts on the
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EEG signals (Kline et al. 2015). Additionally, electrodermal activity, electromyog-
raphy, electrooculography (EOG), heart rate monitoring, and virtually any biosensor
that can be synchronized to the brain-monitoring device enables the measurement
of embodied physiological contextual components of behavior. Finally, video cam-
eras, motion tracking sensors, machine vision, and human annotators provide the
context-awareness mechanism that enables the systematic study of neural and body
dynamics in complex natural settings. As such, the sensors in concert with computer
vision algorithms provide valuable contextual information for labeling the brain-
body data according to environmental cues, movement type, or tasks to mention a
few possibilities.

10.1.1 Chapter Organization

This chapter provides an overview of neuroscience research in the human creative
process and recent developments in MoBI data collection that allow for its study
in freely moving, real world settings. First, we highlight neuroimaging studies that
provide evidence for the human creative process as emerging from the interaction of
affective, cognitive, and movement-related processes, and brain areas associated to
them. Second, we propose an integrative experimental protocol that allows the study
of the production of an artistic composition implemented across artistic domains,
where the artists create in a freelymoving environment. Third,we provide an example
of a data analysis technique to extract important features in an artist’s individual
creative process. Then we discuss how such an experimental protocol addresses
the question of authenticity in the study of creative production. Finally, we consider
how neuroscience knowledge gathered in authentic creative experiences can enhance
artistic BCIs.

10.2 In Search for a Universal Model of the Human
Creative Process

10.2.1 From the Mystical to the Neural

Initially regarded as the product of a “mystical” mental state, or of an unexplainable
“divine intervention,” creativity during and before the early nineteenth century was
largely understood as a spiritual process—one that was untouchable by the grasp
of scientific reasoning or study, and only experienced by those who were able to
use an otherworldly introspection to create product from inspiration (Sternberg and
Lubart 1999). From viewing creativity as an inaccessible, ethereal state, the early
twentieth century paved way to understanding creative thinking by means of a theo-
retical lens—a movement that heavily relied on a psychodynamic approach of study.
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This approach was not only headed by Freud, who popularized the psychoanalytic
theory and pointed to the importance of the emergence of unmodulated thoughts
in consciousness, but also highlighted the idea that creative thought arose from the
tension between reality and unconscious motivations. While this approach could be
regarded as successful in pulling creativity out of its mystical background and into
a more scientific realm, this method of study relied largely on tightly-controlled
laboratory settings keeping this progress in creativity research somewhat isolated.
Consequently, some of the first truly objective, measurable, and widely-applicable
research on creativity was incited by the 1950 American Psychological Association
(APA) Presidential address (Guilford 1950) delivered by J. P. Guilford, who not only
emphasized the prevalence of creativity in “everyday subjects” and proposed that
this phenomenon could be studied through simple paper-and-pencil tasks, but also
propagated the distinction between convergent and divergent streams of thinking
(Sternberg and Lubart 1999; Kozbelt et al. 2010). Utilizing methodologies such as
theUnusual Uses or Alternate Uses tests (i.e., how many uses are there for a brick?),
Guilford jumpstarted creativity research, proposing ways in which individuals’ cre-
ative abilities could be measured and placed on a standard scale. This approach,
however, was only meant as a starting point for the field. While some of these psy-
chometricmeasures are still being usedwithin creativity research today, and allow for
everyday individuals’ creative abilities to be measured, researchers have continued
to question its application to real-world settings (Contreras-Vidal et al. 2017a, b).

Research on human creativity today draws not only from an acknowledgement of
creativity as a deeply personal, introspective process but also as one experienced by
all. Further, progress in research concerning the human creative process is evidenced
in the increasingly creative methods researchers are relying on to study its origin by
going beyond simple paper-and-pencil tasks or measures, and instead focusing on
more context-relevant settings. For example, studies on creative performance have
been conducted in dance through MoBI technology; while functional magnetic res-
onance imaging (fMRI) has been deployed to investigate creative writing in poetry
composition and revision (Liu et al. 2015), action planningwhile imitating chord pro-
gressions comparing classical and jazz-trained pianists (Bianco et al. 2018), musical
improvisation using pitch sets or cue words in pianists (Pinho et al. 2015), or semi-
professional visual artists sketching drawing ideas for a book cover based on sets of
descriptions (Ellamil et al. 2012).

Taken together, these studies make an important suggestion: creativity is likely to
emerge from the interaction ofmultiple affective, cognitive andmovement processes,
and therefore the study of creativity should not be reduced to one measure or task.
These studies, as reviewed in Sect. 10.2.2, are consistentwith amodel proposed inLiu
et al. (2015), showing inhibition of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) in the
production of the creative product, increased cooperation between the DLPFC and
ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) during revision and evaluation of the work,
and increased coupling between these two regions during the planning component
of the activity.
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10.2.2 Neuroscience of Creativity

We postulate that creativity lies in an individual’s ability to produce a composition,
object, artifact, sensory experience, act or thought that is novel, timely, with reward-
eliciting attributes (valued), and relevant within a socio-cultural context.

Although the exact neuroanatomical network that underlies creativity still remains
unknown, recent neuroimaging studies have consistently implicated the prefrontal
cortex (PFC) as an essential, fundamental structure involved in creative cognition,
e.g., expressive movement execution and imagery as well as in many cognitive abil-
ities such as processing complex information, abstract thinking, conceptual expan-
sion and cognitive flexibility (Beaty et al. 2016). Thus, research suggests fundamental
cognitive functions (integrating highly processed information, abstract thinking, cog-
nitive flexibility, etc.) of the prefrontal cortex as central in forming the foundation
for original thoughts from which a moment of creative insight can emerge. Further,
these prefrontal functions can be understood as originating mainly from two regions
within the prefrontal cortex: the VMPFC and DLPFC (Liu et al. 2015).

TheVMPFC andDLPFC each represent one of two broader neural systemswithin
the brain—the emotional (i.e., instinctive, visceral) system, and the computational
(or cognitive) system, respectively. More specifically, the VMPFC, or the emotional
system, is thought to draw from life events and assesses the emotional, personal con-
tent containedwithin them (Dietrich 2004; Junghofer et al. 2017;Winker et al. 2018).
This emotional system attaches value to an experience by evaluating its relevance to
an individual’s life experience, memories, and training. This follows from the finding
that the VMPFC is strongly connected to the limbic system, which regulates impor-
tant functions such as emotion, motivation, the internalization of values/rewards, and
the evaluation of the consequences of one’s actions (Motzkin et al. 2015). Moreover,
research has shown that the DLPFC, or the computational system, receives sensory
input from the TOP (temporal, occipital, and parietal lobes) as well as is involved in
working memory and, consequently, cognitive flexibility—thought to be important
components of the creative process.

Working memory not only produces temporary representations of the immedi-
ate, real-time events occurring around an individual, but also creates a buffer, which
allows one to momentarily hold these representations, integrate incoming and past
knowledge and stimuli that is relevant to solve a particular problem, and manipulate
those stimuli to generate creative work. A review and meta-analysis performed by
(Brunoni and Vanderhasselt 2014) examined the effects of two non-invasive brain
stimulation techniques: repetitive transcranialmagnetic stimulation (rTMS) and tran-
scranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) on the DLPFC as well as working mem-
ory performance, specifically through an n-back task1—a widely-used measure of
working memory. Stimulation of the DLPFC resulted in faster and more accurate

1The n-back task is a common measure of working memory capacity. In order to complete this task,
subjects are presented with a series of stimuli (such as numbers or letters), and are asked to identify
when a given stimulus corresponds to one seen n number of steps earlier.
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responses on this n-back task, suggesting that the DLPFC is heavily connected to
working memory.

In addition to the significance of the prefrontal cortex for creative thinking, studies
have also implicated the parietal lobe as heavily connected to creative activity—both
spatially and emotionally. Overall, parietal regions have been recognized as signifi-
cant for body-environment interactions (specifically for “visual exploration,” motor
use of the hands, and tool use). Recent research also supports the importance of
the parietal region in higher-order processes such as multisensory and sensorimotor
assimilation, spatial orientation, motivation and intention, and the representation of
the external environment’s relationship to the body (Fogassi et al. 2005; Rathelot
et al. 2017). Further, research has also cited the contributions of the parietal lobe
as extending to cognitive functions such as episodic memory retrieval—consciously
accessible memory for specific events that allow humans to retrieve past experiences
and employ them for future goals. A literature survey performed by Wagner et al.
(2005) revealed that fMRI as well as EEG studies on episodic retrieval have high-
lighted significant activity in the temporal and lateral posterior parietal cortex. These
tools, including visual exploration, motor capabilities, tool use, spatial orientation,
motivation, and memory retrieval, amongst others are central to the creative process
of generating art.

10.2.3 Uncovering a Neural Signature for Creativity

Within the highly interconnected functional brain networks, and based in the con-
sistent findings summarized in Sect. 10.2.1, we hypothesize that there is a cortical
neural signature that emerges in the brain during aesthetic experiences, both during
production and contemplation of a work of art. To study this potential electrophysi-
ological neural signature, we propose an innovative experimental protocol to study
the human creative process in authentic experiences.

The investigation of this hypothesis has the potential to provide a unifying view
that informs traditional art theory and art practice. The neural signature associated
with creative output would be likely expressed in distinct, distributed, and temporally
evolving cortical activation patterns that can be measured with MoBI technology
and characterized with functional connectivity and neural decoding analyses (see,
for example, Kontson et al. 2015). We also expect that such brain patterns tagged
to creative output may show neural individuality and variance across participants
and art forms modulated by situational context, skill level, demographics and other
factors yet unknown.

Uncovering a neural signature for creativity would likely lead to new metrics
or biomarkers associated with the creative process, which could guide potential
interventions for acquiring and tracking the development of new creative skills, and
evaluating art therapies (King 2016). Critically, such a model ought to integrate links
to existing art theory, art practice, and art therapy. From the detailed understanding
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Fig. 10.1 MoBI technology enables the study of the human creative process in freely behaving
individuals performing in complex, natural, and authentic settings allowing us to (a) understand the
brain in action and in context, (b) study the neuromodulatory effects of the arts on brain activity
and (c) develop robust artistic BCIs

of the neural mechanisms of human creative expression, we can develop BCIs for
artistic or therapeutic purposes that interact adequatelywith the user input (Fig. 10.1).

10.3 The Exquisite Corpse as an Experimental Protocol
to Study Creativity in Action and in Context

We propose a transdisciplinary and multimodal experimental approach to study the
human creative process using MoBI technology. This approach is based on four
principles set forth for an effective transdisciplinary collaboration. First, transdisci-
plinarity between fields requires the convergence and synthesis of different research
methods. This convergent research requires equal input from scientists and artists on
experimental design to the interpretation and applicability of the data. In this case,
bridging a data-driven bottom-up approach with top-down analysis from the artist’s
perspective and first principles will be crucial to investigate the creative process. Sec-
ond, we considered an experimental protocol that would allow for the inquiry into
common and unique neural patterns of brain activity across artistic domains and indi-
viduals. We therefore need an experimental protocol that can be implemented across
different creative categories (e.g. visual, dance, writing, etc.), people of different
skill level (e.g. novices, experts, children, adults), and demographic factors includ-
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ing age, gender, language, geographical location, etc. Third, to create an authentic
creative experience—and to explore the meaning of “authenticity” across artistic
and scientific domains—we envisioned an experimental protocol that would allow
for data collection from freely behaving individuals in a real world setting. A fourth
criterion was that of practicality and scalability. We sought an experimental proto-
col that would allow to produce a work of creative expression within a reasonable
amount of time that would be accessible to experts and novices, be enjoyable for the
eventual participation of spontaneous in situ participant volunteers from the general
public (e.g. children patrons at the Children’s Museum of Houston), with the poten-
tial for scalability, and a common framework from which to extend into other artistic
domains.

The effort to define a protocol that fit into the criteria described above resulted
in the recontextualization of the Exquisite Corpse as a MoBI-enabled neuroscience
protocol from which to study the human creative process during creative improvisa-
tion. The protocol is defined in the spirit of the Exquisite Corpse, a game invented
by the Surrealists in the 1920s that consists of building a three-part improvisational
piece from the contributions of different players (Breton and Yaylor 1972). In the
growing field of neuroaesthetics, it has become fashionable to make the claim that
artists were our first neuroscientists. Studying painters of the past, for example, offers
insight into how artists illuminated brain structure and the mechanisms of perception
through inventive techniques of luminosity, rendering of shadows, and an under-
standing of the visual illusions our brain plays on perception (Grossberg and Zajac
2017). Less explored is an analogous argument: the rich tradition of artist’s inventive
performances, games, “actions,” or “prompts” holds similar insights for the brain sci-
ences today. By adapting the Exquisite Corpse, which incorporates improvisation,
collaboration, and novel problem solving as experiment design, we can merge the
long tradition of the arts exploring the inner workings of the mind with a replicable
scientific protocol.

10.3.1 History of the Exquisite Corpse

First gaining popularity in the 1920s, Cadavre Exquis, or Exquisite Corpse, was
originally conceived as a word-based parlor game relying on collaboration, chance,
and unexpected juxtaposition. The game typically involved three to four players who
would each secretly write a word or phrase on a shared piece of paper, then fold and
pass the sheet to the next player. When opened to reveal all sections, this process
often produced nonsensical phrases like “Le cadavre exquis boira le vin nouveau”
(“The exquisite corpse will drink the new wine”), wherein the game obtained its
name. The game was soon expanded to visual imagery through drawing and collage,
where the players would attempt to create a “body” consisting of head and shoulders,
torso and arms, legs and feet. In this version, players are allowed to see the edge of
the previous composition to begin their own. Other art forms such as dance, music,
and poetry have also adapted the game for their respective genres.
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Around 1925, members of the artistic movement known as Surrealism began to
explore the game’s possibilities within the arts. Seeking ways to break freely of
what they considered the limitations of the rational mind, and rejecting the 19th c.
approach to purely representational and observational painting, the Surrealists were
deeply invested in exploring ways to disrupt the conscious mind’s need for order.
Theywere drawn to the elements of chance, randomness, and unpredictability that the
game produced and believed that this revealed amore authentic view into the creative
subconsciousmind. As the founder of the Surrealist movement, André Breton, stated,
“With the Exquisite Corpse we had at our disposal—at last—an infallible means
of sending the mind’s critical mechanism away on vacation and fully releasing its
metaphorical potentialities.” (Breton and Yaylor 1972).

10.4 Recording MoBI Data in the Exquisite Corpse
Protocol

The human creative process is a multi-dimensional and multi-stage process that
does not happen in isolation; rather, it is fueled by environmental stimuli (Slepian
and Ambady 2012; Kandler et al. 2016). The protocols outlined below attempt to
capture the creative production process as it happens in freely behaving participants,
involving elements of social interaction and environmental and other contextual
factors occurring in a real-life scenario.

10.4.1 Instrumentation

In this protocol, brain activity is typically collected with 64 active-electrode wireless
EEG sampled at 1000 Hz (e.g., BrainAmpDC with actiCAP, Brain Products GmbH;
see (Cruz-Garza et al. 2017a) for examples of MoBI headsets); eventually down-
sampled to 200 Hz. Four electrodes are used for EOG recordings. IMUs are used to
track head and body motion data from the artists that capture the creative gestures of
the performers, while providing useful information for identifying potential motion
artifacts. Typically, for the visual artists, musicians and writers, data are collected
from the head and forearms. In the case of the dancers, six IMUs are placed on
the head, both wrists, torso, and both ankles of the dancers. Video cameras capture
the creation of each work of art and the group dynamics. After the experiment, the
artists are asked to annotate the video recordings to mark significant behavioral and
cognitive events they recall. Annotators during the performance also provide event
tagging, which is complemented by regions of interest identified from other sensor
data (e.g., arousal from electrodermal activity). An example of a typical experimental
setup with sample EEG, acceleration, and video data is shown in Fig. 10.2.
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Fig. 10.2 Recording of behavioral, neural, and motion data from an artist constructing an improvi-
sational artistic piece in an unconstrained environment. a Data recording setup: EEG, IMUs, video
recording. b Sample frames from the video recording of the artist. c EEG traces shown for three
spatially representative electrodes. d Acceleration data from the IMU located at the right wrist

10.4.2 The Exquisite Corpse as an Experimental Protocol

The Exquisite Corpse protocol includes baseline and experimental conditions, with
the baseline conditions, with the Baseline conditions introduced before and after the
experimental session and consisting of closing eyes for at least 60 s, and looking at a
blank sheet of paper for at least 60 s. The experimental conditions are detailed below.

10.4.2.1 Visual Arts

In the visual arts modality of the Exquisite Corpse, three artists typically work on a
“body” consisting of three sections: head, torso, and tail/legs. The artists are provided
with a foldable triboard (32′′ × 40′′ four-ply chipboard), a 2-layered panel comprised
of three sections that can be folded or ‘blinded’. At the end of each section, the staff
covered the art piece with a strip of cardboard, leaving approximately 3 cm uncov-
ered at the bottom, and then transported the piece for the next artist to view before
beginning the next stage. The artists worked on the three art pieces simultaneously,
on three different triboards. The artists are separated from each other by opaque
curtains to prevent interactions during the experiment.

The artists were asked to provide or identify basic art materials such as pencils,
pastels, chalk, charcoal, water-based painting materials, glue, and scissors for use
during the performance. Artists are also requested to bring “surprise” materials for
one another as a way to bring an element of surprise as well as personalize—and
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constructmeaning through—theprocess. Examples ofmaterials brought by the artists
include insects, stickers, ink, film, stencils, and printed color paper.

Figure 10.3 shows the experimental setup and timed protocol. The artists (labeled
S1, S2, S3) work on separate boards (A, B, C) on the head (Section 1) of the figure
for 15 min. The boards are rotated, and the artists continue to work on the body for
15 min (Section 2), and subsequently the tail/legs for the last 15 min (Section 3).
Versions of this protocol for children typically limit the duration for each session to
5 min given time limitations and attention span of the children (Fig. 10.4).

10.4.2.2 Creative Writing

In this instantiation of the Exquisite Corpse, three creative writers work simultane-
ously on three compositions (which can include poetry and/or prose). The writers
start bywriting on a blank notebook, and for each consecutive session, they continued
from where their collaborators finished their writing at the end of each session. The
writers are able to see the last two lines of the previous text. The sections are 15 min
long with 1-min vocal warnings before the end of each. Three Exquisite Corpse texts
(A, B, C) are produced at the end of the 45 min experiment (Fig. 10.5).

Fig. 10.3 (Left) Three artists (two pictured) worked simultaneously creating the head, torso, and
tail/legs of a figure in the spirit of the Exquisite Corpse. (Right) Experimental protocol designed for
data collection on the improvisational creative process in visual artists. The subject ID is denoted
by S1, S2, S3 respectively

Fig. 10.4 Three children at a time participated in the Exquisite Corpse protocol, with a 32-electrode
EEG headset. The children followed a similar procedure as the visual artists
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10.4.2.3 Music

In the musical adaptation of the Exquisite Corpse, three musicians work on three
improvisational jazz pieces, each divided into three sections. In the first section, one
musician plays while the others listen. For the second section, a second musician
joins in for a duet, while the other listen. The last musician joins the others for
the last section. Each of the sections was 5 min long. A timer is placed visible
to the musicians so that the subsequent musician joined at the 5 min mark. The
process is repeated three times, rotating the order for the musicians. The musicians’
performance sequence is represented in Fig. 10.6.

10.4.2.4 Dance

The dance adaption of the Exquisite Corpse involves three dancers separated by
curtains so that they could not see each other during their performance. In the first
section, the dancers performed in silence, dancing with external cues or music. The
second section of the Exquisite Corpse features a 144 bpm Alegría (with cajón
and palmas) flamenco metronome (Fitzgerald 2016). The third section features an
instrumental musical piece: Raff’s Ode au printemps in G major Op. 76 200. The
songs were edited to the length of the section (10 min) prior to the experiment.

Fig. 10.5 (Left) Three artists worked simultaneously in parallel, creating the beginning, middle,
and end or a creative writing piece in the spirit of the Exquisite Corpse. (Right) Experimental
protocol designed for data collection on the improvisational creative process for creative writing

Fig. 10.6 (Left) Threemusicians participate in the study, playing afive-piece drum-set, a saxophone
X/Y, and a saxophone W/Z. (Right) Experimental protocol for improvisational music performance
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Fig. 10.7 (Left) Three dancers (two pictured) participated in the study. (Right) Experimental pro-
tocol for the dance version of the Exquisite Corpse

Each dancer performed improvisational movement for 10 min in isolated stages.
The first section was followed by a 1 min collaborative performance where they
stepped into view of each other and shared movements among them. They then
returned to their isolated stages for 9 min, and repeated this procedure for the third
section of the experiment. Figure 10.7 summarizes the protocol followed. The sec-
tions were 10 min long with a 1-min vocal warning.

10.5 MoBI Data Analysis Through Machine Learning

We present, as an example of an analytic methodology, the data processing for one
participant in the Exquisite Corpse for visual artists. The machine learning method-
ology proposed requires label actions from the artists, with labels relevant to the
artistic modality, and a classification approach with automatic feature extraction and
visualization.

Data driven neuroscience studies have found great success in applying super-
vised and unsupervised machine learning techniques to find relationships between
the data collected and a behavioral response observed. Classical machine learning
requires the researcher to identify, obtain, and select features of the data to analyze.
In EEG, these features usually take the form of power in specific frequency bands or
commonly used frequency bands: e.g. delta 1–4 Hz, theta 4–8 Hz, alpha 8–12 Hz,
beta 12–30 Hz, gamma 30–50 Hz; or time domain features involving temporal and
spatial relationships in the data. These features are used decode movement intent in
mobile settings (Kilicarslan et al. 2013; Bulea et al. 2014; Cruz-Garza et al. 2014;
Luu et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2017). Coherencemetrics, whichmeasure the functional
connectivity between electrodes, have also shown to be promising features for EEG
analysis (Gaxiola-Tirado et al. 2018). Quantitative neuroscience based on EEG has
developed through a combination of spectral, temporal, and spatial features, with
which researchers are able to build a set of descriptors to feed into machine learning
algorithms to learn about the data and to build models for intentionality prediction
(Lotte et al. 2018). Classical machine learning techniques in neuroscience involve a
combination of features selected by the researcher, based on previous neuroscience
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or a promising new metric. The features are tracked and averaged over hundreds of
trials to find an overall pattern of brain activity that can be associated to a specific
task.

In order to study the neural basis of a complex cognitive task such as the humancre-
ative process across demographics and artistic domains, we find that automatic fea-
ture extraction algorithmsoffer a promisingnewapproach tofindnewdata descriptors
and predictors. Automatic feature selection algorithms have shown rapid progress
in recent years, in particular in the field of machine vision, which have also been
applied to EEG data (Schirrmeister et al. 2017). Promising automatic feature extrac-
tion algorithms include those based on deep neural network architectures such as
convolutional neural networks (CNNs), long-short term memory networks, Boltz-
mann Machines, or a tactful combination of these.

Feature visualization remains a key aspect of automated feature extraction meth-
ods. Hypotheses and feature visualization techniques based on previous neuroscience
(e.g. we expect alpha power changes in prefrontal cortex; is that what the computer
finds?) help the researcher understand if the algorithm is learning useful and relevant
information. Therefore, it is necessary to have a top-down, artist-informed frame-
work from which to base the feature visualization methods and overall data analysis
when using automatic feature extraction methods. Data mining techniques, how-
ever sophisticated, will fall blind to the task and rendered ineffective, if not outright
counterproductive, to the field if they are not accompanied by appropriate feature
visualization methods.

The proposedmachine learningmethod described below requires labeled datasets.
We annotated the data by having human annotators watch the video recording of the
artists as they worked on their composition. Because the experiment is unconstrained
by design, there are two critical aspects to consider in this approach: (1) what classes
to label the artists’ actions into, and (2) inter-annotator consistency. Relevant labels
were discussed and analyzed with the professional artists that participated as subjects
in our study through interviews.

10.5.1 Labeling Creative Tasks

The Exquisite Corpse protocol in the visual arts consisted of elements from drawing
and collage. The video recordings were visually segmented by annotating the behav-
iors and tasks done by the artists, relevant to drawing and collage. A second person
validated the annotations.

TheMoBI datawere segmented in terms of the artistic action each artist displayed:
planning/observing, cutting, placing/pasting, correction, outlining, tracing, coloring,
spreading, drawing, andwriting. In addition, the baseline eyes open and baseline eyes
closed were also segmented. In this example, four classes were selected for illustra-
tion purposes: baseline eyes closed, baseline eyes open, planning, and coloring.
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10.5.2 Automatic Feature Extraction and Classification

In an unconstrained behavioral task, where artists work with elements of chance and
improvisation to create a composition, we consider that a machine learning approach
with automatic feature extraction would enable us to capture neural dynamics and
processes that are hard to predict a priori (e.g. by having the researcher select what
features to analyze).

CNNs have shown impressive results in the field of machine vision due to their
capacity to learn local patterns in data through convolutions.With the proper architec-
ture, CNNs can find important features of the data automatically, potentially opening
the possibility for discovery of previously unknown relevant features. These networks
are built by adding convolutional layers that map local patterns in the data. CNNs
make good candidates for end-to-end decoding: from raw EEG data to a prediction
about behavioral intent. However, they require a large number of hyper-parameters,
so they also require a large amount of training data and representative variations in
that data. They also take a long time to train compared to simpler models often used
in neuroscience studies.

We used a CNN for automatic feature extraction and classification of the creative
tasks. Figure 10.8 shows the CNN architecture selected for the study. Our parameters
were selected based on the discussion in Schirrmeister et al. (2017), fine tuning them
to our data. Deep learning approaches require a large amount of data to iterate over,
in which by means of backpropagation, the weights of the computation units in
each layer are updated such that the metric of interest (mean-squared error before
the Softmax layer) is minimized. The EEG data was augmented by taking 1 s time
windows with 99% overlap. The first temporal 80% of the data was used for training
and validation, while the latest temporal 20% of the data per class was used as the test
set. This partition enables the learned model to be tested in pseudo real-time data: the
test set. To build the classification model, each of the four classes were set to contain
5000 samples using random sub-sampling without repetition for the training and
validation sets. From the 20,000 samples, 13,000 were selected for the training set
and 7000 for the validation set. The network ran 10 times to compute a distribution
of the classification accuracies, with randomized selection of the samples to be used
for the training and the validation sets. 4000 samples were selected for the test set,
with 1000 samples per class.

To illustrate the performance of the CNN on our 4-classes problem, the CNNwas
tested on artist one (S1). The accuracy for the training and validation sets reached
near 80–90% in both cases, with classification accuracy dropping to near 66.5% in the
test set (Fig. 10.9). The classification accuracy in the CNN improved after utilizing
the temporal properties of EEG: there is a higher probability that the classification
for sample x is similar to the classification of the temporally adjacent sample. In this
application, our tied-weights consisted of averaging the classification output (before
Softmax) of the immediately previous 5 samples before running the network through
the Softmax layer and finally selecting a class label for the sample.
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Fig. 10.8 CNN architecture proposed. The EEG inputs are windows of 62 channels by 200 time
samples (1 s, at 200 Hz)

Fig. 10.9 Confusion matrix for EEG data classification of artist 1. Each row contains 1000 test
set samples for each of the four classes: Baseline Eyes open, Baseline Eyes closed, Coloring,
Planning. The whole numbers are number of samples classified into a particular class. The average
classification accuracy is 66.5%
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Fig. 10.10 EEG feature visualization, as learned by the CNN: spectral differences in the best
examples from each class. The 200 highest-activation samples in their correct class were selected.
The color maps show the percentage spectral power change with respect to ‘baseline with eyes
open’

10.5.3 Feature Visualization

In neuroscience, we are interested in understanding the neural features that contribute
to the classification of tasks. In this unconstrained experimental setting with multiple
and varied actions performed by the artists, these features may be a combination
of several different cognitive processes acting together. Therefore, visualizing the
features learned automatically is critical for understanding the performance of the
classifier, and thereby the relevant feature spaces associated with the task.

A method used to identify the most relevant features for the network was to find
the best examples (highest activation in the last layer before Softmax) for each class
and compare the spectral differences between them. Figure 10.10 displays the results
of the spectral power in the 200 best examples from each class: those which yielded
the highest activation in the last layer before the Softmax for each class and therefore
those which the network found to be most representative of each class. The spectral
power in each class was compared to “Baseline Eyes open”. In this visualization
method, there is an increase in power in the occipital area expected for “Baseline
Eyes closed” (Fig. 10.10). There is a decrease in power in the theta and alpha power
in left central scalp areas for the "Coloring" and "Planning" tasks: the artist worked
with their right hand. An increase in delta, theta, and alpha bands in left-parietal
regions is found for the "Planning" task. Although these observations are for one
subject at the sensor level and they not necessarily reflect the cortical sources of
brain activity, the method shows promise for understanding the neural features and
channel locations that the network found to be most relevant for classification.
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10.5.4 Top-Down Analysis of the Creative Process

A top-down analysis, using insights from the experts in the creative compositions
—the artists themselves, was used to interpret the feature visualization and feature
relevance results. The corresponding interviews of the artists were conducted the day
after the experiment. The video recording of the experiment was shown to each artist
and their recollection of their process was recorded.

The feature visualization techniques showed importance of scalp areas over the
frontal and left motor regions during the execution task in the delta and alpha bands.
Parietal and frontal scalp areas were relevant in the planning tasks, in the theta and
beta frequency bands (Fig. 10.10). Artist one (S1) not only utilized many different
colored pastels, but also incorporated small film strips, pieces of paper, felt, and
carefully rolled strips of tape and stickers into the artwork (Fig. 10.11). Each of
these tasks—coloring, aligning strips of film, cutting and placing paper and felt,
and rolling and positioning tape—are largely spatially dependent as well as involve
careful planning and attention to detail, and thus, involve the parietal and frontal
areas.

With further source analysis,wehypothesize thatwewouldfind involvement of the
VMPFC in the artists. Research identifies the VMPFC as heavily connected with the
limbic system, which regulates emotion, instinct, motivation, and the internalization
of values, and these personal and meaningful emotions, reflections, and beliefs of the
artists are clearly manifested through their expressive and telling work. Both artists
two (Fig. 10.12) and three (Fig. 10.13) reported to have felt a “real connection to each
other and the space” around them, which they described, “allowed them to give into
someone else’s sensibilities.” Additionally, each of the two artists reflected on their
work and mentality during their moments of creation, citing that they each thought
more about themselves rather than the state of others. Artist three created a powerful
message— “How Can I Resist?”—that was central to her artwork and influenced
by thoughts she had earlier that day, reported to have felt a sense of “authenticity,
familiarity, and relief” while creating her work as well as remembered that she had
“less moments of reflection” during her creative process itself—intimating that the
process was more intuition-driven, an important feature of the VMPFC. Moreover,
these artists incorporated additional materials in their artwork, such as paper, dead
butterflies, plastic eyes, and tape, as well as utilized coloring, and placing paper,
amongst others, pointing to the parietal activity that was seen in the feature selection
data. This raw, unfiltered integration of external and internal stimuli present in the
works of each of the artists not only motivated the production of novel arrangements
of ideas, experiences, and sensory inputs, but also facilitated the transition of these
arrangements into a meaningful, creative work (Figs. 10.11, 10.12 and 10.13).
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Fig. 10.11 Artwork created by artist one (S1), with annotations. Inset Examples of annotated tasks
performed by the artists

Ann
1.
2.
3.

notation 
Drawing.  
Cutting and p
Selecting a
wings. 

placing paper. 
and placing butterfly 

Fig. 10.12 Artwork created by artist two (S2), with annotations
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Annotation
1. Cutting and spelling words with tape.
2. Coloring.
3. Selecting and placing butterfly

wings.
4. Cutting and placing paper.
5. Placing plastic eyes.

A. S3 reported to have been influenced
by thoughts from earlier that day.
During the creation process, the artist
reported a sense of “authenticity,
familiarity, and relief,” and “less
moments of reflection.”

Fig. 10.13 Artwork created by artist three (S3), with annotations and an example of a report
provided by one of the artists

10.5.5 MoBI Data Analysis Across Artistic Modalities

A similar data analysis pipeline, as described in this section, can be applied for
other artistic modalities. The data can be labeled from a discipline-specific annota-
tion framework. For example, in dance, where research typically involves studying
expressive movements, a labeling system based on Laban Movement Analysis pro-
vides the appropriate tags for the MoBI data; see, for example, Cruz-Garza et al.
(2014). A CNN, with parameter fine-tuning, could be implemented for automatic
feature extraction for the set of labels defined, and a similar feature visualization
approach would be useful to understand the features being learned by the computer.

Classical machine learning approaches with predefined andwell-known EEG fea-
tures offer performance baseline and comparisons for the automatic feature extraction
algorithms. See Lotte et al. (2018) for a review of machine learning algorithms often
used for EEG-based BCI applications.

10.6 Discussion: On the Question of Authenticity

The burgeoning field of neuroaesthetics, of which our proposed protocol falls under,
is an excellent example of the necessity of transdisciplinary problem-solving. A
mystery as complex as human creativity cannot only be understood through a single
approach and requires the synthesis of expertise from multiple disciplines. While
creativity and aesthetic experience undoubtedly have a physical, neurological under-
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pinning, this should not be misunderstood as an “explanation” of art, but rather a
characterization of the creative process. A rigorous neuroaesthetics needs to account
for the lived, emotional and experiential aspects of art, as well as its ability to con-
struct and represent values and meaning for the individual and society. This is why
neuroaesthetics represents a rare instance wherein the advancement of a scientific
field hinges onmeaningful interactions with the arts. This interaction should not only
be with art of the past, but with living artists and contemporary institutions of art
such as museums, galleries and artist’s studios. The Exquisite Corpse experiment
was designed to address this issue of collaboration with contemporary artists while
producing valuable data for both the scientist and artist.

From the artists’ point of view, not only is it an unusual experience to be in the
role of test subject, but it offers a novel lens through which to reflect on their creative
process. In our proposed approach to study creativity as detailed in the next sections,
research required each artist to examine their own creative practice in order to better
articulate processes and parse specific moments, while learning about how creativity
is perceived within the parameters of neuroscience. The artists found that their self-
reflections offered them a more nuanced understanding of their own creative process
and how it was in tensionwith the scientific assumptions of it, either throughworking
definitions of creativity and aesthetics, experiment design, expectations about the end
results, or even the post-experiment evaluative process. This intersection of artistic
reflection and neuroscientific discovery is of great importance as we build a common
language with the hope of advancing each of our respective fields in unexpected
ways.

Although many questions were provoked, a recurring theme appeared to anchor
them, which can add valuable insight and inform the development of future experi-
ments: What does authenticitymean in relation to creative processes, and how do we
measure it? Like “aesthetics” or “creativity,” the concept of “authenticity” from both
the creator and observer’s points of view, has a complexmeaning that is usually under-
stood as highly personal and subjective. But, in the context of these studies, there
is an expectation between artist and scientist for a common definition and, perhaps
most problematic for the artist, a quantifiable categorization of authentic creativity.
The question of authenticity is particularly relevant in light of major advancements
in MoBI technology: the ability to record real-time data from a diverse group of
freely behaving individuals makes it possible to study creativity outside of highly
controlled and artificial laboratory settings. The assumption is that a typical site of
artist production, such as a studio or museum, will facilitate a more authentic expe-
rience and, hence, the resultant scientific reading will be more accurate than data
gathered in a traditional laboratory setting.

But if the innovation of this technology partly hinges on more accurate, i.e. “au-
thentic,” recordings, then the artist’s understanding of authenticity as it relates to
creativity must be given an equal consideration in the experiment design and the
evaluative process. Because even though we have moved this experimental proce-
dure away from the laboratory setting, the situation presents a new set of highly
artificial variables that could disrupt the artist’s sense of an authentic experience.
Additionally, breaking down the constituent physical and measurable aspects of the
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creative act (e.g. stroke, cut, pasting, coloring, drawing, planning, etc.) has been an
enlightening process for both artist and scientist. In the process, preconceived defini-
tions of creativity (at least on a process level) must be challenged from the viewpoint
of each discipline. Through the continued development of language and systemswith
which to articulate and report the experiences recorded in collected data, we hope
to contribute to this technology’s potential therapeutic goals, as well as investigate
the rich artistic and philosophical questions posed by neurological understandings
of creativity and aesthetics.

10.7 Applications

Creativity is not only integral to the actions and decisions of many individuals
throughout their lives, but has also served as the foundation for bringing about sub-
stantial change and advancement within a wide variety of fields, including those of
education, politics, economics, science, medicine, technology, and art. The human
quality of creative abstraction has been championed by politicians, leaders, and edu-
cators alike as the answer to many of a nation’s pressing issues (Moran 2010); as
a method of teaching as well as a quality to cultivate within the education system
(Shaheen 2010) as a path to improving the products and services offered by corpora-
tions and institutions (Bobirca and Draghici 2011); and as a means to aid individuals
on their journey of personal growth and healing (Belkofer et al. 2014). In the next
two sections, we describe applications and potential impact of studies on the neural
basis of creativity.

10.7.1 Creative Art Therapy for Neuro-rehabilitation

Creative art therapy allows an individual to articulate personal sensory experiences
through the various visual and tactile properties of tools such as paints, pencils,
stickers, charcoal, and stamps—for example—and the muscle pressure an individual
must exert in order to manipulate these raw materials to form something meaningful
(Lusebrink 2004; Sarid and Huss 2010). Further, it has been commonly found to
be associated with numerous positive outcomes such as decreased stress (Martin
et al. 2018), depression (Bar-Sela et al. 2007), fatigue (Bar-Sela et al. 2007), anxiety
(Morris 2014), PTSD (Walker et al. 2016), improvements in behavioral functioning,
mood (De Petrillo and Winner 2005), speech (Pachalska et al. 2001), self-image,
self-esteem (Hartz and Thick 2005), communication, responsiveness, and sociability
(Rusted et al. 2006), amongst others. As a result, art therapy has improved the quality
of life of many individuals from various walks of life and backgrounds—including
not only those inflicted by Alzheimer’s and other forms of dementia (Wang and Li
2016), but also of those facing the daily stresses of life.
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Fig. 10.14 An interactive artistic BCI that uses selective neural features to control the sculpture’s
position, color, and sound in “Self-conscious/Physical Memory”, by Eric Todd. A dancer, Shu
Kinouchi, interacts with the space in real time. Photo by Ronald L. Jones

These studies highlight the effectiveness and potential of art therapy and provoke
further questions that can only be answered through the neuroscientific study of the
human brain in artistic production in real world settings: How can medical profes-
sionals, therapists and neuroscientists collaborate more effectively with artists to
personalize creative art therapies as a form of precision medicine? Empirical neuro-
scientific data from collected in mobile settings during the process of creating a work
of art offers the possibility to create better, more effective, personalized therapeutic
interventions. By analyzing the neural dynamics associated to the human creative
process, art therapy methods can be personalized for optimal performance.

10.7.2 Artistic Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs)

Understanding the neural basis of creativity has the potential to develop artistic
BCIs that can promote creativity in art making and also provide alternative ways
of visualizing brain data. The chapter by Todd et al. (Chap. 11 of this book) is an
example of how EEG activity can be used to represent and visualize multiple aspects
of brain activity through motion, lights and sound (Fig. 10.14). Closed loop artistic
BCIs can also be deployed as powerful neuromodulators of brain activity to augment
the repertoire of the artist by allowing brain control of the environment or stage.
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Chapter 11
Self-conscience/Physical Memory:
An Immersive, Kinetic Art Installation
Driven by Real-Time and Archival EEG
Signals

Eric Todd, Jesus G. Cruz-Garza, Austin Moreau, James Templeton
and Jose Luis Contreras-Vidal

Abstract The intermingling of art and science has often been seen as equivocal, as
noncommittal, the art world dubious of the certainty of science and science seek-
ing function in art, but both disciplines very often are in search of the same thing,
something we can generalize, something common among us. Neuroscience in par-
ticular seeks to give definition to questions that art and poetry, mysticism, religion,
and psychology have been asking since the beginning of recorded history and pre-
sumably longer. These are fundamental questions about the nature of identity, ideas
we’ve named and redefined many times over. Self-conscience/Physical Memory is a
brain-controlled robotic sculpture in the University of Houston’s Noninvasive Brain
Machine Interface Laboratory. Motorized and illuminated acrylic ceiling tiles shift
the architecture of the space itself in response to EEG data. The height of the panels
is driven by alpha power suppression in the central cortical areas, and the tiles’ color
shifts with alpha power changes in the occipital and frontal lobes. The EEG data
can be input in real-time by a single participant, or, in the absence of user input,
the work also serves as a playback device for archival EEG recordings, a physical
manifestation of a past experience, of a moment in someone’s life, a person both
absent and present in that new moment.
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11.1 Background

TheUniversity of Houston’s Non-invasive BrainMachine Interface Laboratory at the
National Science Foundation Industry-University Cooperative Research Center for
Building Reliable Advances and Innovations in Neurotechnology (IUCRC BRAIN)
is the home of a multidisciplinary team of neuroscientists, engineers, health profes-
sionals, artists, and students developing neurotechnologies for the restoration and
rehabilitation of cognitive-motor function in people with mental and movement dis-
abilities. The lab works at the interface of the arts, science and engineering, uncov-
ering the relations between perception, cognition and action. Our work is funded
by the National Institutes of Health, the National Science Foundation, the Cullen
Foundation and others, and the Center for Advanced Computing and Data Systems
at the University of Houston.

The Brain on Arts Program, funded by the National Science Foundation Award
#BCS 1533691, is led by neuroengineering professor Jose Luis Contreras-Vidal—to
study connections between the brain and creativity, expression, and the perception
of art.

Eric Todd is a visual artist and co-founder of {exurb}, an art collective that
explored the conjunction of science, art, and technology often through large scale,
kinetic and interactive sculpture. {exurb} had the solo exhibitions waveForms, Uni-
versity of Indianapolis (2013) Topologies, Lawndale Art Center, Houston (2015)
andArray, Art LeagueHouston (2016), among others. Toddwas featured artist atDay
for Night festival in 2016. His work is held in the State of NewMexico’s Art Collec-
tion. Originally from West Tennessee, he received his BFA from the University of
Houston inCreativeWriting andTheatre and is currently pursuing post-baccalaureate
work in Electrical Engineering.

Jesus G. Cruz-Garza develops strategies for decoding of brain activity signals
through mobile brain-body imaging in real world settings. His work includes decod-
ing and characterization of EEG data in expressive movement, freely moving aes-
thetic production and contemplation. Jesus graduated from BS Engineering Physics
at Tecnologico de Monterrey, Mexico. He is currently a PhD candidate in Electri-
cal Engineering at the University of Houston and Graduate Fellow on Translational
Research with Houston Methodist Research Institute and University of Houston.

Austin Moreau is currently studying Computer Science as a post baccalaureate
student in The University of Houston undergraduate Computer Science program,
and previously received a Bachelor’s of Fine Arts, Studio Art—Painting, from the
University of Houston as well as a minor in mathematics. At present, he is applying
to programs to pursue a Ph.D. in the field of Human Computer Interaction with the
intention of creating autonomous and responsive environments.
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Fig. 11.1 Scale rendering of completed installation in situ

James Templeton is a Houston artist, musician, animator, and founder of the
creative production company, Dinolion. He is also the man behind the experimental
electronic music of LIMB. In 2013 James performed at TEDx Houston with his
own custom instrumentation. In 2016 LIMB was the creative lead on the interactive
audio-visual installation OCTA at the Day for Night festival. In the spring of 2018
James composed a piece entitled “What We Keep” for the Houston Ballet’s mixed
rep program, “Play.” Figure 11.1 below shows a scale rendering of the proposed
final installation. As of this writing, a four-panel prototype, which will be revised
and expanded later this year, has been completed.

11.2 Introduction

Our understanding of ourselves is a fluid and nervous thing. We create entire
paradigms, competing bodies of knowledge, shifting historical hegemonies to help
our brains better apprehend themselves. We have longed for an accurate mirror, are
motivated by a desire to see ourselves clearly, and continuously design new lenses
through which to do so.
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The language we use to describe achievements in art, science, and engineering
might be considered variations on a theme. We say that scientists discover while
engineers invent, and artists create. The notions of creation and invention can be
easily aligned through control and choice, while we might consider a discovery dis-
tinct, something borne from observation of existing, if yet undefined, facts (Gowers
2012). But in practice the lines separating these ideas, and disciplines, can blur. In
Biology, species distinctions, especially those separated by only a few traits, can
seem arbitrary, but the same might be said of how we define Calculus. We might
consider Calculus a collection of incontrovertible facts, but its shape and how we
describe those facts, what we include or don’t, is a matter of choice, of design.

What our investigations into scalp electroencephalography (EEG) offer is the
quantifiable, voltages that we can measure, locate, and specify. Mobile EEG tech-
nology provides a real glimpse into the electrical activity of the brain in action and in
context, making tangible what has long been vague and ethereal, locating our identi-
ties in physical space and in time. Our aim is not strict robotic control, a one-to-one
button press, but a sort of reflection pool, a reification of lived experience.

In this work, the architecture of the space is given primacy. It becomes a metaphor
for the body, the room itself a vessel for consciousness, a mirror for the real-time
user into her unseen biology or an intimate glimpse of a person’s past, a projection
of a stranger’s inner life.

This piece lives in context and dialogue with many works of art that precede it
and many contributions to science that make it possible. Artists such as Raphael
Lozano Hemmer, Roxy Paine, Tim Hawkinson, Ryoji Ikeda, and Kevin Beasley
have experimented with motion, sound, data and direct user-input to make active
sculpture, sculptures and installations that shift and move and respond directly to the
viewer, creating art experiences, not simply passive aesthetic objects.

BCIs specifically have been employed in a variety of artworks: audio/visual solo
performances such as Dmitry Mororzov’s eeg_deer (Morozov 2014), multi-person
performances such as Marina Abramović’s Measuring the Magic of Mutual Gaze
(Abramović 2011), single-user responsive installations like Lisa Park’sEunoia series
(Park 2014), among others.

We believe a major strength of this work is its versatility. We are excited by
its ability to function as a single-user closed-loop neurofeedback experience, as
a playback device for visualization and sonification of archival EEG recordings,
and as a tool for the University’s continued neuroengineering research efforts on
neuroaesthetics, neural individuality, andBCIs. Itsmulti-use functionality is essential
to its design and, we hope, central to its success. In Fig. 11.2 below, we can see our
initial design prototype, completed and installed.
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Fig. 11.2 First completed panel prototype. Photo credit James Templeton

11.3 Space/Sculpture

Self-conscious/Physical Memory lives on the University of Houston’s campus, on
the 4th floor of an Engineering building home to classrooms and offices and research
labs and student organizations and lecture halls. The space itself is multi-use, a part of
three rooms afforded the lab to conduct its research, with experiments and meetings
and presentations planned out like a beachfront time-share nearly every day. The
work was designed with this in mind, to not just live in this environment but to be at
home here.

The room is a 16′ by 18′ rectangle with standard foam 2′ by 2′ square tiled ceiling
ten feet overhead. The sculpture is built into the suspended ceiling itself, the foam tiles
removed and replaced by acrylic panels, lit on edge by 160 individually addressable
RGB LEDs, 80 per side on two sides with two sides left exposed. The choice to do
so was an effort to both feature and hide the space. The effect is both an empty and
inundated room.

Each panel is hung from the suspension ceiling frame by 0.5 mmwire rope affixed
to its four corners with one of the four cables carrying the signal for the LEDs. The
cables run through a simple pulley system that gathers them in the center above each
tile and winds them around a four-channeled winch spool on a shaft connected to a
stepper motor. The full height of the ceiling is 10 ft, and the panels travel 3 ft in the
space to a nadir of 7 ft.

The space above the drop ceiling frame was a design limitation itself. A large
HVAC duct runs the length of the room, centered and hanging just 10′′ above the
frame, forcing the support mount and motor system to be compact and lightweight
enough to be secured directly to the suspension frame. The installation can be viewed
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from inside the room or from a window looking in from a hallway just outside.
Figure 11.3 details the mechanical components and how they fit into the architecture
of the room.

The sculpture is accompanied by sonification of EEG activity, by applying 4th
order Butterworth filters to one frontal EEG channel, AF4, in the delta (1–4Hz), theta
(4–8Hz), alpha (8–12Hz), beta (12–30Hz), and gamma (30–50Hz) frequency bands.
The band-power in each of these frequency bands is projected to an electronically
generated sine wave sound at the C minor 9th cord pentatonic scale.

Several parts of the cabling systemwere designed and 3D printed to custom fit the
suspension ceiling and mount: the above-mentioned spool, a corner segment that fits
onto the cross-joints of the ceiling frame and guides each cable down, and another
cable guide mounted below the spool to steer the cables up (Fig. 11.4).

The motors each include a power-off brake (not pictured) that holds the panel in
position in case of a power outage and when the system is powered down. A limit

Fig. 11.3 Prototype model

Fig. 11.4 (From left to right) Design and implementation of winch spool, cable guides, and corner
mount
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Fig. 11.5 Completed mechanical system design. Photo credit James Templeton

switch (not pictured) is bolted to the bottom of each support mount that serves as
both a safety mechanism and a tool to calibrate each panel’s location.

The mechanics are left exposed. Lit from behind, they are featured as a part of
the sculpture, not hidden like components of a magic trick. There is no magic here.
The mechanics are essential to a work about the mechanics of the mind and serve as
a reminder that machines are collections of discrete parts imagined and combined
by actual living people and a call-back to the body itself (Fig. 11.5).

11.4 Signal Processing and Application

Among tools to measure brain activity, EEG is unique in that it can capture data at a
high sampling rate, short setup time in case of dry-electrode systems, low operating
cost, safety, and, most importantly, it is mobile. This allows researchers to record
small moments of cognition in real-time and in (something close to) their natural
settings. Given all of these characteristics, mobile EEG also makes for an ideal input
device for the development of Brain-computer interfaces (BCI).

Neural oscillations large and synchronous enough to be measured by EEG have
been consistently linked to a variety of brain processes including cognition and
focus, creativity, language processing, motor control, and visual processing (Jeon
et al. 2011; Levy et al. 2013; Fink and Benedek 2014; Lobier et al. 2018). A key
facet to our understanding of the connection of these signals to assumed causes is
event-related desynchronization (ERD), a phenomenon in which a known cognitive
function or stimulus creates a signal that results in a power decrease or “blocking” of
a certain frequency range in a particular region of the brain (Pfurtscheller and Lopes
da Silva 1999).
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For two core elements of this project, we looked at ERD in the alpha band
(8–12 Hz). The panel LED animations are generated with alpha power input from
occipital lobe channel Oz, and the height of each panel is driven by alpha power
values in central cortical channels. Research has tied momentary decreases in local
alpha power to movement related events in the motor cortex and to visual input and
shifts in focus and attention in the occipital lobe (Jeon et al. 2011;Woertz et al. 2004;
Lobier et al. 2018).

A third element, sonification, includes signal power from all five of themajor EEG
frequency bands: delta (1–4 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–12 Hz), beta (12–30 Hz),
and gamma (30–50 Hz). Here we have chosen channel AF4 reading the pre-frontal
cortex and are mapping its various frequency power to harmonics in C minor 9th in
a 432 A4 tuning.

To filter the raw EEG signal we are utilizing the SciPy Python library’s 4th order
bandpass Butterworth filter with 8–12 Hz in the passband. As an indicator feature,
we chose the relative alpha power, calculated by obtaining the average power over
the alpha band and diving by the total power from 1 to 50 Hz.

The treatment of these signals is hopefully one that provokes the feeling of sit-
ting directly inside a human moment, a moment of wonder and meditation at the
strangeness of something so intimately familiar.

11.4.1 Hardware/ERD Motor Cortex Test

To calibrate the changes in the alpha power for hand-movement induced ERD, we
demonstrated and collected EEG data from two volunteers who were asked to move
their hands. In five 25 min trials of gripping with the right hand, gripping with the
left, with both, and at rest, we ran a simple FFT on one second of data prior to each
event onset.

We did this to both verify that we could observe motor correlated ERD in the cen-
tral region and to verify that we could reliably observe this data using the Cognionics
Quick 20 (San Diego, CA) wireless, dry EEG system that we employed as the main
input device for the real-time functionality of the installation (Yuan et al. 2011;
Abbasi et al. 2018).

The results in Fig. 11.6 show unfiltered frequency domain data for the C1 channel
of one subject transformed over the 1 s before each event and averaged across all
25 trials. The graph clearly shows a decrease in alpha (as well as beta) power for
all non-rest trials. These results give us confidence that our choice to focus on alpha
band ERD in the central region should reliably correlate to sensorimotor action.
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Fig. 11.6 Changes in alpha
power in channel C1 during
left and right-hand
movements compared to a
resting state

11.4.2 Panel Movement

While our calibration test did show that we should reliably see alpha ERD in the cen-
tral channels just before a physical movement, in real-time applications, it will not
be practical to take the average of multiple trials. Additionally, the viewer’s experi-
ence with the installation is intended to be open-ended, not a prescriptive, controlled
outcome-oriented interaction, but rather a moment of exploration, an invitation to
survey his or her inner life and help to create the work itself. So while we do tie the
EEG signals most likely to be associated with a person’s intention to move to the
motion of his/her environment, these signals will not serve as perfect triggers but
rather a direct representation of the signals themselves, which as noted above, while
located in the region most associated with intention to move, are very likely to also
include a variety of other signals from adjacent regions with other purposes as well.

Alpha power in central area channels are used to drive the height of the acrylic
tiles. The higher the relative alpha power in a channel, the closer to the ceiling its
corresponding tilewillmove. The layout of the tiles and their related channelsmirrors
the flattened layout of the EEG cap as it is placed on the wearer’s scalp. The effect
is that the tiles move together but not necessarily in unison as adjacent electrodes
share portions of their signal composition and change gradually as their distance
from each other increases. The result is an undulating wave that reflects the changing
and constant nature of brain processes (Fig. 11.7).

However, becausewe are sampling an oscillating EEG signal at 100Hz, the output
changes very rapidly in time, a change not ideal for our purposes. To compensate
for this we apply a left half Gaussian filter over a 2 s time window to smooth the
changes in alpha power in time.

Further smoothing occurs at the hardware level where motor positions are accel-
erated and decelerated to each new position. Taken all together, the result, despite
being driven by rapidly changing oscillations, is a gentle, undulating affect created by
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Fig. 11.7 A representation of how EEG signal in channel CP1 is transformed into the movement
of a single panel in the sculpture over the course of 180 s. The alpha power is shown as a moving
average from the last 4 s of data. Panel height is scaled from 0 to 100 cm from the top of the ceiling

Fig. 11.8 How relative alpha power in EEG channels CP1, CP2, C1, and C2 are transformed into
the physical movement of the ceiling tiles over 3 min

the motion of each panel. Figure 11.8 illustrates this idea in practice, displaying the
raw EEG signal on four channels and their corresponding outputs in the sculpture’s
movement.
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Fig. 11.9 (left) Animated image mapped across all ceiling tiles (right) panel LED mapping in 3D
space representing 30 ceiling tiles—the LED strips are mapped in a grid onto the square color palate
image

11.4.3 LED Animations

The LEDs that illuminate each panel are all animated together, mapped across a
single image. The image is a shifting blend of 5 vertically aligned complimentary
colors, with each raw EEG channel subtly modulating the white balance along the
horizontal.

The center occipital lobe Oz channel modulates the LED animations. The LED
strips placed edgewise along two sides of each panel are mapped to a slowly-wiping
five-part square 2D color gradient seen in Fig. 11.9. The alpha PSD percentage in
the Oz channel causes the color gradient to rotate through 8 different color palates
depending on the input value and one solid black color set that corresponds to peaks
in relative alpha power corresponding to the cap wearer’s eyes being closed. Addi-
tionally, frontal lobe channel Fp2 shifts the relationship of the colors within each
palate and the speed of the wipe through the five colors.

The choice of occipital lobe data driving changes in color followed the region’s
known connection to vision processing. ERD in the alpha band has been seen in
response to visual stimulus as well as changes in visual attention. Frontal, parietal,
and occipital lobe alpha band suppression has also been shown to relate to attention
and visual focus thus providing a natural feedback loop to drive the changing look
of this immersive environment (Woertz et al. 2004; Quaedflieg 2016; Belyusar et al.
2013; Lobier et al. 2018).

11.4.4 Sonification

In addition to the subtle sounds of the motors, sheaves spinning, and cables winding,
we’ve included audio generated by EEG signal. The power in the delta, theta, alpha,
beta, and gamma frequency bands is mapped to the amplitude of sine waves in the C
minor 9th chord (C3, D#

2, G3, B3, D4) pentatonic scale, with frequencies at 128.43,
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152.74, 192.43, 242.45, 288.33 Hz respective to each frequency band. Figure 11.10
shows the original EEG frequency activations in a spectrogram, and the mapping to
the signifying sine waves corresponding to channel AF4.

Here we see the fundamental C3 and D#
2 mapped to the theta band predictably

producing the most common incidences and greatest volumes. The result of this, and
thus of our choice to use these signals to drive a single chord, creates a harmonic
drone, the minor key slightly dissonant, the alpha, beta, and gamma adding com-
plexity as they synchronize. The choice to do simplify here is also intended to be
unifying, the low drone calming amidst the shifting visual stimulus, a reminder of
how continuously our brains are processing information (Fig. 11.11).

Fig. 11.10 Spectrogram of the EEG data in AF4 signified as a mixture of sine waves. Left: EEG
activation of the AF4 channel across the whole frequency spectrum analyzed. Right: Spectrogram
of the sine waves used to generate sound from the EEG channel

Fig. 11.11 Photo of installation progress in situ. Photo credit Ronald L. Jones
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11.5 Function/Operational Modes

11.5.1 Playback

When no viewer-input is present, the installation will serve as a playback device for
selected EEG recordings. Under normal circumstances, this is how a viewerwillmost
likely find the work. The subject’s gender, age, date and circumstances of recording
will be displayed. In this way, viewers can be intimately present with a person who
is absent, a person who may have never set foot in the room where she is standing
or may no longer even be alive. These recordings will take a variety of forms, from
recently recorded as a part of university research to novel early experiments with
EEG hardware and many things in between.

11.5.2 Real-Time

During select times, viewers will be able to interact with the sculpture directly in
real-time via a 20-channel dry EEG system. Like Raphael Lozono-Hemmer’s Pulse
Room, a single patron will for a time control the entire installation, her brainwaves
mirrored in the sensory shifts (movement, light, sound, color, shadow) of the room
and its architecture. Others can watch from the viewing window outside or be present
in the space and wait to participate themselves.

11.5.3 Research

In addition to the work’s function as art, we hope it will have some use in closed-loop
BMI research as a tool to explore non-anthropomorphic control systems or experi-
ments involving response to various stimuli. We also imagine it as a therapeutic tool
to explore maladies like claustrophobia or balance disorders. These applications are
not currently in development but could augment the existing hardware and software
framework in the future.

11.6 Collaboration

The real-time interactive functionality of this work makes it well-suited to further
artistic collaboration. In Fig. 11.12, we see Shu Kinouchi, a dancer with the Houston
Ballet, giving an improvised closed-loop performance with the sculpture. In the
future, we have plans to explore similar experiments with writers, musicians, and
multi-media artists as well.
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Fig. 11.12 Photo of dancer, Shu Kinouchi, giving a closed-loop performance with the installation,
2019. Photo by Ronald L. Jones

11.7 Conclusion

My practice as an artist is most often a highly collaborative one in which I conceptu-
alize and design work with in conjunction with others—as a group or with our names
listed individually—but nearly always as a collective effort, and this is a departure
from that. While the final outcome of this project was certainly the cause of a col-
laborative process, and the people whose names are listed here as co-authors were
essential to its realization, Dr. Contreras-Vidal trusted me with a space, funds, and
mentoring to drive the project forward, to take the lead in defining its aesthetic and
conceptual choices and to be solely responsible for its result, and for that I am very
grateful.

Whenwe started this work, I proposed an idea that I knewwas possible but did not
have the theoretical foundations to make the space represent brain activity dynamics.
I spent the first six months on this project just learning and planning, taking meetings
with people in the lab and others outside learning the practical and tangible ways
to make this idea real. The design here went through many iterations, some failed
outright, some revised, but all edifying and all essential to the finished sculpture.
—Eric Todd
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Part IV
Using Brain Art in Therapy



Chapter 12
Advancing the Rehabilitative
and Therapeutic Potential of BCI
and Noninvasive Sensing Systems

Stephanie M. Scott, Chris Raftery and Charles Anderson

Abstract Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) technologies have the capacity to go
beyond serving as a basic communication medium for the motor-impaired, as they
can also extend creative expression for application within therapeutic processes. By
examining the ways in which BCI technologies canmediate communication, provide
a venue for embodied interaction, and act as amedium for sharing both individual and
collective experiences through the creative process,more can be understood about the
ways these technologies can advance and improve the user-system interactions that
occur within both digital and physical spaces. This study articulates the differences
between neurofeedback and biofeedback, and explores a proof of concept application
of both types of interventions. In doing so, it explores conceptual frameworks from
a transdisciplinary approach, and demonstrates the potential new interface design
strategies have for enabling original forms of creative expression through technology.
It also examines the potential of noninvasive tools for expanding boundaries of digital
spaces to offer more inclusive means for self-expression and identity formation for
users.UsingnewlydesignedTCREelectrodes, these efforts explore howmoreprecise
scalp recordings may help uncover new methods for discovering patterns of brain
activity while engaged with artistic creation for therapeutic processes.
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12.1 Introduction

Evolving technologies often influence the way newer tools are received and inte-
grated within social environments. As a technology develops, changes that alter the
function or form of a device can invite new customs and behaviors that surround
use, and can present challenges that impact user experience. Media research sug-
gests that technological shifts can not only vary adoption and retention rates among
users, but can also lead to interface modifications that directly affect the quality and
character of communication afforded to users (Schulz 2004). Nijholt et al. (2018)
note that while traditional BCI research prioritizes robustness and efficiency as pri-
mary characteristics of concern, those who design artistic BCIs are more likely to
focus on their use within multimodal or multiparty contexts. While efficiency and
usability remain integral components for evaluating technological progress (Kübler
et al. 2015), these interactive processes that occur between devices and users often
go overlooked. This may consequently impede efforts directed towards discover-
ing the communicative-use potentials that these devices support. In a focus group
conducted amongst individuals with ALS and their caregivers, Blain-Moraes et al.
(2012) identified both personal and relational issues as being factors towards accep-
tance of BCI system use. Participants identified that personal factors such as physical,
physiological and psychological issues as being less of a concern than those which
were deemed relational, including corporeal, technological and social factors, when
considering the acceptance of Augmented and Alternative Communications (AAC)
(Daly and Huggins 2015). Although post-positivist methodologies have been instru-
mental for guiding technological improvement for AAC and Assistive Technologies
(AT), combining a qualitative approach (such as participatory questionnaires and
open-ended surveys) with quantitative methods can provide valuable information
for understanding user priorities and opinions towards developing systems that fea-
ture effective user-end based designs (Blain-Moraes et al. 2012; Huggins et al. 2011;
Morone et al. 2015) (Figs. 12.1, 12.2, 12.3 and 12.4).

Research within the field of Computer-Mediated Communications (CMC)
research was initially guided through two facets: efforts directed towards under-
standing new media alters informative capabilities of a medium, and examina-
tion of how interactive characteristics of a new medium may impact communica-
tion (Papacharissi 2005). Initial definitions of CMC focused on synchronous and
asynchronous message delivery and encoding processes from senders to receivers
(Walther 1992), but have since expanded to include people and technology commu-
nicating within certain contexts in which media is appropriated for specific, personal
needs. Progressive technologies that enable interpersonal methods of communica-
tion have encouraged more contemporary definitions of CMC, which include “pro-
cesses of communication facilitated by information technologies, involving people
in online and offline contexts” (Papacharassi 2005, p. 218). Using a modern CMC
lens to examine accessibility and usability issues, theoretical approaches towards the
acceptance and adoption of new technologies argue that the question of whether a
technology will be acceptable depends on whether the changes new technologies
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Fig. 12.1 Jewel Crasta (left), Elliott Forney (top center), Katie Bruegger (right), members of the
Colorado State University Brain-Computer Interface Laboratory team, work to ensure that the
sensors of an EEG cap are properly placed on a research participant (bottom center). The team’s
research largely concerns improving the efficiency and usability of in-home systems for users, and
requires assessing how this technology functions outside of a controlled setting (Photograph by
Stephanie Scott, Fort Collins, Colorado, 2017)

present can be translated within existing productions and routines in ways that make
sense for the user (Webster 2002). This concept helps illustrate the need for critical
assessment on behalf of stakeholders within the technology community to be able
to recognize how BCIs can impact individual and social communication processes,
as well as influence interactions that occur between the user and interface (Cox and
Depoe 2015). Mediated interactions between the user and a technology are shaped
not just by the inherent properties of the device, but also the individual character-
istics of the users themselves, in conjunction with the behaviors used to approach
and interact with the interface within a specific environment. As each user requires
a specific and unique result from these mediated interactions, we must consider the
need for individualized variance within the design and implementation process to
ensure that technological development maximizes communicative potential for all
types of users. Simply improving the function of a device does not guarantee user
engagement, as it may prompt users to opt out of using various devices if technical
solutions fall short of addressing individual needs (Huggins et al. 2011).
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Fig. 12.2 Participant is shownwearing an EEG capwhile painting. The purpose of this intervention
was to enable creative experience for the BCI system user and to demonstrate how visualization
of EEG data could help to enable artistic self-expression. Active EEG analysis was combined
with visual neurofeedback output to enable a process that replicated methods of traditional analog
painting. The finished product consisted of visual overlays projected upon a transparent canvas
(Photograph by Lukas Gehrke, Valencia, Spain, 2017)

As new communication technologies continue to be integrated within established
societal practices, populations inevitably face new barriers, questions and configura-
tions emerging from interactions between user and interface. Each new technology
placed within contextual elements of a certain place and time brings with it a direct
or indirect influence over behaviors and attitudes concerning both the “how” and
“why” of communicative processes. As such, it is especially important to assess how
these tools are both designed and applied. When the technical properties of the tools
themselves change, so too do our responses to them (Webster 2002).When these prin-
ciples are applied to BCI technologies, we see that there is room for improvement
though including target users within the processes of design, research and applica-
tion (Huggins et al. 2011), as well as within projects directed towards integrated art
therapy-based interventions.
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Fig. 12.3 A still capture from an mp4 animation showing 8 channels of EEG recorded from one of
Colorado State University’s Brain-Computer Interface Laboratory research participants in a relaxed
state. The participant was not engaged in any BCI paradigm at the time of the capture. From this
example time sample, and for a full feedback visualization using aBrain-Computer Interface system,
the team subtracted the average of the 8 channels using the common average reference (CAR). The
order of channels pictured, from bottom to top are F3, F4, C3, C4, P3, P4, O1, O2 (mp4 animation
created by Chuck Anderson, May 2018)

12.2 BCI Technology Past and Present

BCI technologies enable communication unaided by physical movement by provid-
ing a direct link between a functional brain and the outside world. BCI systems
operate by translating central nervous system (CNS) activity into a generated out-
put to replace and restore functions for individual users (Brunner et al. 2015). This
research traditionally focuses on efforts to establish a channel of communication
for paralyzed or locked-in patients who would not be able to communicate effec-
tively without these systems. However, “recent scientific, technological, and societal
events have changed this situation,” prompting additional objectives to be applied
to BCI research to improve, enhance, supplement, and allow these technologies and
subsequent interactions to serve as a research tools (e.g., Wolpaw et al. 2002, p. 768;
Brunner et al. 2015). Despite the intent to further explore and identify the potential
BCI devices have to serve as communicative tools for users within and among target
populations that stand to benefit from these technologies (e.g., patients who rely
on them for communicating and maintaining external connections and motor reha-
bilitation purposes) there are still challenges and limitations that serve as barriers
towards widespread implementation. Though studies that have addressed in-home
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Fig. 12.4 Instead of controllingBCI throughEEG features, this project explores the effect of simple
and immediate feedback of EEG characteristics translated directly into a dynamic visual display.
To start, 8 circles (varying in both size and color) are digitally “drawn” upon the interface screen. At
each sample in time, the EEG voltage from across the 8 electrodes is subtracted from the 8 voltages
as a common average reference. The EEG signals greater than average are shown in green, and
those lower than average in red. The radius of each circle is proportional to the measured absolute
value of the difference from the average. By filtering the EEG signals in order to preserve the slower
calculated frequencies, we were able to differentiate the greater visual changes from those with a
lesser variance (mp4 animation created by Chuck Anderson, May 2018)

independent use for motor-impaired users (e.g., Wolpaw et al. 2002; Wolpaw and
Wolpaw 2012; Pfurscheller et al. 2006; Kuebler and Mueller-Putz 2007; Nam et al.
2018) more efforts need to be directed towards active analysis of target populations
in order to improve reliability and contribute towards long-term and translational
research (Kübler et al. 2013, 2015). For example, researchers have demonstrated
than fewer than 10% of published studies address this group and further involve peo-
ple with severe disabilities (Zickler et al. 2013). These statistics highlight the need
for research that aims to bridge the translational gap between contemporary BCI
research and the potential application of these systems for users within their home
or healthcare environments (Kübler et al. 2015).

By translating brain signals into new kinds of multimodal outputs that can be
accessed by various groups of users, BCI systems possess tremendous potential
as transformative, rehabilitative and communicative tools (Huggins et al. 2011).
Currently, there are two ways that we are able to utilize BCI technology: The first
allows a user to have “control of the external environment (light switch, temperature
control) or communication devices,” while the second “involves using the system as a
motor learning-assist device” (Daly andHuggins 2015, p. 1). These systems offer new
modes of communication for those who otherwise would remain limited or unable
to communicate independently due to a neurological condition or physical injury.
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BCI devices can serve as a bridge for those who experience limited mobility and
the means for external communication while affording users a sense of autonomous
expression that would otherwise not be feasible without the assistance of a care giver
or translator.

Although an original objective of BCI research and corresponding technological
development was to enable basic forms of social interaction for patients, the poten-
tial exists to not only restore and enhance communication for the motor-impaired
but to extend them to include opportunities for creative expression and therapeutic
care (Zickler et al. 2013; Wolpaw and Wolpaw 2012). By using a multidisciplinary
approach to examine the ways in which technology can mediate communication,
enable a furthered sense of embodiment and self-identification, and permit users
to express themselves in a manner that is unique to their own abilities through the
creative process, we realize the need for a shift towards improving the quality of
interactions that occur between user and device while incorporating these findings
into a user-centric design process to take into account the needs of a highly-diverse
user population.

12.3 Noninvasive Considerations and Applications

Despite decades of research within the field, the accuracy and reliability of BCI
systems remains limited for several reasons. First, current EEG scalp electrodes lack
the necessary spatial and temporal precision. Activity from a relatively large area
of the cortex of the brain affects the signal that is recorded by one electrode, so
differences in brain activity in neighboring regions of the brain cannot be detected.
Second, current BCI research is focused on detecting known characteristics in EEG.
Given that variation is present in these recordings, and that that most research relies
on patterns in brain activity that can only be revealed by averaging the signals over
multiple trials, these patterns are not sufficient for accurately discerning differences
in brain activity as a user’s mental state varies. The BCI field requires more precise
scalp recordings and new methods for discovering the patterns within.

This first of these limitations is currently being addressed by Dr. Walter Besio
at The University of Rhode Island. Besio is developing and researching a new EEG
sensor; the Tripolar Concentric Ring Electrode (TCRE) with a signal-to-noise ratio
4 times more accurate than that of conventional EEG electrodes (Besio et al. 2014).
Dr. Besio has demonstrated the ability to find high-frequency oscillations preceding
seizures with TCRE electrodes; oscillations that are completely absent from record-
ings taken with conventional EEG electrodes. His research with TCRE electrodes
has also discovered that movements of different fingers can result in different EEG
signals, as opposed to recordings from conventional EEG electrodes that show no
difference (Anderson et al. 2018). These findings illustrate how TCRE electrodes
can record brain activity that is occurring directly beneath the electrodes themselves,
as opposed to conventional electrodes that record activity from a wider area of the
brain.
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To overcome the second limitation, new approaches to signal analysis are needed.
For example, it is not yet understood exactly which patterns in brain activity corre-
spond to feelings of heightened creativity, engagement, stress, or depression, due to
the involvement of many parts of the brain and biological variations inherent within
individual users. Recent developments from the machine learning community in the
use of multilayered neural networks promise increased capabilities in discovering
and recognizing such patterns (Forney et al. 2018).

Electrocorticography electrodes (ECoG), which are placed directly on the surface
of the brain, have 20–100 times better signal-to-noise ratio than conventional EEG
placed on the scalp (Ball et al. 2009). An example of the potential for ECoG in
neurorehabilitationwas recently demonstrated byGharabaghi et al. (2014), inwhich a
patient with a lesion in the cortexwas able to reliably perform neurofeedback training
to alter brain oscillations for developing better control of impaired limbs. When
using conventional scalp EEG electrodes, researchers found that the patient was
unable to alter brain oscillations, suggesting that more accurate sensing would help
for recording more accurate neuro and biofeedback responses.

Likewise, the impracticality of the surgical procedure for implanting ECoG elec-
trodes restricts the availability of the traditional approach. It is in this context that
Besio’s newTCRE scalp electrodesmay lead theway for amore practical approach to
neurofeedback therapy and rehabilitation, and that the combination of the increased
spatial and temporal resolution and signal-to-noise ratio provided by TCRE elec-
trodes and the advances in spatial and temporal pattern discovery afforded by deep
learning algorithms will lead to a better understanding of how brain processing is
affected by disease, injury, and psychological trauma. This in turn can lead to more
precise neurofeedback training and therapy applications with the technology.

12.4 Integrating Neurofeedback and Biofeedback

Integrating neurofeedback applications within BCI potentials can present the oppor-
tunity to offer clinical benefits to users through novel interventions grounded in
psychological and neurosciences practices. Effective tools may potentially enhance
neural functions by assisting users through the process of regulating their neural
functions, as well as contribute to efforts aimed towards developing therapies for
those with neural disabilities (Ordikhani-Seyedlar et al. 2016). Research conducted
using controlled studies to evaluate cognitive and affective outcomes from both EEG
and neurofeedback assessments has favored “sustained attention, orienting and exec-
utive attention, memory, spatial rotation, RT, complex psychomotor skills, implicit
procedural memory, recognition memory, perceptual binding, intelligence and wide
ranging aspects of mood and well-being” (Gruzelier 2013, p. 155). A re-emergence
of EEG-neurofeedback research has followed controlled evidence of clinical bene-
fits and validation of cognitive/affective gains in healthy participants including cor-
relations in support of feedback learning mediating outcomes in order to provide
sufficient evidence validating the role of EEG-neurofeedback in enhancing function
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(Gruzelier 2013). This offers initial results for proof of concept studies, and high-
lights important questions and considerations for moving forward in order to support
the need for further exploration into EEG and different applications.

Orndorff-Plunkett et al. (2017) highlight the benefits of manipulating neuronal
activity via neurofeedback, defined by the authors as “an operant conditioning-based
technique in which an individual can sense, interact with, and manage their own
physiological and mental states” (1). When the intention is to normalize the sys-
tem, (e.g. via neurofeedback), we describe it as self-directed neuroplasticity, with an
outcome that is persistent in functional, structural, and behavioral changes (Orndorff-
Plunkett et al. 2017). EEG frequency bands reflect information processing, such as
concentration and attention, as well as aspects of arousal including tension, wakeful-
ness, relaxation, or sleep, and neurofeedback technique. This type of analyzation also
makes “individuals aware of these processes by feeding back a representation of their
own electrical brain activity and allowing them to change it” (Gruzelier and Egner
2004, p. 1; Folgieri et al. 2017). Furthermore, research within this field suggests
control of brain oscillations could be harnessed intentionally to mediate plasticity
(Orndorff-Plunkett et al. 2017). The authors suggest that continued research in this
areamay “collect additionalmeasures of community functioning, including the direct
impact on the quality of relationships and occupational functioning” (11).

EEG feedback typically combines two challenges. The first concerns the
frequency-based organization of brain communication,while the second targets inap-
propriate state transitions. Biofeedback systems, on the other hand, involve two dif-
ferent categories: intrinsic and extrinsic feedback.Biofeedbackmodalities use human
senses to receive feedback information generated in the biofeedback loop. The most
commonly used modalities in biofeedback processes are visual, auditory, and tactile
(Sigrist et al. 2013). Biofeedback data collection is most successful when the user is
appropriately reacting to the given feedback information (e.g. able to correct errors
in movement or abandon its execution given the appropriate amount of feedback
information), as well as when the biofeedback loop is closed.

Umek et al. (2016) suggest that concurrent biofeedback “can reduce the frequency
of improper movement executions and speed up the process of learning the proper
movement pattern” (327). These movement learning methods may be adapted to
users of various skill levels for the first stages of the learning process (Liebermann
et al. 2002). Likewise, it has been shown that “modern technical equipment can help
both the learner and the instructor by providing additional, parallel feedback infor-
mation that is not obtainable by traditional observation methods.” (Kos et al. 2018,
p. 7). Given these findings, it is possible to suggest that design and implementa-
tion of interfaces that provide concurrent feedback loops within BCI systems could
improve the learning potentials for both the process of the user becoming familiar
with the system and the process the system uses to calibrate with the user. Engaging
multimodal systems through these types of feedback loops could extend the lens of
discovery to self-reflection and community participation.
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Through exploring newly designed applications of BCI systems as motivating
and engaging communicative tools, the integration of neurofeedback with biofeed-
back systems for creative expression could encourage new methods of discovery. In
biofeedback systems, a user’s biological data is read, measured and processed before
being sent back to the user. At this point, the biofeedback is translated into visible
data, and the user attempts to act on this received information in order to produce a
desired effect (Sigrist et al. 2013; Kos et al. 2018). Neurofeedback, which records
the brainwave activity measured through BCI, provides researchers and users with
an alternative yet complimentary set of data. This intrinsic data is combined and aug-
mented by its respective interface, allowing us to learn more about the user through
the mediation process.

12.5 Mediations of Digital Environments

Though biofeedback and neurofeedback each offer certain inherent values through
individual application, the product and potential use-value of the accumulated data
can be far greater than the sum of its parts. However, concerns remain about whether
these tools canbedesigned to create amoremeaningfulwholewithoutminimizing the
importance of their respective individual pieces. As such, this approach asks; how can
weutilize the data (technical) in order to enable andmaximize user communication on
both an interactive (individual) and greater (social) scale? Orndorff et al. (2017) note
that these neurotherapeutic interventions provide numerous benefits for users, as they
“give individuals amore active role in their ownhealth care, utilize a holistic approach
tobody,mind, and spirit, are non-invasive, and elicit the body’s ownhealing response”
(14). When considering the potential of neurofeedback training for the purposes and
goals of social neuroscience, it appears that experimental neurofeedback designs
with specific behavioral outcomes could inform both the social neuroscience and
clinical communities alike.

In order to better understand the phenomenon of how BCI systems contin-
uously adapt to evolving technologies, assuming a perspective that emphasizes
the role of media ecology towards understanding the total environment in which
human/technology interactions take place can be constructive. This particular
metadiscipline investigates how the media of communication can affect our percep-
tion, understanding, feeling, and value (Postman 1970) while recognizing that “any
understanding of social and cultural change is impossible without a knowledge of the
way media work as environments” (McLuhan and Fiore 1967, p. 26). Contemporary
discourse regarding the ecology of media involves the analysis and interpretation of
new media technologies; specifically, an identification of the various structural and
environmental components that make up both the communicative device as well as
the environment in which the communication occurs (Star 1999). This may include
examination of social norms, formal rules/laws/codes, and language in order to influ-
ence participation or behavior within a given space.
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Individual creative expression may further subjectivity of meaning in brain-
computer/human-computer interactions. When applied to the development of BCI
systems, this stresses that cultural processes have come to bear equal weight with
those that are economic or political in nature (Schulz 2004). Further, due to sub-
stantive and epistemological reasons, an understanding of cultural elements has also
become vital towards how we make sense and develop collective meaning within the
communities in which we live (Du Gay et al. 1997). In recognizing media ecology as
it pertains to user environments, it is important to discuss the role of visual materials
in cultural process and message design (in this case, the creation of art). In order to
maximize the benefits of precise data obtained from TCRE electrodes, these proof
of concept projects propose protocols that provide BCI users with opportunities to
engage in creative expression through artistic-creative processes. Prioritizing visual
content creation allows users to gain understanding through observation of, and inter-
action with, visual representations of their biological information in order to provide
communicative and therapeutic benefits both technical and social in nature. In order to
understand how these designs may affect the neuroscience and clinical communities,
researchers should be willing to look beyond intrinsic individual user experiences to
externalize the BCI process in order to promote optimal self-development practices
through socially communicative and self-expressive means.

12.6 Art and Visual Design in Health Communication

Traditional definitions of literacy are no longer adequate for describing user com-
prehension abilities across a multimodal landscape, as both visual materials and
corresponding layout techniques are common components of communication medi-
ated by digital screen-based technologies. There is a need for a new form of visual
literacy in a digital environment; one in which users actively negotiate with images
in order to derive meaning. Researchers argue that health professionals can improve
communication about new technologies by incorporating visual materials in their
message designs. This type of information can effectively demonstrate to users that
they possess agency concerning both how and when to use new technologies, which
in turn may encourage further understanding and adoption of new health technolo-
gies into everyday health practices and behaviors (Harrison 2002). Incorporation of
visuals into the characteristics of a complicated health message can prompt patients
to respond more favorably to the information presented, due to increased levels of
comprehension. With the increasing progress of mediated forms of communication,
looking towards visual-based media can help us better understand the relationship
of an image to the text that accompanies it.

The power of art in health communication may be related to its capacity for
emotional engagement and stimulation of critical thought. Incorporation of visuals
has been shown to be more persuasive and helpful for stimulating an emotional
response within the viewer (Houts et al. 2006). Schweizer et al. (2009) highlight key
principles for effective communication including the uniting of a message through
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cultural values, experiences and traditions to cause the audience to react in a more
positive manner. Additionally, crafting a piece which communicates meaningful and
relevant ideas can help cultivate critical social thinking about an issue. The creative
process also allows individuals to understand something about themselves that may
otherwise be hidden or obscured by providing a forum for self-understanding and
reflective distance (Potash 2010). Allen (1995) reminds readers through her own
creative experience that the creation of art is a way of knowing, while Potash (2010)
demonstrates that engaging with imagery allows for an alternative way in which to
make sense of one’s ownunique experiences. Critical theory and sociocultural studies
examine discourse and forms of representation as key areas of inquiry and, within
this, seek to demonstrate the importance of images as forms of communication which
are culturally and socially situated within and mediated by a user’s own ideology and
subjectivity. By positioning the artistic creative process as one which is intrinsically
relevant as well as socially valuable, these systems can be perceived as a valuable
therapeutic tool for BCI users that face constrained means of communication or
individual forms of self-expression.

12.7 Benefits of Art Therapy

Art therapy has been shown to reduce anxiety through the interactive process that
occurs between the art, the creative process, and the artist/patient-therapist inter-
action (Czamanski-Cohen and Weihs 2016). The creation of art allows for therapy
patients to communicate that which might otherwise go unexplored or uninterpreted,
as it provides a medium for conveyance of subconscious emotions through the use
of metaphor (Angheluta and Lee 2011). It also has the ability to stimulate user self-
expression through stimulation of the senses, enablement of social interaction, and
provision of the opportunity to be creative (Stewart 2004; Ehresman 2014; National
Organization for Arts in Health 2017). Art therapy may be a safe and cost-effective
intervention as an adjunct to traditional medical management; however, it still faces
challenges pertaining to the mediated process which occurs between user and inter-
face. In order to achieve the most successful therapeutic benefits through art therapy,
it is important to recognize the potential for BCI to act not only as an interface with
which to develop a creative product, but as a communicative and social technology
centered around the enablement of discussion and understanding of the art which is
created. This prompts reconsideration of not just the interface design, but the entire
environment in which the user/technology interaction occurs, as well as the social
interactions that take place once the creative process is complete. It is only when
the user is allowed expression through a process that is specifically tailored to their
individual capabilities and needs that full therapeutic benefits of identity-formation
and self-expression can be realized.
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12.8 BCI as a Communication Technology

Communication technologies, by their very nature, are social technologies. In claim-
ing that “sociocultural factors are subject to technical analysis just as technical factors
are subject to social and cultural analysis,” Ito (2008, p. 4) prompts us to recognize
the inseparability of studying the characteristics of tools we use and the questions
surrounding our own use habits. Though some may view communicating health
messages as creating a reality molded by social, cultural, ethnic and economic forces
taking shape over time, others believe that the reality of this discipline is dependent
upon individual and group constructions (Guba and Lincoln 1994). When discussing
the relationship between a specific environment and self-expression as it relates to
BCI systems, it may be helpful to examine interactions between user and interface as
reciprocal exchanges of information. In doing so, it becomes difficult to make gen-
eral assumptions about the personal, social and cultural influences inherent within
the processes (Lowery and DeFleur 1983), thus lending credence to the necessity for
examining each user/technology interaction as a unique and special exchange based
on both user-specific needs as well as goals for enablement of a communal-based
program.

In using social representation theory to assess exposure impact of science and
health efforts and effects outside of a laboratory setting, Hwang and Southwell (2009)
acknowledge that attitude formation and adoption are a fluid process dependent on
these user/technology interactions. Nisbet and Scheufele (2009) also suggest that
emergent technologies are more likely to advance change through resonation with
discourse of the individual and community. These ideas imply that development,
design and implementation efforts for these enhanced BCI systems should not be
conceived with a “one-size-fits-all” approach in mind, but instead based on a system-
atic empirical understanding of a user’s own values, knowledge and attitudes, their
interpersonal and social contexts, and their preferred media sources and communica-
tion channels. In this, it may be beneficial to utilize both a critical and a constructivist
approach to analyzing the composite product of interface design, mediated interac-
tion with the technology, and the communication that occurs between the user and
researcher/therapist.

These separate yet arguably complimentary paradigmsoutline two separate frame-
works upon which these issues can be approached. First, from a critical standpoint,
the basis of inquiry into this discipline requires a dialogue between an investigator
and the subjects, and supposes that the subsequent findings are value mediated. This
means that taking a critical approach towards communicating health issues requires
the researcher to acknowledge that the communication processes will be both trans-
actional and subjective (Guba and Lincoln 1994). The second framework is derived
from a constructivist point of view, as it approaches outcomes as continuously created
and alterable processes. This differs from critical in that the nature of inquiry and
knowledge is dependent upon individual user constructions and reconstructions of
information, instead of a critique into the structural and historical insights of a situa-
tion. Constructivism also facilitates change through reconstructions formed through
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engagementwhile stimulating participants to act on those changes (Guba andLincoln
1994). Taking into consideration the value that each individual method has to offer,
it is not surprising that many health communication scholars have taken a transdisci-
plinary approach towards solving multi-faceted problems using these paradigms in
conjunction with one another, as they maintain similar epistemological assumptions.

12.9 BCI as a Digital Environment

Likewise, when discussing user engagement, researchers should not ignore all char-
acteristics of the specific environment in which the communicative act takes place.
The “environment” in this case includes but is not limited to: the physical loca-
tion in which the user is situated, the objects and other people within the space, and
the mediating digital interface that enables the communicative/creative act. Research
pertaining to the study of Social Network Structures (SNS) suggests that the technol-
ogy’s interface (or, the architecture of digital communication media) may be largely
responsible for dictating the type of behavior that is seen as socially “normal” within
the context of each space. Stromer-Galley and Martey (2009) echo this sentiment in
suggesting that consideration must be given to the role the environment plays in the
interaction process, while Eco (1986) posits architecture as consisting of spatially-
embodied forms that communicate their function as a result of the social and cultural
forces that have brought them into being. Social interactions that occur within digital
spaces naturally encounter boundaries and limitations similar to those found within
the built environment, and these structural components are elements that can both
afford liberties to and place constraints upon users within a space, in turn affecting
how users behave within a given space. Similar to physical spaces, the digital envi-
ronment influences the individual’s choices about engaging with other individuals
and communities within and through use of these environments. In considering the
positioning of true self within a digital context, the formation of identity in online
SNSs is often based on the fundamental claim that one’s identity is a complex prod-
uct; one that is socially constructed from both inherent individual characteristics as
well as various social contexts experienced through exposure to different environ-
ments (Postmes et al. 2005). This suggests that identity is formed not solely as a
result of who an individual is, per se, but also derived from the negotiation process
of whom others perceive an individual to be (Walther et al. 2009). This is impor-
tant to consider when attempting to evaluate the ethical nature of identity formation
through digitally-enabled BCI interactions, as these spaces provide the potential for
expanded agency concerning presentation of one’s identity to both individuals and
communities alike. The developmental and design considerations that follow then
become the framework for how an individual will practice this behavior, as well as
how they will interact with others within these spaces (Papacharissi 2002).
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12.10 Identity and Self-expression Through Art

Furthermore, online and digital identity formation can affect the development of
boundaries for thoughtful behavior amongst individuals while simultaneously con-
straining a user’s ability to develop and nurture an individuals’ sense of self (Davis
2011). Research into the affordances and constraints presented by digital interfaces
has demonstrated that the design of digital environments can present userswith physi-
cal, psychological and structural limits that lead to repercussions for self-expression.
In other words, although digital spaces may offer users a sense of freedom from
the social norms and values that exist in everyday life, many recognize that the
boundaries of these virtual environments are similar to those found in physical envi-
ronments. Rather than providing an escape from social constraints of the offline
world, that these arenas are more likely to mirror the social norms established out-
side of the digital spaces (Papacharissi 2005). However, BCI technologies cannot
be expected to immediately enable a utopia of an unrestrained universal language,
as users will likely face difficulties at the onset concerning the process of identity
formation. For those that rely on and engage with BCI systems for communication
and self-expressive means, this suggests that interface architecture plays a role in
identity formation through the process of social interaction, and that evaluating the
architecture of these communication systems is a crucial step towards understanding
how to fulfill a user’s need for self-expression and provide a sense of connectivity;
both of which are social processes considered to be crucial to the formation and
maintenance of human identity.

12.11 Information Through Visual Representation

The study of visuals and the creation of art involves the role that aesthetic design plays
within themediated process between user and technological interface. Visual images,
asMidalia (1999) explains, “are never innocent or neutral reflections of reality… they
re-present for us: that is, they offer not a mirror of the world but an interpretation
of it” (131). Aesthetic design affects how we as social beings experience meaning,
as our brains and bodies are continuously interacting with the environments that
surround us. As such, embodiment as a factor in self-identification posits itself as an
important theoretical construct in discussing experiences for users of BCI.

Different disciplines approach embodiment from different starting points, ranging
from theoretical grounding and analysis (Philosophy) to evidence-based investiga-
tion (Artificial Intelligence) (Farr et al. 2012). Phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-
Ponty’s account of embodiment distinguishes between two different types of bodies;
for one there is the objective body, which is regarded as our actual physiological
body, Alternatively, there exists the phenomenal body, which transcends the corpo-
real physical body and instead acts as the body which is “experienced.” Embodiment
in the latter sense extends beyond recognition of the tenets and abilities of the corpo-
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real body itself to recognize the importance of interaction as fostering the creation of
the bodily experience. Ryan (2010) describes the primary notion of embodiment as
“the ideas that mind and body cannot be separated, and that thinking is profoundly
affected by the mind’s embodiment” (485). Dourish (2001) writes that embodiment
“is not a property of systems, technologies, or artifacts; it is a property of interaction”
(189) and Wood (2007) notes that it is important to analyze the different embodied
encounters that different technologies can offer. When applied to the context of BCI
for a therapy or rehabilitation-based environment, the limitations of the physical
body alter the traditional interaction between mind and body, in turn inducing a
reconsideration of the idea of embodiment and how it may be considered as a vital
component of identity formation for users. Farr et al. (2012) note that “this reuni-
fication of body, action, and mind is a key consideration in contemporary debates
around embodiment” (3), and researchers across a transdisciplinary spectrum must
be cognizant of the various approaches for reunifyingmind and body across differing
user populations.

Embodied experience is approached not only as a multimodal field to be explored,
but also as an ability to refine. A study conducted by Banakou et al. (2008) demon-
strated that virtual embodiment placing the user within the body of Albert Einstein
lead to changes in implicit attitudes and biases, as well as alterations of cognitive
perception. This illusion of ownership over the body resulted in improvements of
participant mood and happiness, as the self-aligned with characteristics of the “new”
body and allowed the user to access mental resources that differ from traditional
ways of thinking about themselves and their own abilities. Dix and Gill (2018) sug-
gest that a philosophical approach to embodiment is one that encourages us “to see
perception, cognition and action not as separated stages in a pipeline, but as a single
process, with a rich intertwining of self and world” (138). This dynamic view of
embodiment has implications for design both as a means of acting as well as an end
product. It can be a source of potential insights and methodologies for design, and
as such, should be considered a high priority in future development of systems for
supporting enhanced cultivation of the self.

12.12 Interventions

Communication research has shown that interaction in digital spaces is perceived
among users to be equally as important as interaction in real life social engage-
ments (Papacharissi 2005). Recognizing this, there should be efforts to integrate
these considerations when designing digital spaces that offer more affordances to
users. Through more accurate EEG signal acquisition and a responsive closed neu-
rofeedback loop with BCI interactions, this experimental concept has the potential to
expand boundaries for existing language potentials for BCIs by blending the physical
with the digital (Papacharissi 2002). Integrating this type of application during the
process of creative expression could construct new interpretations for technologi-
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cal spaces by engaging explanation and understanding of the interactions that occur
between the user and their environment.

These proof of concept efforts explore how applied communicative theoretical
frameworks and Human-Computer Interface (HCI) concepts can advance potential
therapeutic opportunities for neurofeedback and biofeedback applications. Through
integrating a transdisciplinary framework derived art, technology and therapy disci-
plines, these applications look to enhance communication within existing channels
of language behaviors for users. The overarching goals of these efforts were varied,
yet each was designed to contribute to the neurophysiological creative experience for
users. Potential objectives for the interactive applications were identified as efforts
that:

• Encourage new methods of internal and external discovery for users
• Provide a unique entry point to BCI technologies for neurologically-impaired
individuals

• Offer a tool to improve QOL among disabled individuals
• Promote rehabilitation and recovery through artistic self-awareness and reflection
• Position the technology as an innovative assessment tool for therapists
• Offer an interactive outlet and provide an emotional connection with medical
caregivers

• Offer alternative perspectives towards mobility perception
• Adaption of how users can learn for efficacy
• Encourage transdisciplinary discourse designed for problem solving within these
fields (Scott and Gehrke 2019)

Beyond this, these efforts aim to bring together leading intellectuals and innovators
from the art, engineering and scientific communities for the purpose of cultivating
and promoting strategic efforts for encouraging artistic and creative developmental
initiatives within emerging neuroscience and new medical technologies research.
Ideally, this work may help to highlight the need for scientists and artists alike to
reimagine and modernize their own boundaries to develop shared meanings and
embrace supportive spaces designed to foster these important types of multi-modal
and multidisciplinary discourses for future development and possible future integra-
tion of their fields.

12.12.1 Neurofeedback and Artmaking

The purpose of the intervention was to enable creative experience for the BCI system
user, and to demonstrate how visualization of EEG data could help to enable artistic
self-expression (Fig. 12.2). To do so, an active EEG analysis was combined with
visual neurofeedback output to enable a process that replicatedmethods of traditional
analog painting. The finished visual product consisted of visual overlays projected
upon a transparent canvas.
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The main objectives this application hoped to address through this type of setup
included promotion of an increased sense of self-awareness through artistic self-
expression and increased capability for users to identify with, and to tell their own
“stories” through individual biological information integrated within an interface.
In assisting users to subjectively create their own narratives through this interface
design, the project aimed to extend the social sense of comprehension towards the
technology itself, aswell as towards the complex issues inherentwithin users’ creative
expressions.

As the primary objective was to enable self-awareness through the creative artis-
tic process, challenges for future art and therapeutic applications of this intervention
method include examining potential use-cases. First, these efforts identified that
patient populations may stand to benefit from exposure to visualizations of their
own EEG data as a component of an art-therapy program. Likewise, this project
recognized the potential these applications for promoting both awareness and under-
standing of complex medical issues (such as brain trauma) towards a variety of
audiences through visualization of the data. Lastly, it is possible that situating this
technology within the art-therapy field could disrupt existing schemas pertaining to
BCI processes, and position itself as a viable alternative tool within existing options
for interaction modalities.

EEG data was collected from brain cap1 with 32 dry electrodes using an amplifier2

sampled at 250Hz before being streamed from a recording PC to the presentation
computer.Once the rawdatawas collected3 in Python4 format, data of 2swas buffered
before applying a bandpass filter (1–125Hz) on the 2s datawindowwith a subsequent
time frequency decomposition using fast fourier transform to estimate power spectral
density.We then extracted power values for 5 commonEEGbands (delta, theta, alpha,
beta, and gamma)5 to feed into a visualization scheme (see Figs. 12.2 and 12.5).
At this point, the visualization output from the collected data was projected onto
transparent podium paper, which completed the closed-loop neurofeedback setup.
By incorporating awatercolor painting setup into the experiment (paint type, brushes,
white drawing sheet) researcherswere able to achieve the desired transparency effect.
Participants were not given any instructions or parameters concerning the creation
of their art (Scott and Gehrke 2019).

Moving forward, there are additional considerations to be considered when eval-
uating parameters of both user circumstance as well as goals of each individual-
ized therapy program. For one, we can examine the possibility of source-level instead
of sensor-level EEG dynamics with the according spatial filtering techniques (Cohen
2017). Strong comprehension of affected EEG signatures is necessary in order to

1actiCAP Xpress Twist, Brain Products Available at: https://pressrelease.brainproducts.com/twist/.
2LiveAmp compact wireless amplifier, Brain Products Available at: https://www.brainproducts.
com/productdetails.php?id=63&tab=1.
3Data received byLabStreamingLayer inlet available at: https://github.com/sccn/labstreaminglayer.
4Python Software Foundation. Python Language Reference, version 2.7. Available at http://www.
python.org.
5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electroencephalography.

https://pressrelease.brainproducts.com/twist/
https://www.brainproducts.com/productdetails.php?id=63&amp;tab=1
https://github.com/sccn/labstreaminglayer
http://www.python.org
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electroencephalography
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Fig. 12.5 Featured images of amotor imagery user-interface design (left) and amultiplayermodule
(right) for the CEBL3 Brain-Computer Interfaces platform. (CEBL-software program designed by
Colorado Electroencephalography and BCIL laboratories). For the user-interface on the left, a
user simply imagines moving their left or right arm for item selection. To do so, the machine
learning algorithm identifies alterations of power in the mu band within the contralateral motor
region of the brain. This interface may also incorporate an Event-Related Potential (Error-Related
Negativity) in order to identify incorrect selections made by the BCI system. The multiplayer
module on the right is used to elicit a P300 event-related potential for item selection, allowing a
user to focus on their selection. Through advanced machine learning algorithms, users can perform
actions by concentrating on more simple visualizations that interfaces that use flashing or flickering
components. It also allows users to use a variety of imagined mental tasks that may evoke changes
in activity over various regions of the brain (see Forney et al. 2013a, b, 2015; Forney and Anderson
2015)

efficiently target the EEG features and source locations specific to user conditions,
as well as to optimize results from intervention processes (Lizio et al. 2011; Monge-
Pereira et al. 2017). Also, by acknowledging the challenges relevant to a specific
user population, we stand to achieve a better understanding of how a technology will
or won’t be accepted by that population. We also propose the use of digital drawing
tablets to serve as canvases tailored to the needs of each individual user (Scott and
Gehrke 2019).

12.12.2 Biofeedback and Artistic Expression
and Engagement

Instead of controlling BCI through EEG features, this project explores the effect
of simple and immediate feedback of EEG characteristics translated directly into
a dynamic visual display by using the following methodology: To start, 8 circles
(varying in both size and color) are digitally “drawn” upon the interface screen. At
each sample in time, the EEG voltage from across the 8 electrodes is subtracted
from the 8 voltages as a Common Average Reference (CAR). The EEG signals that
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Fig. 12.6 A conceptual design of the application menu of a hybrid program that uses the CEBL3
platform and real-time neurofeedback to generate a full feedback loop for users. The first step of
the application involves designing a visual overlay for the CEBL3 software platform (see Fig. 12.5)
that complements the menu navigation screen. After making “tool selections” the user would be
able to control the on-screen art creation tools through neurofeedback. As part of a rewards-based
program, more tools would become available once the user meets certain predefined performance
standards developed in advance. Art therapists would evaluate responses from user questionnaires
in order to design customized multi-stage art therapy programs to suit each user’s individual needs
(e.g. see Jones et al. 2018 for patient-led treatment model, see National Organization for Arts in
Health 2017 for patient-centered care, p. 17). In this, this gradual learning process would be likely
to reduce frustration, increase motivation and engagement, and strengthen the reciprocal learning
process between user and interface. This type of multi-step learning process would serve not only
for calibration between human/computer, but also provide therapists an opportunity for expanded
conversation pertaining to these experiences. This idea is a proof of concept, and we anticipate
further research in examining these hypotheses

are greater than this average are drawn in green, and those lower than average in
red. The radius of each circle is proportionate to the measured absolute value of the
difference from the average. By filtering the EEG signals in order to preserve the
slower calculated frequencies, we are able to differentiate the greater visual changes
from those with a lesser variance (Figs. 12.3, 12.4 and 12.6).

BCI systems typically follow two types of paradigms: synchronous and asyn-
chronous. Synchronous paradigms tend to align with Event Related Potentials (EPR)
in which the dependency relies on a user’s individual response with regards to a
directed stimulus within a given time frame. However, asynchronous paradigms dif-
fer in that they do not depend upon external stimuli, are individually-paced, and
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deliver frequencies know and Event-Related (de)Synchronization (ERD/s) (Forney
et al. 2015). In pairing the user-interface module software offered through Col-
orado Electroencephalography and Brain-Computer Interfaces Laboratory (CEBL
currently CEBL3) with the above visual feedback prototype, we stand to learn more
about the potential for both online and offline types of BCI hybrid applications (For-
ney and Anderson 2015) (Fig. 12.5).

Müller-Putz et al. (2015) categorize Hybrid BCI systems (or hBCI) as those which
integrate other physiological or technical signals into the BCI. Several prototype
user-interface modules for CEBL3 are currently in development; the first of which
implements a P300-based BCI system, also known as the Rapid Serial Visual Pre-
sentation (RSVP) speller. The process of user/RSVP system interaction presents the
user with an array of characters that flash quickly, as the user looks for the character
theywish to use for spelling.While this is happening, themachine learning algorithm
embedded within the RSVP system highlights changes in the EEG signals whenever
the correct character flashes upon screen.

An alternate type of user-interface incorporates Motor Imagery (MI) to help the
user select one of two items showcased in a circular “pie” menu (see Fig. 12.5). To
do so, the machine learning algorithm identifies alterations of power in the mu band
within the contralateral motor region of the brain as the user imagines moving their
left or right arm.The paradigmwithin theMI interfacemay also incorporate anEvent-
Related Potential (Error-Related Negativity) in order to identify incorrect selections
made by the BCI system. A third type of interface wewish to highlight is very similar
to that of the MI paradigm; however, a key difference is that it allows for imagined
mental tasks to produce changes in recognizable activity across different parts of
the brain.” With practice, this paradigm may yield multiple degrees of freedom and
fluid, asynchronous control” (Forney and Anderson 2015).

This interface was designed to unlock new possibilities for user agency and
increased degrees of freedom by way of feedback control, thus functioning primar-
ily as a reward-based system. Using the CEBL system as the module menu (created
by members of the Colorado State University Electroencephalography and Brain-
Computer Interfaces Laboratory Colorado State University, see Forney et al. 2013a,
b), in which imagined movement by the user provides the navigational control func-
tions, such efforts would have the potential to help expand upon avenues for both
training and learning within the system itself by way of the artistic-creative process
(Fig. 12.6). By using the CAR to determine mean frequency for control, it integrates
training procedures with a rewards-based gaming system to motivate users and boost
confidence for their usability of the interface. Sense of personal agency and control
over the system would stand to increase as users would be able to exercise artistic
freedom without the impeding use of icons or a series of directive menus.

In considering the components of engagement and usability as integral prereq-
uisites of new technology acceptance and adoption, the aforementioned interfaces
stands to expand user possibilities for creative agency by reexamining not only the
language typically inherent within BCI devices, but also the mediated user/interface
interaction as well as the potential of art as a social-communicative medium. As
noted, previous research has demonstrated the need for user-centric BCI design, and
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we believe that continued advancements within the fieldwould stand to further devel-
opment of technologies for specific users on a wider scale. An important next step
could be working to clarify existing definitions for hBCI systems, as well as further-
ing design of systems that permit combined calibration activities as opposed to strict
reliance upon the use of mental tasks. Also, continuing to develop BCI technology
with rewards-based systems inmindmay encourage users to unlock newmodules for
self-expression, which in turn could assist researchers with enhanced biofeedback
training methodology and user control practices. Finally, wide-scale acceptance of
these technologies may assist in promoting therapeutic intervention as a rehabilita-
tive method that is especially beneficial for the individual user, and not just for the
usability outcomes derived from the process.

Ideally, researchers from a variety of disciplines would utilize this approach in
the future to promote art therapy as a viable means for therapeutic rehabilitation.
This could best be achieved by including a dialogue box to enable patient/therapist
discussion as well as a new form of visual language to assist users with expression of
specific emotions. This type of interface may also be applied to other technological
mediums, including virtual reality (VR) headsets and musical applications, in order
to provide a complete omnisensory experience and allow for a wider range of self-
expression for users. Ultimately, such advancements may enable the development of
patient-centered art spaces to serve as virtual communities and support groups for
sharing and discussing not just the artwork itself, but user stories that has previously
gone untold.

12.13 Discussion

As the progression of technological development coincides with the increased pres-
ence of and dependency upon communicative devices and platforms, there is a vis-
ible and measurable cultural shift towards communication practices mediated by a
specific interface. Orlikowski (2000) argues that altering user participation and the
ecology of communication practices and social interactions could result in redefining
the communicative status quo, while Shoemaker (1991) notes that there are conse-
quences of these mediated processes which can be extremely difficult to predict. As
BCI systems are technologically capable of affording various populations of users
the ability to communicate via the combination of neurofeedback and biofeedback
through physical, digital and biological components, it is likely that further develop-
ment of these systems will lead to complex changes that extend far beyond physical
alterations towards those which include reconfigurations of existing digital interfaces
in order tomediate subsequent user interactions. As such, research that promotes con-
tinued development of BCI technologies in ways that place emphasis on improving
communication means through these technologies may further the notion that the
true potential of these systems exist not only for serving as a conduit for techni-
cal creation, but also as a vital component of one’s ability for self-expression and
self-fulfillment.
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12.14 Conclusion

Thoughwebelieve this approach toBCI therapyhas a tremendous amount of potential
to improve the lives of its users, there are still concerns that must be addressed when
implementing such a system on a wider scale. For one, the process of technology
design brings with it major challenges related to mediated interactions including
ethical concerns. In discussing ethical considerations of new technologies, Budinger
and Budinger (2006) write that the designers of these technologies must consider
all aspects of technology use, including the negative consequences that could occur
from their use in the future. As mediated forms of social communication continue to
shape the practices and behaviors of digital spaces and their respective populaces, it
becomes crucial to evaluate not only the media-related choices that shape user self-
expression and self-presentation within these environments, but the behaviors of and
choices made by the corporations and organizations that control them as well (Yunn-
Yu Sun 2012). Couldry (2013), similarly, emphasizes that ethical considerations
regarding individual and corporate behavior need to be addressed when constructing
an appropriate set of social norms within online environments. Concerning funding
for future projects of this nature, the notion that advertisers instead of usersmay in fact
be the greatest beneficiaries of this virtual structural adjustment suggests that these
interfaces may play the role of key influencers towards the determination of ethical
boundaries within these spaces. This should raise concern for both media scholars
and medical professionals working to further the development and exploration of
newmodes of communication for disabled and healing populations, as the users may
not always be the primary beneficiaries of these technological innovations.

As commercial interest within advancing technology continues to grow, resources
may shift towards for-profit endeavors and away from technologies serving disabled
populations. In order to continue accommodating BCI users, there is a need to take
accountability and accommodate for the logic and application of new communication
technologies. When specific technical constraints are placed upon the communica-
tion processes, it may lead to dependency and heteronomy amongst users (Schulz
2004). These problems are especially apparent in health science fields, as users who
are in the most need for a particular technology rarely get the benefit of development
and integration for maximum application to the unique physical and psychological
needs that would enable communication and self-identification. Also, changing the
choice architecture or creating interface features that “nudge” users towards certain
behaviors contributes to a process that prompts unethical online behavioral practices
that are responsible for reshaping the social norms of social mediated interactions
(Dijck 2013). The notion that for-profit entities and not users may in fact be the great-
est beneficiaries of this virtual structural adjustment suggests that these interfaces
may play the role of key influencers towards the determination of ethical boundaries
within these spaces. This should raise concern for both media scholars and medical
professionals working to further the development and exploration of new modes of
communication for disabled and healing populations.
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Another issue that calls for greater attention within the healthcare technology
field is that which arises from SNS research abilities to “provide the individual with
efficient and convenient tools for maintaining contact with potential social resources
based on personal needs and interests, rather than superordinate needs of a communi-
ty” (Manago 2014, p. 3). This process creates a phenomenon that involves “commod-
ifying” one’s self, which may be destructive in the sense of an individual prioritizing
her actions based on personal interests rather than evaluating those actions based on
the greater needs of the community. In a drive to stay continuously connected with
one another, maintaining a unified and socialized sense of self and defining ethical
social norms within BCI hardware and interface design will prove fundamental in
preserving our ability to make rational decisions and conduct individual behavior in
an ethical manner (Gergen 2000).

Helping patients must remain the top priority of the field, and with new communi-
cation technologies at the forefront of a digital revolution, it is no longer enough “to
demonstrate that a simple BCI might allow one specific function, most of the time,
for some patients” (Allison 2009, p. 558). Instead, we must prioritize both accessi-
bility and customization to enable individualized communication in the development
of future BCI technologies. Through combining new technologies with visual edu-
cational strategies alongside the integration of knowledge from disciplines such as
communication, sociology, and phenomenology, more innovative strategies towards
communicating complex information about new health communication technologies
can be developed and implemented in order to increase value for its highly-diverse
user base. Nisbet and Scheufele (2009) suggest that science communication should
be based on the interpersonal and social concepts including their preferred media
sources and communication channels most relevant to individuals, and we believe
that these types of advancements have the potential to achieve such a goal. By having
health information occupy more visually-interactive and experiential spaces, we are
more likely to see the communication enabled by these interactions work in a posi-
tive manner for the diverse user base; one that can generate awareness and positively
influence attitudes towards new health and science innovations.
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Chapter 13
BCI-Based Expressive Arts: Moving
Toward Mind-Body Alignment

Rainbow Tin Hung Ho, Sunee H. Markosov, Nathan Sanders
and Chang S. Nam

Abstract The aim of this chapter is to review the state of the art of BCI-based
expressive arts, and review the possibilities as well as challenges involved in artistic
expression and therapeutic applications of BCIs. We introduce the field of artistic
BCI, its history, most common taxonomies and points of intersection with expressive
arts-based therapies. We then discuss matching the artistic BCI technologies with
different modalities of art-based interventions, and with different client categories,
with the focus onmind-body alignment.Wewill concludewith a list of open problems
and recommendations crucial for establishing a beneficial impact of BCI technology
on artistic expression and therapeutic efforts.

Keywords BCI · Artistic BCI · Affective BCI · Expressive arts-based
interventions ·Mind-body alignment · Therapy · Creative arts · Digital media
technologies

13.1 Introduction

In this section, we will introduce the field of artistic BCI, presenting a taxonomy
focused on user control and modality of inputs and outputs, followed by and a brief
history of artistic BCI approaches and applications. This section will also describe
three categories of artistic BCI, those of medium innovation, facilitation of artistic
expression for people with neuromuscular injury or illness, and as a form of art
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therapy. The section will conclude by describing several examples of artistic BCI
within the visual art and music modalities of artistic expression.

13.1.1 Taxonomy of Artistic BCIs

Artistic BCIs can be classified into four groups based on the type of user control:
passive, selective, direct, and collaborative (Wadeson et al. 2015). Passive systems
are heavily computer-based. The process is very algorithmic and does not require
user interaction. Selective systems are similar to passive systems, but users can
purposefully modulate their own biosignals that are being used as input. This gives
users some control over the art they produce, but the results are still largely what
Brian Eno might call ‘generative’. In contrast, direct-control systems are toolboxes
designed to facilitate deliberate artistic expression by giving the artist asmuch control
as possible. There can still be severe constraints, but these are not a result of the control
philosophy, but from the medium of BCI itself and its inherent technical limitations.
Collaborative systems are usually forms of passive or selective systems in which
multiple users can simultaneously influence the artwork.

13.1.2 Applications of Artistic BCIs

The applications of brain-computer interfaces in arts can be broadly grouped into
three categories. The first is innovation, and the desire to explore the limits of new
mediums. Following Joe Kamiya’s discovery in 1962 that people could ‘learn to
discriminate the presence versus absence of EEG alpha activity’ and his subsequent
work on neurofeedback, there has been a rich vein of artistic exploration which drew
upon and expanded his work (Nijholt 2015; Kamiya 2011). In 1976, David Rosen-
boompublished the book “Biofeedback and theArts—Results of Early Experiments”
which documented eight years’ worth of artistic experiments with ‘biofeedback’, as
he called it (Blum 1989). Most of the works in Rosenbloom’s back catalogue are
to do with what we might now call ‘generative music’. They describe systems in
which participants were fitted with biophysical sensors so their brainwaves, elec-
tromyographic activity, respiration rate, or dermal conductivity could be used as
inputs to audio synthesizers. Other experiments involved collaborations with artists
and engineers such as John Cage and Robert Moog in efforts to blend Eastern spir-
ituality and meditative practices with ambient music. Thom Blum, however, stated
that these explorations were doomed to fail because these performances based on
alpha rhythms turned out to be excruciatingly boring to everyone but the performers.
This is an issue that is addressed by some of the more contemporary excursions into
performance-based artistic BCI (Eaton et al. 2013, 2015).

The second application for artisticBCI is to provide an outlet for artistic expression
for people with neuromuscular injury or illness, such as ALS or locked-in syndrome.
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One of the first implementations of this idea was produced at the University of Tub-
ingen in 2008 (Münßinger et al. 2010). At that point in time, P300 spellers had been
around for about twenty years and had allowed locked-in patients to communicate
with ever-increasing speed and accuracy. Applications were just beginning to be
developed to allow creative expression and engagement in leisure activities, such as
surfing the internet (Münßinger et al. 2010). Since that time, a few different teams
have been pushing forward with BCI-based painting programs.

A third application of artistic BCI has been in the field of art therapy. This is
perhaps a spiritual successor to the experimentation done in the ‘60s and ‘70s with
alpha-wave modulation and neurofeedback. The idea is to engage users in an artistic
experience, either directly or selectively,which can either teach them to enter an alpha
wave state characterized by feelings of calmness and peace or provide feedback about
their affective emotional state, thereby allowing them to control it, almost as a form
of cognitive behavioral therapy. These types of works can take the form of a sort of
choose-your-own adventure musical composition, where your brainwaves determine
the tempo or character of a piece of music or virtual environment; or they may be
more creative, where alpha-band power can be used to affect the color of virtual
paint, or the shape of a virtual brush.

13.1.2.1 Examples in Visual Art

Araster graphics editor calledBrain Paintingwas developed inGermany around 2010
(Münßinger et al. 2010). Unlike some multi-modal painting interfaces that emerged
at the same time like BrainBrush (Van De Laar et al. 2013), Brain Painting was
completely controlled via a P300-speller-style interface—cursor movement, object
shapes, sizes, colors, brush styles, undo, redo, and so on. One of the unique aspects
of this project is that the team adopted a user-centered design philosophy and tested
the prototype on ALS patients. Even though users complained that the system was
slow (imagine waiting 60 seconds to take any action inMS Paint) and uncomfortable
(no one likes conductive gel in their hair), they still rated it a four out of five, and it
did succeed in its mission to enable brain-based free painting (Zickler et al. 2013).
The team went on to add more features to the toolbox, and found that one subject
continued to paint regularly with the system at home. Despite the relatively low
level of control, the user derived satisfaction from painting, and the program actually
increased their quality of life (Holz et al. 2015a, b).

Neuro Brush is a collaborative system used for art therapy (Crawford et al. 2018).
This is a form of competitive abstract painting, similar in theme to the “environment-
demonstration-participation-performance event” described by Rosenboom (Blum
1989). In Neuro Brush, several people are connected to a BCI system as they control
the brush of a simple paint programwith amouse. The size of their brush ismodulated
by their alpha-band power—the more alpha, the larger the brush. Color is controlled
based on beta power—the more beta, the more subdued the tones. Each participant
can see all the other participants’ cursors. The idea is to paint Rothko-style color
fields, and whoever is able to fill up the majority of the canvas with their own color
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wins. The feedback provided by paint color helps users enter the relaxed, meditative
state needed to increase their brush size and thereby win the game.

An installation called “Mind the Chair” is an example of post-modern interactive
performance art. This simple selective-control BCI comprised a chair affixed with
lights and a sound system. Museum visitors were invited to sit in a chair and don a
NeuroSky Mindwave, a single-channel wireless EEG. Lights and sound were mod-
ulated by brain activity (Folgieri and Lucciari 2016). NeuroSnap is a purely passive
system developed in 2017. Modelled after Snapchat, it uses an Emotiv Insight which
is a five-channel wireless EEG for registering alpha and beta waves which are used
to select facial filters. The BCI is meant to infer the emotional state of the wearer
and display an appropriate overlay (Lieblein et al. 2017).

13.1.2.2 Examples in Music

Some of the earliest pioneers of BCIs in music were Alvin Lucier, Richard Teitel-
baum, and David Rosenboom (Miranda and Castet 2014). Alvin Lucier was the first
person to compose a live EEG-based musical performance in 1965 with his piece
‘Music for Solo Performer’ (Pinegger et al. 2017; Miranda and Castet 2014). In this
piece, he used amplified alpha rhythms from two electrodes attached theatrically
to his forehead at the start of his performance to drive transducers attached to a
plethora of percussive instruments on stage. Lucier was able to control the length
of his alpha-wave bursts at will, and along with a mixer was able to control the
volume of the percussive sounds, as well as the dominant instrument (Rosenboom
1997). David Rosenboom followed in 1970 with his “environment demonstration-
participation-performance event” entitled ‘Ecology of the Skin’. The performance
made use of a modular synthesizer and ten musicians, each operating one of the
modules. EEG signals were bandpass filtered and fed into Schmitt triggers to cre-
ate alpha-wave detectors. Programmable logic controllers were used to track the
amount of alpha activity generated by each performer, and the amount of time spent
per minute producing alpha waves determined how much control they were given
over their particular synthesizer module (Rosenboom 1997). In effect, the degree
to which individual musicians were able to maintain states of wakeful relaxation
determined what notes were played as well as their timbre.

More recently, Mick Grierson and collaborators at Goldsmith’s, University of
London created a toolkit for music brain-computer interfacing which uses a P300
speller and new ERP detection algorithms to allow musicians to make near real-time
choices during a performance (Grierson 2008). This systemwas used in ‘Braindrop’,
an algorithmically generated musical composition in which the performer, using the
P300, could select which of three algorithms was at play (Grierson et al. 2011).
Even more recently, a team of the University of Graz utilized user-centered design
principles to develop a P300-based application that allows people towrite sheetmusic
and compose entire musical scores (Pinegger et al. 2017). Their goal was to create a
systemwhich could be utilized by the severely disabled, and early tests of the system
resulted in very high selection accuracies and positive feedback from participants.
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The next section of this chapter will discuss the topic of expressive arts-based
interventions and the broad range of possibilities that exist for applying BCI tech-
nologies in that field. One of the “precursor” approaches discussed here is the use of
electroencephalogram (EEG), and other monitoring modalities to measure clients’
affective state in the course of therapy. Section 13.2 will then describe the initial
attempts at using BCI as a medium of creative arts based interventions, using the
area of affective brain–computer music interface (aBCMI) as an example. The dis-
cussion will then proceed to the question of matching artistic BCI technologies with
different modalities of art-based interventions, exploring the specificities of the vari-
ous affective and artistic BCI technologies in the process. The section concludes with
a taxonomy of different client categories, based on their level and type of impairment,
suggesting different types of BCI-enabled expressive therapies for each category.

The final section of this chapter discusses the challenges and difficulties facing
the young and rapidly evolving field of BCI-enabled expressive therapies. The main,
and perhaps obvious, challenge, which stems from the youth of the field, is that of
the relative dearth of relevant research, and the lack of BCI-based studies involving
practicing expressive therapists. Additional challenges are discussed in the frame-
work where BCI field lies at the intersection of neuroscience and digital media, thus
inheriting many of the challenges from those two fields. Drawing parallels with the
relatively more explored field of the digital art-based therapy, Sect. 13.3 emphasizes
the need for evidence-based research and encourages expressive therapy practition-
ers to be better acquainted with the intricacies of the BCI technologies, so as to avoid
the most common pitfalls encountered in this field.

13.2 BCI and Expressive Arts Based Interventions

13.2.1 Expressive Arts-Based Interventions

While cognitive scientists have been investigating and trying to answer the question
of whether creativity is innate or can be acquired (Folgieri and Lucciari 2016); the
starting point of all therapeutic processes in expressive arts-based interventions is
basedon the humanistic belief that every individual has the innate ability to be creative
and that the creative process is healing (Rogers 1993, p. 7). Rogers (1993), the founder
of person-centered expressive arts, has stated that “part of the psychotherapeutic
process is to awaken the creative life-force energy” (p. 1), and “what is creative is
frequently therapeutic” (Roger 1993, p. 1). The expressive arts-based interventions
utilize creative modalities such as visual art, music, drama, dance/movement, poetry,
play, and other modalities individually or combined in the context of psychotherapy
and counseling. It is an action oriented therapeutic approach in which both verbal
and non-verbal communicationswill be used during the process. Acknowledging that
every individual’s preferredmodeof expression is different (somemaybemore tactile
or kinesthetic while others may be more visual, for example), the expressive arts-
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based interventions augment modes of expression in the psychotherapeutic process.
In addition, while the term “psychotherapy” potentially “perpetuates a mind-body
split with its exclusive reference to psyche” (McNiff 1981, p. viii), the inclusion
of diverse modes of expression in the expressive arts-based interventions strives for
mind-body alignment by introducing action in the healing process through inclusion
of the body and the mind.

The advancement of technology, digital technology in particular, has expanded
the scope of arts as well as the expressive arts-based interventions. Although some
of the practitioners of expressive arts-based interventions continue to rely on tradi-
tional “hands-on” creative media, in the past two decades, many practitioners began
to explore the therapeutic applications of technology media, its specificity, and its
applicable populations and settings (Moon 2010). However, needless to say, the cre-
ative process and somatic experience of song writing differs greatly between these
approaches and media. For example, one may argue that the act of creating a song
in the context of a music-based intervention by using an upright piano or digital
technology via electronic keyboard connected to a computer or an application in a
smart-phone or even though the eye-tracking device may bring about the same out-
come, a song. However, the creative process and somatic experience of song writing
differs greatly among musical instruments and through the use of technology. The
specificity of eachmedium, then, needs to be examined and applied carefully in order
to fulfill the needs of target populations and clinical settings.

13.2.2 Applications of BCI-Enabled Technologies
in Expressive Arts-Based Interventions

While the majority of BCI-enabled expressive arts based interventions remain hypo-
thetical and not yet fully practiced or researched, the range of possibilities afforded
by the recent technological developments is quite broad; and the conditions are ripe
for expanding the use of BCI in creative therapies.

13.2.2.1 BCI for Monitoring Clients’ Affective State During
Expressive-Arts Based Therapies

A field related to BCI and Expressive Arts-based intervention that has been used rel-
atively extensively is the use of electroencephalogram (EEG), qualitative electroen-
cephalogram (qEEG), as well as other monitoring modalities to measure clients’
affective state and physical response to therapy. Among the recent examples of
research activity in this area is Belkofer’s (2012) use of qualitative electroencephalo-
gram (qEEG) to study the neurological effects of art-making. Another example of
application of qEEG is drawing and clay sculpting studied by Kruk and the team
(2014). Combined with progress made in the field of affective BCI (Daly 2018),
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this area of research produced some of the recent examples of BCI-enabled creative
therapies.

13.2.2.2 Initial Introduction of BCI as a Medium of Creative Arts
Based Interventions

As described by Daly (2018), a key feature of an affective BCI system is its ability
to identify a user’s affective (emotional) state, and change the expressive output in
response to the user’s changing emotions (Daly 2018). An affective brain–computer
music interface (aBCMI) is designed to detect a user’s affective state and use that
information to control a music generator in order to adjust the user’s affective state
to the desired level. Using a group of 20 healthy subjects in the course of 5 sessions,
the researchers were able to achieve the desired changes in two affective state dimen-
sions (increase valence and reduce arousal) at statistically significant levels (see the
Fig. 13.1 for illustration of the closed-loop aBCMI and Fig. 13.2 for the observed
changes in the two affective state scores).

In the above example the clients’ control over themusic creation process is passive
and relatively limited. The clients’ current affective state, relative to the target affec-
tive state in the experiment, triggers continuous changes in the musical sub-features
used by the music generator logic: tempo, mode, pitch range, timbre, and amplitude
envelope, as described in theWilliams et al. (2015). However, there are several exam-
ples of artistic aBCMIs where the clients have greater control over other areas of the
creative process (composition, choice of instruments, etc.). Williams and Miranda
(2018) offered a comprehensive review of the state of the art in BCMI field in “BCI

Fig. 13.1 An affective brain–computer music interface—aBCMI. Adopted from “Affective
Brain–Computer Interfacing and Methods for Affective State Detection,” by Daly (2018 p. 157)
(reproduced with permission)
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Fig. 13.2 Changes observed in two affective state scores of aBCMI users, under the “make happier”
condition. Adopted from “Affective Brain–Computer Interfacing and Methods for Affective State
Detection,” by Daly (2018, p. 158) (reproduced with permission)

for Music Making: Then, Now, and Next.” In addition to further exploring BCI-
enabled real-time control and affective state feedback, the authors also described the
potential for collaborative music-making, for clients with various degrees of physical
impairment.

13.2.2.3 Matching Artistic BCI Technologies with Different Modalities
of Arts Based Interventions: Exploration of Possibilities

Williams andMiranda (2018) described the taxonomy of BCMI’s in terms of control
modality. Active control refers to mapping the user’s cognitive choices to musical
features, while passive control refers to the use of BCI for detecting the subcon-
scious mental states of the user and then informing the musical feature mapping. A
hybrid system combines both control systems and allows simultaneous application
of both (p. 199). Such a split between active and passive (and a hybrid combination of
the two) is just one of the dimensions of the artistic BCI taxonomy. Wadeson’s team
(2015) and Prpa’s team (2018) (see also Chap. 3 of this book) described an additional
dimension of artistic BCI which deals with input modality (unimodal EEG vs. mul-
timodal/hybrid of EEG/ECG/GSR, etc.), output modality (1D music/sonification,
2D painting/video, 3D audiovisual/virtual environment), and individual versus col-
laborative, open-loop versus closed-loop (i.e., with affective state feedback). Each
combination of these different dimensions lends itself more naturally to different
modalities of creative expression-based intervention, as well as to different client
categories, including those with physical impairment or defective neurological func-
tioning.

Music therapy would be the modality that is better compatible with the BCMI
technology. For example, “Cortical Songs” is a music performance with the out-
put as musical signals triggered by detecting user’s neural activities (Matthias and
Ryan 2007). “Affective brain-computer music interfacing” (Daly et al. 2016) allows
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for (passive) control over the music output through evaluating the user’s affective
state in responding to music. “The space between us” (Eaton et al. 2015) evaluates
a multi-user BCMI design whereby the affective states of both a performer and lis-
tener are measured during a live musical performance. This last study explores the
potential for interaction and for reaching a common emotional ground between the
two participants, which offers interesting possibilities in therapeutic setting.

For Art therapy, visually-oriented artistic BCI such as Brain Painting is feasible
and has been found suitable for applying to participantswith different abilities. Botrel
and co-authors’ study is one of the examples. They showed that participants with
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis used Brain Painting had an improved quality of life
after the intervention (Botrel et al. 2015).

For the BCI-enabled drama therapy, some potentially relevant projects have been
documented (Aparicio 2015; Aparicio and Cádiz 2017). For example, the study
authors have been working with an actor with locked-in Syndrome and developed
BCI-based communication system using the eye-tracking device for facilitating play
writing and music and drama performance (Aparicio and Cádiz 2017). They also
established the conceptual framework for how BCI technology can enable a per-
son with physical challenges to be actor and/or director in a theatrical performance
(Aparicio 2015). While Aparicio’s research focused on theatre as art rather than as a
tool in drama therapy, and thus falls into the domain of “artistic BCI”, it provided a
good foundation for expanding the research into BCI-enabled drama therapy. Sim-
ilarly, the work “Enheduanna—A Manifesto of Falling: Live Brain-Computer Cin-
ema Performance: Performer and Audience Participation, Cognition and Emotional
Engagement Using Multi-Brain BCI Interaction” done by Zioga and co-authors is
also an example for BCI based-performing arts which involved both the artist and the
audience. In Zioga’s work, an EEG-based BCI system was used for the simultane-
ous real-time multi-brain interaction (Zioga et al. 2018, p. 1). The authors collected
qualitative (questionnaires) and quantitative (EEG) data from seven participants (one
performer and two different audience members for each of 3 performances), and
concluded that “the results reveal that the majority of the participants were able to
successfully identify whether their brain-activity was interacting with the live video
projections or not. A correlation has been found between their answers to the ques-
tionnaires, the elements of the performance that they identified as most special, and
the audience’s indicators of attention and emotional engagement” (Zioga et al. 2018,
p. 1).

Although real BCI-based dance therapy has not yet fully established, a “precur-
sor” for BCI-enabled dance/movement therapy research has been developed using
portable EEG technology with the sensors sufficiently robust to movement so as not
to distort the EEG signals. Bearss and the team used EEG sensors to detect changes
in the alpha band in conjunction with lower depression scores after just one dance
class, as well as over the course of the 12-week program, in people with Parkinson’s
disease (Bearss et al. 2017). In a another project named “Movement in Mind: Dance,
Self-Awareness and Sociality—An investigation of dance as treatment/therapy”, the
same EEG protocol was used for participants who were diagnosed with depression
and similar results were found (Barnstaple 2017). While these studies are not situ-
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ated in the area of BCI-enabled dance therapy, they do offer a potential starting point,
where the “input” side of the BCI technology (EEG signals) is linked to the dance
and movement therapy practice, and can serve as a basis for neurofeedback as well
as for assessment of therapeutic efficacy.

Another example of potentially relevant research is provided in “Measuring brain
mechanisms underlying dance-therapy: past & future directions” (Shafir 2018),
where the author discusses using Laban Movement Analysis to identify sets of
movement components (characteristics) whose execution enhances different emo-
tions. The author further discussed using Kinect and machine learning techniques
as a biofeedback system able to identify these movement components from peo-
ple’s movements based on their 3D data, and offers future research directions that
would correlate the subject’s affective state data from EEG to the 3D data of their
movements. There are numerous other studies in this domain, some focusing onmea-
suring the expressive components of the dance andmovement, e.g. “Neural decoding
of expressive human movement from scalp electroencephalography (EEG)” (Cruz-
Garza 2014) where the authors record brain activity andmovement of certified Laban
Movement Analysis (LMA) dancers and are able to isolate the expressive component
of the movement. This theme of isolating the expressive movement from EEG data
in the BCI context was further explored in “Towards a whole body brain-machine
interface system for decoding expressive movement intent: Challenges and Oppor-
tunities” (Contreras-Vidal et al. 2017), where the authors explore “applications to
artistic brain-computer interfaces (BCIs), movement aesthetics, and gait neuropros-
theses endowed with expressive qualities” (para 1). These articles, taken together,
offer a “mosaic” of information which can be synthesized and built upon in devel-
oping BCI-enabled dance and movement Therapy practices and research studies.

Finally, multi-modal Expressive Arts Therapy, which relies on the interrelated-
ness and polyesthetic nature of arts (Estrella 2007; Malchiodi 2007; Knill 2010),
lends itself more naturally to BCI-based approaches as the Expressive Arts Ther-
apy encourages shifting from one art form to another as well as multiple outputs
(1D, 2D, and 3D, or combination of all). Yet, no literature has been found in this
area. Nevertheless, the current BCI output modalities (1D, 2D, 3D, or combination
of all) may be matched with those currently practiced in creative arts interventions
by augmenting their therapeutic tools or making therapeutic tools available to those
clients who could not otherwise be reached without BCI-enabled technologies. It is
apparent that selecting the method of BCI input modality (EEG, ECG, other sensors,
multimodal) and the level of BCI control modality (passive, active, hybrid between
the two, collaborative vs. individual) should depend on client’s conditions, comfort
level with technology, psychosomatic needs, therapeutic objectives and settings as
well as creative therapists’ competency with the process of BCI technologies.
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Fig. 13.3 Quadrants for exploration of BCI-enabled expressive arts based interventions

13.2.3 Possibility of BCI-Based Expressive Arts
for Therapeutic Purposes

The possible therapeutic applications ofBCI-based expressive arts can be categorized
into four types based on the needs of clients with different physical and intellectual
challenges (Fig. 13.3): (I) Clients with high physical impairment and low neuro-
logical impairment, (II) Clients with high physical impairment and high neurolog-
ical impairment, (III) Clients with low physical impairment and high neurological
impairment, and (IV) Clients with low physical impairment and low neurological
impairment.

13.2.3.1 Clients with High Physical Impairment and Low Neurological
Impairment

Clients in quadrant I would likely be benefited from the pure EEG (non-hybrid) input
modality, and may have to start their therapeutic sessions with a more passive control
(and then gradually move up to more active control), due to their physical limitations
and the learning curve involved in mastering the active-control modalities. Through
currently existing BCI outputmodalities such as “NeuroBrush,” and “Brain painting”
stated in the studies by Botrel et al. (2015), BCI may make it possible for the clients
in this quadrant to express their creativity and help the mind of an immobile client
reconnect with his/her body.

The use of body sensations is critical to many forms of therapy, e.g. Expressive
Therapy Continuum in its Kinesthetic/Sensory (K/S) Level (Hinz 2009) or Sensori-
motor Psychotherapy (Ogden andMinton 2000). Furthermore, the idea that the body
plays an important role in storing and processing emotions has found empirical sup-
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port in neuroscience (Franks 2006). While this represents a challenge for working
with clients who became immobile or lost a part of their body, the bodily sensations
are often not lost, and even if the motor control is impaired, the connection between
the mind and the body continues. In the case of clients who lost a body part, up to
80% of amputees experience a phantom limb, usually in a form of a painful sensation
(Sherman et al. 1984). A significant number of patients with Locked-in syndrome
also maintain body sensations as well (Pistoia 2017). Such clients could still bene-
fit from the BCI-enabled expressive arts therapies that would tap into those bodily
sensations.

13.2.3.2 Clients with High Physical Impairment and High Neurological
Impairment

For clients in quadrant II, the options for BCI-enabled expressive arts based inter-
ventions may be more limited, with heavier reliance on passive control and hybrid
input modality, to maximize the information available to the therapist (the possi-
bilities for collaborative BCI modalities would likely be limited as well). However,
there are still some avenues available for this category, e.g. the use of affective state
monitoring and feedback (Daly 2018; Williams and Miranda 2018) can be useful for
clients with limited verbal communication abilities. Furthermore, there is existing
body of research in helping children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) in devel-
oping neuroplastic changes of their mirror neuron systemwith the use of a BCI-based
game with neurofeedback features (Pineda et al. 2012; Friedrich et al. 2014). Such
methods could in theory be extended to clients suffering from both neurological and
physical impairments.

13.2.3.3 Clients with Low Physical Impairment and High Neurological
Impairment

Clients in quadrant III may benefit more from the hybrid and mobile input modalities
(mobile—to accommodate dance and movement therapy, since the client’s mobility
is not restricted), and may have to rely more heavily on passive control and affec-
tive state monitoring and feedback, due to their potential inability to verbalize their
affective state. The neurofeedback-based methods described in the previous section,
e.g. BCI-based games for clients with ASD (Pineda et al. 2012; Friedrich et al. 2014)
can be combined with the artistic BCI approaches described earlier, such as Brain
Painting (Botrel et al. 2015) for art therapy or as “Cortical Songs” (Matthias and
Ryan 2007) and Brain-Computer Music Interface (BCMI) approaches (Eaton et al.
2015) for music therapy, as a complimentary form to the existing expressive therapy
modalities based on traditional media. The emphasis for this group would likely need
to be on minimizing the intrusiveness of the BCI devices, and on making proper use
of the clients’ EEG feedback by the therapists, which would require the therapists
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to receive additional training in both the theoretical and the practical aspects of BCI
technologies and related neuroscience concepts.

13.2.3.4 Clients with Low Physical Impairment and Low Neurological
Impairment

For clients in quadrant IV, the choice of BCI modalities would likely be dictated by
expanding functionality beyond the traditional arts modalities (e.g., 3D output like
virtual environment), as well as by affective state feedback (as described in the Daly
2018, and Williams and Miranda 2018, above), and moderated by the convenience
factors (i.e., the BCI devices would need to be sufficiently unobtrusive in order to
justify the continued use). While some aspects of this client category (e.g., affective
BCI, neurofeedback) are partly shared with the quadrant III, the use of BCI would
need to be further justified, since the clients in this category are not impaired either
physically or neurologically.

One possible avenue where the BCI-based approaches may have appeal is the
younger clients who tend to be “digital natives” and thus comfortable with the new
media and computer technologies. In that respect, the growing interest in digital
art as a therapeutic modality (Garner 2017) is likely to stimulate interest in BCI-
enabled expressive arts interventions as well. In terms of the BCI taxonomy based
on input and output modalities (Prpa and Pasquier 2018), the emphasis with the
“digital native” clients may well end up being on the 3D output BCI, i.e. Virtual
Reality, Augmented Reality, and perhaps also on collaborative virtual environments,
where both clients and therapists are present and interact in the form of virtual
avatars rather than physically. Such modalities, while interesting to consider, and
potentially powerful, would need to be thoroughly tested in practice, to make sure
that the important relationship and sensory aspects of expressive therapies are not
compromised in the process.

Another interesting application of the collaborative BCI-based expressive therapy
is the possibility of both the client’s and the therapist’s affective state being avail-
able for observation by both sides of the therapeutic relationship, represented either
visually or sonically (Eaton et al. 2015) or via a combination of modalities. Such
an approach could serve in building emotional attunement and trust between the
client and the therapist (as opposed to the unidirectional application where only the
therapist can observe the client’s affective state). However, such applications would
necessarily raise issues of both client and therapist’s confidentiality. Also, some
circumstances may require the therapist to contain their emotional state in client’s
presence, in order to better accomplish the therapeutic goals, so a careful balance
would need to be struck with respect to the level of “emotional transparency” to be
made available in such a collaborative affective BCI-based therapeutic practice. It is
important to note that the applications described in this section are just examples of
what’s possible based on the technologies that exist at this moment. The BCI space
is evolving quite rapidly and many new possibilities are likely to become available
to researchers and practitioners in the near future.
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13.3 Difficulties/Challenges/Ethical Concerns

The challenges that the BCI-enabled expressive therapies are facing in fact are inter-
twined with and driven by the general challenges faced by the BCI technologies.
The most obvious challenge for BCI-enabled expressive therapies stems from the
fact that it is a young and rapidly evolving field, with very little empirical research
implemented to date. While there are thousands of research articles on the field of
BCI, very few of them directly address the topic of artistic and/or affective BCI-
enabled expressive therapies. Two examples of such directly relevant research were
mentioned previously, the affective brain–computer music interface (aBCMI) used to
regulate subjects’ affective state (Daly 2018), and the BCI-enabled real-time collab-
orative music-making with affective state feedback, for clients with various degrees
of body impairment (Williams and Miranda 2018). Even these experiments can be
considered as only tangentially relevant to BCI-enabled expressive therapies, and
perhaps more properly situated in the fields of “affective BCI” (Daly 2018) and
“artistic BCI” (Williams and Miranda 2018), because, despite their stated therapeu-
tic effect, there doesn’t appear to be a practicing expressive therapist involved in
either study. Until the researchers and practitioners in the expressive therapies field
make the interdisciplinary leap and start conducting directly relevant studies, the
concept of “BCI-enabled expressive therapies” will largely remain in the realm of
potentiality.

Despite such dearth of directly relevant research, the situation remains very
promising, as significant parallels can be drawn between the challenges faced by the
emerging field of BCI-enabled expressive therapies and the challenges (and oppor-
tunities) which lie at the points of contact between the fields of expressive therapies,
neuroscience, and digital media technologies. This is due to the fact that the BCI field
itself can be said to lie at the intersection of neuroscience on one hand, and digital
media on the other (Fig. 13.4). Put differently, whereas neuroscience intersects BCI
at its “input” and “control” phases, to use the taxonomy discussed in Sect. 13.2.2.3
above, borrowed from Prpa and Pasquier (2018), the digital media field intersects
with BCI at the latter’s “output” phase.

Therefore, the challenges faced by the expressive arts therapies practitioners and
researchers in their encounters with neuroscience and with digital media, and the
lessons learned from those encounters, are directly relevant to the exploration of
challenges and opportunities in the emerging field of BCI-based expressive therapies.
Significant research and practical experiences have already been accumulated at
expressive therapies’ intersections with neuroscience and digital media, and should
be brought to bear in the study of BCI-enabled expressive therapies, in addition to
the previously discussed affective BCI and artistic BCI research fields.

As stated in Juliet King’s “Art Therapy: A Brain-based Profession” (2016), “Cur-
rent technologies that measure brain activity during art-making hold promise for art
therapists by gathering the empirical evidence needed to substantiate the efficacy of
interventions…. The use of technology such as the qEEG might help in identifying
what media will work best with certain conditions, and might also help identify brain
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Fig. 13.4 Intersections of
expressive therapies,
neuroscience, and digital
media

functions in relation to basic media used in art therapy. From this, art therapy proto-
cols for certain populations might be developed and tested, providing the field with
much needed evidence-based and outcomes research” (p. 85). The author reinforces
the last point by quoting a study conducted by Kaiser and Deaver (2013), where
the top priority for art therapy researchers is to provide “outcomes, efficacy, and
evidence-based research” (King 2016, p. 87). The same holds true for all expressive
arts based interventions.

Thus, the challenge for researchers and practitioners of expressive therapies alike
is to sufficiently acquaint themselves with the intricacies of neuroscience, and by
extension—of the BCI technologies, so as to be able to deliver evidence-based
research and avoid the common pitfalls inherent in those disciplines. In addition
to these general BCI challenges, additional recommendations specific to affective
BCI (aBCI) were discussed in Daly’s (2018) “Affective Brain–Computer Interfacing
and Methods for Affective State Detection,” and are summarized below:

• Identify the application area and the purpose of the aBCI.
• Identify the category the aBCI being used falls into (active, passive, or a hybrid
approach that combines both).

• Identify how affect will be used within the aBCI (e.g., aiding with communica-
tion/control accuracy, providing a form of therapeutic feedback to the user, or used
in combination with other input modalities).

• Define how affect will be categorized and measured within the aBCI.
• Identify the affective state detection method to use in the aBCI and verify that it
works correctly.

• Take into account the inter-trial and inter-user variability, as well as intra-session
non-stationarity of affective state responses.
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• Remove artifacts from the neurological data used to control the aBCI.
• Plan an appropriate testing strategy, taking into account the inherent challenges in
identifying a user’s “ground truth,” a measure of their actual affective state.

While some of the above recommendations echo the general BCI challenges,
they also point to the need for special care when dealing with affective BCI, which
is one of the most promising BCI areas for expressive therapies, due to its broad
appeal and the potential to deliver benefits for clients in all categories, including the
“normal” (non-body-impaired neurotypical) clients. These pitfalls have already been
extensively explored by neuroscience researchers, e.g., in “Using neurophysiological
signals that reflect cognitive or affective state: six recommendations to avoid common
pitfalls” (Brouwer et al. 2015) and the resulting recommendations should be used by
researchers and practitioners in their future experiments with affective BCI-enabled
expressive therapy.

Similarly, insights gained from the pre-existing experience with digital art ther-
apy can be used in the BCI-based expressive therapies, with respect to the BCI’s
“output” phase, as discussed earlier in this section. The field of digital art therapy,
while still relatively young, has accumulated a significant body of research, much of
which is directly relevant to BCI. The need for new/modified therapy frameworks to
accommodate the specificities of the digital media also extends itself to dealing with
the BCI-enabled expressive therapies: each modality and choice of materials brings
specific characteristics, and therefore, may influence the therapeutic dynamics and
outcomes. As described in the introduction to “Digital Art Therapy,” “Art therapists
have cited the sensuous quality of traditional media as something that is lost with
digital media…But for all its cold, non-fluid qualities, there is a seductive quality to
digital media that comes from experience with the medium…over time as familiar-
ity is gained, the experience of interacting with it changes to something that can be
similar to entering the creative process with traditional media” (Garner 2017, p. 11).
The same principle applies to the output of the artistic BCI technologies—there is a
need for both clients and practitioners to overcome the initial learning curve, so as
to be able to appreciate the specificities of this new medium. An additional factor to
take into account is the fact that a large proportion of the expressive therapists are
“analogue natives” (pre-Internet generation), whereas a growing number of clients
are “digital natives,” and that divide needs to be addressed by additional research into
digital art therapy, including its applications in the BCI-enabled expressive therapies.

There are many other challenges and concerns that have haven not been dis-
cussed yet, which usually accompany new media and technologies. For example,
new ethical concerns arising from BCI usage in therapy are covered by the topic
of “neurosecurity” and additional privacy and confidentiality issues in the context
where both the therapist and client are connected via BCI. The new level of access to
the client’s inner images and emotions afforded by the BCI technology comes with
new challenges and ethical responsibilities which will need to be addressed by prac-
titioners and researchers in the field. Nevertheless, these numerous new challenges
will only become fully apparent when direct research and practice in the BCI-enabled
expressive therapies commences in earnest.
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Chapter 14
Brain-Controlled Cinema

Richard Ramchurn, Sarah Martindale, Max L. Wilson, Steve Benford
and Alan Chamberlain

Abstract This chapter explores the space of Brain-Computer Interaction as a tool
to enhance storytelling within cinema, as a means to overcome some of the main
critiques of interactive film in terms of interaction and immersion in the media.
Using the Performance-led Research in the Wild methodology, we create com-
plete professionally-made experiences to explore possible brain-computer interac-
tions with film, and exhibit them in-the-wild to the public. As well as reviewing the
findings of these investigations, this chapter primarily contributes an exposition on
artistic practices, and draws conclusions for future developments in brain-controlled
film. We present two case studies of BCI films that have been made and publicly
screened, The Disadvantages of Time Travel (2015) and The MOMENT (2018).
For each we (a) describe the experience we produced, (b) present detail about how
it was made regarding different elements of the filmmaking process, (c) give an
overview of how they were received by audiences, and (d) summarise key lessons
learned about filmmaking practice. In discussing how they were made and received,
therefore, we set out implications for scripting, storyboarding, sound design, cine-
matography, directing and editing as well as interactive platform development. The
chapter concludes by discussing possible techniques, processes, mappings, and BCI
implementations that could be put together tomake future films, as well as presenting
both opportunities for industry and open challenges that remain for brain-controlled
film.
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14.1 Introduction

Interactive film, as an ambition, dates back to at least the 1920s, emerging historically
from the desire to transfer the engaging experiences of interactive theatre into the
medium of film. As we review further in Sect. 14.2, sporadic attempts over time have
had limited sustained effect on the industry, and it is widely concluded that this is
because the nature of interacting with a film conflicts with the immersive experiences
that films are designed to create (Shaul 2008; Polaine 2005). Our research has
focused on the design, development, and deployment of brain-controlled films, in
which conscious physical interaction is taken away, such that the film can be both
interactive and immersive.

To study brain-controlled films, we adopt a Performance-led Research in the
Wild methodology (Benford et al. 2013), in which artistic practice, studies, and
the exploration of theory are tightly interleaved. This methodology relies on the
deployment of real-world applications of artistic practice with the public. Reflection
on practice allows researchers to interrogate the process to make such works, and the
impact and creation of new theories. Similarly, studies of these artefacts are therefore
of real-world experiences, and reveal findings for both practice and theory.

So far, our research has allowed us to explore the benefits that ambiguous and
unconscious control bring to creating dynamic artistic experiences (Pike et al. 2016),
and to present data about how audiences, including those that were not in control
of the movie, have experienced these films, and how they want to experience them
again (Ramchurn et al. 2019). In this chapter, however, we bring together these
findings to contribute an exposition of artistic practice involved in making brain-
controlled films. We present the process of professionally creating the films, infor-
mation about how they were exhibited, and key extracts of our previously published
findings (Pike et al. 2016; Ramchurn et al. 2019) that specifically contribute to a
developed understanding of artistic practice. Perhaps most importantly for artistic
practice, is that designing the intended final experience is necessary to shape nearly
all stages of creating the film, including script design, storyboarding, scheduling,
recording, editing, and production. In reviewing these cycles of practice, perfor-
mance, and reflection (which build upon each other), we conclude by discussing
implications for future practice.
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14.2 Related Work

14.2.1 Interactive Cinema

Interactive film has had sporadic development through the years, so much so that
every generation claims to be the ‘first’ to have done it. The earliest example to be
found goes back to 1926, As You Like It, Not Shakespeare. Directors Leventhal and
Norling, had been experimenting with anaglyphic 3D films for some time, one of
their last films used this technique to project the climax of their film as two overlaid
scenes, one in red one in blue (Zone 2014). The audience could choose what ending
they wanted, or flip between them by closing the corresponding eye. Unfortunately,
this film has been lost over time; we have no reports of how audiences responded
and there is little to no evidence that it made an impact on filmmaking practice in
the following decades. It wasn’t until 1968 with Raduz Cincera’s Kinoautomat that
interactive film was once again in the spotlight (Willoughby 2007). At the Montreal
world fair Cincera presented a film that offered choices for the audience vote on at
key moments, which the projectionist would then choose and project the appropriate
reel. It was made as a response to the political process in Czechoslovakia at the
time and was banned on its return. What Kinoautomat did do is introduce a mode of
interaction which has been repeated up to the present day. It used remote controls for
the audience tomake choices. Theatrical realises of I’m Your Man,Mr Payback (Hales
2015), Choose Your Own Documentary (Penlington et al. 2014), the app based Late
Shift (CtrlMovie 2016) and Bandersnatch (Reynolds 2018) all use this approach of:
‘a decision has to be made’, the users make a choice and a corresponding scene is
played.

It has been convincingly argued that interactive narratives have a central problem,
that ofmethods of control disruptingnarrative immersion (Shaul 2008; Polaine 2005).
This conflict can be reasoned as the more you actively make efforts to interact, be it
via a mouse, a remote control, app or even closing one eye, the more you are pulled
out of a narrative. At one extreme the narrative may actually stop and wait for you to
make a choice before continuing and at best youwill still have to divert your attention
to the choice options as the movie plays, make a choice under a time constraint and
find the button to press to continue with the experience.

To say that interaction and narrative immersion are incompatible would be a
simplification, however. The video game is becoming a place players do experience
well told stories. But in video games the aforementioned loop is ongoing; the fun
is in the ludic experience of doing. And while great stories can be told inside video
games, they tend to happen over many hours of play, where controls have become
second nature to the player, and often involve non or limited interactive cut scenes.

When players have learned how to control their character this control shares some
attributes with a passive BCI interaction, in that there is ongoing feedback, and one
does not need to think about control within the interaction loop. Likewise within a
passive BCI system one does not need to know how or what one’s input is doing for
interaction to occur.
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A key divergence from the above forms of interactive movies are the database
movies made by Kinder’s Labyrinth Project (Kinder 2003) and Manovic’s Soft
Cinema (Anderson 2006). Made in the late 1990s and early 2000s these have roots in
hypertext fiction and the aesthetic of the early internet. Manovic’s interactive films
algorithmically recombine on each play-through, and thematically respond to the
multimedia non-linear medium of the pre-YouTube internet. These films have no
ongoing control from users, but rather evolve a narrative from a real-time assembly
of images, voices and music. We see the role of artist shifting here, no longer the
auteur creator, but giving away editorial control to a pre-defined algorithm:

“Manovich and Kratky have modelled a compositional mode in which the work of the ‘artist’
is shifted from encoding desired meanings into a montage structure to establishing the rules
and metadata by which the SoftCinema engine will create its own combinations of media
elements (video, text, sound, composition), the meaning of which will ultimately be produced
through reception and interpretation by a viewer.” (Manovich et al. 2001)

Some have taken this artistic method further and included the viewer’s physio-
logical responses as data in the algorithmic system. The following three pieces of
interactive narrative were created by artists and researchers utilising physiological
sensors including BCI and subconscious control to affect narrative films.

The first is by Pia Tikka. She created a filmic installation called Obsession, which
consists of four screens centred around viewers who are continuously monitored for
heart rate and skin conductance by biosensors. “A real time feed-back loop is estab-
lished when the authored cinematic system influences the perception and cognition
of the viewer, whose bodily feedback, in turn, affects the montage” (Tikka 2010).
Tikka’s work is based around the concept of Enative Media, which draws on theo-
ries of embodiment and Eisenstein’s concept of affecting the viewer with montage
by “deliberately experiment[ing] with the unconscious emotional responses of [the]
audience”. Tikka argues for cinema as an extended cognitive externalisation of con-
sciousness. “In the enactive setting, the notion of interface becomes implicit, perhaps
even to the degree of being non-conscious.”

As a second example, Alexis Kirke’s Many Worlds is a branching narrative story.
Sensors measuring Electrocardiograph (EKG), Electromyograph (EMG), Electroen-
cephalograph (EEG) andGalvanic SkinResponce (GSR) are applied to four audience
members. The system uses this physiological input to assess levels of arousal over
time, an evaluation which is then used to make binary choices at two decision points
of the film (Kirke et al. 2018).

Finally, The Angry River1 is an interactive film by Armen Perian, which uses
eye tracking to follow one of four characters “transforming you into the unreliable
narrator”. The Angry River was inspired by the book ‘The House of Leaves’, which
is a layered and networked narrative with multiple narrative perspectives (Pressman
2006). One of Perian’s questions was: how do you film the unfilmable novel? By
answering this question through interactive film, Perian provides hints at the artform’s
potential to tell unfamiliar, complex and non-linear narratives.

1https://www.theangryriver.com.

https://www.theangryriver.com
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These three interactive movie experiences deviate from the trend of offering con-
scious decision making as an interactive method while watching cinematic content.
Rather, they rely on unconscious interactions, which deviate from the tried and tested
standards of human-computer interaction.Within the field ofHCI, usually the empha-
sis is on direct manipulation (Shneiderman et al. 2016). However, others have put
forward that ambiguity can be a resource that designers can exploit (Sengers and
Gaver 2006). This concept of co-construction between users and systems is some-
what analogous to the very nature of film and could therefore be a powerful resource
when applying interactivity. As we are the creators of our ownmeaning, this empow-
ers the user to take ownership of their own interpretation.

14.2.2 Neurocinematics

The disciplines of film and neuropsychology have become entangled. In 2008, Uri
Hasson coined the term Neurocinematics whereby he set out a way of judging the
effectiveness of how much a film controls a viewer’s mind by correlation of sub-
jects’ fMRI and eye tracking data (Hasson et al. 2008). In the paper, Inter Subject
Correlation (ISC) is argued to be a measure for the effectiveness of film. Hasson
showed participants sections of The Good, The Bad And The Ugly by Sergio Leone,
Bang! You’re Dead by Alfred Hitchcock, an episode of Curb your Enthusiasm by
Larry David, and an unedited shot ofWashington square park. He found that ISCwas
highest with Hitchcock, then Leone, then David and then finally the park shot. Based
on this ISC Hasson suggests a single continuum going from reality, to documentary,
art house, Hollywood finally to propaganda, where the further to the right the higher
the ISC. Hasson does offer a disclaimer as to which is the better film:

“while the ISC cannot provide an aesthetic judgment as to the right cinematic style to be
taken, it may serve as an objective scientific measurement for assessing the effect of distinctive
styles of film-making upon the brain, and therefore substantiate theoretical claims made in
relation to them” (Hasson et al. 2008)

In Hasson’s line of aesthetic, see Fig. 14.1, he moves from reality to propaganda
with rising correlation between subjects. Finally, taken to an extreme, the possibility

Fig. 14.1 Hasson’s line of filmic aesthetic in relation to inter-subject correlation of brain data
(Hasson et al. 2008)
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to achieve a tight grip on the viewers’ minds can be used for creating an unethical
form of propaganda or brainwashing (Hasson et al. 2008). It is not surprising that
marketing and advertising companies have adopted these techniques. Furthermore,
Neurocinematics has been taken up by neuro-marketers and movie studios to judge
the effectiveness of howmuch apiece of content “controls viewer’s neural responses”.
In fact, some have taking it further, using these techniques to assess scripts, characters
and casting (Randall 2011).

There are some who critique Hasson’s definition of effectiveness based on high
ISC as it by definition excludes ‘noisy’ cases where more complex readings of film
occur (Poulaki 2014). Poulakia even suggests exploring the opposite direction to
ISC, exploring the possibilities when minds diverge; this is echoed by the ex-CEO
of a neural marketing company who was quoted in 2011 saying:

“Multiple if not infinite versions of one film with myriad story twists and endings will be pro-
duced and consumed. Netflix and Facebook will play a big part in film ‘personalization.’[...]
Real-time instant consumer brain response-based personalization will create true dynamic
modifications of the same movie and afford endless delight to consumers.” (Randall 2011)

What is described in the above quote is an interactive film which is altered by
neurological responses. As Hasson finds, as we watch movies, a brain-computer
interface can be used to observe changes in brain data caused by that movie. To
then go full circle, that data can be used in turn to affect the stream of visual and
auditory information. Non-diegetic (editing, sound, cinematography), diegetic (the
film world), characters and actions of the film can be used as feedback components.
This will produce an ongoing, real time feedback loop, which has been explored
in other mediums (Höök 2008). This is the central tenet of what Zander has termed
Passive BCI (Zander and Kothe 2011) and this is the concept behind brain-controlled
cinema.

14.3 Our Case Studies of Brain-Controlled Cinema

Below are two case studies of our brain-controlled movies, along with the resultant
research produced using a Performance-led Research in the Wild (Benford et al.
2013) methodology. The case studies, compared in Table14.1, are of two films: The
Disadvantages of Time Travel (Pike et al. 2016) andThe MOMENT (Ramchurn et al.
2019). Both are written, directed, and designed by co-author Richard Ramchurn with
the help of developers and researchers from the Mixed Reality Lab at the University
of Nottingham. The two films contrast in scale, design, genre, directing style, and
intention. They explore a passive interaction design, which frames the narrative
around the central human interactor in an affective loop. In describing the case
studies, we set out the director’s intentions for design and lay out their practice; we
have tried to keep the observations relevant to making an interactive brain-controlled
film rather than a general filmmaking process.
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Table 14.1 Comparison of two our interactive brain-controlled film productions

The Disadvantages of Time Travel The MOMENT

Duration 16 min 23 min

Genre Arthouse Sci-fi Thriller

Narrative 4 layers: perspectives on events 3 layers: following characters

Headset NeuroSky mindwave NeuroSky mindwave 2

System Quartz composter, custom python Max MSP, brain wave OSC

Control Blinking, Attention, Meditation Attention

Actors 11 Non-professional child actors 9 Professional actors

Total crew 6 28

Pre-production 3 6

Production 6 25

Post-production 2 4

Budget £19k £54k

Funding Kickstarter, Arts Council England Arts Council England, EPSRC

14.4 Case Study 1—The Disadvantages of Time Travel

The director’s intentionwhen starting tomakeThe Disadvantages of Time Travel (see
Fig. 14.2) was to reproduce the psychic space of the central character. This was
achieved by making a filmic world and interactive system that responded to the
viewer and fell into sync with the viewer’s physiological signs. The initial design for
the film came from an artistic hunch based on years of editing and a concept written
in Walter Murch’s book In the Bink of the Eye (Murch 2001). In his book, Murch
observes that his actors would blink just at the moment that he would want to cut
and hypothesized that blinking happens as a punctuation of thought.

“If it is true that our rates and rhythms of blinking refer directly to the rhythm and sequence
of our inner emotions and thoughts, then those rates and rhythms are insights to our inner
selves and therefore as characteristic of each of us as our signatures.” (Murch 2001)

We explored this concept by mapping each blink data point to a hard cut creating
the temporal montage of the film as shown in Fig. 14.3. The film was continually
in a state of spatial montage as two layers of dream footage and two layers of
reality footage blended together based on NeuroSky Attention and Meditation data
respectively (see Fig. 14.4). This blending of layers produced what Manovic terms
SpatialMontage in his bookThe Language of New Mediawhen describing interactive
film (Manovich et al. 2001). While he defines temporal montage as the changing of
images in time—the predominant cultural embodiment of film—he characterises
spatial montage as the compositional arrangement of multiple images on a single
screen. While there is historical precedent for this, such as Vertov’s Man With A
Movie Camera (Petric 1987), his direct analogy is from our computer mediated
experience of windows open on a desktop.
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Fig. 14.2 Poster for The Disadvantages of Time Travel
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Fig. 14.3 mapping of BCI and blink data and to temporal and spatial montage

Fig. 14.4 Interactive Design of The Disadvantages of Time Travel , from Pike et al. (2016)

We used NeuroSky’s MindWave headset as the BCI for the film. The single,
dry sensor Bluetooth device outputs raw EEG signals and pre-processed Attention,
Meditation and blink data. While NeuroSky uses proprietary algorithms in their chip
to calculate these measures, some work has been done to validate these as well as the
raw EEG (Kim et al. 2012; Lim et al. 2012). For our primary concern of usability,
however, the MindWave has advantages of being inexpensive, very quick to fit, and
does not require a training period, all of which is advantageous when exhibiting to
the public.
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14.4.1 How It Was Made

The Disadvantages of Time Travel was shot over 9 days in Scotland by a small
professional crew with young non-professional actors aged between 12 and 17 years
old. It was made between August 2014 and July 2015 with a budget of £19k, funded
via Kickstarter and Arts Council England Grants For The Arts public funding, and
was supported by B3Media, AND festival, FACT and the University of Nottingham.

The design of The Disadvantages of Time Travel was inspired by dream and
imagination; the director wanted a system to respond to the viewer in a way that
every frame was different from one viewing to the next, to recreate the hypnagogic
space we encounter betweenwakefulness and sleep, that of the lucid dream. This was
reinforced in the cinematography and the music composition and implemented in
the system design. This looseness translated to production as the crew experimented
on set and used storyboards as a guide rather than a strict plan.

The system comprised a NeuroSky MindWave headset and a MacBook Pro. We
developed a Python programwhich reads the Bluetoothmessages sent from the head-
set, which are then routed internally as Open Sound Control (OSC) data (Schmeder
et al. 2010) to a patch written in Quartz Composer, which is responsible for playback.

Script The script was written as short vignettes of events and memories from the
directors childhood, which were reduced and sorted into a narrative structure, then
roughly storyboarded as key moments. The cinematographer and director drew out
more detailed storyboards and worked out shots during the evenings before each
day’s shoot.

Sound Design The music was composed by Hallvardur Ásgeirsson. He worked with
mood-films created by the director to develop the main themes of the score before
the scenes were completed. The composer worked remotely from before production
started and throughout post-production. The composed tracks were designed in a
way that they would never be heard in their entirety. The compositions were split
into 4 stems; two of these stems play together and then fade to the other two stems
with blinking data. This produces a soundtrack that has a continuous tempo and key
but flips between instruments.

Cinematography The filmic design was comprised of four levels of narrative. These
were delineated by the qualities of the shots for each scene, which were active, pas-
sive, dream and reality, and related to lenses, frames per second and grip equipment
of each scene. When shooting the film, the cinematographer and director developed
a shorthand for each scene designation, which defined the tool-set to be used. A few
examples of this are: active shots would be handheld, passive on a tripod; dream
shots would use a tilt shift lens and reality shots would use clean optics; reality shots
were filmed at 25 frames per second, dream at 50fps. The crew also shot on two
cameras, which allowed the same action to be recorded at different speeds and on
different lenses. This allowed for a lot of spontaneity and inventiveness on set while
continuing to get the coverage needed.
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Directing A key concern in making an interactive film is the added effort it will
take, which has implications for production time and budget. Even with traditional
film a large amount of usable footage ends up unused on the ‘cutting room floor’.
Directing this film was very close to a traditional process; it involved working with
actors and the cinematographer as a director would usually do. However, there are a
few small differences to take into account. In essence we were shooting four times
the duration as we would in a linear narrative film, yet that does not mean that we
needed quadruple the time to do it. In The Disadvantages of Time Travel , shots were
designed to be longer than what would normally be expected, and there were not
four times as many camera or actor set-ups. It is these set-ups that can take the time
in filmmaking. However, the director needed to keep a close eye on the coverage of
the four layers.

Editing Perhaps the most divergent practice from the traditional filmmaking model
came in the editing of The Disadvantages of Time Travel . In a traditional editing
process, one creates the rhythm of the film, and encodes meaning by juxtaposing
images in temporal sequence. In this process, however, it became apparent that the
work was in making the four layers sync and fit with each other; it was in making
opportunities formeaning to be encoded. The decision to film the dream layer footage
in 50 frames per second made that process much easier as these scenes could be
changed in speed.

However, it became apparent in the editing process that the film could not be
easily reviewed in the way it will be experienced by viewers, and so the editor
created intermediate screeners where all four layers were placed in four quadrants
of the screen. This worked extremely well as one could move from shot to shot by
moving one’s eyes. This technique is reminiscent of the layout used by filmmaker
Mike Figgis in the movie Timecode (Fabe 2014). The grading was an element where
the editor could be fully creative, as they used colour to express the emotion in the
film. In the few moments where there was not complete coverage (where there were
not four unique shots), the editor was able to use colour grades to define the different
layers.

14.4.2 How It Was Received

The film was screened outside FACT (in Liverpool, UK) over 6 days, in a cinema
converted from a vintage caravan (see Fig. 14.5). The cinema accommodated up to
6 audience members and one interactor. During these screenings, we conducted a
research study; we recorded interviews with the interactors, logged the brain data
from the NeuroSky device and recorded the resultant films that were created. The
full results of this research have been published by Pike et al. (2016). The text below
discusses the key issues that relate to the reception of, and interaction with, our
brain-controlled cinema.
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Fig. 14.5 Caravan Cinema used to exhibit The Disadvantages of Time Travel

As a cultural event people found the experience to be different to that ofwatching a
traditional film.While there was no one typical reported experience, some interactors
felt they could affect the film: “I felt like I could slow it down, speed it up and I could
move on”. The content of the film was also challenging in nature, in that the narrative
had an emotional charge. The added interactivity, for some, amplified emotional
intensity: “I found it, I don’t know if scary is the word, but perhaps a little unnerving
in places because usually when you see a film you see outside the character but
because you could move to see from inside the characters perspective”.

The blink control method became the prominent aspect of interaction. On average
across all the interactors blink frequency was about 5 per minute, the same as in
television watching; however some used their interaction carefully, “I definitely had
control over the way it was edited as I’d seen that version before, I kind of knew I
could change the footage that I hadn’t seen and see the other version.” This person
blinked only 2 times per minute.

Where Hasson speculates that the power of movies stems from their ability to
take control of viewers minds (Hasson et al. 2008) and was able to measure this
by correlation between subjects, viewers experiencing The Disadvantages of Time
Travel would find each film was unique. Each audience saw a different film because
their physiological activity was divergent from each other.

From the perspective of control, we learned a lot from comparing the blinking
methodof influencing thefilmwith the influence that brain data hadon thefilm.Blink-
ing is both an explicitly conscious action and an automatic unconscious response,
while the NeuroSky brain data is entirely less explicit. For some the limited aspect
of control was welcomed, “I was happy with the amount of control, because I didn’t
know the parameters of how to affect it and trying to manually affect how your brain
is reacting is really difficult.”
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We found the control that viewers felt was sometimes at odds with the enjoyment
of the film and immersion in the narrative: “a lot of the time I found it difficult
to remove myself from the thought of... the fact that I was changing it and I was
controlling it, and I kept thinking like why is my mind doing that pace like what’s
going on in the film?”We found this to be especially common in regard to the blinking
method of interaction.

Some comments brought into relief the dissonance of narrative flow and interac-
tion. This is backed up by the previous arguments regarding narrative flow: “Some-
times you notice that you have the agency, and that flipped you out of flow. But
sometimes you’ve really added to the dramatic effect.” So, it seemed that we reached
a boundary of the level of interaction. “I think that, maybe more control would have
taken away from the immersive elements of the film.”

Some positive reports occurred when interactors stopped trying to actively control
the film. For some it’s a conscious decision: “Sometimes I just let go. It’s good”. For
others the narrative immersion of the story overpowered their agency: “I completely
forgot, I was concentrating on the film.”

14.4.3 Observations

Below are three of the main observations that we made during the making and
screenings of The Disadvantages of Time Travel:

• Some forms of physiological feedback are stronger than others; blinking as a
mode of control overpowers that of attention and meditation levels. We found
that people interacting with this film derived more enjoyment when they let go
of trying to actively control the film and immersed themselves in the narrative.
And so, in future designs, departing from conscious control of the interaction was
identified as grounds for further exploration of multi-media BCI experiences.

• Using cinematic techniques to delineate narrative constructs was an effec-
tive strategy and has further potential for BCI cinema. In this film temporal
and spatial montage, thematic juxtaposition and deconstructed music was used as
feedback. To use interactive feedback to build possibilities for narrative flow could
go towards solving disruption caused by conscious interaction.

• The traditional process of filmmaking need not be completely redesigned. A
lot of footage that is usually discarded can be used to good effect in an interactive
film context. By subtly redesigning the process the production can be economical
with the shot footage.
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14.5 Case Study 2—The MOMENT

To continue the artistic and research journey into interactive brain-controlled cinema,
the director set out to make a new film, with three main objectives when embarking
on this project. Firstly, it had be coherent for non-interacting viewers, as well as the
people wearing the brain scanner. To do this, the director made efforts to maximise
narrative potential by cross referencing and parallel storytelling, so that on each
retelling of the story it maximises the potential for meaning making. Secondly, it
should encourage repeat viewings. The strategy for this was tomaximise the potential
versions of the film, so that people noticeably experience a new version of the film on
each viewing. Finally, the director wanted to further explore subconscious control;
and therefore decided to remove blinking and meditation as a control method and
work only with different interpretations of attention data.

The MOMENT (see Fig. 14.6) is a sci-fi thriller, with an interactive narrative and
a 24-min runtime. It was made between January 2017 and July 2018 with funding
from the EPSRC, Arts Council England, and the University of Nottingham. Its final
budget was £54,000 and it was shot in Manchester, England. The interactive system
was re-developed in the six months leading up to pre-production. We modified BCI
mappings and feedback, scene combination mechanisms, and narrative approach,
based on what we found when presenting the previous film to audiences.

The director set out to create an interactive film which had a narrative that would
be understandable, but have variations, and would be minimally disrupted by the act
of interaction. As with the last film, it was not set out as a branching narrative, but
a film that responds to the user by adapting the telling of the narrative in diverse
manners.

Also central to the designwas that it would be open to, and reward, repeat viewing.
Thus, The MOMENT was designed to be rich in detail, to allow new narrative arcs
and nuances, and to encourage new understandings with each version viewed. The
MOMENT has 17 scenes,which can each be re-configured in 6 differentways (paired
combinations of 3 narratives). At any second the film can edit between the two active
narratives of the current configuration for that scene. In all, not taking into account
differences in real-time editing, there are 16,926,659,444,736 possible combinations
across the 17 scenes; it would take over seven hundred million years to watch them
all back-to-back. Thus, there is little possibility of the same configuration being seen
twice. A visualization of 29 recorded routes through the film can be seen in Fig. 14.7.

Given that the structure, environment, and interactionwouldbenewandunfamiliar
to the audience, the director decided to make a genre film, so that viewers would have
a familiar element of the viewing experience to relate to. Having an anchor amongst
the novelty also meant we were able to research how well the recombined narrative
was understood by audiences.

Design In line with the iterative nature of the practice, the director/researcher was
able to address and improve on some of the issues we observed in our previous film.
Specifically, in terms of voluntary control, the first film was unbalanced. Blinking
was linked to temporal montage and, while effective when interactors were able to
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Fig. 14.6 The poster for The MOMENT
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Fig. 14.7 Journeys through
The MOMENT taken from
the logs of 29 example
experiences; from
(Ramchurn et al. 2019)
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Fig. 14.8 How The MOMENT recombines

forget about it, it often overpowered the other Attention and Mediation mappings.
Blinking encouraged play, which was at odds with immersion into the narrative,
and it was apparent the subtle nature of feedback to Attention and Meditation was
occluded by this stronger form of interaction.

Within the neuroscience and cinema literature, there is the concept of event seg-
mentation (Cutting 2014). The director took this concept of event segmentation and
considered whether a period of Attention could be mapped to a shot, and if that
would feel natural to an interactor. The director took some of the Attention data
from The Disadvantages of Time Travel to see what the period duration of Attention
was; it averaged out at about 6 seconds,2 which is within the range of average shot
lengths (Bordwell 2002).

The film was designed to have 3 narrative layers, or threads. Each narrative thread
has itself 2 alternative sound designs: a primary and a secondary. When a scene is
played it visually cuts between 2 narrative threads, with the primary sound design
from one thread and secondary from the other. A diagram showing this can be seen
in Fig. 14.8. This makes a total of 6 possible combinations of each of the 17 scenes.
These scene combinations are chosenbasedon interactions during the previous scene;
how fast it cut and how long was spent on each narrative thread.

It was important to have the above design in place before starting to write the
script. The design created a ready-made framework that came with its own rules,
such as: narrative threads run in parallel time; each thread must relate to both other

2This was revisited after the premiere, by analysing the log files created while people watched The
MOMENT ; we found the average length of attention at 4.2 s.
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threads at all times; threads can be co located; each narrative thread follows one
character’s story.

14.5.1 How It Was Made

When it came to pre-production and production—the process of practically making
the film—the scale was stepped up from the previous film. Therefore, planning
was paramount; detailed lighting designs, location layouts, and storyboards were all
created in line with a professionally produced film.

Script As previously mentioned, the interactivity was designed prior to pre-
production and so, when it came to writing the script, the nature of the interac-
tivity informed the structure of the narrative and layout of the script. Figure14.9
shows the diagram the director used to construct the narrative structure of the film,
prior to writing the script. The original concept was to have a shorter looping film
that would be watched once, twice or three times. In the process of writing the script
the film became longer as narrative coherence was prioritised.

Usually, a script is written in the way it is to be seen, which becomes a plan for the
filmmakers to follow, as it is a textual version of the film. With The MOMENT this
is not the case; the scenes are malleable and cannot appear on the page as they do on
screen. Several attempts atwriting the scriptwere aborted before an appropriate script
structure was decided on. This involved putting each of the three narrative threads
together within each scene so that writing across narrative threads was possible.

Fig. 14.9 Early 3-part narrative structure for The MOMENT
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Fig. 14.10 Parallel storyboards from The MOMENT

Storyboards The storyboards, as seen in Fig. 14.10, were also drawn in parallel,
with three boards to a column all depicting the same point in time for each narrative
thread. It was here that visual continuity, possible match and reverse cuts, and places
where the story is told between the narrative layers was visually planned. A total of
432 panels were drawn.

Sound Design The sound design and composition were handled by two long-term
collaborators: Hallvardur Ásgeirsson and Scrubber Fox. Themusic and sound design
are key to the combinatory aspect of the film. Each narrative thread consists of 2 sep-
arate compositions. The system is designed in such a way that primary and secondary
audio tracks from each scene come together to form the soundtrack. This effectively
means that the soundtrack is unique each time it is interacted with. Interestingly, each
composer took a different approach to designing the soundtrack; while one composer
took a more classical approach, the other used synth-based systems to develop more
of a soundscape. One of the composers also noted that the viewer of the film, in his
opinion, took on the role of the conductor, in the sense that they were ‘actively’ con-
trolling the music. Due to the interactive nature of the media and the different ways
that the tracks could be merged to develop a combined soundtrack, the composers
had to create twice the amount of musical material.

The foley (the diegetic sound effects), the primary and secondary compositions,
and the vocal track are discrete files, which are re-combined in real-time as the film
plays, creating moments of synchronisation and audio-visual dissonance, both of
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which are found in cinema and have effects on the meaning of the story’s recep-
tion (Chion 1994).

The audio segues become an important part of the interactive movie’s recombi-
nation. The video will cut between threads and at the beginning of a new scene,
however the audio can blend seamlessly between two threads or at scene boundaries.
This is similar to the ‘J’ or ‘L’ cut used in traditional editing, where the sound starts
before or after the picture cuts.

As the musicians were composingmusic for multiple visual threads, it was impor-
tant that they could see what was happening at the same time in the film. Similar to
the last film, the director produced a single video that shows all of the layers on one
screen (see Fig. 14.11).

Cinematography When designing the lighting throughout the film, it was decided to
have lighting motifs for each character and narrative thread. This created a dynamic
colour palette, which was in keeping with a style known as tech noir. Lighting had
to be designed into the set; certain colour lights had to be planned for, and needed
to make sense in the diegetic world of the narrative. This was all planned in the
months prior to the shoot with the cinematographer and the production designer. An
example of this is a scene in a flat where characters frommultiple threads appear. The
character Astrea has a green lighting motif. She has a scene near a balcony where
we designed the set so that a green light in the kitchen was positioned to light her
near the end of her scene.

Directing Again, the process of directing on set was not far removed from that of a
traditional film. A notable difference was that the scenes and shots had to be carefully
timed and annotated in order to match with their counterpart narratives. As the film
was designed to cut between narrative threads at any point, parallel shots had to be
carefully composed so as to make meaning between them. For example, we would
place similar compositions of shots between people to show a connection between
the characters. If any changes to storyboards occurred these would be recorded to
be referred to later. Scenes were shot out of order, which is typical, but it meant a
lot of moving between storyboards or screenshots, to cross reference the current and
the parallel shot. As in our previous production, shots were allowed to run on for
longer than normal, to allow for these shots to be cut together in the final interactive
configuration.

Editing When it came to prepare the footage for the interactive system, where one
would usually edit the film, an entirely new process had to be devised. Here we will
discuss where this project diverged from a typical editing process. We edited with
Adobe Premier. Firstly an animatic (where the storyboard frames are put in place
of the footage) was produced. All three narrative threads were placed on the same
timeline. Scenes were then prepared separately (best takes were chosen and on set
recorded sound was synced to video). These scenes were then placed on top of the
animatic. In order to keep track of these layers and multiple takes it was necessary
to be scrupulous about how the metadata was planned and organised. The video and
audio tracks were renamed to reflect the narrative layers. Titles were used to visually
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Fig. 14.11 A still from the assembly edit showing one point in time across three scenes
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Fig. 14.12 Left—a view from inside the caravan. Photo credit Studio Softbox. Right—Themobile
cinema on on site at Sheffield DOC/FEST

show which scene was currently playing both in the timeline and on the composition
screen. Assembly edits were exported showing all three levels of narrative, which
provided context to the sound and animation departments who were still creating
content during the editing process (see Fig. 14.11).

14.5.2 How It Was Received

Before The MOMENT was made, we obtained a grant from the EPSRC to convert
a caravan into a mobile cinema, as shown in Fig. 14.12. The cinema seats up to 7
people comfortably; one person controls with up to 6 non-controlling audience. The
MOMENT waspreviewed at 2 venues for a total of 7 days.During this time interviews
with audiences were conducted by researchers, director’s notes were made, and press
interviews took place. From the interviews and notes additional changes were made
to the system and the content was refined, editing 4 mins from the runtime. The
MOMENT then toured to Sheffield DOC/FEST, Kendal Calling, Arts by the Sea,
and Blue Dot Festival in the UK and Ars Electronica in Linz, Austria. We conducted
interviews, ran a questionnaire, recorded system logs and each film that was watched.
More detail of our research into experiences of The MOMENT is presented by
Ramchurn et al. (2019). Below are some interesting highlights from that research.

Controlling the Film Fromquestionnaire feedback, some controllers reported trying
to exert intentional control but experiencing a form of partial control. “It felt less like
control and more like influence”.Even although theydid not experience direct control,
they still found enjoyment in knowing that they are responsible for the control being
exerted. “It’s a really exciting experience to think that on a very, almost unconscious
or becoming conscious way, your brain is interacting with a piece of art someone
else has made”. Some controllers found that when they couldn’t consciously control
the film, they would adopt a more lean back attitude. “At the beginning I felt it cut
a lot and I was like, oh, I’m cutting it a lot. At the beginning, I wanted to control it
more because I wanted to figure out what’s going on with the film. And then I was
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just like, right, I’m just going to just watch it and see what happens. And then that’s
when the third character came in and I think things made sense for me a bit more”.
When drawing a distinction between video games and film, this perspective provided
positive feedback on keeping it as an immersive film experience; we discuss issues
of control and interaction further in Ramchurn et al. (2019). Some found that the
process of trying to gauge their control resulted in an introspection and mindfulness
where they honestly question what is happening in their own heads. “Interactive film
just is amazing to me, just because it’s not only some medium that is entertaining but
also can pose a lot of questions and make you think a lot”.

It was reported that the interactivity gave the filmmore value than that of a normal
movie. “It’s like an art form where if you ask three different people to paint a vase
of flowers, you get three really different outcomes. With this, there’s a real sense of
ownership I think. There is a sense that you do have a stake in what comes out at
the end of this.” The uniqueness of each film caused a feeling of ownership. The
experience of no narrative decision making was likened to that of watching a normal
film too. One of the most common reference points that people have is that of Choose
Your own Adventure books (Livingstone 1984). “I used to read a lot of the adventure
books where you got the choice as to what you did. And even though I read quite a lot
of them, I didn’t find them that satisfying because you could muddle it yourself, you
know, once you knew what you were doing, and I much prefer to be out of control in
that situation, rather than decide.”

Viewing without Controlling Themajority of people who watch The MOMENT do
not get to interact with it, as it has been designed to be screened to an audience with
only one interactor. While it may have been harder to reconstruct the narrative for
some, our questionnaire and interview data showed that it was enjoyed by non-
interactors and that the work of comprehension was actually an enjoyable process.
“I think I just like the idea that you can watch it with many different people being
the controller each time and see a different narrative of a different way of watching
the film. For me, I think that’s probably more important as just a regular cinema
goer and somebody who doesn’t want to try and pull too much out of that experience
other than just going along for the enjoyment of it.” This is a good sign for future
presentations in auditorium settings.

Repeat Experiences In relation to one of the primary aims for this second film,
repeat viewings, people did express the desire to see the film again. This was true of
controllers and non-controllers. Some who had seen the film first as a non-controller
were able to use their prior knowledge as a framework for understanding the film
whist controlling. People were keen to compare versions, either in discussions after
a screening, where viewers would talk about what they saw, or by booking another
ticket and coming back to see it again. “I loved seeing it again and I want to see it
again. Because I know for a fact that if I went in knowing nothing about it, and I saw
my edit first, I’d be like, okay, I’m a bit confused. If I went in and saw the second
one, I’d be able to put those two together which is amazing.”
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14.5.3 Observations

Below are three of the main observations that we made during the making and
screenings of The MOMENT :

• Removing explicit voluntary interaction also reduced interruptions to immer-
sion. We removed blinking in order to minimise the controller effects we found
in The Disadvantages of Time Travel and to encourage a letting go of control.
The interaction operates by internalised responses rather than physical actions.We
found that this film fits in to our previous taxonomy, that it moves people away
from voluntary control and awareness of their control. We found that people were
less likely to be removed from the narrative flow of the film by interactive side
effects.

• Creating smooth narratives from unknown dynamic possibilities is an open
challenge. There are amassively high number of potentially different films that can
be created, butwhen does any one of these films achieve a distinct narrative?Where
the parallel stories interact become touch points in mapping these narratives out.
Exploring narrative structuresmade by interactorsmay give clues for future system
designs that encourage cohesive narrative building. Where before we talked about
temporal montage and spatial montage, in this case the system could be described
as a form of narrative montage.

• BCI in film needs to connect to cinematic vocabulary to relate to practice. In
The Disadvantages of Time Travel there was the original aim that every frame
would be unique. Thiswas done by using image blending to cross dissolve between
visual layers. The MOMENT relied solely on cuts—temporal montage—as the
visual interactive mode of feedback. It will be important for the evolution of
the medium of brain-controlled cinema to have all cinema’s visual vocabulary
available to it.

14.6 Discussion

Below we discuss two main topics: (1) where BCI film, as we have explored it,
sits in the broader picture of interactive film, and their notions of control, and (2)
the possible opportunities for the film industry that brain-controlled film represents,
alongside challenges that remain.

14.6.1 Brain-Controlled Cinema as Interactive Film

From the research of our work, we identified a taxonomy that characterized the
variability in experience ofThe Disadvantages of Time Travel, in relation to control as
typically considered in HCI (see Fig. 14.13). The taxonomymaps extent of voluntary
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Fig. 14.13 Taken from #Scanners: exploring the control of adaptive films using brain-computer
interaction (Pike et al. 2016)

control and extent of self-awareness to examine the trajectories through the film that
people would take as they became familiar with the control mechanism. For full
detail of this taxonomy, in the context of control in HCI, readers should refer to Pike
et al. (2016).

14.6.1.1 Different Types of Control

It is interesting to consider how our case studies relate to the broader literature
of interactive film experiences. Figure14.14 plots our brain-controlled films with
previously discussed interactive films on Pike et al.’s taxonomy. The data for the
other interactive films is extrapolated based on their interactive characteristics. For
example, we note that As You Like It, Kino Automat and Mr Payback all rely on
a conscious interaction—closing one eye, clicking a button—that is both voluntary
and has to be done consciously. We see, for example, that there is an overlap between
The Disadvantages of Time Travel and As You Like It, which is specifically to do
with manual eye control, although the autonomic nature of blinking is distinct from
the manual control of one eye.
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Fig. 14.14 (adapted fromPike et al.)—a As You Like It,b Kinoautomat, c Mr Payback,d Obsession,
e Many Worlds, f The Angry River, g The Disadvantages of Time Travel, h The MOMENT

The Angry River uses eye tracking which, like the blinking attribute of The Dis-
advantages of Time Travel , can be both unconscious and directed by the user; what
differentiates them is that in The Disadvantages of Time Travel blinking causes a
noticeable cut, which brings an awareness of the user’s agency. The audience in The
Angry River cannot know at what point their influence has changed the playback of
the film. The BCI aspect of The Disadvantages of Time Travel and The MOMENT is
characterised by user’s being both unconscious of their interactions and unaware of
the extent of control they have. Obsession and The MOMENT share a lot of char-
acteristics, as they both embody unconscious control. Many Worlds has even less
feedback; only 2 points in the film, that ‘give away’ the interactive aspect of the film
leading to a conscious awareness of the interaction.

14.6.1.2 BCI Control as Interaction

The central critique of interactive film, as discussed earlier in the chapter, is that
interaction undermines narrative immersion. Narrative works within video games
when interaction is part of the diegetic world of the game; but this does not naturally
extend to watching movies.

In attempts to remove the need for interruptive explicit interaction in brain-
controlled film, our research (Pike et al. 2016; Ramchurn et al. 2018, 2019) has
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examined the nature of control that we have produced. We found that although par-
ticipants could not easily exert direct control in our brain-controlled interactions, it
was important for viewers to feel that they had controlled and influenced the film, and
that this was sufficient for a good brain-controlled experience. Of all of our chosen
interactions, blinking in The Disadvantages of Time Travel was the most explicit
and conscious, and we found that having such direct control could quickly become
disruptive. Consequently, in The MOMENT, we created a more implicit and pas-
sive interaction, both within and between scenes; essentially removing direct control
from the interactive film. This perhaps does not fall into the typical definition of
interaction and direct manipulation when speaking from a human-computer inter-
action standpoint. But as we have seen there is some form of interaction happening
even if it is ambiguous. Gaver et al. (2003) has argued that ambiguity can be a useful
and enlightening resource for design and interpretation, in this case the limits of con-
trol. Likewise in the context of the juxtaposition of images that is the very essence
of montage, by designing opportunities for possible meaning making, the narrative
flow can run unhindered.

Open research questions remain as to what can be considered as ‘interaction’ and
‘control’; to ask whether our films are brain-responsive, rather than brain-controlled?
Have we created an interactive film, or a responsive film? And have we gone too far
away from an interactive film? Can interaction and control ever be achieved whilst
making a good interactive film? Indeed, the nature of control and interaction is rather
an open question for passive BCI systems more broadly.

14.6.2 The Future of BCI Film: Challenges and
Opportunities

Ethical implications ofmedia personalisation have already surfaced thatmake itmore
and more difficult to verify the authenticity of media (Chesney and Citron 2018).
As current business models of surveillance capitalism (Zuboff 2015) remain unchal-
lenged, interaction at scale using brain-computer interfaces may result in unforeseen
consequences. Already our media consumption is curated by algorithms in our social
media timelines, our watch-next queue, and in the commissioning process of new
media giants such as Netflix and Amazon. It is not unlikely that brain data will be
used to personalise aspects of consumable media on larger scales in the near future,
which will tailor personal media to the individual, for good or for ill. In this regard,
communities are already interested in the data produced about viewers and their
preferences, by the options they select while watching Bandersnatch.

The release of Bandersnatch, and the trial run children’s episodes released in the
preceding 2 years, indicates that interactive films are back ‘on trend’ thanks to the
possible interactions facilitated by viewing streamed media on tablets and phones.
Bandersnatch has been broadcast in 27 languages to 137 million Netflix subscribers
(Reynolds 2018). At the same time, simple BCI headsets are available now at a cost
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comparable to previous large-scale deployments of interactive movie apparatus such
as the remote controls installed into theatres in the 1990s. BCI cinema has a unique
potential within the interactive narrative medium but content needs to be produced
and distributed. Artistic and scientific cross-pollination has the potential to explore
this space before higher bandwidth ubiquitous technologies become the norm.

14.6.2.1 Scaling up

A key challenge for interactive film has been creating an experience for large audi-
ences, rather than an individual. Some previous approaches rely on collective control
and others simply don’t scale up because they rely on the control of a single viewer at
a computer. So far our brain-controlled cinematic experiences have been situated in
small cinema spaces, with one controller and an audience of 5 or 6. For one hundred
people to see the film this way will take a full day of screenings, with dedicated staff
running the film and a booking system, and it can only be on in one place at a time.
So, when considering scaling up the experience, although it seems natural to follow
the tradition of cinematic presentation and screen it in an auditorium, the question is
how to do that and still offer equivalent value to the audience. Limited people will
get a chance to interact, and the film may seem less special when more people are
experiencing it. On the other hand each audience would experience a unique edit,
which may be perceived as an added value.

It was important for The MOMENT to work as a spectator experience, and for
this to happen The MOMENT had to feel like a film. To achieve this we incorporated
familiar story elements and a cohesive narrative structure. The edits produced by the
brain-controlled interaction are made to feel natural and are incorporated into the
non-diegetic story by the audience.

14.6.2.2 Shared Control

In our as yet unpublished work, we have explored how multiple audience members
interact with a BCI film at the same time. There is still more to explore as we found
mixed results. Some positive interactions observed were with groups that knew each
other and were satisfied to cooperate in a non-hierarchical way. Some other groups
suffered from individuals hijacking the experience, effectively taking over the con-
trol. The shared responsibility inherent in group control could both mitigate against
shyness and address divergent behaviour. By designing for interactional behaviours
in shared control we could create potentially interesting and unique filmic experi-
ences.
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14.6.2.3 Industry Opportunities for BCI Film

We found that controllers reported feeling a responsibility and privilege when mak-
ing their version, and that other audience members felt the experience provided an
insight into the controller’s state of mind, which raises the possibility that these per-
ceptions could be exploited by inviting famous or influential controllers. Although
these versions could possibly be seen as authoritative, it may also give more value
to the non-interacting viewers.

The high levels of variation between versionsmay actually encourage repeat view-
ing, as the rarefied privilege of controlling is made available to others. Encouraging
repeat viewing is of particular interest to industry business models. As we have said,
each viewing of The MOMENT is unique, never to be repeated, therefore person-
alised ownership could also provide additional revenue. We are currently exploring
design requirements of an archive of versions of The MOMENT . User responses
to this archive will give clues as to the viability of, and value to, viewers of such
personalised versions of media.

The platform created for The MOMENT is versatile and could be used by other
studios, filmmakers and artists to write and direct new narratives across genres.

14.6.2.4 Live Scoring for Dynamic Films

One option that addresses some challenges and opportunities facing BCI films
involves looking back to the early days of cinema. Before the ‘talkies’, in the days
of silent film, a piano player would compose their own music to the movie as it
played. This tradition has re-emerged with well-known films being shown with live
orchestras,3 and classic and cult films being re-scored by modern bands (Ninja Tune
2003; Murray 2011). This tradition of the ‘Live Score’ has been updated for the
new century and has become an understood form of experiential cinema. The film
plays, and the orchestra or band will play along to it, perhaps with a written score,
taking visual cues from the film. The brain-controlled films we have been discussing,
however, are different every time they are played, and the score to the film is also
altered in real time. In this case therefore it is not as simple as performing a live score
for a film, or even re-scoring a known linear film. In order to produce a live scored
brain-controlled film, therefore, one must work with musicians to discover how best
to facilitate their performance.

We recently premiered the world’s first live scored brain-controlled film at Reyk-
javik International Film Festival in October 2018. In order to make and perform a
malleable score we had to develop a way of creating communication between the
musicians, the interacting audience members’ brain data and the playback system.
To do this we amended the existing system for The MOMENT to provide automa-
tion to the musicians’ software, and a user interface for the musicians that displayed
pertinent and timely information about film content to them.

3http://moviesinconcert.nl.

http://moviesinconcert.nl
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The live score becomes an additional cultural experience that can be offered to film
festivals and music venues, increasing access to the work and its appeal to audiences.

14.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have contributed two case studies of creating brain-controlled
films, based upon a Performance-led Research in the Wild methodology, focusing
particularly on the artistic practices involved and how closely they relate to core
issues of interactive control in Human-Computer Interaction.

To do this, we reviewed the history of interactive film and neurocinematics in order
to highlight the difference between brain-controlled and previous forms of interactive
films that use either conscious or alternative involuntarymodes of interaction. As part
of this review, we highlight three examples of existing interactive films that use non-
obvious modes of interaction. We then presented our two case studies, which build
upon each other, and explore both different artistic practices and different modes
of brain-controlled interaction. We reflect on these different modes of interaction
further in our discussion, as well as presenting open issues and challenges for future
work, for both filmmaking and brain-controlled interaction with dynamic media,
specifically with the film industry in mind.

At the core of this work is the opportunity to move away from homogenised
media culture. New forms of media can tell new types of stories and it is evident
from media coverage that our brain-controlled cinema has captured the public’s
imagination, which perhaps points to a desire to break the mould of traditional sto-
rytelling. We hope the experiences and technology platforms that we have reported
here can be used by other filmmakers and other artists more broadly. The findings of
this research, however, are relevant to Human-Computer Interaction, as well as the
design of interactive cinematic experiences. The issues of involuntary control that
we have explored could be useful for future designs of a wide range of technological
interactions—to add depth, layer context, and enrich our increasingly digital lives.
Amongst the core of our own lessons learned, is that understanding these possibilities
involves as much design and creativity as it does technological innovation, in order
to make observations about the human behaviours involved, voluntary or otherwise.
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Chapter 15
The Making of Brain Painting—From
the Idea to Daily Life Use by People
in the Locked-in State

Andrea Kübler and Loic Botrel

Abstract Wedescribe how the classic P300 basedBCI-controlled spelling paradigm
was transformed into a painting tool. Initiated by an artist, we (“we” refers to all peo-
ple who were involved in the making of Brain Painting at any one time. “I”, “me” or
“AK” refers to the first author. Individual names/initials are used to identify a spe-
cific person being involved in a specific step of the history including end-users with
disease) developed Brain Painting in close interaction with two end-users of the tech-
nology in the locked-in state due to amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. We enabled them
to use Brain Painting at their home independent of the researchers being present.
Throughout the use of Brain Painting we applied measures of effectiveness, effi-
ciency, and end-user satisfaction leading to a unique long-term evaluation covering
hundreds of sessions. We demonstrated a positive effect on quality of life, self-
esteem, and other measures of well-being. The artists created a plethora of Brain
Paintings, which have been shown at several exhibitions. In this chapter, we describe
firstly, the history of Brain Painting. Secondly, we explain in detail how the P300-
BCI controlled application works. Thirdly, we dwell on howwe enabled use of Brain
Painting in daily life at the end-users’ home.We, fourthly, dedicate a separate section
to the impact of Brain Painting on quality of life, and show finally some of the Brain
Paintings and summarize the artists’ Brain Painting exhibitions. We end with a sum-
mary, emphasising that if BCI developers follow the user-centred design, i.e., listen
to and interact closely with the targeted end-users of technology, the transfer of BCI-
controlled applications out of the laboratory to the end-users’ home becomes more
likely, feasible and hopefully more real.
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15.1 The History

Two independent, but linked happenings occurred in 2005. Firstly, the at the time
most famous German artist of modern art Jörg Immendorff (JI) was in the advanced
state of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a neurodegenerative, terminal disease,
which caused tetraplegia and necessitated constant artificial ventilation by means
of tracheotomy. The artist was thus, no longer able to paint and could only advice
his scholars to paint what was on his mind. Secondly, the development of the BCI
controlled P300 letter matrix was advanced such that communication was possible
in exemplary patients in the locked-in state due to ALS (Hoffmann et al. 2008;
Nijboer et al. 2008). However, no BCI controlled applications for communication
and interaction was used by any patient at home, worldwide. To dwell on the reasons
for their non-use is beyond the scope of this chapter (the reader is referred to for
exampleKübler et al. 2014;Nijboer 2015), but one reason is important for themaking
of Brain Painting: thewish of the patients to use the P300-BCI for other purposes than
communication, more precisely for entertainment, and the lack of respective offers. It
then happened accidentally that the previous supervisor of the present author Andrea
Kübler (AK), Niels Birbaumer (NB), and the artist Adalbert–Adi–Hösle (AH), who
created an oeuvre with the brain as central topic (www.retrogradist.de), met at an
exhibition at the “Kunsthalle Tübingen”, Germany.1 Of course, the leading topic of
their conversation was to link the art of the brain with BCI. Further, it turned out
that AH knew JI. The artist hoped to get some funding for future brain-art projects
with the aid of NB, and NB speculated to get some funding by JI via AH for the
further development of BCI. Neither the one nor the other worked out, but in 2008
AK received funding for Brain Painting within a large scale European project (see
acknowledgements).

As often, when NB met people and found them interesting, these people knocked
at the door of my (AK) office and told me that I should take care of them. This was
also true for AH, and of course I had to tell him that, at the time, we had no funding
to invest in Brain Painting. Nevertheless, I liked the idea and the vision that we could
offer some entertainment to our patients. So I brought together my PhD student and
postdoctoral fellow (at the time) Sebastian Halder and Femke Nijboer, who had the
knowledge of programming the P300matrix, and testing BCI controlled applications
with end-users at their home, and AH who had the vision of how to turn the P300
matrix into a painting tool.

In the remainder of this chapter the authors will tell how Brain Painting developed
from the idea to its daily use at home by ALS patients in the locked-in state. The
making of Brain Painting is an example of following consequently the user-centred
design approach (UCD, ISO9241-2102008),which defines “usability” and stipulates
the early involvement of the end-user of the respective technology. With respect to
adopting a new assistive technology (AT)—the category to which belongs BCI-
controlled Brain Painting—functionality, possibility of independent use, and ease of
usewere ratedmost important by potential end-users of this technology (Zickler et al.

1https://kunsthalle-tuebingen.de/.

http://www.retrogradist.de
https://kunsthalle-tuebingen.de/
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2009). TheUCDhas been adapted to BCI controlled applications (Kübler et al. 2014)
and the proof of its usefulness and practicability also when working with patients in
the locked-state is revealed below within the realm of the Brain Painting application.
For the definition of usability in the BCI context, see Sect. 15.5 “Daily life use by
people in the locked-in state”.

In 2007, the first exhibition that included Brain Painting was organised by AH at
the Künstlerbund Tübingen (artist association,2 Fig. 15.1). Besides his brain related
work, the visitors could watch the artist while he was Brain Painting and try the
application themselves. The first proof-of-principle study used a P300 matrix that
included all functions deemed important by the artist AH (see Fig. 15.5, Sect. 15.2
“The BCI controlled application”). Besides himself (Fig. 15.2), ALS patient LEK3

in the locked-in state was also presented with the Brain Painting matrix (Fig. 15.3).
Both were able to use the matrix and, thus, create the first ever Brain Paintings (see
Painting 15.1 of Sect. 15.7 “The Gallery”) during training in the laboratory, at home
and during the exhibition (Kübler et al. 2008).

Fig. 15.1 Vernissage at the
Künstlerbund Tübingen
(local art exhibition hall),
November 2007. In the
foreground ALS patient LEK
who was the very first who
created Brain Paintings in
2007 (see Sect. 15.7 “The
Gallery” Painting 15.1 for
one of her paintings)

2https://www.kuenstlerbund-tuebingen.de.
3Initials of Brain Painting end-users with permission.

https://www.kuenstlerbund-tuebingen.de
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Fig. 15.2 Brain Painting initiator Adi Hösle is practicing Brain Painting in the lab

Fig. 15.3 Proof-of-principle with the Brain Painting prototype by LEK with ALS in the locked-in
state at her home; for the painting visible on the “virtual canvas” see Sect. 15.7 “The Gallery”
Painting 15.1
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Painting 15.1 The first ever Brain Painting by an end-user with ALS (see also Fig. 15.3; ©Liane
Krauss and Andrea Kübler)

Painting 15.2 “Wandering of soul” by Sonja Balmer. “I, as an impressionist painter”, she said in
2012, “tried to depict a sunset at the horizon of a sea with a flying bird in the twilight. However,
during the painting a memory of my near-death experience came up of the being between life and
death and I tried to depict what I felt.” She re-made the impressionist painting with Brain Painting
(©Sonja Balmer and Andrea Kübler)
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Painting 15.3 Made by an end-user with ALSwho participated in the Zickler et al evaluation study
(Zickler et al. 2013). He dedicated the painting to his wife who was also his primary caregiver. The
heart on a yellow circle expresses his love and the sunshine his wife brings into his life. The “K”
on the lower left hand side corner is the initial of his last name (©Andrea Kübler)

Painting 15.4 Melly exploding by HHEM. Dedicated to her caregiver who was furious that day
resulting in a tantrum. This example shows impressively the emotional power of Brain Painting
(©Heide Pfützner, with permission)
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Münßinger and colleagues then performed the first scientific evaluation of the
Brain Painting application prototype (Münßinger et al. 2010). Ten healthy subjects
and 3 with ALS participated and compared the classic P300 spelling matrix (Farwell
and Donchin 1988) to the Brain Painting matrix. The Brain Painting matrix was rated
significantly more complex and more difficult to use which was reflected in the drop
of average accuracy and target P300 amplitude. Taking into account the feedback
of the participants, the matrix was changed to black and white and the commands
were sorted according to their functions (Fig. 15.6, Sect. 15.2 “The BCI controlled
application”). Ten newly recruited subjects participated and—as compared to the
classic P300 letter matrix—no drop in performance was found, neither for accuracy
nor for the target P300 amplitude.

These were encouraging results and we, thus, considered BCI-controlled Brain
Painting ready for evaluation by end-users with disease. Four such end-users were
included, two with ALS, one with stroke (pontine, arteria basilaris), and one with
Duchenne muscular dystrophy. All were severely paralysed and all but one with
restricted or no speech. They participated in seven BCI sessions, including copy-
spelling, copy-painting, and free-painting (Zickler et al. 2013). It was the first time
that a BCI application was evaluated with measures suggested by the UCD (Kübler
et al. 2014). Average performance of all patients was above 80% accuracy. Satisfac-
tion with the device as measured with the BCI-related items of the Extended Quest
questionnaire (Zickler et al. 2013), a measure for general satisfaction with assistive
technology (Demers et al. 2002), was rated between 4.1 and 4.9 (scale from 1 to 5,
with 5 corresponding to highest satisfaction). Importantly, learnability was rated 5
by all participants. They were also highly satisfied with reliability, and, surprisingly,
all but one also with speed.

Following the UCD, four different BCI-controlled applications—two for com-
munication, two for entertainment—were evaluated by altogether 19 patients with
severe paralysis due to different diseases (Kübler et al. 2014). Brain Painting received
the highest general and BCI specific satisfaction ratings and it was the only appli-
cation that end-users could imagine to use in daily life (see Table 5 of Kübler et al.
2014). Thus, the Brain Painting application was ready to be transferred out of the lab
to the end-users’ home.

In the meantime AH organised several Brain Painting sessions with German
artists, one of those being Neo Rauch.4 At the same time, AH came into contact, via
the Charité Hospital in Berlin, with Heide Pfützner (HHEM5) from Leipzig, Ger-
many, an artist devoted to impressionist painting and diagnosed with ALS in 2007.
In 2012 when we were introducing Brain Painting to her, she was in the locked-in
state. Providing her with the Brain Painting application required some adaptations
to facilitate home use without researchers being present, instruction of caregivers,
and a remote access for saving data and long-distance support (see Fig. 15.8 and
Sect. 15.5 “Daily life use by people in the locked-in state”). One year later in sum-

4https://www.faz.net/aktuell/feuilleton/maschinelle-hirnmalerei-einmal-neo-rauch-sein-1984215.
html.
5HHEM is Heide Pfützner’s artist name, so we use it instead of her initials.

https://www.faz.net/aktuell/feuilleton/maschinelle-hirnmalerei-einmal-neo-rauch-sein-1984215.html
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Fig. 15.4 JT during Brain Painting in his atelier; the overlay of a row with the Einstein face is
visible (Photograph is shown with permission by Jürgen Thiele, ©Andrea Kübler)

mer 2013, we were contacted by another artist diagnosed with ALS in 2006, Jürgen
Thiele (JT). Retired architect and renowned aquarelle painter, he spent most of his
time in his workroom. JT was so passionate about painting that he kept painting by
putting a pencil between his teeth while his art assistant would mix the colours. His
condition allowing him to speak, he enjoyed to tell with a smile his Leitmotiv: “If I
can no longer paint with my hands, I’ll paint with my head”. Two-days in Königs-
Wusterhausen, near Berlin, were enough to provide JT with Brain Painting at home.
Learning from experience, we installed a dedicated laptop and monitor in the middle
of his atelier, surrounded by all his creations (Fig. 15.4).

For him it was the first time to use a computer! Both artists had devoted caregivers
and family who empowered them to use Brain Painting. Both artists were visited by
our team three times only, and their entire oeuvrewas createdwith remote supervision
and intervention when necessary (for a documentation of this process see Holz et al.
2015a, b). Until the end of 2016 HHEM had been painting for N= 484 sessions with
an average duration of 93.7 min (SD6 = 50.6). Satisfaction on a 10 point Likert-type
scale (1 worst, 10 best) was on average M= 6.94, (SD= 2.60). JT had been painting
until summer 2016 for N = 225 sessions with an average duration of 59.6 min, (SD
= 3.1). Satisfaction was on average M = 7.48 (SD = 2.59). After many painting
sessions both artist wished more options; specifically JT asked for the possibility of
drawing lines. Thus, again interacting closely with the artist, Brain Painting Version

6Standard deviation.
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2 was developed (Botrel et al. 2015) and allowed for quite another type of paintings
(see Paintings 15.8 and 15.9 Sect. 15.7 “The Gallery”). However, this second version
came at a price: as it had two matrices and considerably more options, it was more
complicated to operate, and only JT used it extensively ever since then. With this
long-term use of BCI, the proof-of-principle exists that BCI can be used at home
by locked-in patients without on-site support by researchers, provided we offer the
end-users something valuable for their quality of life.

15.2 The BCI Controlled Application

In the past years, the development of BCIs toward independent home use by locked-in
patients made quite some progress with respect to speed and choice of applications.
The speed of letter selection with a BCI is now equal to that achieved by other
assistive devices for communication that operate in the so-called scanning mode,
i.e. about 10–20 letters a minute (Brady et al. 2016; Kaufmann et al. 2011). In the
scanningmode, options for selection are presented sequentially to the end-user of the
technology and a command is transferred either by pressing a button with residual
finger movement, or other muscle twitch or eye movement via an eye tracker (for
a combination with such technology see e.g., Müller-Putz et al. 2011; Riccio et al.
2015). For Brain Painting, we used the so-called P300-BCI because of its ease of use
and reliability. In fact, the P300-BCI is, to date, the most reliable BCI in the short
(Cheng et al. 2017; Kaufmann et al. 2013; Ryan et al. 2018) and long run (Holz et al.
2015b; Sellers et al. 2010; Wolpaw et al. 2018) and evaluation studies exist (Guy
et al. 2018; Kübler et al. 2014; Mc Cane et al. 2014). Almost all end-users including
those in the locked-in state achieve high an effectiveness and efficiency already in
the first or few follow-up sessions (Halder et al. 2016; Severens et al. 2014), and can
maintain this performance in the long-term (Holz et al. 2014; Sellers et al. 2010).
Importantly for patients with neurodegenerative disease, the P300-BCI has been used
by late stageALS patients for several years without a drop in performance (Holz et al.
2014; Sellers et al. 2010). One of the striking advantages of the P300 as input signal
for BCI is that a decline in effectiveness can be easily compensated by increasing
the number of repetitions, i.e. stimulus presentations. Albeit at the cost of efficiency,
because more time is needed for selections, the P300-BCI still enables the end-user
to select items at high accuracy, which may be favoured over speed.

TheBrain Painting application uses thewell-known P300 component of the event-
related potential as input signal. Consequently, all options for painting were inserted
in the cells of the P300-BCI matrix, firstly by the artist AH (Fig. 15.5). The subse-
quent black and white matrix was the application offered to all end-users (Fig. 15.6).
At the very beginning of Brain Painting the rows and columns of the matrix were
highlighted (flashed) in random order as in the classic P300-BCI spelling applica-
tion. In 2011 Kaufmann and colleagues introduced a face overlay instead of simply
flashing rows and columns (Jin et al. 2012; Kaufmann et al. 2011). In the P300-BCI
the signal-to-noise ratio depends on the ability of the classifier to identify target-
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Fig. 15.5 The original Brain Painting matrix which comprised commands for cursor position,
colour, zooming in and out of the P300 matrix grid. The numbers on the right side indicated the
grid size (odd numbers between 3 and 511) on which the painting cursor could be moved (see
Sect. 15.3 “Brain Painting software and matrices” for details). The size of the shape to be printed
was dependent on the grid size, and determined by a brush size factor (1, 2, 4 or 8). The percentages
(25, 50 and 100) allowed for modulating the color opacity. End-users can undo or redo actions by
using UD and RD. The A character activates the “amorph” command which applies distortion on
the picture. Letters L, Q, S, T and H are fillers only with no meaning

Fig. 15.6 Adapted black and white matrix of the P300-Brain Painting application. Items for selec-
tion were sorted according to their function. 1st line: redo, undo, zoom in, zoom out; 2nd line:
colours; 3rd line: size of the brushstroke; 4th line: cursor position up and diagonal up, using the
amorph filter (strong image distortion), grid sizes for determining available cursor position and
brush reference size; 5th line: putting the cursor back to the center, left and right, square, circle,
grid sizes; 6th line: cursor down, diagonal down, colour intensity, grid size
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Fig. 15.7 P300 matrices labeled with their function or commands. Left: the ‘main’ matrix is the
first matrix presented to the user and is based on Brain Painting V1 matrix (see Fig. 15.5). Right:
the ‘line’ matrix can be selected from the main matrix and allows for drawing lines, selecting color
gradients, or filling the canvas with a colored layer. Detailed descriptions of the commands are in
the Sect. 15.3 “Brain Painting software and matrices”)

specific event-related potentials, and thus, every measure to increase the number or
the amplitude of such potentials leads to a better classification result. It has long been
shown that processing of familiar faces evoke specific potentials, namely the N170,
P300, and N400f.7 In 2013 Kaufmann and colleagues could show that the overlay-
ing rows and columns with the famous Einstein face lead to a tremendous increase
in effectiveness and efficiency of the P300-BCI in patients with neurodegenerative
disease (Kaufmann et al. 2013). In the meantime many other authors confirmed the
increase of performancewhen using faces as stimuli, thoughmostlywith healthy sub-
jects (Cheng et al. 2017; Jin et al. 2014; Yeom et al. 2014). The Einstein face was,
thus, integrated as flashing stimulus in the Brain Painting application. For HHEM
the number of sequences could be reduced from 10 to 5 for 100% accuracy (Holz
et al. 2015a).

In the next section we will describe in detail the functions of the Brain Painting
matrices versions V1 and V2 (Figs. 15.6 and 15.7).

15.3 Brain Painting Software and Matrices

Brain Painting requires the use of two monitors. The first displays the matrices for
selection of functions. This monitor is placed in front of the end-users since this is
where their attention needs to be focused onmost of the time.A secondmonitor serves
as a digital canvas on which the painting is composed. Painting often involves brush
strokes and smooth hand movements in a controlled motion. Instead of a continuous
motion, the P300 paradigm provides one command every few seconds. The Brain
Painting interface had to be constructed toward bridging this gap.

7The “f” stands for “faces” as in such paradigms an N400 is elicited in response to face perception
(Eimer 2000).
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An initial grid size of 3 by 3 provides nine positions toward which the “brush”
or cursor for painting can be moved. The end-user moves the cursor to the desired
location, selects either a square or a circle, the opacity, and then a colour. The colour
selection “prints” the shape on the initially empty canvas. To reduce the number of
steps for the next selection, the cursor position and any parameters change are kept,
hence facilitating the next step: for example, if a red square was chosen at first, and
the objective is to paint a blue square, it is not necessary to “click” again on the
square. By choosing cursor positions, forms, and colours, the painting is composed
step by step. The grid size can be increased up to 511 lines and columns, decreasing
proportionately the size of the shape in preparation. However, a brush size from 1 to
8 allows for increasing this grid-dependent shape size. It is also possible to zoom in
and out of the painting using cursor location as a reference, without changing any
other grid and brush sizes parameters, thus allowing for painting very small details
(see e.g., Painting 15.5). As all primary and secondary colours are available, it is
possible to additively mix colours by picking the respective colours and opacities.
The undo and redo features can revert or repeat any selection that was voluntarily
or involuntarily made, and were often used. The frequent use of the redo and undo
buttons demonstrates that the artists did not accept false selections, which is often
assumed by outsiders. A pause function allows the artist to rest. “Save” conserves
the current version of the painting ready to be re-loaded whenever wished. More
shapes, a fuzzy square, fuzzy circle and a cloud-type shape were added for selection
to extend the artistic possibilities. Above the matrix, there is a horizontal status bar
that shows all the current parameters (e.g., grid size, brush size, opacity). As soon as
a colour is chosen, the shape—defined by all the current parameters—is printed to
the canvas at the position of the cursor.

With the request of more shapes and line drawing, specifically by JT, a new
version of Brain Painting had to be developed, including two matrices. The first
“main” matrix of Brain Painting V2 (Botrel et al. 2015) comprises the same painting
functions,with the exception of shape preview. Instead of selecting all parameters and
only printing the shape after colour selection, Brain Painting V2 displays the current
shape below the cursor as soon as a selection is made. The shape preview remains
attached to the cursor until its colour is defined or it is applied using the new “apply”
selection, which prints it on the canvas. This matrix also contains more shapes such
as diamond, star, waterdrop (see Painting 15.8 of “The Gallery”) and triangle. The
second “lines” matrix is available by selecting its specific icon. This matrix replaces
all shape-related options (green in Fig. 15.7) by line related ones (blue in Fig. 15.7).
Simply said, drawing custom shapes or lines can be done by placing crosses on
the canvas, and the end-user can then choose what to do with those crosses, either
connect them with a line, a curve or a polygon. To do so, the end-user has to choose
“editing crosses”. When two crosses are connected, a line is created. Three and more
crosses result into a path. Selection of “open/close” determines whether the first and
the last crosses are linked, selection of “straight/curve” transforms straight lines into
curves and “toggle fill” transforms the path into a filled polygon. Selecting “apply”
prints the previewed path on the canvas. The editing crosses disappear after this step.
This second matrix further comprises linear, circular and X-shaped gradient modes
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Painting 15.5 “Spökenkiekers Brägen”—“The Brain of the Clairvoyant” by HHEM painted for
the Annual Meeting “Psychologie und Gehirn” of the German Society for Psychology Section
Biological Psychology in Würzburg 2013. This is probably the most complex and detailed Brain
Painting ever prodcued (©Heide Pfützner, with permission)

Painting 15.6 a By end-user D of Zickler et al. (2013) was actually the first, which aimed at
realistic as opposed to abstract content (an apple tree and skyscraper, ©Andrea Kübler). Such
efforts were also undertaken by artist HHEM, “Der Schürzenjäger”—colloquial expression for a
manwho approacheswomen extensively. “Schürze” translates to “pinafore” usuallyworn bywomen
and “Jäger” is a “hunter”. The snowman in the middle wears such a pinafore identifying him as the
“Schürzenjäger” surrounded by snow-women (©Heide Pfützner, with permission). The painting
demonstrates the humor often present in HHEM’s paintings
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Painting 15.7 “Magazin” (stack) by JT. The painting nicely captures JT’s preference of structures,
clear contours and forms (©Jürgen Thiele and Andrea Kübler)

Painting 15.8 “Blut und Gold” (Blood and Gold). The painting demonstrates the new options and
potential of Brain Painting V2. The new shape “waterdrop” was used extensively by JT (©Jürgen
Thiele and Andrea Kübler)

for the filled polygons with the additional gold and silver colours requested by end-
users. The “fill canvas” selection allows for filling the entire canvas with a colour,
enriched by opacity and gradient modifiers. Paintings 15.8 and 15.9 of Sect. 15.7
“The Gallery” demonstrate vividly the potential of the Brain Painting matrix V2
compared to its predecessor.
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Painting 15.9 “Gestrüpp” (brushwood). Also made with Brain Painting V2. It demonstrates the
potential of the new option to draw lines and curves and to connect them. The lines/curves were
drawn by placing “crosses” on the canvas and then choosing the respective command for their
connection. The fun and joy JT had with lines can be seen vividly (©Jürgen Thiele and Andrea
Kübler)

15.4 Other Approaches to Painting with the Brain

P300 based BCI paradigms can only send one command about every 6–20 s depend-
ing on the individual signal-to-noise ratio. BCI also provides paradigms that enable
continuous motor imagery based control over binary actions. Such paradigm was
translated into “Braindrawing” in a pilot study (Holz et al. 2012). A cursor would
trace a line while moving at a constant pace on an empty canvas. By imagining
right or left hand movement, the end-user was able to move the cursor left or right.
Despite attempting with a better than average healthy participant, fine and non-stop
continuous control was inefficient, and, thus, not further pursued.

Many artists have used brain signals as a source of creativity. An eponym project
exploited brain signals into a paint emitting robot arm (Funk and Raschke 2013).
The control signal was based on four “thought” patterns directly trained via the Emo-
tiv Epoc Toolbox, and produced “artistic” outputs. The proof of concept device is,
however, not provided with any estimate of statistical significance with respect to
the degree of control. This inevitably leads to the question of how much random
activity or false detections could be integrated into brain generated arts. Our experi-
ence with Brain Painting artists demonstrates, that they were very intolerant toward
random selections may they arise from system or “brain” failure. Thus, a toolbox
such as Emotiv Epoc would serve the aspect of “ease of use” but not that of mean-
ingful “communication”, here via Brain Painting art. Another way of enhancing a
no-hands painting experience with brain signals was demonstrated by van de Laar
and colleagues with BrainBrush (van de Laar et al. 2013). A P300 interface would
allow for tool selection while the gyrosensor of an Emotive Epoc steered the brush
on the canvas. To our knowledge, none of these approaches were implemented and
developed such that end-users with disease could use it independently in their home
environment.
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15.5 Daily Life Use by People in the Locked-in State

Before we brought the Brain Painting application to HHEM and JT, we ensured that
the environment could support frequent BCI use (Kübler et al. 2015). Signal acqui-
sition was realized with 8 electrodes and calibration was only necessary few times
across the years and we visited the artists for this procedure (Holz et al. 2015b). As
the P300 was stable across long time periods, we did not introduce auto-calibration
(Kaufmann et al. 2012). As both artists lived at great distance from the University
of Würzburg and we wished to enable the artists to paint whenever they wished
independent of our presence, we established a remote connection (Fig. 15.8). We
set up the Brain Painting application such that every start of a session was recorded
including time, number of selections, and the painting result. The artists could end a
session by themselves and were then asked several questions for evaluation. Follow-
ing the UCD, we assessed all aspects of usability, i.e., effectiveness, efficiency, and
satisfaction. Effectiveness is a measure of how accurate and complete the end-user of
technology can operate the application, i.e. how often the intended selection can be
achieved (=accuracy). The often-used measure of accuracy defined as “percentage
of correct responses”, requires a template against which the achieved results can be
compared. Such a template is not available during free-painting. Thus, we asked the
artists, at the end of each session, to indicate their perceived level of control, and
whether the ability to control the application changed across the session. Efficiency
relates the invested costs to effectiveness. A common such measure is the informa-
tion transfer rate (ITR), which, however, also requires accuracy. One can assume an
accuracy between 70 and 100%, because below 70%, no meaningful communication
or painting is possible (Kübler et al. 2001) and the artists would terminate the session.
As a subjective measure of efficiency, we assessed the level of exhaustion after each
session. Satisfaction while using the device was also assessed after each session with
visual analogue scales ranging from zero to ten for satisfaction, joy, and frustration.
For the entire evaluation procedure, the respective measures, and the results thereof,
the reader is referred to Holz and colleagues (2015b).

During Brain Painting hard- and software related problems occurred. HHEM
stated, for example, that the program did not react although everything looked fine;
the PC crashed; EEG signals looked strange although enough gel was being used.
Likewise, JT experienced crashing of the Brain Painting application and bad EEG
signals. Generally, the artists tried to fix the problems themselves (re-start or can-
cellation of the session) before they contacted us. They also experienced sessions of
“no control” which was commented with having “no fun”. Also subject-specific or
environmental factors interfered with performance, such as being too tired, cough-
ing, experiencing respiratory problems or too many interruptions by others (see Holz
et al. 2015b). Despite these problems, the end-users enjoyed painting and it positively
influenced their quality of life, which we will detail in the next section.
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Fig. 15.8 Scetch represents the different devices and actors for Brain Painting at home. Researchers
do not interact directly with the end-user, who is assisted by caregivers in using the Brain Painting
application. Evaluation data of each session is retrieved with automated processes via secure cloud
storage. Red dotted lines indicate the unity of end-user, the BCI, and the Brain Painting application

15.6 The Impact on Quality of Life

To assess the impact of the BCI-controlled Brain Painting application on the life of
HHEM and JT, Holz and colleagues (2015a, b) applied the Psychosocial Impact of
Assistive Device Scale (PIADS) (Jutai and Day 2002). It consists of 26 items assess-
ing the three dimensions competence, adaptability, and self-esteem. Competence
(twelve items) measures feelings of competence and efficacy, and is sensitive to the
impact of AT on performance and productivity. Adaptability (six items) refers to the
willingness to try out new things and to take risks, and is sensitive to the enabling
and liberating aspects of AT. Self-esteem (eight items) captures feelings of emo-
tional health and happiness and is sensitive to the impact of AT on self-confidence
and emotional well-being. HHEM and JT indicated whether the AT had a positive
or negative impact and the degree of this impact on the specified dimension (range,
−3 to 3; −3 indicates maximum negative impact, 3 maximum positive impact, and
zero no perceived impact [the description of the PIADS is from Holz et al. 2015b)].
For HHEM Brain Painting had the highest impact on “happiness, self-esteem, pro-
ductivity, usefulness, self-confidence, expertise, well-being, and performance”; for
JT on “happiness, efficiency, self-esteem, productivity, security, usefulness, self-
confidence, expertise, skilfulness, wellbeing, and quality of life”. For both artists
Brain Painting had the highest impact on the self-esteem dimension. The only nega-
tive impact was stated by JT (−1) on “independence”, probably because he depended
on his caregivers for using Brain Painting. Taken together, we can state that BCI con-
trolled Brain Painting affects positively the quality of life of locked-in patients diag-
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nosed with ALS in many aspects and it demonstrates the potential of BCI provided
we offer an application that is important and valuable for the end-users.

15.7 The Gallery

In this section, we show several Brain Paintings created during the past 12 years
by several end-users, lay painters and artists alike (see Paintings 15.1, 15.2, 15.3,
15.4, 15.5, 15.6, 15.7, 15.8, 15.9). Explanations about the making and stories asso-
ciated with the Brain Paintings are given in the respective captions. Painting 15.5
“Spökenkiekers Brägen” by HHEMmade it to the front page of the scientific Journal
Brain in June 2013.8 Artist SB (Painting 15.2), for who we could not establish Brain
Painting at home due to a lack of support by caregivers, told us her vision for BCI
technology: “In a year’s time”, she said in 2012, “I would like to move from the
nursing home to an apartment with 24 h care. I am imagining an art-room in which
I conduct my brain painting, write my books, communicate, twitter, send e-mails,
listen to music, relax etc. Everything is steered through BCI. A video conferencing
connects me to the outside world. My visitors will also be involved. Perhaps we can
even play a game. Being confined to bed or wheelchair, this is the only possibility
to connect to the outside world. It allows me to act independently and I feel empow-
ered”. Now, six years later, the BCI community made important steps toward SB’s
vision, but is not there yet.

15.8 Exhibitions

Paintings by the end-users were exhibited for the first time in 2013 at the Town Hall
of Easdale, a Scottish island where HHEM’s daughter works.9 HHEM herself was
there for the opening. The journey and all the associated necessities were costly
and, thus, HHEM and her family started a crowd funding action via startnext.10

The envisaged sum of 5,000 e was indeed achieved and HHEM went to Easdale
with her team. The first exhibition in her home country Germany was at the Annual
Meeting of the German Biological Psychology Society inWürzburg, Germany, 2013
for which she created Painting 15.5 of Sect. 15.7 “The Gallery”. Thereafter her Brain
Paintings were shown at the International BCI Meeting 2013 in Asilomar, Pacific
Grove, California.11 In 2014 we were approached by the Deputy of Cultural Affairs
of the “Forum trifft Kunst”, an Art Gallery in the main building of the Volksbank

8https://academic.oup.com/brain/issue/136/6.
9http://www.easdaleislandhall.org/gigs/index.php?id=396.
10https://www.startnext.com/de/mein-hirn-brennt.
11http://meetings.bcisociety.org/2013/.

https://academic.oup.com/brain/issue/136/6
http://www.easdaleislandhall.org/gigs/index.php?id=396
https://www.startnext.com/de/mein-hirn-brennt
http://meetings.bcisociety.org/2013/
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Fig. 15.9 HHEM visiting
her exhibition at the “Forum
trifft Kunst” of the
Volksbank Würzburg. Left
Loic Botrel and right Elisa
Holz from the Brain Painting
team at the University of
Würzburg (photograph
shown with permission by
Heide Pfützner, ©Andrea
Kübler)

Würzburg (a bank of Germany), and her paintings were shown there for half a year.12

Figure 15.9 shows HHEM at the entrance of the Volksbank where the exhibition was
advertised. In 2016 her so far largest exhibition “Brain on Fire” was held in Hamburg
at the Warth & Klein Grant Thornton AG.13

JT started a little later with Brain Painting. He used to paint with watercolours and
as his disease progressed he could only paint with the help of his art assistant, who
mixed the water colours according to JT’s order and then put the brush in JT’s mouth.
When speaking becamemore difficult, this was no longer possible, but Brain Painting
came right in time, such that he could continue painting albeit in a quite different
manner. His 2014 exhibition “AQUA-RELL” in the “Bürgerhaus Hanns Eisler” in his
hometownKönigsWusterhausen had already included some of his Brain Paintings.14

In 2016 JT had his first “Brain Paintings only” exhibition “malerei digital” (painting
digital) in the “Vertikale Galerie” (vertical gallery) in Lübben, Spreewald.15

12http://www.i1.psychologie.uni-wuerzburg.de/int/aktuelles/einzelansicht-startseite/news/
brainpaint/.
13https://www.wkgt.com/themen/hamburg-ausstellung/.
14https://www.kulturbund-dahme-spreewald.de/events/aqua-rell-juergen-thiele/.
15https://www.dahme-spreewald.info/de/seite/34812.html.

http://www.i1.psychologie.uni-wuerzburg.de/int/aktuelles/einzelansicht-startseite/news/brainpaint/
https://www.wkgt.com/themen/hamburg-ausstellung/
https://www.kulturbund-dahme-spreewald.de/events/aqua-rell-juergen-thiele/
https://www.dahme-spreewald.info/de/seite/34812.html
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Fig. 15.10 Entrance to the exhibition “Brain Painting” in the “NaturkundemuseumMünster”. Here
finally Brain Paintings of both artists HHEM and JT are jointly shown. Left Lisa Klepfer who
organised the exhibition together with Andrea Kübler, head of the Brain Painting team at the
University of Würzbur (©LWL/Puschmann, Münster, Germany, with permission)

Finally, and more than one year after JT had deceased, Brain Paintings of HHEM
and JT were shown together from November 9, 2018, to January 20, 201916 in the
“Naturkunde Museum” (Natural History Museum) during the biannual exhibition
“The Brain”17 (Fig. 15.10). Both artists have sold some of their paintings.

15.9 Summary and Conclusion

Taken together, the making of Brain Painting has now covered more than 15 years
and took place in close interaction with the end-users of the P300-BCI technology
following the user-centred design.Wedemonstratedwith two end-users in the locked-
in state due to ALS that the regular use at home of a BCI controlled application
is feasible and leads to increased quality of life provided we can offer something
to the end-users to which they do not have access otherwise. This having said, it
is important to mention that we asked HHEM whether we should integrate Brain
Painting into her software controlled by the eye-tracker, but she refused. She stated

16https://www.lwl-naturkundemuseum-muenster.de/de/naturkundemuseum/ausstellungen/gehirn/
brain-paintings/.
17https://www.lwl-naturkundemuseum-muenster.de/de/naturkundemuseum/ausstellungen/gehirn/.

https://www.lwl-naturkundemuseum-muenster.de/de/naturkundemuseum/ausstellungen/gehirn/brain-paintings/
https://www.lwl-naturkundemuseum-muenster.de/de/naturkundemuseum/ausstellungen/gehirn/
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that painting with the BCI is less exhausting because the eye movement does not
have to be as precise as for the eye tracker. End-users HHEM and JT evaluated Brain
Painting for around 4 years of use and thus, contributed to the so far longest ever
evaluation of a BCI controlled application. The main results of this evaluation are
the now quantified positive effect on quality of life, the insight that a BCI-controlled
application for entertainment may be used in daily life even if the perceived control
is not always high, and that a cap with gel electrodes does not prevent daily use.
This now published knowledge is encouraging for patient end-users with disease
and BCI researchers alike as it demonstrates a path for BCI-controlled applications
from the lab to the end-users’ home. Brain Painting also demonstrates that BCI can
provide more than communication and interaction, but also the possibility to express
oneself creatively and emotionally far beyond verbalization of basic needs. Such an
achievement, however, is only possible if we listen closely to those people for who
we are developing such technology. The UCD tells us how to do this.
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Chapter 16
Methods and Tools for Using BCI
with Augmented and Virtual Reality

Felix Putze

Abstract In this chapter, we will introduce Augmented and Virtual Reality as a
novel way of user interaction which holds great promises for immersive BCI art
applications. We will first introduce the key terms and give an introduction to the
technical challenges and possible solutions to them. Then, we will discuss a number
of important examples of the combination of BCI andAugmented andVirtual Reality
technology in different application domains.

Keywords Augmented reality · Virtual reality · BCI · Technical aspects

16.1 Introduction

In recent years, Augmented and Virtual Reality (AR/VR) technology has matured
technically and has become widely available as a tool to create complex and immer-
sive applications. These applications cover a wide variety of areas, for example
entertainment, education, art, and therapy, among others. AR/VR technology and
BCIs can mutually benefit from each other: On the one hand, the multisensory expe-
rience or augmentation through AR/VR technology allows to create scenarios which
aremuchmore stimulating and expressive than standard desktop applications. On the
other hand, BCI technology can provide additional explicit or implicit input channels
to manipulate or influence the virtual scenario when standard input controllers fall
short or are unavailable.

As AR/VR technology provides an immersive multimodal experience, they can
be used as a canvas for artistic expression. The use of this technology to create
unique, often interactive pieces of art throughAR/VR technology is already discussed
and experimented with for decades: The installation VIDEOPLACE by Krueger and
Krueger (1983), originated in 1975, featured the manipulation of virtual objects
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(a) Artist Barry Blitt drawing with
1Google Paint 

(b) Screenshot of “Virtualshamanism:
Towards an alternative digital reality
of consciousness” by Matias Brunacci
(2018).

Fig. 16.1 Examples of VR art

and is considered to be one of the first AR artistic installations. Today, a large num-
ber of dedicated exhibits and galleries shows how artists explore and exploit the
technological advances to express themselves in this art form.

Bates (1992) already discussed the role of VR in art in 1992 and since then, many
technical advances have opened many additional opportunities to express creativity.
Several VR painting apps, such as Google Tilt Brush, Facebook Quill, or Adobe
project Dali, are available or under development and allow artistic expression in
VR by using the controllers as brushes to draw lines and surfaces in 3D. See for
example the expression of several artists in VR in Time magazine1 which shows
the versatility of VR art. This potential even increases if we take into account the
possibility of freely programmable environments using generic game engines and
3D modeling and animation tools. Figure16.1 shows two examples of VR art using
existing drawing tools and custom-created scenes.

Given this vibrant environment of AR/VR art, it seems clear that for the field of
BCI art, the use of AR/VR technology comes with great promises of a high level
of immersion and the creation of interactive, explorable scenes. The likely reason
why the use of AR/VR is not yet more prevalent in BCI art may lie in the fact
that the development of a BCI interface for AR/VR requires the combination of
two technologies from different fields which are both complex on their own and
challenging to combine.

In this chapter, I will define the fundamental concepts of AR/VR, give an overview
of existing hardware and software toolkits, and give a primer on the technical and
methodological challenges for the integration of both technologies. Furthermore,
we will describe some current showcases in which BCI and AR/VR technology are
combined successfully.

1http://time.com/vr-is-for-artists/.

http://time.com/vr-is-for-artists/
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Fig. 16.2 Spectrum of mixed reality interfaces according to Milgram and Colquhoun (1999)

16.2 VR—AR—Mixed Reality

While AR and VR are often mentioned in the same breath, they are actually two rela-
tively different concepts.Additionally, there is no clear dichotomy that exists between
these two concepts but rather a continuous spectrum.Milgram andColquhoun (1999)
define “ATaxonomy ofReal andVirtualWorldDisplay Integration” and consider dif-
ferent definitions of augmented reality, virtual reality, and mixed reality (Fig. 16.2).
For the concept ofAR, theydifferentiate between see-throughdisplays basedonhead-
mounted displays or glasses which add spatially situated virtual objects to the real
scene, and a broader definition which also encompasses other kinds of augmenting
displays (today, such non-HMD AR is often based on smart phones). See-through
AR can use video-based see-through or optical see-through (Si-Mohammed et al.
2017). Recent AR systems do not only provide visual augmentation but can also
address other senses, most importantly through spatial sound.

Building from that definition, the authors develop a spectrum of reality-virtuality
mixtures, ranging from augmented reality, over augmented virtuality (which are both
forms of “mixed reality”), to a full virtual environment. All types of systems involve
both real and virtual components but differ in what the primary environment is (real
or virtual) and how and to what extend this environment is mixed with the other one.
This mixing can refer to the blending of the visual scene or the physical interaction.
Interestingly, adding BCI as a control paradigm for VR systems can move these
further along the “virtuality” axis as it reduces the need for actual physical interaction
with the environment or a controller.

16.3 Combining AR/VR with BCI

In this section, wewill introduce some of the technical concepts which are required to
tackle the combination of AR/VR and BCI technology. This comprises the selection
and combination of hardware components aswell as the development of the software.
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16.3.1 Application Development

Developing applications for AR/VR environments is most often done using a com-
patible game engine. While many existing VR tools for artistic expression exist or
are under active development, they are designed as tools for a specific use case with
a closed feature set. As they are not created with BCI input in mind, transparently
replacing the designated input modalities will be very challenging to impossible
(especially VR-based painting usually relies heavily on spatial operations through
the standard controllers). Thus, designing applications for BCI art will in most cases
require the development and programming of custom applications from scratch.

The two dominant toolkits for development of AR/VR applications are Unity3D
and the Unreal game engine (Fig. 16.3). They provide functionality for scene con-
struction, animation, and scripting. The support for modern concepts in computer
graphics like shaders does not only allow to precisely create complex effects but
also gives better control over refresh rates which might for example be useful for
the implementation of SSVEP-based BCI. As the applications can be programmed
in programming languages such as C# or C++, any desired, arbitrarily complex
and interactive behavior can be implemented. Depending on the choice of AR/VR
headset, one will need to import a headset-specific software development kit (SDK)
or plugin to the game engine which provides methods to access the specific headset
functionality. Awide array of available assets and plugins allows to rapidly bootstrap
applications with advanced functionality. If available 3D models are not sufficient,
they can be created through specialized modeling applications like Blender or Maya.
Finally, the behavior of the engines is not limited to the 3D scene, but also involves
the auditory scene and the responses to user input. Game engines and 3D modeling
tools are complex tomaster but countless official and unofficial tutorials are available
for a gentle start.

(a) Unity3D (b) Unreal Engine

Fig. 16.3 Development environments of popular game engines
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16.3.2 EEG Headsets

The choice of a suitable EEG headset already needs some consideration for a “stan-
dard” BCI, as there exists a large variety of choices from research-grade systems to
consumer-ready devices. Gel-based Ag/AgCl electrodes are still considered to pro-
vide the best signal quality but come at the usability disadvantage of time-consuming
and uncomfortable gel application. An alternative are dry electrodes, which come
close in signal quality (Kam et al. 2019) and avoid this preparation step; however,
they rely on a certain pressure to be effective (Fiedler et al. 2018) whichmay also lead
to discomfort over longer periods of time. Many vendors now offer wireless systems
which transmit data via bluetooth or another communication protocol, which greatly
increases the freedom of movement of a BCI user.

When combined with an AR/VR setting, the selection process can become more
challenging as a head-mounted display competes with the EEG headset for the same
space. Especially electrodes at the prefrontal and occipital cortex are located in
regions which are usually blocked by the display. In contrast, electrodes in central
regions of the scalp are not typically problematic. While electrodes can be carefully
placed below the display holder in some cases, this likely results in discomfort or
signal artifacts. A solution is often to choose alternative electrode locations (exploit-
ing the low spatial resolution of EEG). Another alternative is the use of dedicated
headsets (see Fig. 16.4) which promise a convenient integration of (usually dry) elec-
trodes at pre-determined, optimized locations for quick setup times and high user
comfort. As potential disadvantages, such headsets provide only a limited number
of electrodes at fixed positions, cannot be used without the display and are also
often only compatible with a small selection of AR/VR devices. Independent of how
headset and electrodes are mounted, it should be considered that combining EEG
electrodes (with wet gel or pressure-exerting dry electrodes) with a relatively heavy
AR/VR headset will strain the user’s head and neck over longer periods of time, i.e.
sessions should be shorter than for a standard BCI task.

(a) VR-BCI integration by Wearable
Sensing.

(b) EEG electrodes integrated in the
LooxidVR headset.

Fig. 16.4 Available commercial solutions for VR-BCI integration
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16.3.3 AR/VR Headsets

Combining AR/VR with BCI technology requires the selection of employed hard-
ware platforms. Besides the EEG headset, one also needs to consider the choice of
AR/VR headset. After deciding for either AR orVR, there are different criteria which
need to be considered for this selection. Most obviously, available headsets differ in
their visual fidelity, i.e. the provided resolution, the refresh rate, the capability to gen-
erate realistic depth perception, or the provided field of view. But other factors should
also be taken into account: For example, the weight of the headset contributes to the
user’s comfort during extended sessions. Additionally, most headsets are wired, i.e.
they need to be connected to a computer which uses the AR/VR device as a display.
This is still true if the wired connection is replaced with a wireless one. At the time
of writing, only few headsets (such as the Microsoft HoloLens AR headset or the
HTCVive Focus and Oculus Quest VR headsets) are fully stand-alone, which comes
at the price of other disadvantages (e.g. limited runtime).

Besides its output capabilities for 3D graphics and spatial sound, AR and VR
headsets usually are also equipped with sensors which one may be able to exploit
for a multimodal system or as context information. Systems which track a user’s
position in space (as most VR headsets do) or yield position and orientation through
IMU sensors. VR headsets also usually provide a controller device which allows
to manipulate virtual objects through a combination of gestures and button presses.
While the popular existing headsets are not equipped with eye tracking technology
out-of-the-box, there are solutions for extending them with unobtrusive mobile eye
trackers, such as the Pupil platform (Kassner et al. 2014). Another popular addition
to AR/VR headsets is the use of motion-based controller such as the Leap Motion
device (see for exampleRegenbrecht et al. 2013) to performhand tracking and gesture
recognition or the use of external marker-based tracking technology for improved
localization of user and important objects (even outside the Field-of-View).

16.3.4 Registration and Synchronization

For any AR headset to place virtual objects in relation to the real world, it needs
to register the user’s location and orientation as well as of any relevant objects in
the environment. Similarly, a VR headset needs to register the user’s location if it
aims for a physical interaction with virtual objects or wants to have physical objects
appear in the virtual scene (e.g. the game controllers). Objects can be registered to the
virtual environment through tracking methods using optical infrared-based tracking
markers or through methods based on computer vision approaches to recognize pre-
registered visual markers. For mapping out a whole 3D space and localize the device
within that space, AR can apply “Simultaneous Localization andMapping” (SLAM)
methods (Cadena et al. 2016) by using a combination of vision-based registration
and alignment of key points in the scene with sensor data in a stochastic map of
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the environment. Such sensor data is usually recorded through an Inertial Measure-
ment Unit (IMU) which contains accelerometers to capture the body’s specific force,
gyroscopes that measure the body’s angular rate, and sometimes magnetometers that
capture the body’s magnetic field.

Besides a spatial synchronization as just described, we also need synchroniza-
tion in time: As for all BCIs, the EEG data stream needs to be synchronized to
the events within the application. A synchronization through the use of a light sen-
sor is not possible due to the confined space around the display. The popular Lab
Streaming Layer middleware2 provides functionality for streaming data across sev-
eral distributed clients in a time-synchronized fashion. There exists a special version
ofLSL for theUnity engine3 andUnreal engine. For the specific case of theHoloLens,
LSL4Unity cannot be used as it cannot be combined on the Universal Windows Plat-
form (UWP). A solution to this is the HoloLensBridge4 which emulates the LSL
functionality for this device. LSL can then also be used for a loose coupling of the
AR/VR application with the BCI software to build close-loop systems. LSL support
is included in many existing BCI suits such as OpenViBE or can be integrated in
custom solutions through the available APIs.

16.4 Showcases

In this section, wewill review a number of workswhich demonstrate the combination
of BCI and AR/VR for different domains. Most of these showcases make use of
established active BCI paradigms, such as the P300, SSVEP, or Motor Imagery.
While passive BCI are less prevalent, neurofeedback is a paradigm which is used
regularly in the combination of AR/VR and BCI.

16.4.1 Therapy and Rehabilitation

One area of application in which AR/VR technology has made an impact in recent
years is (psycho)therapy and rehabilitation. Here, the high degree of immersion for
such interfaces and the resulting feeling of presence allow the implementation of
innovative therapeutic paradigms which are impossible or expensive to execute in
reality. Examples of such psychotherapeutic applications include exposure therapy
for treating phobias (see for example North et al. 2015; Miloff et al. 2016; Botella
et al. 2010; Juan et al. 2005), meditation exercises for chronic pain management (see
Gromala et al. 2015; Dunn et al. 2017) or motor and cognitive exercises for stroke
rehabilitation (see Yates et al. 2016). Additionally, AR is also widely explored as

2https://github.com/sccn/labstreaminglayer.
3https://github.com/xfleckx/LSL4Unity.
4https://gitlab.csl.uni-bremen.de/fkroll/LSLHoloBridge.

https://github.com/sccn/labstreaminglayer
https://github.com/xfleckx/LSL4Unity
https://gitlab.csl.uni-bremen.de/fkroll/LSLHoloBridge
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a tool to treat or support patients (mostly children) with attention disorders to help
them focus better, for example in learning situations (see Escobedo et al. 2014; Aziz
et al. 2012).

BCI technology is also strongly rooted in these areas. Therefore, it does not come
as a surprise that multiple researchers have explored the potential for combination of
both techniques for applications in therapy or rehabilitation. Salisbury et al. (2016)
thus explores the potential of the combination of both techniques from a medical
perspective. They find promising results in pilot studies but also discuss challenges,
such as high costs, limited availability, and complexity of the involved technology
for medical personnel.

One central type of BCI in combination with AR/VR for therapeutic purposes
is based on the neurofeedback paradigm, channeling the measured brain activity
back to the user to increase awareness of ongoing cognitive processes. One of the
earliest works which demonstrated the feasibility of the approach is theMind-Mirror
by Mercier-Ganady et al. (2014) which superimposed a spatial distribution of raw
EEG power or an estimation of a state of relaxation on an image of the person in
real-time. Users reported the mirror to be “engaging and explanatory” compared to
traditional feedback technology. Besides neurofeedback training, the authors also
see potential application of the mirror in education and entertainment. Kosunen et al.
(2016) investigated a VR-based mindfulness training using neurofeedback on the
user’s level of concentration and relaxation, measured from alpha and theta activity.
The estimated concentration level is thenmapped to different visual effects in a virtual
landscape to further support themeditative depth. Their results show that both theVR
environment as well as the neurofeedback contribute to the meditative experience.
Amores et al. (2018) came to similar conclusions, showing that a VR setup with
an additional olfactory component increased the perception of meditation by 25%
compared to a condition without and they measured similarly strong increases in the
strength of physiological responses.

BCI-based rehabilitation applications to regain limp motor control (usually after
stroke) often uses the motor imagery (MI) paradigm, traditionally following the
Graz-MI paradigm (see Pfurtscheller et al. 2003). One critical aspect of such BCIs
is the presentation of feedback presented to patients, which should give a strong
sense of connection to the targeted limbs. Perez-Marcos et al. (2009) were the first
to show that an MI-based interface in combination with a associated visualization
of the corresponding movements in an VR environment was enough to generate an
illusion of limb ownership. Škola and Liarokapis (2018) used a VR setup to create
a virtual embodiment, showing the person’s hands executing the detected imagined
movements. In comparison to the standard Graz-MI paradigm using symbolic feed-
back, participants exhibit significantly higher accuracy. Spicer et al. (2017) present
a similar setup, demonstrating that a system for limb motor recovery with VR feed-
back can be build from low-cost components. The NeuRow system by Vourvopoulos
et al. (2016) uses a closed-loop BCI training system using motor imagery to control a
rowing simulator presented in a VR system with a vibrotactile feedback component.
Their initial user study shows state-of-the-art performance for MI control and high
levels of positive affect and flow.
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16.4.2 Environment Control

Compared to VR, an AR system usually involves a high level of interaction with
the real environment (see Sect. 16.2). Many interesting use cases of AR arise when
the virtual component of the scene is used to enhance or control this interaction.
For example, an AR headset can be used to superimpose the view of a scene with
context-dependent control elements. These control elements can be coupled with
BCI input paradigms. Extending the communication bandwidth to give input to the
device is especially relevant in AR settings where users interact both with the real
and the virtual environment and traditional communication channels (e.g. hands and
arms for gestures) may often be occupied and not available to give input to the AR
system. In contrast to the standard input mechanisms of AR devices, BCI input is
silent and can be operated hands-free, which enables the use of the device even when
other modalities are not available. This can of course also be operated by people
with severe disabilities who want to take control of their environment, as is one of
the traditional use cases for control BCIs. A review by Si-Mohammed et al. (2017)
shows that many of the established BCI paradigms are also prevalent in different AR
and BCI prototypes.

One example for an BCI for environment control is shown in Fig. 16.5, devel-
oped at the Cognitive Systems Lab (Bremen, Germany) by Putze et al.5 In this AR
application, control elements for different aspects of home control (controlling win-
dow blinds, music player, television, etc.) are superimposed on small visual markers
situated in the environment. Following the SSVEP-BCI paradigm, Similar systems
are described by Faller et al. (2017) and Saboor et al. (2017), which shows that

Fig. 16.5 Room control via AR using the SSVEP-BCI paradigm

5Thanks to Dennis Weiß for his work on the prototype and the provision of the image.
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the SSVEP paradigm can routinely be used as a control paradigm in AR. Escobedo
et al. (2014) overlayed a grid for a P300-based BCI over the scene for telepresence
control of a robot. Coogan and He (2018) combine Unity and the BCI2000 soft-
ware to provide a template for control of Internet-of-Things devices (such as smart
light, television, or thermostat) via BCI interfaces in VR. The authors claim that this
approach allows the rapid integration of additional tasks (due to the use of established
software components) and a higher motivation for users compared to traditional BCI
interfaces.

Another area of application for environment control through AR-based BCIs is
the control of robotic agents. For example, Wang et al. (2018) used an SSVEP-based
AR interface to control the flight of a drone. Si-Mohammed et al. (2018) used an
AR interface to control the movement of a robotic platform. They systematically
explored different ways of integrating SSVEP stimuli in the environment in relation
to the robot and also investigated the effect of motion on the BCI performance, given
that an AR scene is rarely static.

16.4.3 Games

Research in the application of BCI for game control and adaptation is relevant to
people interested in BCI art as game engines offer a wide array of possibilities to
create immersive and dynamic virtual scenarios, which is also often a prerequisite
to implement certain artistic visions. Interestingly, BCI for game control has been
discussed for many years now (see Lécuyer et al. 2008) and is thus one of the oldest
domains for which the combination of BCI andVR technology has been discussed. A
reason for this is likely the fact that both technologies offermuch room for exploration
and playful discovery which is a key factor to make games entertaining. Besides
enhancinggaming experience for entertainment, there are several secondary effects of
researching into gameplaying:On the one hand, “serious games” can provide benefits
for their players, such as learning new information or training certain skills. Indeed,
some of the paradigms presented in Sect. 16.4.1 can be considered serious games.
On the other hand, games can serve as research platforms which are more engaging
as standard experimental paradigms, leading to improved participant motivation,
performance, and retention.

Kerous et al. (2018) published a recent state-of-the-art report on the use of BCI
for game control and showed that several BCI paradigms have been explored for
interaction. Some of these paradigms have already been explored in AR/VR based
games: Guger et al. (2009) was one of the first instances to introduce VR navigation
with synchronous (based on motor imagery) and asynchronous BCI (based on the
P300). Leeb et al. (2013) presented a (penguin) racing game played in a virtual reality
environment with four projection walls and shutter glasses for creating stereoscopic
vision. A jump action of the virtual character could be triggered by issuing a MI
command for the leg, mimicking the jumping movement. They could show that after
short training, half of the players were able to perform the command, even in com-
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bination with joystick-based control of the penguin’s lateral movement. Participants
reported the BCI-based control to be more engaging than a purely controller-based
one. Koo et al. (2015) used a SSVEP-BCI to control the player’s movement through a
virtual maze. They report that playing the game in 3D-VR increased the control per-
formance (i.e. the information transfer rate) by 10% compared to a 2D condition and
explain that improvement by the higher degree of immersion and thus the reduced
susceptibility to distraction. Iidal et al. (2017) made similar observations while using
a frequency-based concentration index to control an avatar through a game course
with obstacles. Measured concentration was higher in the VR condition compared to
a 2D control condition and also participants reported a higher level of immersion and
control. Moving away from purely mapping BCI input to game character control,
Mercier-Ganady et al. (2015) explored the use of BCI to give a person the “super-
power” to become invisible in a virtual environment for the purpose of hiding from
a ghost. Like the previous work, triggering this ability was based on concentration
level.While BCI-control was less reliable and slower than pure button-control, it was
reported to bemoremotivating andmore immersive. BCI can also be used for control
of other media. Brouwer et al. (2018) presented a study in which they predict head
movement from EEG to reduce latency in camera adjustment for VR presentations
of surround video streaming. They could show that for some users, the head rotation
orientation could be predicted with an accuracy of up to 79%.

16.5 Conclusion

To summarize, this chapter showed the big potential of VR and AR as a canvas
for artistic expression through BCI technology. VR is a field which is already thor-
oughly explored currently by digital artists and BCI technology can add another way
of expression which is not only exciting to explore but also accessible to artists with
disabilities and for the application of BCI art as a therapeutic tool. Several show-
cases illustrated how BCI was used successfully together with AR/VR interfaces
already today in different application domains. We saw that a challenge of using a
combination of AR/VR and BCI technology is the complexity of individual compo-
nents as well as of their interplay. Future developments in this field should look into
the development of standardized tools and processing pipelines (e.g. in the form of
plugins to the game engine SDKs) to reduce the entry barrier for BCI art. Another
existing challenge is how to deal with the spatial component of AR/VR art. Cor-
rectly connecting line strokes in virtual 3D space is already a challenge when using
the standard input devices (see Yue et al. 2017). When switching to BCI input with
limited input sensitivity and bandwidth, this will pose a challenge which needs to be
addressed for successful BCI art in AR or VR. Friedman (2015) published a review
article which concentrates on several different possibilities for navigation within
VR through BCI technology: by controlling the viewpoint, by controlling a virtual
avatar, or by controlling the world directly. This discussion outlines the possibilities
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and limitations of such approaches. For able-bodied artists, it may be an alternative
to create hybrid input systems which combine BCI with manual input.
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Chapter 17
The BR4IN.IO Hackathons

Christoph Guger , Brendan Z. Allison , Martin Walchshofer
and Sarah Breinbauer

Abstract BCI hackathons are fun, collaborative activities during which teams
develop and implement new BCI designs and projects. BCI hackathons have often
involved artistic expression, and have led to new headwear designs and BCI systems
that let users paint, make music, or play games via thought alone. In the past few
years, the number of BCI hackathons worldwide has increased considerably, and we
expect this trend will continue. Here, we provide an overview of BCI hackathons,
then review our BR4IN.IO hackathon series. We have hosted a dozen BR4IN.IO
hackathons so far, which have included programming, design, flagship, and kids’
projects. At each BR4IN.IO hackathon, we provide hardware, software, and furni-
ture for each team. Teams then have 24 intensive hours of hacking, then present their
projects to a jury that decides on the winners. Like most other BCI hackathons, the
BR4IN.IO hackathons have helped to teach thousands of new people about BCIs and
related neurotechnologies while encouraging positive publicity for our field. In addi-
tion to increasing in number, we believe that future BCI hackathons will also entail
more advanced hardware and software for hackers, a broader range of devices, new
cooperation with different professional entities, more publicity, greater integration
with university courses, and other improvements.

Keywords BCI · Brain-computer interface · BCI hackathon · BMI · BR41N.IO

17.1 Introduction

Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) have been gaining attention in the academic and
popular literature of late (Friedman et al. 2017; Guger et al. in press; Nam et al.
2018). This increased attention has inspired a solid rise in BCI hackathons. BCI
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hackathons are a very promising mechanism to attract new people to the field, dis-
seminate new technologies, bolster interdisciplinary interaction, encourage hands-on
experimentation, and foster positive media coverage. This chapter introduces BCI
hackathons, presents projects and winners from our BR4IN.IO hackathons, presents
lessons learnedwith suggestions for future hackathon organizers, and consider future
directions. Our chapter includes numerous images and quotes to show BR4IN.IO
hackathons from a personal perspective.

17.2 BCI Hackathons: What and Why

According to dictionary.com, a hackathon is “a usually competitive event in which
people work in groups on software or hardware projects, with the goal of creating
a functioning product by the end of the event.” The term “hackathon” combines the
words “hack” and “marathon,” reflecting that hackathons are intensive events that
often last 24 h or more. Hackathons seem to have begun about 20 years ago and have
been gaining attention worldwide, with over 1000 hackathons since 2015 (Briscoe
2014; HackerEarth 2017).

A BCI hackathon is a type of hackathon focused on software, hardware, and
functioning products relating to BCIs. This separates BCI hackathons from events
that only include lectures, videos, demonstrations, tutorials, discussion, and other
activities. These might also occur at BCI hackathons, but are neither necessary nor
sufficient.

A BCI is a system that enables real-time interaction between a person and a device
based on direct measures of brain activity (Wolpaw and Wolpaw 2012; Nam et al.
2018). Most BCIs rely on the EEG, but can also use other noninvasive methods (such
as fNIRS,MEG, or fMRI) or invasive methods (such as depth electrodes and ECoG).
BNCIs are a broader category, which differs from BCIs only in that BNCIs may also
include measures of biophysical signals that are not directly generated by the brain,
such as EMG, EOG, HR, or respiration. Adaptive neurotechnologies are broader
still, in that they also include systems that can modify nervous system activity, rather
than just read activity. Notably, all of these approaches reflect an alternative, or at
least a complement, to medication, therapy, behavioral changes, and other ways to
influence nervous system activity.

For decades, BCIs could only perform simple tasks like moving a cursor or
spelling. BCIs were expensive, bulky systems that were not especially helpful to
most patients. Today, BCIs are being explored for new applications that could help
a broader range of patients, such as motor rehabilitation for stroke patients, assess-
ment and communication for patients with a disorder of consciousness, real-time
brain mapping for next-generation neurosurgery, and control of complex devices
(like exoskeletons, mobile robots or advancedwheelchairs). Companies and research
groups have also continued developing BCIs and related EEG-based systems that
are intended for healthy users, such as gaming, neuromarketing, alertness/workload

http://www.dictionary.com
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monitoring, and neurofeedback for relaxation. Electrode caps, amplifiers, laptops,
and other devices keep getting smaller and cheaper, and software gets more powerful.

Therefore, BCI designers and hackers havemore ideas to explore than ever before.
New BCI systems or components that might have seemed pointless or impossible—
especially within the 1–2 day time frame ofmost BCI hackathons—are instead viable
options. This seems to be a major reason why BCI hackathons have been much more
prevalent in the last few years. Organizers need less time and money to organize BCI
hackathons, and hackers can implement a broader range of BCIs more easily.

Our BR4IN.IO hackathons, and BCI hackathons in general, do not charge the
hackers for their participation. Instead, costs may be paid by the organizing insti-
tution(s), one or more sponsor(s), public funding, and/or other sources. Equipment
is typically provided for free by the manufacturer and/or the organizer. Some other
(non-BCI) hackathons have required fees, which can pay for organizing costs and
support larger prizes for winners.

This book chapter focuses on one series of BCI hackathons called the BR4IN.IO
hackathons. Other BCI hackathon series have also been successful, and have often
involved a trans-disciplinary theme such as art. For example, we contributed to two
BCI Hackathons through the “BrainHack” effort through Talinn University in 2016,
which focused on art and science (Eigner et al. 2017; Valjamae et al. 2017). In
September 2017, Prof. Azorín and colleagues organized a BCI hackathon in Spain
focused on art called Your Brain OnArt (YBOA). Hacking teamswere each expected
to develop a BCI called a “Brain To Art Interface” or B2AI.

Some of the projects of the YBOA [Your Brain On Art] hackathon were based on
BR41N.IO.

—Ortiz et al., in review.

A non-profit entity called NeuroTechX reports dozens of chapters worldwide that
organize and execute BCI hackathons. Large-scale networks such as these could
spread BCIs and related technologies to new regions, especially less developed coun-
tries.

17.3 The BR4IN.IO Hackathons

The BR41N.IO hackathon series brings together engineers, programmers, designers,
artists or enthusiasts, to collaborate intensively as an interdisciplinary team. They
program or build their own fully functional EEG-based Brain-Computer Interface
(BCI) to control a drone, a Sphero or e-puck robot, or an orthosis. The participation
only requires basic knowledge inBCIs,machine learning, programmingor designing.

We launched the BR41N.IO series in 2017. Participants from numerous countries
have worked together and achieved innovative and playful BCI headsets and appli-
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cations within 24 h. The BR4IN.IO hackathons have also relied on a jury. We select
a jury of experts to score the projects at the end of each hackathon based on several
criteria such as “originality” and “execution,” then select thewinners. BR41N.IOwas
inspired by the unique “Agent Unicorn” headpiece from Fashion-Technology-Artist
Anouk Wipprecht. This accessory is shaped like a unicorn’s horn, and is designed
for children with ADHD or autism (see Figs. 17.1 and 17.2). Agent Unicorn is a
BCI headpiece that measures brain activity to find out what might trigger shifts in
attention in these children and provide a better understanding of their individual
distractions. Our experiences working with Ms. Wipprecht made us appreciate how
much opportunity for inspiration can emerge by collaborating with experts from
different fields.

We have hosted a dozen BR4IN.IO hackathons through 2018. Our five 2017
hackathons were in Banff, Valencia, Graz, Linz, and Dublin. Our seven hackathons
in 2018 occurred in Poznań, San Francisco, Prague, Honolulu, Linz, Miyazaki, and
Graz. Some hackathons have been stand-alone events, while others occurred in col-
laboration with major conferences, festivals or other activities.

For example, our 2017 Graz hackathon and 2018 San Francisco hackathons were
attached to the Seventh International BCI Conference in Graz and Seventh Interna-
tional BCI Meeting near San Francisco. Our 2018 hackathon in Miyazaki was part
of the 2018 IEEE SMC conference. Both of our hackathons in Linz have been part of
festivals hosted at the Ars Electronica Center in Linz, a major public center devoted
to technology and art.

Fig. 17.1 Ms. Wipprecht presents her “Agent Unicorn” headpiece at g.tec’s headquarters
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Fig. 17.2 The top panel shows the “Agent Unicorn” horn with an optional light. The bottom images
show the horn from different angles

We have hosted two BR4IN.IO hackathons here at the Ars Electronica Linz, a major
art and science museum. We got very positive feedback from attendees and from
the media. If you plan a hackathon, I recommend contacting nearby TV stations,
newspapers, magazines, universities, web-based media and more to get the word out.

—Erika Jungrithmayr, Manager, Ars Electronica Center Linz.

17.3.1 BR4IN.IO Project Types

Our BR4IN.IO hackathons have included four different types of projects.
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17.3.1.1 Programming Projects

These projects challenge programmers to code an interface to control devices, robots
or applications,writemessages or drawpaintings by using their thoughts alone. These
are the most common projects in BR4IN.IO and other BCI hackathons.

17.3.1.2 Artistic Projects

BR41N.IO challenges creative minds to design and build a unique, playful and wear-
able headpiece that can measure useful EEG signals in real-time to create any sort
of interaction. We provide 3D printers, handcraft materials and sewing machines at
BR4IN.IO hackathons, so the teams can design and prototype their own BCI head-
pieces. Teams have also used BCIs to produce artful paintings or post a status update
in their Social Media accounts.

17.3.1.3 Flagship Projects

Two BR4IN.IO hackathons have featured “Flagship projects” with special devices
that are not available in most hackathons. Hackers have used BCIs to control heavy
equipment for excavation and massive robot arms for drawing.

17.3.1.4 Kids’ Projects

We have also had some kids who participated in our BR4IN.IO hackathons. In these
projects, kids have created their own caps that are inspired by animals or mythical
creatures. These projects are most similar to artistic projects.

17.3.2 BR4IN.IO Project Examples

This section presents some examples of projects that teams have executed at prior
hackathons. Some of these general projects have been implemented differently in dif-
ferent hackathons, or even by different teams at the same hackathon. The BR4IN.IO
website includes further examples of projects that teams could consider. This section
is divided according to the four BR4IN.IO project types (programming, artistic,
flagship, and kids’).
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17.3.2.1 Sample Programming Projects

This section presents twelve types of different programming projects that have been
implemented. Table 17.1 summarizes the different features of these twelve program-
ming projects. Some of them will require special software or hardware, in addition
to the systems normally provided at a hackathon. These may be provided by the
hackathon organizer and/or hackers. We also note skills that teams in each project
had (beyond basic programming and Matlab/Simulink).

These are general examples, and different hacking teams have innovated their
own implementations of them. Many projects have involved BCIs for device control.
Smart Home teams have developed BCIs to control lamps, radios, and televisions
with P300 BCIs. One hacking team developed a BCI using left versus right hand
motor imagery to control a 3D printed orthosis or a drone as shown in Fig. 17.3.

Another team (which was popular with the other teams) brought gin and tonic
and developed a BCI-controlled drink mixer. A microcontroller controlled a pump
and a cooler were that communicated with the BCI system. Often teams use Unity to

Table 17.1 Each projectmay require software or hardware or special skills. These are just examples
from prior BR4IN.IO hackathons, and future projects can (and should) explore different software,
hardware, skills, and control approaches. The BCI control was implemented with the P300 evoked
potential, motor imagery, mental arithmetic or steady-state visual evoked potentials (SSVEP)

Project Software/Hardware Skills Control approach(es)
used

Smart home control Bring everyday devices
to control

Arduino P300

Sphero SPRK control Robotic ball called
Sphero

C# P300

E-puck control Mobile robot called
E-puck

C# P300

Orthosis control Orthosis MATLAB Motor imagery

Flight control Drone(s) Java P300, motor imagery

Camera control Camera(s) C# P300, motor imagery,
SSVEP

Drink mixer Drink mixer
components, drinks

MATLAB Alpha/beta ratio

Dream painting Painting program MATLAB Different frequency
bands

Social media interface Facebook, Twitter, others C# P300

fNIRS interface fNIRS system MATLAB Motor imagery,
counting, math

Music interface Music software Ruby P300, motor imagery

Game interface VR/Game software Unity P300, motor imagery,
SSVEP
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Fig. 17.3 Left: a hacking team uses a BCI to control an orthosis. Right: a BCI-controlled drone

Fig. 17.4 This developer is working within a unity environment while wearing an EEG cap

create Virtual Reality applications (see Fig. 17.4) or work with Augmented Reality
gear as shown in Fig. 17.5.

Many other projects did not involve device control. Socialmedia applications have
been popular across different hackathons, often allowing people to post on Facebook
or Twitter using P300s. Some groups have used BCIs to create or play music, using
Sonic Pi or other applications. One team developed a tank warfare game, and three
teams developed games that moved avatars through virtual environments.
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Fig. 17.5 This project combines a BCI with a camera and augmented reality (AR) approach

17.3.2.2 Sample Artistic Projects

Since BCI hackathons tend to be organized by and for technical experts, they usu-
ally focus on programming projects. However, many projects have focused less on
technical development and more on art, such as using BCIs to paint and creating new
headsets. Table 17.2 groups these projects into three examples.

Some groups have used P300 BCIs to select and modify different art elements to
create paintings on a monitor, projector or on paper as shown in Fig. 17.6.

Other groups have used 3D printers and sewing machines to make new headwear,
sometimes with additional devices like cameras or lights (see Figs. 17.7 and 17.8).
Some projects have developed different types of caps, while other designs used a
visor, headband, or audio headphones. These projects can be challenging, because
groups need to consider the intended application. For example, motor imagery BCIs
require electrodes over sensorimotor areas.

Table 17.2 Three types of artistic projects

Project Software/Hardware Skills Control approach(es) used

Brain painting Unicorn Speller Painting P300

3D printed
headsets

3D printer, 3D freeware,
materials

CAD Depends on electrode
location

Sewed
headsets

Sewing machine, materials Sewing Depends on electrode
location
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Fig. 17.6 The top image shows a team using the Unicorn Speller system to paint. The bottom
image presents several examples of abstract art created with intendiX at a hackathon
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Head-set sketches 3D rendering Final BCI head-set

Fig. 17.7 The top three panels show different phases of headset design, from sketches to 3D
rendering to the final head-set. The bottom panel shows a hacker painting part of a headset that her
team made

17.3.2.3 Flagship Projects

Flagship projects are special opportunities that are centered around equipment that
we don’t have atmost hackathons. In one hackathon, we had a backhoe (see Fig. 17.9)
available that teams could control with a P300 BCI. At another hackathon at the Ars
Electronica Festival in Linz, we had an exposition in which the Serbian artist Dragan
Ilic equipped a KUKA robot with hundreds of pencils, and used it to create numerous
works of art with BCI software and the Unicorn Brain Interface (see Fig. 17.10). He
selects drawing commands just by thinking, and the robot painted on a vertical and a
horizontal wall guided by Dragan’s mind. After the exposition, hacking teams could
also use EEG activity to paint with the robot arm.
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Fig. 17.8 The top left panel shows a designer working on a new cap with a sewing machine, and
the top right panel shows two caps that she made. The bottom picture shows several different caps
made with sewing machines

17.3.2.4 Sample Kids’ Projects

The kids’ projects are simpler than other projects. We often provide a “Unicorn
Table” for kids with BCIs, caps, and crafting equipment and supplies, and then let
the kids’ imaginations do the rest (see Figs. 17.11 and 17.12). Teams can be of any
size, and kids often move between teams. Like the landmark projects, kids’ projects
have no competition and require less time than programming or design projects. Kids
can stay as long as they (and their parents) want. There are practical challenges in
keeping kids in a room for 24+ h to work on projects, but kids have come up with
some good designs within an afternoon.

Figure 17.13 shows the winning kids’ project from the ARS Electronica Festival
in Linz 2018. The team designed a good looking and functioning EEG cap.
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Fig. 17.9 A hacker uses a P300 BCI to control heavy equipment. The different commands on the
screen reflect different instructions

17.4 Project Presentations and Awards

The BR4IN.IO hackathons have concluded with project presentations from each
team, followed by the awards ceremony (see Fig. 17.14). The jury and audience
members are welcome to ask questions during each presentation. Teams are strongly
encouraged to “show, not tell” through their project presentations. That is, the jury
prefers presentations that demonstrate a successful project, with data and a working
system, rather than just talking about a future idea. Our jury of experts views the
project presentations and scores them on different criteria, such as the project’s
novelty, technical difficulty, practicality, and other factors.

After the project presentations, the jury tallies the scores and decides on the first,
second, and third place awards (see Fig. 17.15). Depending on the hackathon, the
jury may also have other awards such as “Most innovative artistic project”. We then
present the award certificates to the winning teams, and certificates of completion
to all teams that completed a project. Some of our BR4IN.IO hackathons have also
included cash prizes.
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Fig. 17.10 An artist uses a KUKA robot arm with hundreds of pencils, controlled through a BCI

Fig. 17.11 A “Unicorn Table” for kids. The kids can sketch new and implement new cap designs
and accessories for caps
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Fig. 17.12 Two examples of caps that kids designed and implemented at a Unicorn Table. Both
caps have electrodes over frontal and parietal areas, and users can also use the “Brain Bee” cap on
the right to turn on a light over the forehead

Fig. 17.13 Another kids’ teamdeveloped this design basedonbeads. The beads cover the electrodes
and could make the cap more cosmetically appealing to kids, especially kids who like beads
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Fig. 17.14 In the left panel, one of the teams presents its project while a jury member (Dr. Guger,
second from right) asks questions. The right panel shows a jury and audiencewatching a presentation

Fig. 17.15 The first-place winner and other hackers celebrate after a BR4IN.IO awards ceremony

17.5 Winning Projects

This section presents some of the winning projects from BCI Hackathons in 2017
and 2018.
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Fig. 17.16 These winning hackers can mix gin and tonic with a BCI

17.5.1 Winning Programming Projects

Team “Gin Tonic”
This team’s BCI used the user’s alpha/beta ratio to control the mixture of Gin and
Tonic and thereby induce relaxation (see Fig. 17.16). They implemented the real-
time parameter extraction inMATLAB and Simulink with the g.HIsys toolbox (g.tec
medical engineering GmbH) and sent the result to a microcontroller that controlled
the gin pump and the tonic pump.
Team members: Theresia Grahammer, Elisabeth Böhmwalder, Stefan Zapf, Rosa
Büchsenmeister, Christoph Kernstock, Bernd Reutterer, Lukas Traxler.

Dreamteam “Schloafn”
TheDreamteammapped activation of theEEGonto a graphical representationwhile a
personwas sleeping, indicating howactive the brainwas during sleep (see Fig. 17.17).
This was realized with MATLAB/Simulink and g.HIsys to extract the EEG band-
power across different frequency bands with a forgetting window. The results were
transferred to a graphical engine via UDP communication.
Team members: Juan Ignacio Pisula, Thomas Preindl, Tomasz Kostka, Melanie
Balaz, Helene Casado, Anthulla Dushi, Billie Postlmayr.

Team “Neurity”
The team combined EEG and Virtual Reality to create an interactive tool for assisted
living and an environment for telesurgery and training (see Fig. 17.18). In this case,
the neurosurgeon was equipped with a HMD to see the Unity environment in 3D.
The neurosurgeon can then explore the operating room with a patient. With a hand-
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Fig. 17.17 An artistic representation of the sleeping brain

held controller, the user could simulate brain surgery while a BCI user selected
the surgical instrument for the neurosurgeon. The BCI user had 8 EEG electrodes
assembled and used the Unicorn Speller to make the necessary selections. The BCI
system transmitted the information to the Unity system with UDP messages.
Team members: Rachel L’Orsa, Kourosh Zareinia, Liu Shi Gan, Steven Samoil,
Usman Mir.

“The Art of War”
This team built a BCI mixed reality collaborative strategy game. The BCI user had
8 EEG electrodes and used the Unicorn Speller to direct a Sphero robot into certain
directions (see Fig. 17.19). Another user had a smart phone with an Augmented
Reality application that projected tanks onto the floor. This user gave commands to
the BCI to destroy the tanks or to go around the tanks.
Team members: Guillermo Herrera, Daniel Pimentel, Julia Anna Adrian.

17.5.2 Winning Designer Projects

One of the winning designer teams is shown in Fig. 17.20. They used a combination
of 3D printed parts and other materials to create an innovative EEG head-set. One of
its appealing features is that the user does not look like a patient while wearing the
headset, which can acquire high-quality EEG data.
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Fig. 17.18 Team “Neurity” created a VR interface for medical applications

Fig. 17.19 A mixed-reality (MR) collaborative war strategy game based on a P300 BCI

Another team designed a fashionable EEG cap called “Chappy” with hand-made
flowers using the traditional Hawaiian method. This team used more than 500 little
segments to create the headset during the Hackathon (see Fig. 17.21).
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Fig. 17.20 This winning design project included headphones as well as electrodes

Fig. 17.21 This winning
design used hand-made
flowers
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Fig. 17.22 Two team members present the MultiCorn cap

This is a very nice example of how the BCI Hackathon just creates very useful tools
within only 24 hours. This head-set is great for young patients that might be afraid of
standard EEG equipment.

—James Weiland, Ph.D., Professor, Biomedical Engineering Dept., University of
Michigan and Jury Member.

Team member: Charlie Uyemura
The “MultiCorn” allows users to flip the horns to fill each of the EEG electrodes,

which are positioned for a P300 BCI. It was one of the winning teams at the BCI
Hackathon at the ARS Electronica Festival 2017 (see Fig. 17.22).
Kids win!
An important contribution of the BCI Hackathons is the integration of kids. This
allows them to grow up with BCI technology and even contribute to new designs
themselves (Fig. 17.23).

17.6 Lessons Learned for Hackers

Team: Assemble a team with a range of skills. Adapt to the expectations of the
organizers and the jury. If the hackathon and the jury emphasize painting or new
cap designs, then the team should emphasize artists and designers and not just pro-
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Fig. 17.23 The winning kids’ team and the jury at the ARS Electronica Festival 2018

grammers and engineers. Avoid “dead weight” and try to keep the entire team busy
throughout the hackathon.

Preparation: Learn as much as possible from the hackathon website, and review
examples of other BCIs. In addition to this chapter, different textbooks (Wolpaw and
Wolpaw 2012; Nam et al. 2018), the BCI Awards Book Series (e.g. Guger et al. in
press), and web searches will provide dozens of projects that could inspire your team
and boost your “innovation” score.

Survival: Your team will get hungry and thirsty during the hackathon. Bring some
food and drinks, plan ahead on ordering pizza, and/or check with the hackathon
organizers about what’s available.

Scoring: Based on our experience with hackathons, and discussions with other jury
members, the two key criteria are innovation and execution. Most juries in our BCI
hackathons and others explicitly include these criteria, or similar terms like original-
ity, creativity, achievement, or completion. Projects that just replicate well-known
studies or present only ideas don’t score as well as novel BCIs that work—ideally,
systems the jury could use. Your presentation to the jury should show what you
accomplished during the hackathon, not just concepts or future possibilities.

Presentations: Give a clear and well-prepared presentation, because this is what the
jury will see. Embed videos showing the process your team followed and successful
BCI operation to convince the jury that your project is working.

Follow-up: If your team enjoyed the hackathon, you have a lot of follow-up
options. Maybe you can develop your idea into a product or a course project. Con-
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sider approaching professors and companies, or launching a start-up. Contact the
hackathon organizers or jury members to ask for advice. Post a video or description
of your new system on support boards like bci2000.org, reddit, or other sites. Projects
can also be uploaded to the Unicorn Brain Interface web-page to share the results
with others (www.unicorn-bi.com).

17.7 Lessons Learned for Organizers

Synergy: Many potential hosts have seminar/lecture series, research rounds, confer-
ences, workshops, Open Houses, and other activities that may draw possible atten-
dees. Consider approaching professional societies, sponsors, institutions, or entities
for endorsements or funding.

Planning: After identifying the host (or deciding on a stand-alone event), plans
should be complete at least one month before the BCI Hackathon, to allow time to
publicize the event and make travel plans.

Publicity: Try to get enthusiastic and clever hackers. Tell local media. Take pho-
tographs, make videos, and use websites, social media, and other publicity tools.

Infrastructure: Have adequate space. There should be enough power outlets, which
may require extension cables and/or power splitters. There should be enough tables
and chairs for the attendees, and tables should be large so people can spread out
equipment on them.

Staff: Be sure that the Hack-a-thon includes staff with enough technical skill to
answer questions. On the other hand, bugs will happen. Don’t stress about it too
much. They’re engineers.

Equipment: Remember that attendees will usually be completely dependent on the
organizers for BCI equipment, software, laptops, monitors, etc. The type of equip-
ment provided will have a strong impact on the hackers’ projects and satisfaction.
Systems that allow 8 or more channels, with good coverage of the entire scalp, will
allow hackers more options with different brain regions and signals. Software that
is easy to learn and use, with clear instruction manuals and online support, will help
hackers succeed in their projects and reduce the demand on technical staff. If hackers
are provided with eye trackers, or software that supports painting applications, they
will develop projects accordingly.

Overall, more expensive systems will lead to better hackathons, and are recom-
mended when possible. On the other hand, organizers who cannot afford expensive
systems can still organize effective hackathons; they just need to be conscious of the
resulting limitations. Table 17.3 presents a broad overview of how expensive versus
inexpensive systems differ across several characteristics.

This table involves some generalizations, but is meant as a broad guideline. To
avoid the appearance of bias, we avoid mentioning company or product names here,

http://www.bci2000.org
https://www.reddit.com
http://www.unicorn-bi.com
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Table 17.3 Each row presents one axis of comparison. The two columns to the right show how
expensive or inexpensive systems provide different options for hackers

Characteristic Expensive systems
($2000+)

Inexpensive systems ($100–$600)

Signal quality High Usually low

Software quality Usually high Variable

# of electrodes Typically 8 or more Usually fewer

Scalp coverage Entire scalp (via cap) Varies; may just cover one site or area

Manuals and support Usually higher quality May be confusing, limited, or
erroneous

Non-EEG sensors? Often support many
options

Few options, often just facial EMG

Appearance Medical/research system Often more mainstream

but a web search will reveal many manufacturers and products. Interestingly, there is
a gap between inexpensive and expensive systems.We expect this gap to disappear as
both types of systems become less expensive and companies fill the gap by developing
high-quality systems that cost in the range of several hundred dollars.

17.8 Future Directions

BCI hackathons are still new. BCIs hardware and software continues to improve,
and public interest in BCIs is certainly not waning. Hence, we expect that BCI
hackathons will become much more prominent over the next several years. In a few
decades, BCI hackathons and other hands-on BCI activities might become fairly
routine opportunities at universities, technical schools, and other institutes that teach
neuroscience, psychology, and some engineering disciplines. We see a myriad of
future directions that could be explored, including:

Permanent hackathons at public venues.Manymetropolitan areas have at least one
Exploratorium, science museum, or similar location. These institutes could generate
revenue with a BCI exhibit while providing their guests with an opportunity that is
(currently) quite unique. Many Exploratoriums have exhibits where guests can make
water waves to learn about tidal activities, navigate using VR or huge projection
screens, or use 3D printers. To our knowledge, there are no such entities where
guests could don an electrode cap or headband and see their brainwaves, perform
simple BCI tasks, and even create new applications.

Hackathons at more public activities. Public expositions, maker fairs, trade shows,
conferences, symposia, workshops, and other activities will include hackathons.
These may be special “satellite sessions” that occur just before or after the main
activity, or just an optional activity within the regular schedule.
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Hackathons as coursework. Students at colleges, universities, technical schools,
and high schools are often required to complete hands-on projects to learn about
automobile maintenance, crafting with wood or metals, 3D printing, circuit design,
software, psychology, and more. Professors and other course instructors at institutes
with aBCI systemcould require students to complete one ormore hackathon projects.
More advanced courses might involve much larger, semester- or year- long term
projects that could lead to new ideas, systems, and publications.

Increasingly multimodal hackathons. Modern hackathons focus heavily on the
EEG, with few or no tools designed to monitor other biosignals. We expect that
future hackathons will often provide a broader range of sensors, and corresponding
hardware and software, to manage a broader range of biosignals. Future projects will
incorporate signals such as heart rate, eye activity muscle activity, skin conductance,
oxygen saturation, and perhaps other measures of brain activity.

Growing cooperation with professional entities. Our BR4IN.IO hackathon series
is endorsed by IEEE Brain. We expect that different entities will organize and host
hackathons, in addition to endorsements and joint agreements that address funding
and publicity. In addition to public entities, private companies could also sponsor
hackathons and donate equipment (such as eye-trackers orVRheadsets) that could be
available to hacking teams. Some BCI hackathons from different groups have relied
on public funding, which has been very helpful in catalyzing the recent growth of
BCI hackathons.

The BR4IN.IO BCI Hackathons that Christoph and his colleagues put together have
been a tremendous success and the IEEE Brain Initiative is happy to support them.
These hackathons inspire the next generationof neural engineers andprovide excellent
educational and networking opportunities for all that attend.

—Paul Sajda, Ph.D., Professor, Columbia University and Chair, IEEE BRAIN Initia-
tive.

BCI hackathon fees. Our BR4IN.IO hackathons and most other BCI hackathons
have been free to the hackers. However, some other hackathons have required fees.
Conferences often charge attendees for optional tutorials or symposia, and might
charge attendees a fee for hackathons attached to that conference. Public science
museums or private businesses might charge guests or customers who want to use
their BCI equipment and staff for a BCI hackathon. More broadly, for-profit busi-
nesses could charge for escape rooms, live roleplaying, gaming, and other themes in
which using or hacking BCIs is part of the customer experience.

Different themes. BCI hackathons from different groups have included special
themes such as art, gaming, or industrial applications. Future hackathons might
focus on these directions, or others such as science fiction, usability, patient applica-
tions, consumer applications, or even systems for kids. The hardware and software,
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advertising, juries, selection criteria, and other facets might differ accordingly. For
example, hackathons projects from adults, kids, or groups might be judged by kids.

Quality and impact assessment. Most of the BR4IN.IO hackathons did not employ
surveys or other means to parametrically assess the quality and impact. This is a
limitation, and we have begun surveying hackathon attendees. We expect that future
BCI hackathons will employ surveys, follow-up emails, web-based tools, and other
means to learn more about each hacker’s background, experience at the hackathon,
reasons for participating, impact (such as inspiring hackers to a new project, course-
work, product, etc.), and other details. Similar surveys have been informative with
other hackathons (Briscoe 2014). While it is currently too early to analyze patterns
and trends based onBCI hackathons, this will soon change. The resulting information
could be an excellent indicator of which BCI directions and applications are getting
the most attention in real-world settings, much like our BCI Awards book series and
its trend analyses (Guger et al. in press).

Broader media engagement. BCI hackathons have earned some local, regional,
and other publicity, but they are still unknown to the public or even to most makers
and tech enthusiasts. We believe this will change dramatically. Like us, organiz-
ers of other BCI hackathons will continue to seek publicity, from more sources
with greater circulation. Reporters and other groups will find BCI hackathons more
and more newsworthy, since we expect strong growth in the public interest in neu-
rotechnology as well as the number, size, and quality of BCI hackathons. Networks
devoted to science, science fiction, or gaming might host BCI hackathons. Many
shows have featured competitions in which teams design robots that fight each other
or accomplish other goals, and these shows have raised public interest in robotics
and encouraged new designs.
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